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Abstract 

Seismic layer segmentation, oil-gas boundary surfaces recognition, and 3D volume data 
reconstruction are three important tasks in three-dimensional seismic image processing. 
Geophysical and geological parameters and properties have been known to exhibit progres
sive changes in a layer. However, there are also times when sudden changes can occur 
between two layers. A-connectedness was proposed to describe such a phenomenon. 

Based on graph theory, A-connectedness describes the relationship among pixels in an 
image. It is proved that A-connectedness is an equivalence relation. That is, it can be 
used to partition an image into different classes and hence can be used to perform image 
segmentation. Using the random graph theory and A-connectivity of the image, the length 
of the path in a A-connected set can be estimated. In addition to this, the normal A
connected subsets preserve every path that is A-connected in the subsets. An O(nlogn) 
time algorithm is designed for the normal A-connected segmentation. Techniques developed 
are used to find objects in 2D/3D seismic images. 

Finding the interface between two layers or finding the boundary surfaces of an oil-gas 
reserve is often asked. This is equivalent to finding out whether a A-connected set is an 
interface or surface. The problem that is raised is how to recognize a surface in digital 
spaces. A-connectedness is a natural and intuitive way for describing digital surfaces and 
digital manifolds. Fast algorithms are designed to recognize whether an arbitrary set is a 
digital surface. Furthermore, the classification theorem of simple surface points is deduced: 
there are only six classes of simple surface points in 3D digital spaces. Our definition has 
been proved to be equivalent to Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld's definition of digital surfaces in 
direct adjacency. 

Reconstruction of a surface and data volume is important to the seismic data processing. 
Given a set of guiding pixels, the problem of generating a A-connected (subset of image) 
surface is an inverted problem of A-connected segmentation. In order to simplify the fitting 
algorithm, gradual variation, an equivalent concept of A-connectedness, is used to preserve 
the continuity of the fitted surface. The key theorem, the necessary and sufficient condi
tion for the gradually varied interpolation, has been mathematically proven. A random 
gradually varied surface fitting is designed, and other theoretical aspects are investigated. 
The concepts are used to successfully reconstruct 3D seismic real data volumes. 

This thesis proposes A-connectedness and its applications as applied to seismic data 
processing. It is used for other problems such as ionogram scaling and object tracking. It 
has the potential to become a general technique in image processing and computer vision 
applications. 

Concepts and knowledge from several areas in mathematics such as Set Theory, Fuzzy 
Set Theory, Graph Theory, Numerical Analysis, Topology, Discrete Geometry, Computa
tional Complexity, and Algorithm Design and Analysis have been applied to the work of 
this thesis. 
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pEV 

UcV 

unv 
UUV 

Rn 

G = (V, E) 

TI(p,q) 

I:m 

LEm 

G' ~ G 

2D 

3D 

nD-cell 

n-cell 

pixel 

p 

P is an element of V. 

U is a subset of V. 

The intersection of U and V. 

The union of U and V. 

n-dimensional real space. 

A graph that has the vertice set V and edge set E. 

A simple path from p to q. 

The m-dimensional grid space, a special graph. 

The indirectly adjacent m-dimensional grid space. 

G' is a subgraph of G. 

The two dimensional space or means "two-dimensionaL" 

The three dimensional space or means "three-dimensional." 

The basic n-dimensional unit in Em. 

An lD-cell is a line segment. A 2D-cell is a square unit. 

The same as the nD-cell. 

The picture element that contains the location 

and the value of the element. 

The potential function associated with a Graph. 

For an image, p usually represents its intensity. 

A real number to indicate the level of A-connectedness. 

Neighbor-connectivity, i.e. the connectivity between 

two adjacent points x and y with respect to p. 

v 




JL(U, v) 

.sp(ll) 

<G,p> 

d(p,q) 

E(u,v) 

CH(S,:Em ) 


N27(P) 


S(P) 


1 
1 

A measuring function used to define ap (x, y) . 

The path-connectivity of path II 

with respect to p. 

The A-connectivity between 

x and y with respect to p. 

A graph with its potential function p. 

It usually means a general image in this thesis. 

The distance between two points p and q. 

A general measure for A-connectedness. 

The connectivity of an image S in space :Em· 

The 3D neighborhood of a point p in :E3. 

p and its 3D neighbors in N27 (P)· 

m rational numbers for defining 

gradually varied functions. 

The norm of the gradually varied function fD. 
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gradually varied approximation. 
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I 

1 Introduction 
I 

This chapter presents the objectives of A-connectedness and its relationship to image processing 

and discrete geometry. It also provides an overview of the work described in this thesis. 

1.1 Background 

Applied mathematics plays an important role in modern science and technology. Although 

applied mathematics focuses on the practical aspects of mathematics, there is no definite dis

tinction between pure mathematics and applied mathematics. Almost every aspect of pure 

mathematics has applications to the real world, and almost each real problem has its mathe

matical model. Computer science deals with the nature of computing, algorithms for solving 

problems, and the structure of computing machines. Finding efficient algorithms for real 

world problems is at the center of computer science. Signal processing is a joint area of applied 

mathematics and engineering that deals with data sampling, communication, compression, 

restoration, and classification, among other aspects. 

Digital image processing, a branch of signal processing, has become an important research 

area in recent years due to the need for improving pictorial information for human interpreta

tion, and for the processing of scene data for autonomous machine perception (Gonzalez and 

Wood 1993). Statistical methods playa central role in the analysis of images. However, statis

tical methods are not able to describe single objects in an image. A method called "structural 

pattern analysis," based on formal language theory, was introduced. It describes the structure 

of patterns using the grammar of a formal language (Gonzalez and Wood 1993). This method 

was not very appropriate to analyse an object in three dimensional spaces because of the many 

different possible structures that could generate large search spaces. In the early 80's, a geo

metrical and topological method was proposed. This is known today as "the digital geometry 

and topology" (Rosenfeld 1979, Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld 1982, Herman 1998). In this 

method, an image is represented as a discrete function on a set of digital/discrete points in a 
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digital space. Hence, some characteristics of the image can be analyzed using their geometrical 

and topological properties. 

Based on the work of Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld (1982), geophysical layer structures can 

be described by using digital topology (Chen 1985). That is, digital surfaces can be used to 

describe the interface between two seismic layers. The concept of the A-connected search for 

layers/components of 3D digital spaces was introduced by Chen (1985), and during the last 

fifteen years has been working in this (and/or related) research area to attempt to build a 

practical method for processing geophysical images. A-connectedness is a measure that cannot 

only determine a "Yes/No" connection between two points or events, but also can determine 

the degree of the connectedness between them. In other words, A-connectedness can be viewed 

as a method similar to that of fuzzy systems (Klir and Yuan 1995). Technical details of the 

concept are discussed in the following subsections. 

1.2 The Research Theme 

Seismic prospecting involves placing a small charge of explosives underground to generate 

artificial earthquakes that are used to record and determine of the structure of the outer part 

of the earth's crust when searching for petroleum. The seismic waves are picked up by a series 

of geo-sensors spaced along the line of a traverse. As the travelling waves pass through different 

kinds of rocks underground, different characteristics are recorded by these geo-sensors. 

There are two forms of seismic data. These are the waveform seismic data, such as arnpli

tude profiles; and the gray-scale seismic data, such as velocity sections and porosity sections 

(Aminzadeh 1988). The goal of seismic data processing is to explore for oil-gas traps (North 

1985). Geologists seek to find a location with a high oil-gas probability from which to drill. 

The decision is carefully made based on geological and geophysical data. The most important 

geophysical data are the seismic data. Oil-gas traps are of two major types: The first is the 

structural type formed by a geometric structure such as an anti-formal or a fault structure. 

To recognize these structures, amplitude waveform profiles (texture images) are usually used. 
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They are called seismic trace sections. The second is the lithologic type that is related to 

different rock types such as sandstone and granite. In this case, velocity sections (gray-scale 

images) are the most important factors. For example, identification of a region with typically 

low velocity indicates high porosity lithology, and the region is much more likely to store oil 

and/or gas. Seismic amplitude data, and velocity data, are two major resources for geologists. 

In the last twenty years, geologists and geophysicists have used pattern recognition and image 

processing techniques to improve and influence their final decisions (North 1985, Aminzadeh 

1988). 

By combining discrete geometry with image processing, further improvements in decision

making can be made. Discrete geometry is to study geometric and topological properties 

of discrete objects, and it includes packing, covering, tiling, convex poly tops analysis, and 

computational geometry (Goodman et al. 1997). A sub-category of discrete geometry, namely 

digital geometry and topology, attempts to solve the theoretical problems of image processing, 

computer vision, and computer graphics in digital spaces (Herman 1998). 

Three important tasks in three-dimensional seismic image processing are (1) seismic layer 

segmentation, (2) oil-gas boundary surfaces recognition, and (3) 3D volume data reconstruc

tion. Although it is obs~rved that geophysical and geological parameters and properties exhibit 

progressive changes in a layer on many occasions, there are also times when sudden changes 

can occur between two layers. In order to describe such a phenomenon, Chen (1985, 1991b) 

and Chen et al.(1994b) proposed the concept of .A-connectedness . 

.A-connectedness was introduced to measure partial, incomplete, or fuzzy connection among 

pixels in a seismic image. A seismic layer search technique was used to determine a set of 

connected pixels that have similar seismic characteristics. To find an oil-gas trap boundary 

required the tracking of a closed surface containing oil-gas. A 3D volume data reconstruc

tion method used sample points to build the data volume and preserves the layer interface 

information. This thesis focuses on how to solve these three problems using digital geometry 

techniques. 
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1.3 Overview of the Thesis 

This thesis first develops the A-connected segmentation that is important to solve a class of 

problems in image processing and computer vision (Chen 1985, Chen et at. 1994a). Secondly, 

the thesis gives a simple and intuitive definition for digital surfaces. It also proves the classi

fication theorem for digital surface points in direct adjacency (Chen and Zhang 1993c, Chen 

et al. 1999a). Thirdly, the thesis proves the theorem of the necessary and sufficient condition 

for gradually varied interpolation leading to the design of an algorithm to fit discrete surfaces 

based only on guiding points without the use of fitting formulae such as B-splines or Bezier 

polynomials (Chen 1990, Chen 1992). 

Chapter Two reviews some basic concepts of simple graphs and digital spaces. Based on 

vertices and edges of the graph, definitions are given in Section 2.1 for simple paths, subgraphs, 

and the special graph 'Em, which is the m-dimensional digital space. Section 2.2 introduces 

the basic concepts of image segmentation such as region growing segmentation and split-and

merge segmentation. Some methods of data reconstruction such as interpolation and fitting 

techniques are also described in this section. Section 2.3 introduces the concept of computer 

algorithms. NP-hardness and fast algorithms are described briefly. The relationship between 

fast algorithm design and the three focused problems of this thesis are also discussed. 

Chapter Three has three sections. Each section discusses the mathematical model of one 

of the three problems related to this thesis and proposes methods that can be used to solve 

them. Section 3.1 discusses how the seismic layer is determined and describes the reason for 

introducing the concept of A-connectedness and also how it is applied. The task is to find some 

mathematical properties of A-connected sets and to design algorithms to find them. Section 3.2 

focuses on how to recognize and track a digital surface that has potential uses in the boundary 

description of oil-gas traps. This requires a simple and intuitive definition of digital surfaces 

and the design of a tracking algorithm for digital surfaces. Section 3.3 discusses how a discrete 

data fitting technique can be used for seismic data reconstruction. The main problem of 

reconstruction is fitting the interfaces of layers. A new surface fitting method called gradually 
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varied fitting is proposed. 

In Chapter Four, major results for each one of the problems addressed in Chapter Three 

are presented. This chapter is the focus of this thesis. In Section 4.1, based on graph theory, 

A-cOlmectedness is defined to describe the relationship among pixels in an image. Chen (1991b) 

and Chen et al.(1994b) proved that A-connectedness is an equivalence relation and that it can 

be used to partition an image into different classes. Hence, it can be used to perform image 

segmentation. Using the random graph theory, it is shown that the length of path in a A

connected set can be estimated (Chen 1991b). In addition to this, the normal A-connected 

subsets preserve every path that is A-connected in the subsets (Chen 1991b, Chen et al. 1994b). 

An O(nlogn) time algorithm is designed for normal A-connected segmentation. Techniques 

developed are used to find objects in 2D13D seismic images. 

Section 4.2 covers the work on digital surfaces. In seismic data processing, one of the 

requirements is to find the interface between two layers, and to find the boundary surfaces of 

an oil-gas reserve. This is equivalent to finding out whether a A-connected set is an interface 

or surface. The problem concerns how to recognize a surface in digital space (Morgenthaler 

and Rosenfeld 1982). In this section, an intuitive definition of digital surfaces is proposed, 

and a fast algorithm is designed to recognize whether an arbitrary set is a digital surface. 

Furthermore, the classification theorem of simple surface points was deduced: there are only 

six classes of simple surface points in 3D digital spaces (Chen and Zhang 1993c, Chen et al. 

1999a). It was proven that the proposed definition is equivalent to Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld's 

definition of digital surfaces in direct adjacency (Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld 1981, Chen et 

al. 1999a). For indirect adjacency, the problem of defining digital surfaces is still open{Chen 

1998a). 

In Section 4.3, gradually varied surfaces and seismic data reconstruction is discussed. Given 

a set of guiding pixels, the problem of generating a A-connected (subset of image) surface is 

an inverted problem of A-connected segmentation. In order to simplify the fitting algorithm, 

gradual variation, an equivalent concept of A-connectedness that preserves the continuity of 
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the fitted surface, was used (Chen, 1990, 1991a, 1992, 1994). The key theorem, i.e., the 

necessary and sufficient condition of the gradually varied interpolation is proven. A random 

gradually varied surface fitting was designed and other theoretical aspects of the concept were 

investigated (Chen, 1992, 1994). The concept was used to successfully reconstruct 3D seismic 

real data volumes (Chen et al. 1998). 

Chapter Five presents two real applications and discusses experimental results with respect 

to the work decribed in this thesis. The first application is the reconstruction of velocity volume 

in seismic data processing, and the other is the ionogram scaling in space science (Chen et al. 

1994a). 

Chapter Six discusses the contribution of this thesis and compares it with the work of other 

researchers. In addition, explanations of the author's role on multi-authored papers in related 

references are stated. 

Chapter Seven concludes the thesis and discusses some continuing work. Present work in 

progress relates A-connectedness to areas of data mining and economic networks (Chen et al. 

2000a). 
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2 Background and Literature Review 

In this section, some basic concepts used in this thesis are reviewed. These concepts are simple 

graphs, digital spaces, image segmentation and reconstruction, object recognition, and fast 

algorithms related to these topics. 

2.1 Simple Graphs and Digital Spaces 

A graph G consists of two sets V and E, where V is a set of vertices and E is a set of pairs 

of vertices called edges. An edge is said to be incident with the vertices it joins (Cormen et 

al. 1993). In this thesis, assume that G = (V, E) is an undirected graph which means that 

if (a, b) E E then (b, a) E E, or (a, b) = (b, a). Assume that G = (V, E) is a simple graph, 

meaning every pair of vertices has only one edge which is incident to these two vertices, and 

there is no (a, a) E E for any a E V. 

If (p, q) is in E, P is said to be adjacent to q. Let PO,PI, ... ,Pn-l,Pn be n + 1 vertices 

in V. If (Pi-I, Pi) is in E for all i = 1, ... , n, then {po, PI, ... ,Pn-I,Pn} is called a path. If 

Po, PI, ···,Pn-l,Pn are distinct vertices, the path is called a simple path. 

A simple path {PO,PI, ... ,Pn-l,Pn} is closed if (PO,Pn) is an edge in E. A closed path is 

also called a cycle. Two vertices P and q are connected if there is a path {PO,Pl, .. ·,Pn-l,Pn} 

such that Po = P and Pn = q. G is called connected if every pair of vertices in G is connected. 

In this thesis, it is always assumed that G is connected. 

Let 8 be a set. If S' is a subset of S, their relationship is denoted by S' ~ S. If S is 

not a subset of 8', then S' is called a proper-subset of S, denoted by S' c S. Suppose 

G' = (V', E') is a graph where V' c V and E' c E for graph G = (V, E), G' = (V', E') is 

called a partial-graph of G. If E' consists of all edges in G whose joining vertices are in V', 

then the partial-graph G' = (V', E') is called a subgraph of G and their relationship is denoted 

by G' j G. If V' is a proper-subset of V, then the relationship is denoted by G' -< G. It is 
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noted that for a certain subset V' of V, the subgraph G' with vertices V'is uniquely defined. 

In this thesis, I:m represents a special graph I:m = (V, E). V contains all integer grid points 

in the m dimensional Euclidean space. The edge set E of I:m is defined as E = {(a, b) la, b E 

V &d(a, b) = I} , where d( a, b) is the distance between a and b. In fact, E contains all pairs 

of adjacent points. Because a is an m-dimensional vector, ( a, b) E E means that there is only 

one component i such that IXi - Yil = 1 and the rest of the components in a = (Xl, ... , xm) 

and b = (YI, ... , Ym) are the same. It is known as direct adjacency. One can define indirect 

adjacency as maXi IXi - Yil = 1. I:m is usually called an m-dimensional digital space. The basic 

discrete geometric element n-dimensional cells (nD-cells, or n-cells) can be defined in such a 

space, such as OD-cells (point-cells), ID-cells (line-cells), and 2D-cells (surface-cells). Some 

examples of nD-cells are shown in Figure 1. 

2.2 Image Segmentation, Object Recognition, and Data Reconstruction 

Segmentation is a clustering method in image processing (Gonzalez and Wood 1993). There are 

many types of segmentation, such as: measurement space clustering, region growing, split-and

merge segmentation, and edge detection. Different types of data require different segmentation 

methods. For gray-scale images such as velocity profiles, one can use region growing or edge 

detection. For texture images such as waveform profiles or seismic section, rule-based segmen

tation methods may be preferred. 

A digital image F is a mapping from a grid-space I:m to the real set R (or Rn in general). 

Let S be a subset of I:m . S is said to be uniform if F on S (a sub-image) has properties of 

uniformity. For instance, a popular uniformity measure is defined as the maximum difference 

between any pixel value and the mean value of S. 

Formally, segmentation is the partitioning of an image into connected subsets, each of 

which is uniform, but such that no union of adjacent subsets is uniform. The definition of 

segmentation with respect to a digital image F can be described as follows: If there exists a 
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non-empty segmentation FI, F2 , "" Pm , satisfying 

o 0-----.,0 o 
(a) OD-cell (b) 1D-cell (c) 2D-cell (d) 3D-cell 

,..... r ,f;)C1 

8181 83 

(, 

82
C3 

( ) 

(e) point-connected 1D-cells (f) point-cOIlllected 2D-cells (g) line-connected 2D-cells 

Figure 1: Examples of basic unit cells and their connections: (a) OD-cells, (b) 1D-cells, (c) 

2D-cells, (d) 3D-cells, (e) point-connected ID-cells, (f) point-connected 2D-cells, and (f) line

connected 2D-cells, 

(1) FinFj=0,ifi=1,,,,m,j=1, ..m,i=/=j, 

(2) Ui=l,.. "mFi = F, 

(3) Each Fi is connected, 

(4) Each Fi is "uniform", 

(5) If Fi and Fj are adjacent, then Pi UFj is not uniform, 
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then, {Fl' F2 , ••• , Fm} is called a segmentation of F. 

Region growing segmentation: In a gray scale image, the intensity is the uniformity measure. 

A region (or a segment) in an image may be viewed as a connected group of pixels, all with 

similar brightness. This method begins with a single pixel, and then by examining neighbours 

tries to find a maximum sized connected region of similar pixels. Thus, regions can grow from 

single pixels. 

Split-and-Merge Segmentation: A split-and-merge algorithm has some similarity to the re

gion growing technique. In two dimensional image processing, split-and-merge segmentation 

is based on a quad tree partition of an image and hence it is sometimes called quadtree seg

mentation. One starts with tree nodes (representing square regions of the image) at some 

intermediate level of the quadtree. If a square is found to be non-uniform, then it is replaced 

by its four sub-squares (split). Conversely, if four squares form a uniform square, they are 

replaced by a single square(merge). This process continues recursively until no further splits 

or merges are possible. 

Object recognition is essential to image processing and computer vision today. Object 

recognition has many uses in modern image processing. It can be used to find a specific target 

in an image or to recognize the characteristics of a set of pixels. In sequential image processing, 

object recognition may be used for tracking a target in different images. Recognizing different 

objects require different algorithms. 

With respect to the work described in this thesis, object recognition refers to the task of 

recognizing digital curves, surfaces, and solid objects. Given a set of points in I:m , decide if the 

set forms a digital surface. Therefore, the definition of digital surfaces becomes an important 

issue. An intuitive definition for digital curves and surfaces is presented in Section 4.2. 

Reconstruction usually uses inversion and fitting techniques. However in this thesis, only 

fitting methods are considered. Fitting refers to finding more data points that are not in

cluded in the sampling data. Interpolation and approximation are two typical mathematical 
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techniques used in data fitting. Interpolation requires that fitted points retain the same values 

at the sample points but approximation does not. 

Basically, fitting algorithms are based on mathematical formulas and equations such as 

B-spline and Bezier polynomials. In some situations, if there are outlier points in the sampled 

data, such methods may generate faulty results. An advanced technique called robust fitting 

(or regression) can be used. On the other hand, if the sample data comes from different classes 

(or categories), fitting may damage the original information. One must separate them into 

different classes before the fitting. In geophysics data processing, if one must reconstruct a set 

of data between two points which have the same depth while a fault exists between these two 

points, fitting will erase the fault. For this reason a more intelligent data fitting technique is 

needed. An intelligent technique is discussed in Section 5.1. 

2.3 Fast Algorithm Design and Its Relationship to The Thesis 

An algorithm is a problem solver and consists of a set of finite steps, each of which solves a 

simple task. In this thesis, algorithms are designed to perform A-connected segmentation and 

to recognize objects such as curves and surfaces in two or three dimensional images. 

According to the theory of computing, a problem is said to be solvable (feasible) if there 

exists an algorithm that allows a solution(s) to be found in finite steps in a limited time. 

However, some problems such as the "Halting Problem" do not always converge to a solution(s). 

These problems are unsolvable. For some problems, such as the "Traveling Salesman Problem," 

that finds the shortest path for a salesman who travels all cities in a map, there exists an 

algorithm that converges to a solution in a limited time. However, the time cost of the algorithm 

is an exponential growth when the number of cities (Le. the size of the problem) is increased. 

For example, if the number of cities is 100, an O(2n) time algorithm may cost 100 years to 

obtain a solution. Thus, a theoretically feasible problem may not be practically tractable, 

meaning that there is a polynomial time algorithm for the problem. 
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There are two major classes of feasible problems: the polynomial time class and the N P

hard class (Cormen et al. 1993). For a polynomial time class problem, a polynomial (time) 

algorithm can be found to solve the problem using "modern" digital computers. The math

ematical model of "modern" digital computers is the deterministic Turing machine. A more 

powerful model of computers is the non-deterministic Turing machine. If a problem can be 

solved in a non-deterministic Turing machine in polynomial time, we call the problem an NP

problem. In the N P-problem class, there is a subclass called NP-Complete class if any of 

which can be solved in polynomial time then all N P-problems are in polynomial time class 

(Cook's theorem ). This is the famous unsolved problem called P =?NP problem. The trav

eling salesman problem is an example of one of the NP-Complete problems. An NP-hard 

problem is defined as being, at least, hard as an NP-complete problem. 

A fast algorithm is usually considered to solve a problem fast or in real time. However, 

there is no mathematical definition for what complexity of the algorithm can be called a fast al

gorithm. Basically, the complexity of the fast algorithm is varied dependent on people's feeling 

of a specific problem. For example, as we know that the sorting problem has the O(nlogn) al

gorithm, then any algorithm whose complexity in the average case is beyond O(nlogn) may not 

be considered a fast algorithm. On the other hand, an O(n3 ) algorithm for linear programming 

can be called a fast algorithm because the problem has no better algorithm. 

The design of algorithms in this thesis is related to all three problems mentioned earlier. 

An O(N) time algorithm for A-connected segmentation, where N is the number of points in 

an image, is presented in Section 4.1. Chen (1997) designed a O(N) time algorithm to extract 

the boundary of a 2D object using the topological properties of the edges of surfaces and 

solids with respect to direct adjacency. It is interesting to note that, for indirect adjacency, a 

general definition for digital surfaces have not been found. Therefore, there is no foundation 

to deal basically with its search algorithms. The problem has been discussed by Chen (199Sa). 

Although, a definition was given in that paper, it is thought that the recognition problem may 

be NP-hard. For gradually varied surface fitting in seismic data reconstruction; even through, 

an O(n2 ) algorithm can be designed in a simple way. However, if the domain is separable ( 
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Le., a Jordan space), some faster algorithms comparable to the O(n2 ) time algorithm can be 

designed (Chen 1991a). 
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3 Three Real Problems and Their Mathematical Models 

Seismic data sets consist of synchronous records of reflected seismic signals registered by a large 

number of seismic sensors placed along a straight line or in the nodes of a rectangular lattice 

on the earth's surface (Costain and Coruh 1997). A series of explosions serve as the source 

of the initial seismic pulse, responses to which are averaged. The vertical time axis forming 

the resulting two- or three-dimensional picture is identified with depth, the reflected signal 

under the respective sensor carries information on the local properties of the rock: mass at the 

respective point of the underground medium. In contrast to the above-lying sedimentary cover, 

the absence of pronounced reflecting surfaces in a crystalline body results in great difficulty 

inferring the geological information from the basement interval of the seismic picture. 

This thesis deals with three of the most important tasks in seismic data processing. These 

are seismic layer segmentation, oil-gas boundary surfaces recognition, and 3D volume data 

reconstruction. This chapter describes their mathematical models. The theoretical analysis is 

presented in Chapter Four. 

3.1 Layer Determination and A-Connectedness 

In seismic data processing, researchers usually deal with two types of layers: the geological 

layer and the seismic layer. The geological layer is formed by sedimentary rocks from one time 

period to another. The geological layer is usually thin. On the other hand, a seismic layer is 

distinguished by geophysical properties of sedimentary rocks represented in the form of seismic 

data in the stratum, velocity and porosity. Since the geological layer can not be identified just 

using seismic data, the work described in this thesis considers only seismic layer search. 

Chen (1985, 1991b) and Chen et al. (1994b) proposed A-connectedness to describe the 

phenomenon that geophysical and geological parameters and properties exhibit gradual or 

progressive changes in a layer, but sudden changes frequently occur between two layers. In 

other words, a A-connected set can be viewed as a layer, and two layers should be separated 
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by A-connectedness. 

Seismic data has two forms: waveform seismic data, and gray-scale seismic data. Both 

waveform data and gray-scale seismic data can be viewed as digital images (See Figure 2). As 

discussed in Chapter Two, a digital image can be represented as a function from a 2D j3D 

array to an interval in R, the real number set. Such an array can be viewed as a graph in 

mathematics if we define: (1) each element in the array as a vertex of the graph, (2) the edge 

set as consisting of all pairs of elements a, b, denoted by (a, b), where a and b are adjacent in 

the array. 

•• ~ ~-'-.-.......' G 

~~~:- .j 

(b)(a} 

Figure 2: Examples of waveform data and gray-scale seismic data: (a) A waveform seismic 

section, and (b) a velocity section. 

To determine a layer in the stratum is to find a subset of vertices which have similar 

properties (or values) in the gray scale image. A-connectedness is defined to describe the 

relationship among pixels in the image. 

A-connectedness can be defined on an undirected graph G = (V, E) with an associated 

(potential) function f : V -+ R m , where Rm is the m-dimensional real space. Given a measure 
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apex, y) on each pair of adjacent points x, y based on the values p(x), p(y), we define 

if x and y are adjacent ap(x, y) = { :(P(X), p(y)) (1) 
otherwise 

where p, : Rm x Rm --+ [0,1] with p,(u, v) = p,(v,u) and p,(u,u) = 1. Note that, for all u, 

p,(u,u) = c and p,(u, v) :s; c where c E [0,1]. ap is used to measure "neighbor-connectivity." 

Based on a p , A-connectedness can be defined on < G, p > in a general way. 

Let Xl, X2, ... , Xn-l, Xn be a simple path. The path-connectivity f3 of a path 1f = 1f(XI, xn) = 

{Xl, X2, ... , xn} is defined as 

(2) 


or 

(3) 


Finally, the degree of connectedness (connectivity) of two vertices x, y with respect to p is 

defined as: 

Cp(X, y) = max{f3(7r(x, y))I1f is a (simple) path.} (4) 

For a given A E [0,1], point p = (x,p(x)) and q = (y,p(y)) are called A-connected if Cp(x,y) ~ 

A. (One usually avoids saying that x and yare A-connected since they do not contain the 

information of p.) In image processing, p{x) is the intensity of a point x and p = (x,p(x)) 

defines a pixel. In this case, one may say two pixels are A-connected. 

If equation (2) applies, A-connectedness is reflexive , symmetric, and transitive. Thus, it 

is an equivalence relation. If equation (3) is used, A-connectedness is reflexive and symmetric. 

Therefore, it is a similarity relation (Chen 1985, Chen 1991b, Chen et al. 1994b). 

If < G, p > is an image, then this equivalence relation can be used for segmentation, i.e., 

to partition the image into different objects. Therefore, to find a layer is to find a A-connected 

subset of the vertices. A fast algorithm to find such a subset will be discussed in Chapter 

Four. In order to explain the key concept of this thesis, A-connectedness, the author presents 
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an example as follows: Assume that there is a 4 x 4 small image, all pixels Pi,j, i, j = 1,2,3,4, 

are given in the following array. For this case, Graph G = 2:2 has 16 vertices Vij. VI,l and V2,1 

are adjacent in direct adjacency as well as VI, I and Vl,2' 

2.0 1.0 10. 8.0 

1.0 8.0 9.0 5.0 
(5) 

7.0 8.0 4.0 6.0 

7.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 

One can see, 10 is the maximum value of all pixels in the image. Let us choose J.L(p,p') = 

1 - ip - p'i/10 and A = 0.8. If the difference of the values of two adjacent pixels is less or 

equals to 2, then these two pixels are A-connected. One can easily see that there are three 

A-connected components in the image. The second component is shown below: 

10. 8.0 

8.0 9.0 
(6) 

7.0 8.0 

7.0 

The other two components are located at the up-left corner and the low-right corner of the 

original matrix (5), respectively. 

3.2 Digital Surface Tracking 

Digital surface tracking is a very general and practical task in image processing. Many appli

cations can be found in medical imaging, and 3D computer vision. In geophysics, finding the 

interface between two layers or the boundary surfaces of an oil-gas reserve is often asked. This 

is equivalent to finding out whether a A-connected set is an interface or surface. For example, 

when a A-connected set is found, one usually wants to ask if the set is a curve, surface, or a 3D 

object (3D manifold). In geology and geophysics, a curve could be a fault line, a surface could 
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be an interface, and a 3D object could be an oil-gas trap. The problem that is often raised 

concerns how to recognize a surface in digital space (Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld 1982). 

In continuous spaces, a surface can be defined as a Hausdorff space where each point has 

an open neighborhood that is homeomorphic to an open Euclidean 2D-space. However, in a 

discrete space, there exist three fundamental problems. The first relates to what defines a 

discrete surface. The second problem concerns the properties of continuous surfaces that are 

required to be preserved in discrete spaces. The third and the most important problem relates 

to how the properties of discrete surfaces are applied to image processing and computer vision. 

In the early 80s, two kinds of digital surfaces were studied by Artzy et at. (1981), and 

Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld (1982), respectively. The motivation of Artzy et al. (1981) was 

to find the boundary surface of a solid object in a 3D image and to develop a fast algorithm 

to track the surface. In general, the boundary surface of a solid object is a surface (or union 

of several surfaces), but a surface may not be the boundary of a 3D object. Morgenthaler 

and Rosenfeld defined a surface mathematically in L;3, a space containing all integer grid 

points. Based on their definition, a surface recognition algorithm was developed in a formal 

way. However, their definition of digital surfaces is not only difficult to understand, but also 

difficult to expand to higher dimensional digital spaces. 

Digital objects such as curves and surfaces are constructed by basic elements. Examples 

of these elements, shown in Figure 1, are OD-cells (point-cells), ID-cells (line-cells), 2D-cells 

(surface-cells), and 3D-cells. In order to give a mathematical definition of digital surfaces, 

Chen and Zhang (1992, 1993a, 1993b) investigated the relationship among these types of cells. 

The author presents some of the observations as follows: 

A point p = (x, V, z) in E3 is a OD-cell. A pair of points p = (Xl, X2, X3) and q = (Vl, V2, V3) 

in E3 forms a line-cell if p and q are (directly) adjacent points, i.e., 

3 

d(p, q) = L: IXi - vii = l. (7) 
i=l 
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Where d(p, q) is the distance between p and q. Therefore, a line-cell can be denoted as a set 

of p and q, {p} U {q} or {p, q}. 

A surface-cell is a set of four points that form a unit square parallel to coordinate planes. 

So a surface-cell is the union of two line-cells {P,p'} and {q, q'}. The set of {p,p', q, q'} are fOUI 

distinct points. 

A 3-cell is a unit cube, which includes eight points. A 3-cell is the union of two surface-cells. 

In Figure 1 (d), surface-cells {Pl,P2,P3,pd and {ql, q2, q3, q4} forms a 3D-cell. It is required 

that {Pl,P2,P3,P4} n{ql, q2, q3, q4} = 0 and for all i = 1,2,3,4, d(Pi, qi) = 1. 

An important concept of parallel-moves is defined below: 

Definition 1 A line-cell {q, q'} is called a parallel-move of line-cell {p,p'} if {p,p'} n 

{q, q'} = 0, and d(p, q) = 1 and d(p', q') = 1. 

In the same way, one can define parallel-moves for point-cells, surface-cells, etc. In 1::3, 

each line-cell has four parallel-moves, and a line-cell and each of its four parallel-moves form a 

surface-cell. In fact, a point-cell and one of its parallel-moves form a line-cell, and a surface

cell and one of its parallel-moves form a 3D-cell. This technique philosophically matches 

the idea of "curves made by dots and surfaces made by curves" (Chen, 1997). Furthermore, 

without making use of continuous space, a recursive definition for k-dimensional unit cells 

using parallel-moves in direct adjacency was given by Chen and Zhang (1993a, 1993b) and 

Chen (1998b). 

Based on line-cells, surface-cells, and 3D-cells, an intuitive definition of surfaces was pro

posed. An surface tracking algoritlun was designed by parallel-moving a line-cell (Chen and 

Zhang 1993b). Chen (1997) discussed more general cases, which are only based on simple 

graphs. The relationship between the raster space and the point space can be found in Chen 

(1998b). The definition and algorithm of digital surfaces and digital manifolds are discussed 

in Chapter Four. 

I 
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3.3 Seismic Data Reconstruction and Discrete Data Fitting 

Since the cost of field data collection is prohibitive, seismic prospecting often uses a data fitting 

method to reconstruct unknown data points. In seismic prospecting, a vertical line of recorded 

signals is called a common data point (CDP) trace. Sometimes, a CDP trace is inserted to fill 

a bad trace in a 2D waveform profile. In other situations, data fitting is needed in building a 

3D data volume from 2D data sections. 

In 3D data reconstruction, surface fitting is an important tMk. Unlike automobile frame 

shape construction, seismic data sometimes does not require a higher degree of smoothness. In 

some cases, a reasonable "continuity" is enough to describe the interface of two seismic layers. 

On the other hand, the standard surface fitting algorithm Msumes that the resulting data 

satisfies a mathematical formula such as a polynomial (e.g., Bezier Polynomial and B-Spline). 

One can see that this is not always the CMe. In addition, the goal here is to get a set of discrete 

points to fill the data array. After fitting, one needs to calculate the actual data point based 

on the mathematical formula with the known coefficients. That is to say, it is necessary to 

determine the value of the unknown discrete points. 

The standard surface fitting algorithm computes from "discrete" to "continuous" and then 

back to "discrete." It is very natural to ask if there is a discrete fitting algorithm to complete 

the task without employing a continuous mathematical formula. Formally, given a set of 

guiding pixels, the problem is to generate a A-connected (subset of image) surface. 

This is an inverted problem of A-connected segmentation. In order to simplify the fitting 

algorithm, gradual variation, an equivalent concept of A-connectedness that preserves the con

tinuity of the fitted surface is used (Chen, 1990, 1991a, 1992, 1994). The key theorem of 

gradual variation (i.e., the necessary and sufficient condition of the gradually varied interpo

lation) is proven (Chen 1990). The design of the random gradually varied surface fitting and 

other theoretical aspects were investigated by Chen (1992, 1994). These concepts are used to 

successfully reconstruct 3D seismic real data volumes in Chen, Cooley, and Zhang(1998). A 

detail description of the volume reconstruction is discussed in Chapter Five. 
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4 Theoretical Analysis and Algorithm Design 

This chapter is devoted to the theoretical analysis and the design of algorithms with respect 

to the work discussed in Chapter Three. First, the basic theorem and the algorithm for A

connected segmentation are presented. Then, the definition of digital surfaces is introduced, 

and the surface tracking algorithm is discussed. The author also presents the classification 

theorem of simple surface points. Lastly, various results of gradually varied fitting and data 

reconstruction are presented. 

4.1 '\-Connectedness and '\-Connected Segmentation 

As discussed in Chapter Three, a digital image F is a mapping from a grid-space 'Em to the 

real set R. Two points, p and q, in .Em are adjacent if the distance between these two points 

is 1. Two points, p, q E S and S c .E, are connected if there is a path that consists of adjacent 

points that link p and q. S is connected if each pair of points in S are connected. 

Theorem 1 (Chen 1985, Chen 1991b, Chen et al. 1994b) A-connectedness is an equiv

alence relation if equation (2) in Chapter 3 is used (i.e., it can be used for classification). 

A·connectedness is a similarity relation if equation (3) is used. 

A A·connected segmentation partitions P into one or more A·connected components using 

the A-connected equivalence relation if equation (2) applies (Chen 1985, Chen 1991b, Chen et 

aI. 1994b). Generally, for any function E : S x 8 -+ R in the set 8 possessing the following 

properties (Chen et al. 1994a): 

(i) E(u,u) ::; c, c is a constant, 

(ii) E(u, v) = E(v, u), 

(iii) E(u, v) ~ min{E(u, w), E(w, v)}, 

the A-connectedness of (8, E) is an equivalence relation. A-connectedness is a general dynamic 
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connectedness relation. A-connectedness deals with the degree of com1.ectivity between two 

points in an image, so it can be viewed as a kind of fuzzy connectedness. There are many 

flllictions satisfying the three conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) above, such as : 

1 JLu-vll 
{ ifllull + IIvll # ° 

E (u, v) = 1 lfuTT+TlVlT (8) 
otherwise. 

Since a region growing technique can be manipulated by Tarjan's breadth-first search algorithm 

(Cormen et al. 1993), we can develop a fast algorithm for A-connected segmentation. Such an 

algorithm only requires a linear time complexity. If X is a 2D/3D array and Z is the real set, 

we can see that A-connected segmentation can be easily used to segment gray-scale images, 

such as velocity sections in seismic data or to find an object by using the intensity in an image. 

Other useful results include the following: 

Corollary 1 (Chen 1991b, Chen et al. 1994b) If Al > A2, then Al-connected segmentation 

is a refinement of A2-connected segmentation. 

Let S be a subset of ~m. For an arbitrary path n in S, we have Cp(TI) 2: A. S is said to 

be A-normal-connected. 

Lemma 1 (Chen et al. 1994b) S c I::m is a A-normal-connected set with respect to j, if 

and only if any two adjacent points p and pi have Ca (p, pi) ~ A. 

Lemma 2 (Chen et al. 1994b) A-normal-connectedness is not an equivalent relation. 

Even though the A-normal-connectedness is not an equivalence relation, the split-and-merge 

technique in pattern recognition can be used to obtain the normal A-connected subsets. 

Let j : I::m ~ [o,l]n be a fuzzy sub-fiber and E(u, v) and Ca(x, y) be given. For an 

arbitrary A E [0, 1], the following algorithm can be used to find out all A-connected parts in 

I::N. 

Algorithm A (Chen 1991b) Breadth-First-Search technique (See Cormen et al. 1993) for 

A-connectedness. 
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Step 1: 

Step 2: 

Step 3: 

Step 4: 

Let Po be a point in a set I:. Set 

L(po) +- * and STACK +- STACK UPo 

i.e., labeling Po and Po is sent a stack STACK. 

If STACK is empty, go to Step 4; otherwise, 

Po +- STACK (top of STACK). Then, 

L(po) +- O. 

For each p linking Po , if 

L(P) =1= 0, L(P) =1= *, and C(P,po) ;::: A, then 

STACK +- STACK Up and L(P) +- *. Then, go to Step 2. 

Stop. S = {p : L(p) = O} is one A-connect ed part. 

Lemma 3 Algorithm A is time optimal, and its time complexity is O(ln' 'Em!). 

Algorithm B(Chen et al. 1994b) Split-and-Merge technique (see Gonzales and Wood, 

1993) for A-normal-connectedness. Here one is concerned with (2, n)-fuzzy sub-fibers. 

Step 1: Let I:2 be a (21 x 21) array. L +- 'E2, where L be a set. 

Step 2: If region L is already homogeneous, i.e., L is A-normal-connected set, 

NOMERGE+-NOMERGEUL and go to step 3; otherwise, 

divide L into four subsquares, L n ,L12,L21, and L22; 

then NOSPLIT +- NOSPLIT U {Lu ,L12 ,L21,L22}. 
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Step 3: If there exists four regions that are four sons of some region Ls 

in NOMERGE, namely Lll,L12,L21, and L 22 , 

they will be conquered by a merging approach. It tests any two 

.A-normal-connected subsets that are neighbors, 

and belong to different regions in L u ,L12,L21, and L22. Merge 

these subsets if their union is a .A-normal-connected subset of L. 

NOMERGE +- NOMERGE - {Lll,L12,L21,L22}. Otherwise, 

if there are no such four regions; then stop when NOSPLIT is empty, 

choose a region from NOSPLIT, send it to L, and go to Step 2. 

Theorem 2 There is an O(n1E21 + IE21Iog\E21) time split-and-merge algorithm for normal 

.A-connected segmentation on (2, n)-fuzzy sub-fiber. 

Corollary 2(Chen et al. 1994b) There is an O(nml~m\ + lI:mlloglI:ml) (or O(n2mIEm\ + 

\~mllogIEml) for indirectly adjacent) time split-and-merge algorithm for normal .A-connected 

segmentation on (m, n)-fuzzy sub-fiber. 

In a region-growing image segmentation, the length of a connected (or .A-connected) path 

is an important factor for the segmentation result. In order to estimate the performance of 

A-connected segmentation, the connectivity of an image S on I:m is introduced as follows: 

1 
CH(S, I:m ) = 2" L C(q,r). (9) 

d(q,r)=l 

If image S is viewed as a random graph with edge selection probability p (Bollobas 1985), it 

is proved, 

Theorem 3(Chen 1991b) If CH(S, Em) ~ ~Em, then 

(1) if k > (m + 1) I (In(:l2 )' then almost all images on I:m do not have a k-length path, 
- n l+.,.-mp 

(2) if k ~ (m - 1) -;~f~p)' then almost all images on Em do have a k-length path, 
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where n is the length of each side of m dimensional array :Em, and p is the selection probability 

of each edge in the graph S = (:Em, Ep), edge E contains only the adjacent points pairs. 

4.2 Digital Surfaces and Manifolds 

This section discusses the formal definition of digital surfaces and its generalization to digital 

manifolds. A surface tracking algorithm is also briefly designed in this section. 

Section 3.2 introduced the concept of parallel-moves. This section uses the concept to 

define the digital surface. Two line-cells (or two surface-cells) are point-adjacent if they share 

a point. Two surface-cells are line-adjacent if they share a line-cell, and so forth. 

Two line-cells are point-connected if there is a path of line-cells such that these two cells 

are two end elements of the path that is point-adjacent. Similarly, one can define the line

connectedness of two surface-cells. Figure 1 (e), (f), and (g) show three examples for point

connected lD-cells, point-connected 2D-cells, and line-connected 2D-cells, respectively. A new 

definition of digital surfaces is introduced below: 

Definition 2 (Chen and Zhang, 1993a, 1993b) A (point-)connected set S C :E3 is a 

parallel-move based digital surface if 

1) each line-cell of S has at least 1 and at most 2 parallel-moves in S, 

2) any two surface-cells of S are line-connected in S, and 

3) S does not contain any 3D-cells. 

Definition 3(Chen and Zhang, 1993a, 1993b) p is an inner point in surface S if every 

line-cell containing p has exactly 2 parallel-moves in S. p is a boundary point in S if there 

exists a line-cell containing p that has only one parallel-move in S. The set of all boundary 

poi.nts is denoted by as. 

Definition 4(Chen and Zhang, 1993a, 1993b) Let S be a cOlmected subset of :E3- Assume 

I 
, 
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pES and S(P) = sn (N27 (p) U {p}). P is called a regular surface point of S if: 

(1) each line-cell in S containing p has at least 1 and at most 2 parallel-moves in S(P), 

(2) any two surface-cells containing pinS are line-connected in S(p), and 

(3) S(p) does not contain any 3D-cells. I 
p is said to be a regular inner surface point if p is a regular surface point and each line-cell 

containing p has exactly two parallel-moves in S(p). 

Theorem 4 (Chen et al. 1999a) A simple surface point defined by Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld 

(1982) of a set S C I;3 is a regular inner surface point, and vice versa. 

Theorem 5 (Chen and Zhang 1993c, Chen et al. 1999a) There are exactly six types of 

regular inner surface points. 

The six types ofregular inner surface points is shown in Figure 3. Chen and Zhang (1993c) 

and Latecki (1995, 1998) contained more detail discussions about this aspect. 

The definition of digital manifolds is similar to that of digital surface. Two points p = 

(Xl, X2, ••• , xm) and q = (Yl, Y2, ... , Ym) are two directly adjacent points in I;m if dv(P, q) = 

L~I!Xi - Yi! = 1 . p and q are adjacent points if d(p, q) = maxl:5i:5m !Xi - Yi! = 1. Only direct 

adjacency is connected in this section. 

Generally, a k-cell (k-cube) has exactly 2k points, PI, ... ,P2k , where each of PI, ···,P2k 

has m components, denoted by Pi = (X~Pi), ..• , X~i)). There are m - k components that do 

t hang al r all F d· -I- . 1 < ~m ! (Pi) (pj)! < k dno c e v ue .lor PI, ··.,P2k. or Pi an Pj, ~ r ), _ L.d=l Xt - Xt _, an 

maxm !X(Pi) - x(pj)! - 1t=1 t t -. 

The above definition is not intuitive for i-cells. A recursive form using parallel-moves is 

given in Definition 5. Chen and Zhang (1993a) presented a similar definition for i-cells. 
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(a) (b) 

(f)(d) (e) 

Figure 3: The six types of regular inner surface points. 

Definition 5 Let A be a subset of :Em. A' is called a parallel-move of A if (1) IAI = IA'I, 

(2) A nA' = <p, and (3) there exists a bijection mapping f : A ----t A' such that dCa, f(a)) = 1 

for all a EA. In addition, a and b are adjacent in A if and only if f(a) and feb) are adjacent 

in A'. 

If an i-cell AI is a parallel-move of an i-cell A, then {A, AI} is a (i + I)-cell. 

Two cells U and v are point-adjacent if they share a point, line-adjacent if they share a 

line-cell, and k-adjacent if they share a k-cell. Cells U and v are said to be k-connected in 

S if there exists a path Uo = U, Ul, ..., Un = v in S, such that Ui and Ui+1 are k-adjacent, 

i = O, ...,n-1. 

Definition 6 A connected subset M of :Em is an n-dimensional digital manifold if any 
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point p E M is included in some n-cell of M, and (1) any two n-cells are (n - l)-connected in 

M, (2) every (n - I)-cell in M has only one or two parallel-moves in M, and (3) M does not 

contain any (n + I)-cell. 

Some algorithms are designed to decide if a set is a digital surface, to track the boundary 

surface of a solid object, and also to decide if the set contains non-orient able sub-surfaces (Chen 

and Zhang 1993b, Chen 1997, Chen 1998a). The author presents the tracking algorithm in 

this section briefly as follows. 

Algorithm C (Chen and Zhang, 1993b) A digital surface tracking algorithm: given a solid 

object D in 3D space I:3, track the boundary of the object aD. To solve the problem, the 

algorithm needs to start at a boundary point of the object then to search all line-adjacent 

2D-cells on the boundary surface. An algorithm described in Herman (1998) was based on 

single point movement. 

Step 1: Find a boundary point p of the object D. Then find an adjacent 

boundary point of p, denoted by q. {p, q} forms a line-cell, denoted by Bpq. 

Step 2: Find a parallel-move of Bpq , Bra so that point r, s are on aD 

(just need to decide if r or s has an adjacent point whose value 

is 0, i.e., this point is outside of D). {Bpq, B rs } forms a 2D-cell, 

denoted by Spqrs' Store four line-cells of Spqra 

into a queue Q. Mark all four line-cells. 

Step 3: 

Step 4: 

Pop up a line-cell in queue Q and denote it as Bpq. 

Find an unmarked parallel-moves of B pq, namely Brs on aD. 

Push all unmarked line-cells of {Bpq, B rs } in Q. 

Repeat Step 3 until Q is empty. All marked line-cells indicates 

a component of the boundary surface. (If the object is simply 

connected (Newman 1954), then the component is the boundary surface.) 

~ 
1 
1 

I
I 
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4.3 Gradually Varied Fitting and Data Reconstruction 

Seismic signals are often registered by a large munber of seismic sensors placed in the nodes 

of a rectangular lattice on the earth surface (Costain and Coruh 1997). Data is only available 

on the rectangular lattice. If one needs an entire data volume, then data reconstruction must 

be performed. For instance, if four edge-line data of a layer is known, then the surface on 

the rectangle bounded by the four edges can be fitted. One can assume that the data on the 

edge is "continuous" or A-connected. How then is the surface fitted? Mathematically, one can 

choose Coons surfaces or B-spline methods. Such techniques assume the guiding data satisfies 

a continuous equation. Chen (1990) proposed a solution that allows discrete outputs to be 

computed directly from discrete inputs without any assumption of a continuous equation. 

In order to make the mathematical concept simpler to deal with, this thesis proposes 

gradual variation instead of A-connection (Chen 1990). Let Ai, A2 , ••• , Am be the m rational 

numbers, and Ai < A2 < ... < Am. Assume f is a function from:E2 to {A l ,A2, ... ,Am}. Let 

p, q be two adjacent points in :E2. f is said to be gradually varied on p and q, if f(p) = Ai 

implies f (q) = ~-l' Ai, or Ai+l· f is said to be gradually varied if f is gradually varied on 

any pair of adjacent points p, q in :E2. If f(p) = Ai and f(q) = Aj, the level-difference between 

p and q is Ii - jl. Hence, it is easy to see that gradual variation is a type of A-collilection. 

Let D be a connected subset in:E and JeD. If given iJ: J -+ {A l ,A2 , ••• ,Am }, is there 

an extension of iJ, JD : D -r {Ai, A2, ... , Am} such that for all p E J, iJ(P) = JD(p)? This is 

called the gradually varied interpolation problem. The key theorem is shown below. 

Theorem 6 (Chen, 1990, 1992) The necessary and sufficient condition under which there 

exists the gradually varied interpolation is that for any two points p and q in J, the length of 

the shortest path between p and q in D is not less than the level-difference between p and q. 

More generally, the constructive theorem was proved by Chen (1994): Let i_:Em be an 

indirectly adjacent grid space. Given a subset J of D and a mapping f J : J -+ LEm , if the 

distance of any two points p and q in J is not less than the distance of !J (P) and f J(q) in L:Em , 
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then there exists an extension mapping f of h, such that the distance of any two points p 

and q in D is not less than the distance of f(p) and f(q) in LEm. Such f is called a gradually 

varied surface. In other words, any digital manifold (graph) can normally immerse an arbitrary 

LEm· Chen (1994) also has shown that any digital manifold (or graph) can normally immerse 

an arbitrary tree T. 

An envelop theorem, a uniqueness theorem, and an extension theorem preserving the norm 

are also obtained. These results can be used to design specific gradually varied surfaces. 

Theorem 1(Chen 1994) If J is a non-empty subset of D and a mapping !J : J -+ E1 has 

a gradual varying extension on D, then there are two gradually varied functions S1 and S2 on 

D, such that every gradually varied function S is between S1 and S2. In other words, for any 

xED, S1(X) ~ S(x) ~ S2(X). 

Suppose that p and p' in J satisfy d(p,p) = d(j(P), f(P')}, then the valuations of each point 

in the shortest path between p and p' are unique. This is called a non-abundant path. 

Theorem 8 (Chen, 1992, 1994) Let J be a non-empty subset of D and a mapping h : 

J -+ E1 has a gradual varying extension on D, then there is only a unique gradually varied 

function on D if and only if D is covered by non-abundant shortest paths whose two end points 

are in J. 

Let fD be a gradually varied functional on D, the length of the longest non-abundant 

path is called the norm of fD , which is denoted by IlfDII. IlfD11 has some strongly geometric 

meanings. 

Theorem 9 (Chen 1994) Let h be a function defined on a non-empty subset J of D. If 

for some n > 0, then: 

1) for all p and p' in J, d(p,p') ::::: d(h(p), h(P')); 

2) if d(h(p), h(P')) = k . n + i, 0::; i < n then 

a) d(P,p') ~ k· n + (k - 1), i = 0, 

b) d(P,p') ~ k . n + k + i, i # 0, 
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then there exists a gradually varied extension fD of h with IlfD11 ~ n. 

If there is no gradually varied interpolation for J, one can still perform a gradually varied 

approximation, practically according to the following theorem. 

Without loss of generality, assume Ai = i for convenience. Let us denote 

(l)Fi(P) = {h(p) ± tit = 0,1, ... , i}, 

(2)Fi(P)jFi(q) = {xix E Fi(p) and there is y E Fi(q) such that d(p, q) 2: d(x, y)}, 

where FP(P) = Fi(P). 

Theorem 10 (Chen, 1992, 1994) (1) For every p and k, Fik(p) C Fik- 1 (p). (2) If there 

exists a k, for all p E J, Fik(P) = Fik+l(P). Thus, for all N > k, Fik(P) = FiN (P). 

Theorem 11 (Chen, 1992, 1994) If 3kVp E J(Fik+l(p) = Fik(P) =1= 0), then for every p E J, 

let gJ(P) = inf{Fhp)}. Then, gJ satisfies that for any p, q E J, d(p, q) 2: d(g(p), g(q)), and 

VpEJ(d(g(p), f(P)) ~ i). 

Algorithm D(Chen 1994) The algorithm for the uniform approximation can be designed 

as follows: 

Step 1: Initially, let i = 1 , and compute Fi(P), Fi(p)jFi(q), and Fik(P). 

Step 2: If the condition of theorem 11 is satisfied. If it does not hold, i ~ i + 1 and go to 

Step 1. 

Step 3: Let gJ(p) = inf{Fik(p)} for each p E J. 

Step 4: Get a gradually varied extension fD of gJ. 
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5 Applications and Experimentation 

The methods described in previous chapters are applied to two practical problems in this thesis. 

The first application is the reconstruction of velocity volume in seismic data processing, and 

the other is the ionogram scaling in space science. 

5.1 Reconstruction of Velocity Volume 

The goal for the first application is to reconstruct a 41 x 20 x 201 interval velocity array 

(Chen et al., 1998). In seismic data processing, each vertical data trace is called a CDP trace. 

Assuming there are m CDP traces with known interval velocity in the edge of a region of 

ground surface, then the distance between each CDP point can vary. Eight CDP traces and 

201 sample points along each of the traces were acquired from the Sichuan province region in 

China. The data was subjected to the following procedures: 

Step 1: Velocity layer classification: In this step, A-connected segmentation was applied 

to the 8 CDP traces. A total of six A-connected components that indicates five interfaces of 

layers were obtained. 

Step 2: Boundary curve fitting and interface fitting: The goal of this step was to fit or find 

every interface. The program first fits the boundary of the surface to a curve such as a rational 

function. Then the software used gradually varied surface fitting algorithm to obtain the layer 

interfaces. 

Step 3: Surface Lofting: A lofted surface was obtained by the interpolation of two interface 

surfaces. In this application, the software program arrived at 171 lofted surfaces. Each lofted 

surface was treated as a small layer. 

Step 4: Gradually varied fill on lofted surfaces: A lofted surface gave the geometric locations 

in which each point should be assigned a "continuous" velocity value. 
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Step 5: Final filling: Since some points were not in the lofted surfaces, one simply assigned 

a value to these points using 1-D linear interpolation. 

5.2 Ionogram Scaling 

This subsection discusses an application of the A-segmentation technique to search and ex

amine the frequency-height trace in ionograms acquired by a vertical incidence HF sounder 

(ionosonde) (Chen et al. 1994a). Since each trace is represented by a set of irregular points in 

the ionogram image, a dynamic genetic algorithm is developed to find the optimal trace. This 

problem is also referred to as automatic ionogram scaling. The scaling of ionospheric parame

ters is a laborious task because of the complex structures which often appear in ionograms. 

The following procedure is designed to arrive at the solution: 

Step 1: Fuzzification and amplitude-based filter: In order to use the A-segmentation tech

nique, first a fuzzification for the ionogram is made. It is a straightforward method, which 

converts the number of points in a small region into a meaningful number. 

Step 2: A-connected segmentation: The purpose of applying A-connected segmentation is to 

partition the height-frequency image into several inter-connected components. Any two parts 

are disconnected in the sense of A-connectedness. 

Step 3: Curve search in a component: In order to find all physically realizable curves, all 

possible curves in a component must be searched. It is known that all components consist 

of curves, although it is not known which one of them is the most physically relevant curve. 

Before applying the curve-search algorithm, it is necessary to build a point-successor list which 

represents the point (pixel) and its successors in a component. The algorithm can also elim

inate some curves that are not relevant to our solution. For convenience, the curves in the 

components are called sub-curves. 

Step 4: Genetic algorithms applied to search optimal traces: Merge two or more sub
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curves of different components into a single curve. Once each of the sub-curves in the entire 

image is found, all possible curves can be enumerated and evaluated. However, due to the 

computational overhead, it may not be possible to do so. Genetic algorithms have many 

advantages with respect to the optimal search in real-time computing. A genetic algorithm is 

used to get a near optimal answer. 

In addition to Step 4, when applying a genetic algorithm, the curve is represented as 

a string. Each element in the string is a number representing a sub curve in a component. 

The curve generated by some sub-curves must have no overlap. The fitness function is used 

to evaluate whether a string is a viable curve. Since the target of this project is to find the 

longest and smoothest curve, the fitness function was simply defined as the length of the curve. 

According to the properties of ionograms, the smoothness of a curve is a desirable property, 

required for further processing. 
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6 Comparative Studies 

The aim of this chapter is to present some personal remarks on the contributions of the research 

and to explain the author's role on multi-authored papers in related references. 

6.1 The Contributions of the Thesis 

The work presented in this thesis demonstrates three contributions to image processing and/or 

discrete geometry. The first contribution is the development of the A-connected segmentation: 

A significant method for the solution of a class of problems as encountered in seismic velocity 

layer analysis (Chen 1985, Chen et al. 1994a). This work extends Rosenfeld's fuzzy segmenta

tion. A-connectedness provides a general idea to many problems. Based on A-connectedness, a 

searching technique can be developed to solve ionogram scaling (Chen et al. 1994a, Tsai and 

Berkey 2000). A-connectedness can also be applied to social science too. See Chen, Adjei and 

Cooley (2000). 

Fuzzy connectedness and fuzzy segmentation method were first proposed by Rosenfeld 

(1979, 1984). It is still an active area of research (Wendling et al. 1997, Herman 1998). A

connectedness differs from Rosenfeld's fuzzy connectedness because the latter does not have 

the property of transitivity. Therefore, Rosenfeld's fuzzy connectedness is not an equivalence 

relation. Rosenfeld's fuzzy geometry defines an image as a 2D fuzzy set. A-connectedness 

emphases the fuzziness of the connection of pixels but not the pixel itself. 

A-connected segmentation is more natural and powerful than some threshold (clipping 

level) methods in terms of image segmentation. A-connected segmentation is a type of region

growing segmentation (Gonzalez and Wood 1993, Chen 1991b, Chen et al. 1994b). The work 

described in this thesis has provided a general theoretical foundation and practical algorithms 

to A-connectedness. In theory, it has been proven that the A-connectedness is an equivalence 

relation and designed the O(n) time search algorithm (Chen, 1985, 1991b). Chen, Cheng, and 

Zhang (1994b) expanded the A-connectedness to the multiple-range case and developed an 
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O(nlog(n)) time algorithm for normal A-connected segmentation. In practice, A-connectedness 

was implemented and used in seismic layer segmentation and ionogram scaling applications. 

Therefore, A-connectedness not only has beneficial mathematical properties but also has other 

practical advantages. 

The paper by Chen, Cheng, and Zhang (1994b) was reviewed by German Math Abstracts 

(also see Appendix A). This paper was also selected by Klir and Yuan (1995) as one of the 

significant papers in their book "Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Logic." In addition, Tsai, Berkey, and 

Liu (1996) proposed three special formulas for A-connectedness in ionogram segmentation. 

The second contribution of the thesis is that it proposes a simple and intuitive definition for 

digital surfaces as given in Definition 2 of Section 4.2. Accordingly, the classification theorem 

for digital surface points in direct adjacency was proven (Chen and Zhang 1993c, Chen et al. 

1999a). Based on the definition, it is easy to develop tracking and decision algorithms for 

general surfaces. The definition is not only able to describe closed digital surfaces but also 

able to deal with open surfaces unlike the first mathematical definition of digital surfaces that 

is only applied to closed surfaces (Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld 1982). 

A .A-connected set can be found by Algorithm A in section 4.1. If this A-connected set 

is the boundary of an oil-gas trap or an interface of two layers, then it is important to know 

or determine if the .A-connected set is a surface in a digital space. Furthermore, if the set is 

not a perfect surface, to extract the surface information from the A-connected set is necessary. 

Because Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld (1982) only considered closed surfaces, a definition for 

general digital surfaces is needed for real applications. A simple and intuitive definition for 

digital surfaces and digital manifolds was introduced by Chen and Zhang (1993a, 1993b). 

Based on this definition a digital surface or the boundary surface of a solid object can be 

identified or tracked by Algorithm C in Section 4.2 (Chen and Zhang 1993b, Chen 1997). 

This algorithm uses line-cells as the search element that may eliminate some redundant search 

points comparable to the tracking algorithm in Herman(1998). 

Based on the definition of digital surfaces given by this thesis, the classification theorem 
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I of simple surface points in direct adjacency was discovered for 3D digital spaces (Chen and 

Zhang 1993c, Chen et al. 1999a). The theorem states that there are exactly six kinds of simple 

surface points in direct adjacency. This classification theorem is important to computer vision 

because it has a direct bearing on the computation of structures and topological properties of 

3D objects. In other words, any point satisfying Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld's definition must 

be one of the six types of surface-point in direct adjacency. Francon (1995) discussed the use of 

five of the six types of points to generate a digital surface. Subsequently, Latecki (1995, 1998) 

found that if an image is well-composed in 3D, then its boundary is a union of such six types 

of surface-points. In addition, the definition proposed by Chen and Zhang (1993a, 1993b) is 

equivalent to Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld's definition (1982) of digital surfaces in direct adjacency 

in closed surface cases (Chen et al. 1999a). For indirect adjacency, the definition of digital 

surfaces is still under investigation (Chen, 1998a, 1998b). 

On this topic, three papers (Chen and Zhang 1993b, 1993c; Chen et al. 1999a) were 

reviewed by Mathematical Review, Computer and Control Abstract, and Engineering Index. 

Two papers of Chen and Zhang (1993a, 1993b) were cited by Latecki (1995, 1998). 

The third and the most important contribution of this thesis, in the author's view, is the 

discovery of a discrete surface fitting method (Chen 1990) that was based on the proof of 

the theorem of the necessary and sufficient condition for gradually varied interpolation. An 

algorithm to fit such a discrete surface that is based only on their guiding points was designed. 

This approach does not require fitting formulae such as B-splines or Bezier polynomials (Chen 

1990, Chen 1992). 

This work provides a mathematical solution or an algorithm to fill a A-connected region. 

Since 1989, the concept of "gradual variation" was proposed to simplify A-connectedness. This 

concept subsequently led to the proving of the key theorem: the necessary and sufficient con

dition of the gradual varied fill (Chen 1990). The results from this work were later reviewed 

by German Math Abstract (index number 712.68085, 1991). Pawlak (1998), the founder of 

"Rough Set Theory," cited the paper of Chen (1990). Similar to the gradually varied fuction, 
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Rosenfeld (1986) used a concept called the "continuous" digital function for image process

ing. Recently, Pawlak (1998) studied rough functions and rough calculus, and Nakamura and 

Rosenfeld (1997) proposed digital calculus. Although, these concepts are all based on the dis

cretely "continuous" functions, similar to the gradually varied functions, the filling theorem, 

i.e. Theorem 6 in Section 4.3, was the first non-trivial result. 

For the application of seismic data processing, the author led an application group in China 

to apply A-connectedness and other AI techniques to find oil-gas reserves between 1986-1990 

(Chen and Lu 1990). The related software developed by the author's group was one of the 

first generation of software in the field of AI application of geological data processing in China. 

The software found an industrial gas reserve in a region in the west of China. Zhao (1998) 

mentioned the author's work in his textbook "Introduction to Computing Science." 

6.2 Outline of the Published Work 

The submitted paper list of this thesis includes nine only-author papers and nine first-author 

papers. All of these papers are unrelated to any other degree program. (The author's B.S. 

degree was obtained in 1982 in the field of combinatorial algorithm. The author's M.S. degree 

thesis was on fuzzy neural networks (Chen 1995, Chen et al. 1999b).) 

The only-author papers are Chen (1985), Chen (1990), Chen (1991a), Chen (1991b), Chen 

(1992), Chen (1994), Chen (1997), Chen (1998a), and Chen(1998b). The multi-authors papers 

are Chen and Zhang (1993a), Chen and Zhang (1993b), Chen and Zhang (1993c), Chen, Berkey, 

and Johnson (1994), Chen, Cheng, and Zhang (1994), Chen, Zhang, and Cooley (1996) , Chen 

and Berkey et al. (1998a), Chen, Cooley, and Zhang (1998b), and Chen, Cooley, and Zhang 

(1999a). 

The following summaries the contributions made by the author. The paper of Chen (1985) 

was a theoretical paper that first proposed A-connectedness. 

The paper of Chen (1990) was a theoretical paper that established the concept of grad
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ual variation and proved the theorem of necessary and sufficient condition of gradually varied 

fill. The paper was reviewed by Zentralblatt Math (1991) (i.e., German Math Abstract) with 

reference number 712.68085 and Engineering Index (EIl005534), and it was indexed by Math

ematical Review with index number 1071838. This paper was cited by Pawlak (1998). 

The paper of Chen (1991a) was the continuation of Chen (1990). It gave some theoretical 

analysis and algorithms for gradually varied interpolation. The main objective of the paper 

was to design fast algorithms for gradually varied interpolations in Jordan domains. 

The paper of Chen (1991b) considered both theoretical and practical aspects of A-connectedness. 

This paper was divided into three parts. The first part detailed the A-connected segmentation 

and the design of an optimal time algorithm for image segmentation. The second part im

proved the well-known split-and-merge image segmentation. These two parts were contributed 

by the author alone. The third part was to compare the A-connected segmentation and the 

split-and-merge segmentation in seismic data segmentation. Lan Zhang, Yen-Feng Yin, and 

Dong-Bin Zhou completed the implementation of A-connected segmentation. Lan Zhang im

plemented the split-and-merge segmentation. The author was the project leader. The paper 

was cited by Tsai et al. (1996) and Tsai and Berkey (2000). 

The paper of Chen (1992) was the continuation of the paper Chen (1990). The paper 

concentrated on a random algorithm for gradually varied fitting when the guiding points do 

not satisfy the necessary and sufficient condition as presented in Theorem 6 in Section 4.3. 

The paper was written by the author alone. Professor Yao-Ting Zhang helped the author to 

revise the paper. 

The paper of Chen (1994) was the continuation of the paper Chen (1990, 1991a, 1992). This 

paper dealt with many aspects of gradual variation such as the general constructive theorem, 

the envelop theorem, the uniqueness theorem, and the extension theorem. These theorems are 

presented again in Section 4.3. It was reviewed by Engineering Index (EI2024377). 

The paper of Chen (1997) was the continuation of the previous papers on digital surfaces 
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by Chen and Zhang (1993a, 1993b, 1993c). A general definition of digital manifolds 1 and 

some algorithms for discrete surface recognition, were proposed by Chen (1997). The general 

definition let to the use of quad-tree representation of a surface-cell. Based on that, the author 

designed an algorithm to extract all boundary points of a region (Chen 1997). 

The paper of Chen (1998a) discussed the well-known Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld digital sur

faces (Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld 1 1982) and showed the definition given by Morgenthaler 

and Rosenfeld (1982) is not complete. The paper also proposed a new definition of digital 

surfaces in indirect adjacency. 

The paper of Chen (1998b) analyzed the relationship of point digital spaces (used in this 

thesis) and raster spaces (used in Herman (1998)) and stated that these two spaces are dual-

spaces. 

The paper of Chen and Zhang (1993a) proposed a definition of digital manifolds based 

on parallel-moves. The definition was contributed by Chen. Zhang was the project leader. 

The project was funded by Utah State University. Zhang revised the original paper for the 

publication. 

The paper of Chen and Zhang (1993b) designed several fast algorithms for surface tracking 

and decision. The author designed the first phase of the algorithms. Dr. Zhang made the 

final version for the publication based on the author's first manuscript. It was reviewed by ,
Mathematical Review 95g:68119 and Engineering Index (EI1810389). The paper was cited by 

j 

Latecki (1995, 1998). i~ 

The paper of Chen and Zhang (1993c) found the classification of simple surface points I 
and presented a topological property for simple closed surfaces. The author found these two 

results. Dr. Zhang verified these results. It was reviewed by Mathematical Review 95g:68120 

and Engineering Index (EIl810390). The paper was also cited by Latecki (1995, 1998). 

The paper of Chen, BerkeY1 and Johnson (1994) contained three applications using A-

connected search in geophysical data processing. First application was for seismic cross-well 
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data. The research work was done in Dr. Johnson's group at University of Utah. Dr. Johnson 

provided the inversion data and the author implemented the search algorithm. The second ap

plication refered to surface reconstruction that was made by the author. The third application 

was for ionogram scaling. The research work was done in Dr. Berkey's group at Utah State 

University. The research was funded by National Science Foundation of USA. The author 

designed and implemented a program for the ionogram scaling under the supervision of Dr. 

I 
I 

Berkey. 

The paper of Chen, Cheng, and Zhang (1994) was the continuation of Chen (1985, 1991b). 
J 

This paper made three contributions. It extended the A-connectedness into multi-range images 

and proved that the complexity of the normal A-connected segmentation is O{nlogn). Finally, 

it applied the method to search lithology layers. The author discussed the original ideas 

of extending the A-connectedness into multi-range images to Drs. Cheng and Zhang. Dr. 

Cheng selected the direction for this paper on the topic. The author wrote the first proof 

of the theorem on the normal A-connected segmentation and implemented the lithology layer 

search program. The paper was revised twice with major changes on the normal A-connected 

segmentation part. It was reviewed by Zentralblatt Math 817.68137 and Engineering Index 

(EI1987378). The paper was cited by Tsai, Berkey, and Liu (1996) and listed by Klir and Yuan 

(1995). 

The paper of Chen, Zhang and Cooley (1996) gave some examples of a regular polygon 

that can be used to partition a plane. Chen wrote the first manuscript. Dr. Zhang and Dr. 

Cooley revised it. 

The paper of Chen et al. (1998a) was designed to be used to solve many curve search 

problems. However, the work was not completed. Most of the work of this paper was done by 

the author. 

The paper of Chen, Cooley, and Zhang (1998b) presented a method for intelligent data 

fitting in seismic data processing (Section 5.1). Some of the work was done by the author's 

research group in 1986-1990. The author was the principal investigator for the project and 
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designed the method of intelligent data fitting. 

The paper of Chen, Cooley, and Zhang (1999) gave a complete proof of the equivalence 

between Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld digital surfaces and the regular digital surface defined by 

Chen and Zhang (1993b). This paper mathematically verified that the surface definition by 

Chen and Zhang (1993b) is valid. The author worked out the first proof and wrote the first 

manuscript. Dr. Cooley did most of the editing on the paper. It was reviewed by Mathematical 

Review 2000a:68158 and Engineering Index (EI4593944). It is in the process of Zentralblatt 

Math pre991.05360. 
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7 Conclusions and Future Work 

This thesis introduced the method of A-connectedness for solving three important problems in 

seismic image processing- (1) Seismic layer search, (2) oil-gas boundary surfaces recognition, 

and (3) 3D volume data reconstruction. 

Based on graph theory, the A-connectedness method was developed systematically. A

connectedness is used to represent the relationship among pixels in an image. Any smoothly 

connected region in a digital image can be described as a A-connected subset or component. 

This thesis first proved that the A-connectedness is a mathematical equivalence relation. 

Then, this thesis developed the method of A-connected search for image segmentation, that 

can be applied to seismic layer determination. Several theoretical and practical results were 

obtained, such as O(n) time search algorithm, normal A-connected segmentation, and A

connectivity analysis of the image using the random graph theory. 

This thesis also proposes a simple and intuitive definition of digital surfaces. It allows us to 

describe mathematically what special set of pixels forms a digital surface. A surface tracking 

algorithm was also designed to extract surface points from a solid object. This research can be 

applied to find the interface between two layers, or the boundary surfaces of an oil-gas reservoir. 

This thesis proposes a method of searching a A-connected interface or boundary that allows 

the extraction of a digital surface from it. A by-product, the classification theorem of digital 

surface points, was used to help with the understanding of digital geometry and topology. 

This thesis also proposes a purely discrete surface fitting technique called gradually varied 

fitting. Based on the concept of A-connectedness, the gradual variation was defined to describe 

the continuity in a subset of an image. The theorem of the necessary and sufficient condition for 

the gradually varied interpolation was proven. A random gradually varied surface fitting was 

designed and applied to fit interfaces of seismic layers. Since seismic 3D data reconstruction 

can be manipulated by individual layer data reconstruction, an example to reconstruct a 3D 

velocity volume is provided in this thesis. 
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In the future, A-connectedness can be developed for use on a region or a grouped set of 

pixels instead of a single pixel. In this case, after selecting the partition (group of pixels), 

one can still apply the A-connected segmentation to the region search. The main advantage of 

using small regions rather than single pixels is that the noise is reduced. 

Work is still continuing on A-connectedness and related methods. The author and other 

researchers are working on three related areas. Based on previous work, Chen, Adjei, and 

Cooley (2000) wrote a methodology paper to enlarge the scope of the A-connectedness method. 

Adjei and Chen(2000) are working on the relationship between A-connectedness and rough set 

theory. In that paper, they apply the A-connectedness method to data mining. Chen, Adjei, 

and Lu (2000) also recently worked on the reconstruction of surfaces and oil-gas prediction. 

The author plans to continue his work on some other practical issues, such as the use of 

A-connected digital surfaces to evaluate the oil-gas trap volume and also plans to extend the 

idea of A-connectedness to texture image processing. 

Recently, the author introduced the method of A-connected segmentation to the NASA 

Ames Research Center for Bioinformatics (USA) for a possible application in 3D human brain 

image processing. The center showed their considerable interest on implementing A-connected 

segmentation in their existing software system. The author was invited to visit the center 

"for further discussion and potential collaboration." The author also received a travel award 

($1500) from North Dakota NASA EPSCoR through NASA grant #NCC5-399 for this event. 
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Appendix A Comments on a A-Connectedness Paper 

Zentralblatt MATH 817.68137 

Chen, Li; Cheng, Heng-Da; Zhang, Jianping 

Fuzzy subfiber and its application to seismic lithology classification.(English) [J] Inf. Sci., 

Appl. 1, No.2, 77-95 (1994). [ISSN 1069-0115] 

Let .EN be an N-dimensional discrete space. A fuzzy (N, n) subfilter is defined as a mapping 

f : .EN -+ [o,l]n. In particular for N = 2 and n = 1, the concept reduces to a 2D fuzzy set 

(relation). Basic operations on fuzzy subfibers are defined and resulting structures investigated. 

The key idea of an A-connectedness is introduced in the context of image segmentation viz. an 

identification of pixels of similar characteristics. Some A-connected segmentation algorithms 

are proposed and analyzed with respect to their time complexity. A detailed application of 

fuzzy subfibers to lithology classification in oil-gas exploration is also presented. [W.Pedrycz 

(Winnipeg) ] 
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1 Chen, L. (1985) "Three-dimensional fuzzy digital topology and its applications(I)," Geo

physical Prospecting for Petroleum, 24(2), pp 86-89. 

2 Chen, L. (1990) ''The necessary and sufficient condition and the efficient algorithms for 

gradually varied fill," Chinese Science Bulletin, 35(10), pp 870-873. (It's Chinese version 

can be found in Kexue Tongbao, Vol 34(1989), 1588-1590.) 

3 Chen, L. (1991a) "The properties and the algorithms for gradually varied fill," Chinese J. 

Computers, 14(3), pp 161-169. 
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3-D FUZZY DIGITAL TOPOLOGY 
AND ITS APPLICATION 

Chen Li 

Abstract 

In this paper, the author introduced the notation of L, l-connectiyity-

and made the 3-D digital topology founded by Rosenfeld et al fuzzi fjzed. 

The model used in 3-D processing has also been found:  -, 
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Filling is an important part in pattern recognition and computer vision. In the discrete 

plane (grid of plane) 1:2, fill means "determination of the region D enclosed by the simple 

closed curve J which is given befiJrehand,.[1·21. In <?ther words, if the valuation of the point 

on the contour J is 1, we want to do a valuation for 1:2 to make the valuation of the point 

. p be 1 iff pointp belongs to D. 

But in reality, values. of the contour J are variable, it is not single valued. In most 

cases, values of the contour J are varying gradually. That is to say, not only the region D 

should' be determined but also the value of each point in D should be determined and 'such 

values should be proved to be gradually varied. In the present note, only the secon& part will 

be exa.mined. As for the fIrst part. it may be seen in Refs. [ 1] and '["2J. 
. . 

In continuous spaces, this problem is trivial. If J is a:Jordan curve in plane and f:J
R is the continuous fun~tion (or belongs to C(II) ),obv:iously there is the,continuous (C(lIl) . 

extension off on D. Whereas, the result is no~ true in a discrete ~pace. On the contrary, 

the concerned results in continuous space are corollaries in discrete space. 

N ate that, in a discrete plane, some of the simple closed curves,are not Jordan curves, it 

is dependent on the defInition of connectivity (4-adjacent is Jordan, 8-adjacent is not )[3.41. 

We will see that it is very important for the design of the' algorithm for gradually varied fill 

and i~ time complexity. 

Given the formal defInition ofgradual variation. Let Al ,A2 •••• , Am be the m rational 

numbers (or real numbers), and Al < A2< ... <:: Am. i.e. {A!' A2• "', Am }gives the system of 

gray leveL And letf: 1:2 -- {A!, ... • A m } be the gray scale. 

W e say that f is gradually varied on two adjacent points p and p , of.1:2 ( or . other 

discrete space), iifCp) =·A i then! (p ') is Ai-J' AI or A i+ 1 • f is gradually ~aried on digital 

* Project supponed. by the Science Fund of the Chinese Academy of Sciences for Young Scientists. 
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manifold if f is gradually varying on any two adjacent points of digital manifold (curve, sur-" 

face, etc. ). 

Repeat two basic concepts as follows: 

(1 ) Length of path. Let P =PI'P2'" - ,p,. be the path. the length of P is n - ~: The length 

of the shortest path betweenp andp' is expressed by d(p,p '). 

(2) Difference of gray level. Supposef(p) =A j andf(p ') = ~, the difference of gray 

level onp andp' is I i-jl.1t is denoted by LF(p,p '). 

Let D be the simply connected set in"the discrete space (such as :E2 ) and the contour J 

of D be simply closed. IffJ : J - {AI"'- ,Am}is gradually varied on J, the problem of gradu

ally varied fill is defmed as: there is an extension ofIs on D.fD :. D - {AI' "', Am}' such 

that!D is gradually varied on D. Here the extension meansfip )=j, (P )ifp e J. 

Theorem. The necessary and sufficient condition under which there exists the gradually va

ried;uI on D is that for any two points p and p' in J, the length of the shortest path between p 

and p' in D is not less than the difference ofgray level ofp andp '. 

Proof (1) SupposefD is the gradually varied function on D, thenfD is gradually varied 

on every curve (path) in D. The curve may be the shortest path between two points p andp I 

in the contour J of D. Hence, the length of the shortest path is not less than the difference 

of gray level ofp andp', i.e. d(p,p ');:::.LF(p,p '). (2) Conversely, suppose d(p,p '), ifp.p 'e 

J in D, the following proof is consturctive (an algorithm). For every p e J, let fD(P ) =fh) 
andfD(P)= (J andifp e D -J. denote 

Do={P :fD(P):F9. peD}. 

For any p ,p , e Do, we have d(p. p ') ~ LF(p,p '), 

(a) If Do:FD. we can fmd a point reDo, such that there is an adjacent point x of r, 

xeD-Do. We may as well supposefD(r)=A j • 

(b) LetfD(x) = fD(r) =Ai' and let 


m(x)={p :fD(P)<fD(x), peDo}' 


M(x)={q :fiq»fD(x), qeDo}· 

There exist three cases: 

(i)Ifthere is ap E m(x). such thatd(x,p) <LF(x,p). d(r,p)~d(r.x)+d(x,p)and 

d(r, x) = 1, hence d(r,p) ~ 1 + d(x.p) and d(x,p);:::' d(r,p) -1. In addition, d(r,p)~ LF(r,p) 

and LF( r. p) = LF(x.p), thus d( x. p) ;:::. d( r.p) -1 ~ LF( x, p) -1. According to the 

assumption d(x,p)<LF(x,p), hence d(x,p)=LF(x,p)-1. For any q e M(x), fD(P) 

<fD (x) <fD( q). so LF(p, q) = LF(p, x) + LF(x, q), -Again d(p, x) + d(x, q);:::' d(p, q) , 

~ LF(p, q), then 

,"", 
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d(p, x) + d(x,q) ~ LF(p, x) + LF(x, q) ~ d(p,.x) + 1+ LF(x, q), 

hence d(x, q) ~ LF(x. q) + 1. Thu~, we have proved that if there exists p E m (x) such that 

d(x,p) < LF(x.p), then we have 

'y'p E m(x )(d(p, x) ~ LF(p, x) -1) & 'v'q E M(x) (d(x, q) ~ LF(x. q) + I). 

We modify the valuation of x, letfD(x) = A j - I • Obviously, for the new value. we have 

d(y.x)~LF(y.x), if YEDo & fD(y)¥-A j . 

d(y.x)~LF(y.x)=l, if YEDo & fD(y)=Aj~ 

(ii) If there.is q E M(x), such that d(x. q) <LF(x, q). Similarly. we have d(x. q) 

~ LF(x, q) -1 for any q E M(x), and d(p. x) ~ LF(p. x) + I for any p E M(x). Hence. 

modifying fD(X) = Ai+ 1 ,we obtain '7Y E Do (d(x, Y) ~ LF(x.y». 

(iii) If (i) and (ii) are not satisfied, thenfD(x) = Aj will just be required. 

(c) Let Do - Do U{x}, thus for any p andp 'in Do. we have 

d(p.p ') ~ LF(p.p '). 

Return to (a), and loop this process until Do = D. For any x. Y in D, if x and yare adja

cent. i.e. d(x,y)=1 because d(x,y)~LF(x.y), then LF(x.y)=O or 1. That is,fD is 

gradually varied on x and y • thenfD be gradually varied on D. 
, 

In the aboye proof, we do not make partiCular restriction except using the symmetric re

lation and the triangle inequality of distance. Hence, this theorem may be generalized to fi

nite digital manifold. The digital manifold means the (J discretization or net sampling" of 

some manifold. 

Corollary 1. Let D be the simply connected digital manifold, and the boundary J of D be 

simply closed. Suppose h: J - {A I' ", Am} is gradually varied on J. Then ther.e is a gradually 

varied extension offJ on D, such that fD :D - {A 1" " Am} iff the length of the shortest path be

tween any two points p and p I in J is not less than the difference ofgray level ofp and p I in D. 

Now we discuss the algorithms for gradually varied fill which can be distinguished into 

two kinds, the first kind is the decision algorithm by which we solve whether" there is the 

gradually varied fill". The other is the fill itself, or we call the constructive algorithm. In 

fact, we have already shown these two kinds of algorithms in the proof of the theorem. Ac

cording to Dijkstra's algorithm and Floyd's algorithm for fmding the shortest path, it is not 

difficult to prove Corollary 2 . 

. Coronary 2. (1) There is a decision algorithm which has the time complexity 0(1 J II D 12). 
. , 

(2) There is the 0(1 D13) time algorithm for gradually varied fill. 

http:there.is
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Under usual instance, the number of adjacent points of a point is finite in discrete spaces; 

and the distance of two points may be calculated in a constant (or linear ) time. Thus, we can in- . 

troduce many concrete results (see "On Gradually Varied Fill Algorithms"). Particularly, ifD 

has Jordan property. i. e. a simple closed curve or super-surface segments the rest of D into two 

disconnected parts (or several components in discrete case). The illustration is shown in 

Fig. (1 ). Here, '\Ix e DI - {J' UJI } & '\Iy eD2-{J UJI }, every path to join x and y must con

tain the point ofJ I UJ. Thus, if 11 is gradually varied on D'l and h is on D2 , for any x e J, 

we have J;(x)=lix). Then 1 is gradually varied on D that is composed by It andf2' This 

method is similar to the divide-and-conquer techniques, i. e. we first defIne the valuation of the 

shortest path between p and p " then consider DI and D2• IfDis defmed by 8-adjacent way 

(non-Jordan see Fig. ( 2 »), then / is not gradually varied on D , here / is composed 

of J; and);. Jordan property has essential sense for us to design fill algorithms . 
..~ 

D 

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 

Corollary 3. Let D be a square in 4-adjacent L 2• then there is an D( I D I . 10g2 1D I ) time 

algorithm/or gradually variedfill. 

Actually, these results may be generalized in the sense of A-connection (or continuity) • 

and can be used for intelligent data fItting,·61. The gradually varied fill is also a technique of 

surface 'construction ( interpolation) under which boundary valuations are known. Like, 

Bezier polynonmial fItting and B-spline. the gradually varied function (surface ) which is con

structed by the algorithm in this note has a good property. 

Corollary 4. The gradually varied surface is in the convex closure of its guidingpoints. 
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Abstract: Gradually varied fill (GVF) on Jordan digital manifold is discussed. The 

constricting GVF algorithm and the separating GVF algorithm are developed. It is proved 

that there exists aa O( IDII aD I) time algorithm for GVF on Jordan convex set D in 

discrete grid spaces. Finally, three O( ID Ilogli D I) time separating algorithms for the 

Jordan square D, the Jordan triangle D and the Jordan disk D are given, respectively. 
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(1) fra* D~~if1:Im;j§B:5:!rJ3] t:j:l ~ Jordan 8~, JJ~1:.:F.f1± O( I D I 18 DI) atlm/¥] 
~~.fE~{~mr~:I~JE. 

(2) :\!D*D~ Jordan j£::o%(,=:}Fj%~[@:&), 3j~1:.JtliJ-!i.fE{~htJf3t~3'Ea9lltra] 

~ 0 ( 1D Ilog zl D i ). 
:l'Ei¥L~:gu:frjjrtmT Jordan ~,"ilJ0~-:YiIEf3)j: Jordan lffiooJ:.~l$T~~JEi39!lt 

1S]~~~~ml1: O(IDllaDI + jaDI Zlogl18DI). 

t9: AI> AH .• " Am 1! m 1-~3m.(Eil(;~l!&)J3.. At < Az, . ", < Am; &P Au' . " Am ~ 

tI:\-mE<!lt~• .3U9: f: 2: z- {Au' .. , Am} ~-Y<!ltOO*.· 

~)t 1. ;f$ I:t£ 2: z t:j:lm~,B. p,p' ..t~~~a9,:tm* I(p) fn l(p'):tE {AI," ·,A.. } t:jJ 
;f§~~;f§~. fj\ i 1±.*7iiE%(~~,!±H·OO~)J:.wr~,:\!Il* I :tE~.*VIt%t8ttiW1-~B 
J:.t$JT~. 

~J1!2:2t:jJ-~.~~~,_3'E:fl::m.~T~~~~~~ .~~m,~*J~/¥] 

BWB:1i7!7 I, ft1r]~X:t 2:2 t:j:l a9~)~JlB:--M:,1l P:tE J ®pgiJJ3~"§'(:X.~ 3CT p !39.1i~ 1. 

t.tJf~~JE~fit9: D~ 2:1 ~;t~~iiiT~(:~lt1~~B~*1m%), Dag521fflt aD -= J j!j'\i'j!ti2M 
ffl®, B;l;U if: J-{Au .. ·,A",}. >J<:fI::tED.1.a9:lis1£ fD: D-{At,· .. ,A.. }1lfD1± 
DJ:.t$JT~. ~-Ha9~~J~D~$~T. 


7f7 T Mit::o {f, fJt1TTm:!rm1-£*It~: 


(1) JfIH£*~, t9: P == PI" ·P. ~-Jm~, P ~*~7!J n - 1. p~ P' 1'J3]I¥J.m~ 
*~ic~ d(p, p'). 

(2) E<!t~~, t9: f(p) == Ai Jk I(p') = Ai; p;W p' J:./¥]Y<JI:~~7!J Ii - ii, 1C 
fF LF(p, p'). ' . 

:. 
~ max LF(p, p') ~ 1 at ,~~~JE~~}Lag ,*)(~:::t'5'§' t&:JX¥-F~11f{)L.

,.p'~ J . 

• ~1.DJ:.:F.f:t£~~.~!39~~~#1!,J~emA~D$~.m.*~:::t'~~~ 
m£~1J(1l~~. 

...bt5:EJ!a9j£~~ iIEf3)j ill)(~C3). ;w.,:tE~1rl~!±l £T~1-5:E~~3iJf.l.JE.~. 

http:1-5:E~~3iJf.l.JE
http:JJ~1:.:F.f1
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_* A: lm}f.l~~.ft.i1 
.A: 	D,l».. fJ:l-{A t,···,A... }, 

~t!:l: 	 D.1.S9wrSt~~ fD:D~{Al>···,Am}, £OCffitBDJ:3Cf}ft:Ji~~r-~. 

tim A 
~!W 1: ffl Floyd Wi~~~.#2it. D t:j:l~xtAzJi3]IB~~~'&'·l:COC. 

ffio\\l 2; ~~ J ..t~4J£m.g p fU p. ,J&~m~..@. 

dC p,p')~LF(p,p') 
;6'1f-xt~~JE:.,mtl:.l D J:~f¥:tEt.rr1tijt:m,:tt:{:$m. 

~~ 4; 	 Do-J #xt Do tf!4l;i;1-.g r ~ fo(r)+-f.(r). 

tl7\W 5; 	 tm* D. = D Jj!U~I:l1PJr~~ foCr) ft·fl1:m,=i!fliltl:t!iG-Ji? rED" 1J!: r ff-:-~~:t:tc D 

D, t:j:r. 1'!d:i1& foCr) = A;. 

m(:t) = {plfo(p)<fo(.r),p ED,} 

M(:r) - {qlfo(q»fo(;;),q ED.} 

d(.r,q)<LF(:r,q), ~ fD(.r)_A;+,. 

tl7~ 8:' D,_D. U {.r}, ~~~ 5. 

~~ 2. ~iS: A ~it.lttri3l~ OC 1D 13). tm5fl: Dcp .BaJ~£~~ K ~:3it~, mtl~7! 

AaJttJ):atlS]&:P~ O(KID[2 + IDIZlogzIDI), 

~~. 	ft~&nJ):7!A~~~~~~tt.~~~ff.~®~~ 

il71111 agtt~lttls]:X1IDI1-TI!i.B.!3S9m~X1!lmJE!it.m$lttla.J,ffl Floyd .i1~ 

lttll3];.g ,oC ID 13y41. :tm* D cp .~l¥J4j).BJ&~ K ff:31Lag, ~~1,.?JT;;g~It:JOOt:patJt1~/f'~tt 

..!... KID I; !l?;{f1}f..! Dijkstra .is:~,B.tt., ;\~U'!tral;.g OCK t D 12 + ID t 21ogz 1D I )l41,
2 . 

Jj: 

217~ 2 i3S~Ia}$€·!r~iml1 O( 111 2 ), 

~~,t17~5asH.~II3]~mtl OCIDDI • IDI), 

O(! Do I • K). ffij:y~ 6 - 7 S9tt.l'ftfi3l:X1 OC IDo I). 

~~HI

~~1,.:y~ 5 

3£~K1r~at

~ 

, it.~II3]~jffi 

7 I¥JH./~~ 

ltt~ O(iDI'IDI 'IDI); ::tE~.8~K1fW~~ O(IDI2.K). 

I3J Jlt , • i1 A i¥J 1M" j'al;.g: 
O(IDI 3) + 0(1112) + O(IDn =- 0(IDI3) 

ft~,~~ K ~:31LI¥JJ~(£""f~: 

0(IDI2. K +- ID1 21ogz1DI) + O(IJIZ) + 0(IDI 2K) 

http:lm}f.l~~.ft.i1
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~T~X~DL®~m,BW~~B~@~llih~OOm~®. ~Z~~~~ft~OO~M 

~E!EOO. ~ Coons ~m~;!:t~ttJ¥:jJ$7f')PJS9~, §tr;§-~1t£§M;%f£~A~ili ~ti:~* ~ 
J§ ~~lmJj:i¥~jJ$ffl~. 

:fitvi!i5E~ 1,~1T19iOmftD*xttE~~ x, y E J, ~ d(r, y) ~ LF(x, y). ~~1". D.1.# 

;ff-~~~~. ~11f-X1Br,YEJ ~ d(r,y)=LF(x,y) 18,]J.!U~m11fi¥~r,y~:®: 

~~..t~B~~5EPE!f!-OO:~D!I-iiJf35Ea9. ~~t~i5l ,ftD* \fx, y E J, d(x, y»LF(r, y), 

~~ff~m~~m~~L~~~_~. 

lE)l.2.:tm* ryED.§. f(:.;), 5fpf(y) B~5E,~ AN(r,y)=d(x,y)-LF(x,y) 

~ r,y ®$~ (abundant number). :tm* AN(r,y) = 0 f.l\ x,y 1a]~1i:~Jm~7C=F:l&~ 

1m. nu 
AN(D,J,fJ) == min {AN(x,y)} 

••y E J 

f.l\79 (J,tI) ;ffDJ:.a9$~. :tm* AN(D,J,tI) '"'" 0 ~ (J, fJ) ~D.1.3C$, fDf:fJXJ3C 

$~HE. 

~~1[ tB ,3C$wr~:It~ -fu7f' -5E:;Ii!Ili-~ ,i§.Ill-M~_JiS~;If::x$as. 
~313. lll-wr~.JiSS9JiS~~{lf~,JZJ~.1.~X=FI~j~~~~ 3D, &P D $tE-,~m 

;ff J $~m,~a9-*3C$~~~J:.. 

1iE~. ~~-tt,t9: fD :;Ii!DJ:.:9C=f (J,tI) ~D!I-tm~!l:lnw. X1ff-B PiE D. ~n 

~~~~~~J~mA~S9-~~$.~.L. 

ti U(Pi) 79 D $ Pi S9~~&P Pi 1£D lfl~.PJTf:f~BS9~.g.. t9: fDCPi) = Ai, ftDPE 

1 	 U(Pi), .!i!U fD(p)E {Ai_I,Ai,AHI}. Xffi iDCp;) aslll--tt,~ili U(Pi) t:j:l~f:fiWiitp 

~ q ~ fD(p) == A i _ 1 Jk fD(q) == Ai+l. ~JVj4?- Pi-I === P, PHI == q. [i:iJ:Ell! U(Pi_l) $ 
£,~-,~ Pi-Z ~ ·tD(Pi-Z) = A j _ 1 Jk U(Pi+l) ~~~,~ Pi+Z it fD(Pi+Z) == A i+2'·····:. 

lk-Jj:~~~~ll:~jjJ:W J L. lk*~1T1~~¥U-1-r.flIJ p~,"', Pi"" 'PT] li fD(P,)= 

A" :-g,"',i,"','1/; .dtatp~, p."EJ. "iiJm~1£ P~'''Pi'''PTJ as152XJ I'I/-~I, iffi 
LF(p~'PTJ) == 171 - gl. lki~aA P~" -Pi" 'PTI £,XJ P~ fO PT/Zr§](B.m~, ~!i!tl d(p~, 

p~) < 171 -gl &P~ d(Pi'P,,) < LF (Pi'P,), lk~f¥~M~ElEOO(B~t!it;J1l;f~. IZ'JtL 
PitE~$~m~ P~~··Pi···PT/ L,~CP p~,p~EJ. 

3t5}'I!t;lf::~tta9, iiE$. 

mit 1. f¥:tE- O( IJ II D 12) atla]®$$:~#lJ5E DL:l!~.ff~P!£-M!t FlEOO. 

~IHjir"foo®$$: B, :!tit 1 ;If::~~iIEaA®• 

• ~ B: p!£-wr~ElEm#lJ5E.7! 


~A: PlJP! A. 


~tB: rnJ~~1~H.f~M~:f;t\~ ,~!t rmOO~~P!£-. 


i]:f1 B 
217\ll1: mDijkstra .~[.)X<t4:fi;-t- P~J, It.pjUDt:j:I~:ij"5C~I¥.JR2~ d(p,r),PEJ&zED. 

217\ll2: ~~] t:jJ4ilWJt p,q H:~1f 

d(p,q)~LF(p,q), p,q E] 

:tm:w'W1fJ:~,@)i= D ..t1f~1f:ll1t,~~~ 3,i!f.ooU5e141T~:l;Ji7C,1*:m. 

, .' 

http:ffDJ:.a9
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r-.. ", 
,,'"; 

3 Wl 

ffi"~ 3: xt D - J $ a9 4ii:1-5I:; ~ or, :tm;~Hill~ 
3p,q E J(d(p,z) + J(z,q) = LF(p,q» 

Jiltl D _br:Jmr~fillliff~I$-l1'9. aliltl~~BBiIi::t:~I$-a9 ,~m. 

lE>£. 3. t9:1flK~D;fO'e~JiL:W J, :trn*f¥tE-i4tr9£~ fJ,1j! II fflliE-ss*f1t:ft* iv, 
r# D ~.iEmu:!}t:;'t:~. 

#~Fffl1f~lK~ D~!H~:E mU~3t~,:lm~ 1mffiasfK~gt:::r::~ E JilUj1HE~(:;r:~~Sf 

fL~~). ~{fJ?g£~~ E mUi1iJt~SS~JM-=f~:?F~ E !i!U~, iWl' E mU~1t~s<J~, ~~ 

.E~~ @§n~~~m=l'E~~3t.~#~~E.~. 

00 1 00 2 

X1T1iffl5l::a9 D, J;fjJ fl' W$d>itT~:ft* iv, ~Wt~m~!lBiiHt5ttr5]~ ,~~!lBffiii39-t 

~fJt1T1m :j:l={fD} *ffi. -$:*t>?~~ AN(D,J,/J) ~j(]j)U:jf{fD} ~*. §mr~1T1lY.I~ 

f1~UEI3)j~l'tt~i'5]~~ NP-[Ej;tJ39,iE~# P-~~I!8[l). @EB=rD-J '*' stJ~l' ~~m:tE 
~3tflt~~.Rff3;f!p~~. T~ 

sl~ 1. #={fD} ~ 3IDI-lll, xg1lj{j5l::1B (J,tI) 

l!\tfiij.§fl.J39tt~:15~~j;!Jf4J~aBiii~fFrr~ ,~W.?&=1'~ff5&.~. :tw* D ff Jordan 

~ff1l(illjz:i!J;(3 J;fQ*)(mgg'i5)i;t~s<Jj(lOC~;J\-,B.. ~J:tm D !&SjZiIDw;J~ ~2 lB-=f., ill 
00 2,t9: {/Jw}":Xl P!§ p' n~.H¥Jfij~~~ JCl) J:itT~ffi:!§:lUIS~.g.,mU~T (J,fI) ®~~ffi:! 

lint~:fI:{tD,(J,iJ)} i:ir~;9: 

:fI:{fD, (J, tJ)} = 2: :*fUD,,(J.. ,fJ.)} X #{fD,,(Jb,fJb)} 

£m J.:XJ Dlas~~,J. ~ D2 asi!I:W. 
~T~~Effi~lBtt~L:tm* {fJ<l)} ~1TlPJ01l&¥U1iffJ5EI¥J~*. t9: 

uem,n,l{) == a{d(p,p'),LF(p,p'),d(p,p') - LF(p, p'» 

= =If {fJ(I)} 

k<O 
u(m, n, k) >= J~ . k-O 

lu(m - 1,n,k - 1) + u(m - l,n - l,k) k> 0 
+ a( m - 1, n + 1, k - 2) 

~.5~~OOIB~~~~~IB,@~~~~~~~-l'ff@®@M: m~.~~w 

~*T~ml'.~®oo~~~®~~Z$. ~~~)(••m~,~n~".~~iii~~
#E~7$JT~ EIl:JiiilB §~"-)($ ffi$§aJ1.IElW. 

-::
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Jimi$Jf$_JE.mA£*1tIl~,I2S!7f7-tIiffjJE-1'-*jJjil:~,~as1ll~~L'&:m1fE.l~L~, 

~1f1 El ~.~~~tl ,~1§:I'e:k [~)~~L ~i$Jf~i1r~EtU:fr :XrtE /Ng:~L:r1l:1T. tE C3) $, ~{il~ 
iWj~lJEl~JrT~fP~U:fr(i$Jf~)_JE~*~~{l!:~D1f Jordan 1!mt, &P DLtt-~fiij.5f-!.~ 
1itJ~ C:fI:l D-C ±)-l1J:X7:E'T1'-li::r::~Ji~$±)-. T1ID~1il~~t±l:@fflT Jordan ~*i;it* 
~~~~~~~_JE.m--~~.~~±)-~.m. 

• ~C: ~~i$Jf~_JE.r! 


~A: .§ji~lI~ Jordan ~ D lJ<. J, fl. 

~1B: lP.Ijf~ A 


l!t:flC 
217~ 1: D'_D, D,<:-I~ I<:-t/J; X<.t4ij;1- pEl ~ 10(p) = fJCp), 

;$~ 2: re D,:f3: DI::Pa9PJT:fHI5Atff:.A.. I,:tw I= ¢ ,Ji!tl-l*m:tt~ili .fD ; ~ Jilti!!2 D, t:j:r-At r q<o1?;tE J 

t:j:r-~,s %,+ fo(%) == Io(r) == Ai, #tb.rr: 
(1) m*X<.tF.JT~ag p E M(%)U mer), 1r d(p,%)~LF(p,r), r 1:.i39ia lo(r) :;r;::~, 

(2) :tm*1r- p E mer), {!i! d(%,p)<LF(%,p) liMF.JT1rag q E Me... ) 1if d(r,q)~LF(r,q) + 1, 

+ fo(r) = A i_., 

(3) :tm*1r- q EM(r), {!i! d(%,q)<LF(%,q) liX<.tF.JT1rag p E me ... ) 1f d( ...,q)~LF(",q) + 1~ 
+ fo(%) = .,1..+., 

:m:~lt..tJ£ 3 ,*JS]:;r;::lMJE, Jilti D 1:.::eWi~ag fD,~m. ~ Jilti D,_D. u{r}, ~~~-zvfhlEJtl I t:j:r wr 
·ff5tag{~JII5f1Ufl~. 

217fj'!3: D'_(D' ~ D.)UI, D.-I, I-¢~217!3l2• 

• ~D:?t~i$Jf~_JEJf:;,! 


~A.,~lli ~.m c 

l!ttt D 
;$~1: D._I; X<t4i1- pEl ~ fD(P) = t1(p). 


;$~ 2: :f3: I 1:.~Miit p q<o p', $:I±\ P q<o p':tE D '*'a9-~.§;ili! P(p,p') = p.p%"'Po_.p·, #l3!: 

P. = p; .J). t = 2 7f#i, ~ %= P" li fo(%) == fD(p._.) = Ai, #~:fTfi3lJ31:~ C ,*,;$ 

~ 2 -:f.*ag(1)J2)~(3); :tm*~'='~J$:J:;r;::lMJE,!iltl D 1:.::e~~i39 tD #-I*m.. i§liIti D._ 
D,U{x},t_t + 1 E:i!:iS:-±!1!:IJEJtl t ==" -1. 

;$1,ll3: X<.t I;fJ:l PCp,p') P.JT:lGIJ'HI9DagP.JTff?3-x D".'.,D.. ; ?t.l3UOlV3}iJliIrlj;*~~. 

00 3(a), (b) ?j-jjU~tlH'r! C ;fp.~ D ~~~ 

D 

(al (b) 

http:DLtt-~fiij.5f
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1';7 

~~4. X1~tzlm1;;}~~ISj~nt:j:I!t:J .Jordan tJ~D. 5:Tj}~f¥:tt OCIDIIJI) a1fslS' 
lJ~t$rr1e_jt.a:5f05:T~~$. 

~~. a~~.X.t:j:Im~oo~.®~.~~~~~~(~~n~~~~~). X~ 

~D~8.,~~~.~.ffi~.m.~-~-~.~D~.ili~~~.t:j:I~~~~~~ 
~ ,PlTlC1.:l2IW- J ~j[;~~1>T J:tE D cp$}~J~~j[;~, 

~.a: c q:r, liJll5E-1'-,B, x ..t8~11i~iM"rl3J~mM DC IJ I). m0~~ c i¥Jit;w:atn~ 
7fJ O((IDI-IJI) ·PI). 

tt~j'iDif!,~5E:®:m~..t~-~l¥JIfi.tISjQJ\:;1q~~j:I O(IJI). ffij:fE DIO···,Dk t:f:!iz
* J1,···,Jk 5:T§U~·e{[]89Jll?f.,liIU IJ,I ~ IJ1, 1= l"",k, B.D,1J\~tJ~. PJTQ 
.a:D 1¥Ji,t.ft;Jlm~j\q!J:1 O( I D I ' IJ I), iIE$. 

xg'ff;l!t:J .Jordan ME~ D, El3T~~~HJPlJH~1rU€Ifi.tI1;!l, m0jJ$ c,.~ D x-r
JmIB D~agISj~~~17J~ O( ID n. ftQ* D~I", *fH~.nJ1PJfu:f~IB5f;jJi.R[61, QJ0iR:fJ<;1f' 
JiJT~~ ~¥U l¥J~::f:1JIt%mPI 0 f'F ~§i! (8~) ~U57. :ft1iJ ~Xl ilUE3 

siil2. i~D~ I. t:f:!~ 2~:9;l(; 3 §t Jordan ~~i*%, lLil;@W- J~~:EEj¥MtJ. !Q 
f¥:tE 0(IJ1 21og2 1JI + IDI) aglm~.$~:i'JG-tJ3.:f11*~~:grj5:T. 

~.g-.~ c ®D &PilJ~: 
m~ 2. i~ D£ ~" t:j:I IB 2 ~~ 3 ~ Jordan ~::f:'liiE~, Jl J ~~ Ji Jm lB. liIU ff:tl 

OeD IJ I + JJ IZlogll J J) ~ISj l¥J74Jr~_ft.$. 

ft if1 j$j*m ±HSU$Jf ~:l;i\jE.$. 
1. jJ~~ 

D ~ Iz .L89iE:iJ%Jz:~iL7fJ 4-4(fSj3§.B9. I2SlJEt D£ Jordan 8~. BtEm~~~fI: 

1R§Ut:j:l-m--m-tB~,J{1fE 4(a) D t:j:IIB,~PI~~- n X n 1B1E]£} M = {aiitx., aii ® aj'i' at 
i§.~ Ii - i'I + Ij - i'I, 1itlij5E~~m~~atl13j~ O( Ii - j' I + Ij - 1'1).

BI DII D12 

Dn D,.JO~D% ' 

J. 

D . Jz 

(a) (b) (c) 

00 4 

i~DIBJiI*~ 2.{,&P n .... 2k + 1; §JtJELD~5:T7fJ=,m1Il4(b), &PlOO5EJo t:j:I~,~ 

®J:lli, ~ft;JI13j (4n ~- 4)(n - 2). MJ§~5E 
.\> 

Dl t:j:I J l.L,B899!ID:WIIZ D2 t:j:l J2 .1:.~atJ·!itill: 

1l,illOO 4(c), ~atlS] 2 . On - 3)(n - 3)/2, i~ TtCn) = TtC2.t + 1) ~jJm!~D B9 
JA1tatfaJ, mu 

T1Cn) = 4Tl (n ~ 1 ) + 4(n - l)(n - 2) + 3(n - l)(n - 3) 

http:4-4(fSj3�.B9
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~ {f1 1A:Xi1fi:W1-15iii r¥J IP] J~j!HiH~;I§-~ , A -:Ilki*JT~ :I~JiS !¥JIB IS] ;1l~~~1f. , 3m:llkS :XI 
O( ID Itoili D I)? ;It::fF::X1-;PP.~jjm:15~~t~r:lt.JtE§~'EJ!~ ~ jj {g 15 ~ ftJ *
~. ~{11 ~:@M~~JiS1'iJ ~tE A.-J!lm~5U:jJQ ~jtj ,ffiJJ§~:Ilk:iiJt! TJ!~3!ral ~[7,aJ. 

T1 J 	 T. Pavlidis, Algorithms for Graphics and Iroage Proeessing, Compu'ter Science Press, Inc., 1982. 

[ 2] 	 G. Y. Tang, Region filling with the. use of the discrete Green theorem, CVGIP, 42: 3(1988), 279-305. 

[3] 	 JiA; i!It,~~:!Je\s~7B~~*fIl::(if~;J;I$,~4-*:ii~,34: 20(1989)1622-1624. 
[ 4] 	 A. V. Aha, J. E. Hopcroft and J. D. Ullman, Data Structures and Algorithms, Addison-Weslen. 1982. 

r 5] M. R. Garey and D. S. Johnson, Computers and Intractability, W. H. Freeman, San Francisco, 1979 . 

. [ 6] E. E. Moise. Geometric Topology in Dimension 2 and 3, Springerverlag, 1977. 

[7] 	 JiA; ~,1W1i'@~~W~,~:Jtj}~;m A.-~:ii:7.T!IJ,CPOOAI~~-*~~='JEil~~::Z:lbii!:;&*-*tlH&:tt,1989, 
165-167. 

f 	8] P. J. Bcsl and R. C. hin, Segmentation through variable-order surface fining, IEEE Tran. PA.VI, 10: 

2(1988). 167-192. 

EE cj::J ~tt.m:¥=~tt;lftL~iUti~i.t&OO~~"t~~~, rrg§1~Ht~tL~4t, rIgg:gM:~~4t~~± 
:m-t8~Aml:3t~tt_:mm.lj;lj'i!i!:ttlitOO*~:¥=;t:2l;iSLT 1990 ~ 10 A 6 13 -10 A 8 8 :tE1Ij§~ m§ m 
m§ ~m*U~0i3ji:Uf. 

~~~~;t:~iSLM~~*fiT-~~~*iSL,20~~.*iSL.fi$*~~,.~'m~.~ma 
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THE A-CONNECTED SEGMENTATION ALGORITHM 

AND THE OPTIMAL ALGORITHM FOR SPLIT


AND-MERGE SEGMENT A TION 


Chen Li 
(Wuhan UnilJersiry. Wuhan 430072) 

Abstract: An Oem 1~m I) time A.-connected segmentation algorithm is given, here 
m is the dimension of the discrete space ~"" The Length k-limited A.-segmenta[ion 
is developed and it is proved that, if the connected quantity of the image in ~.. is 
not greater than 1/211'.. 1 then Oeem - l)lnn) < k ~ Oeem + l)lnn), An Oe /1' .. 1 

log11~.. I) time algorithm for split-and-merge (quadtree) image segmentation IS 

presented. These two algorithms are compared in theory and applications. 

Key Words; l-eonneeted, split-and-merge, aegmeatatioa, algorithm. 

• ~: ~:t-t.t.*i!m-t ?~~~m~~ A.-i!.ii~~J.n-i:t.,.x.it.n-atfJilfi7 

Oem 11'.. 1 ); lk.~ m fi7 :t fSJ ~.. ~ ~tt, ~ 1n ~ l-l!.ii~~l1'f r -ik1.. ~~Jf,"*:fiJ 

m*"Ji. k-AJ~ -t"-~~$-, iJ1.1IJ! :Ji mt-~ 2 .. 'f 9~ i!.11i:~:k -t ..!..11' .. i at, k 
2 

.~~jj:k.-t Oem - l)lnn) JLJl.-t~1;~~l:t O(em + l)lnn), 

~~~~T••~~~~"*e~~~)~~~i:t.,*~.x.atM1 •• fi7 

OC 1~.I ologll ~ .. I) ~.n. i:t., "* »"J.i.i~~ l:tm JlIi ~ iii itt lk. iJi!j ~ ~i:t.1'f r J:t.a• 

.1 ., 
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!tI_~&~1.Jrt;:ll.ll. ~:Ili, Wilson 5jU Spann (l988)1f~~itj&~_~~L31. ltmss:B
~1.J~~: ••~M.~~J:1~.~.~*J:1M~~.~~~.~ ~~~~~*J:1~' 
~glJ~[9J(Wg~~*51-!1J-~;lgA{f1m£:t!il.!i·'·6J. 

g~~*?t~J~,\!l~~ Gnmsdale m:!:lH!9l1l , 'E~:tE~:llXt:j:l~*-B~J§EB:lZ-,8 

.m~~tt~~~~*r~. ~xw?t~~~m=.*.~~*~**~~g.;~~ 
~at ,~ftP15iE~;gIK~?t#:fr~J, 'E12tiA;g1&-f<Pf@j!&J:1~JjJt!(81. 

1:Jtmm 1984 £PR{rlf~tH ~ 1-ttli$;~[J,lOJ, iIE~J37 1-:eiffi/f:{~)iJlJ. f'F;g-fijl:fr~ 

15fE. , fffi1iOJ la3&-fiji J:1!1J15iE , ~Z;g 1-ttlmJ:1 ~J. f);1T1 t~tt7 -1'":ft11t.t!"*"~lJl!. 

l-:EE:tmJ:1~J. ~i1I, R1Tl;i3Sr-~T ~-:EEi~H19P3lm, tttt'EE§~rEWJk(B~~, 3HIE~}H±fi1J 

-flF#tB:;it~m~if't"T~tt :B:~ faLl: ~ A. -tt:tm it ~Ju!j. 

*)(i&:iZl:7~Ass51-#?t!1J.;?!>ilEgijTi&lt!:J§.t!~tt.:l.l;j'fa];gO( I~ .. llog2! ~.!), 

~-tiHIH~¥tlJ~tIt. ~J§", ~fnl±~J l-i{g:tmit*,,;f!:I~.:fr#:fr!Ij, 1H;7~~-€r~~:f!Pit 

IJfijjitTlEJJlU l-iElm:fr#51-tlfIJ. 

f);{f]jtmkt~m7.t!1J,/f:WilJ.=m~{l;9-fj!J. ti~. 7{Jm~w;];ft.~i!3J,s:}; .. - {o, I} 

1& ~• ..tag=m:I~H~. tm* r, .x' ~};,. rpa~r~4'\),ra, ~ S(~) - Sex') at, ~ p~ "'" Cx, 
S(x) f!J p~. - Cr', sex')) :?;;tt:tm. ffH@ Tarian S9jt~(~)ittx;.mC1J, l!JJm7.t!lJ. 
$1zo-"F. 

~51i A: 
Step 1 ;{<j 2::. $f.I:-JIilz,:tE '" l::Jr*.~t2., &~ L(z)_*. !l1lJi)'f:~1!f % a9~~,.a,tm*~ z', ~ 

jS(.:)- 3(",')1- 0, .lll..(z')Q;;*,**. lilU x_rO. Ill[ Step 1, 

Step 2 :im:!'!::;.tT"'..ailitlL'!:'l£~-$};'i\ .>:'f¥:tE, 4?- L(.>:)_**, tUtl:iZl:A"'a9,¢.i.y, ~@Y, &P 
r_y,~[E] Stepl. 

l[~, n-J:.~12" * * "f8,8~ qX;1~H~ s S9-W~. 1mx~H~:~ A ~fF~ptgtPJ0j~¥U 

s S9J9T::~r~13*. 
t~ s N::~ .. ..t~1KlJtOO{l, S:2: .. - [0, 1]; 1m-oJ?&f£J'fL.t! A, l3~.z.tU7.tiliS9ttjM 

:l9c1flt>j~1~/J\, iffili~~~mTtt. :fEJtMl:[9,lO]if:r, ~1T1X1M~,~.t, y 5E'><'~.ra p,,;fO 

py ~~lmtt;.g 

1 - ISex) - S(y) I ~(~) + SCy) ;Co ° 
C(p""p,) =- { Is(x) + S(y) I . (1) 

1 ~JJlU 

ti 11: ~-~*~;.g k ~Im~, &P 11: =- nCxo, r,t) == XOXj"· ·X-t. Jt.t:j:l Xi, X;+! ~~~~. :fE* 
~,I1tm.r~>.K 11: N::fij1!i~~. ~ 

CPC1I:) =- min{C(p~;,p~;+) Ii == 0,'· ·,k - I} (2) 

~Im~ 11: J:.e9 ~jj:ll:. 
s J:ffpij,ra p, q SS~lmttJE'><';.g 

http:5E'><'~.ra
http:im:!'!::;.tT
http:tI_~&~1.Jrt;:ll.ll
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C(p,q) = max{CP(1t)I1t = 11'(x,y):XI I .. cj:Isg~1£, 
.§.. p = (x, s(x)) & q = (y, S(y) )} (3 ) 

lESl. 1. f* p, q ;X11-j!£:imsg,:m* C(p,q) ~.1., H [0,11. 

~~iIEfl}3, EI3 (1), (2);fO(3).fiiflJl::sgl¥lm1!!7± 1-;tlmsg~5CF,f2;r.oR;-~if'r*~, i2Sl iT5 
EJI2JJj§ T5t~. Mfffi, {t .1.-~lm:#J M~1frjC~sg;tlm~gg~~m~ sg, r~.R:~~,!Ekl~ 
=1-~#&prar: (i) C(p, q) ~ c, c 79-m-~; (ii) C(p, q) - C(q, p); (iii) C(p, 

q) ~ min{C(p,r), C(r,q)}. 

*j(*Mw~E13 (1), (2)~(3){ij§JES{Jlt.lHloc, 'E E.M~:I4!!JI3 T3t!i~!wf£ ~im51f£[lOJ. 
;;f~;g tl:\, p ~ q ~ l-~:rm~~ Ji(£§ ff:tE-~1£ 11'(xo, x~) = XOXl' .. xHx.t, j! ~ 

p = (xo,S(xo)) fI:l q - (xk,S(xk))' {t V;C((Xj,S(Xi)),(Xi+l,S(Xj+I)) ~.1.. :J!*, ft 
1f1{£tilH~~{~i&JPi A, gfa:r£ltq~ 1-;tlm?HFJJll2(Y . 

• ~A': 

Step 1 ~1:.$tE-Rii.z,:tEz.l:.rrJ:*;flf-lC.,!Ill L(::)_*, IIIDtJ¥:~~za9~~,8. tm*:~r. 

~ C((%,S(::)),(::' ,S(Z')))~A £I. L(%')~ *, * *; YlU %+-z'. 1IJ[ Step 1. 

Step 2 ~*xr,¢.i. % t9:1lf.l:.ltR9.8 or' ;f¥:tE,:lJl)Z.+ Lep )+-* *, #t!(;JUlZ!:A % ~,8 y, *@l y ~r. 

%+-Y. Jl!@] Step 1, 

tfJ::* * ~tG~zt~-1'-l-~~W:fr, EST:E,. *a9-#.i.~~1r 2m 1-][~~,8,~ 

~~:ff 3- - 11'-tE~415R.i.(:tE:E2 r:J:r:XI 4-~~fO 8-415~). Jj~1,,~ 

s1Jl1. ;tJ:-"i'- O(ml :E.. I) atI'SJag1Gi* (1\1)~j5G:':~%.QX; l-~lm5t~J. ~[l*1(j3,~ 

JEX~~~lI~~,~.ffia9tt-.lMlm:XI O(3'"1l'.I). 

JJ3)(±~fl~}[~415~,ff~415:1~fpJ~M~m.. 

s1Jl2. t!iP;fIH~li.i5t*:Xrkag~1£l-j!£Jma9, Jj~1" S(xp)/S(Xq) !l*-aJZ 

( 2 -1).t 1 .:J!.m. p == (x"S(x,)) JJ:. q .... (Xq,S(Xq)). 

-}VJt i!i:R!:& 11' == 11'(xo, xk) = rOxl'" x~ ..tag:eij.~/j\-T A., JZi:H! Xo == xI" 

x.t = Xq. m~ 

S(XO)/S(Xl) ~ (2 - 1)/1 

.3Z.l2iI;9§ S(xo) ~ S(Xl) ~ •. , ~ S(x.t) lltlt¥tit1t*. J~ilL 

S(p) = S(xo) == S(xo) . • S(Xt) .. , ... S(X.t_l) ~ (2 -.1.)( (4 '; 
Seq) S(xk) S(X1) S(xz) S(x,t) 1 

..t.~~ j.\; t:j:l "~T"~PI~ tl:\ 33{!. a9. "iIE$J 
J:~fft~'S~~1I1,Q!.ff l-~:rmf1,i:=ftt,#~-t1c~.~'*~~' @.if § 1!m#.t~i!: 

~*IB~~. ;g71¥UE:fr!IJlBir~1ti:.,0~~~ffiUi.~~a9m~. 
~Sl. 2. ~ .1.-:£)j~ k~$~m®, :W:l*x-.tff~iHt~*T ka9~:& 1t(r,,%4), ~ 

CP(11'(x"Xq)) ~ 1 IM,~ S(xl')/S(Xq) ~ 1 + St, B( ~ O. 

http:J:~fft~'S~~1I1,Q!.ff
http:1\1)~j5G:':~%.QX
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5 I ~ 3.X'Ir k rnJ$~~~ag l-ii@, t9: S~ ~5E, mu 1 t=iJ~ag~JJ\'fij9 

I..mia = 2/(1 + V1 + s~). 

!iE~ 1. k rnJ'im~~~ag 1-:12E@~-1-~{fj~~, J!~ 1 E [2/(1+~/1 + sk)' I]. 

-ii£BA RtffilIE~Affl~-M:.. t9: P:fIJ q, q;f!J r :5:HU$~ k WJ$~~~ ~-B§Jma9, &Pf¥:ff 
n(x" Xq) fIl n(.~q, xr ) 1t CP(n(xl',xq» ~ A. 1Z CP(rc(Xq,xr »;;::: 1, :tm:W: n(xp, Xg) 

~ "'(Xq,z.) lB*~=1'*T k, E~1.. S(xp)/S(Xq)::;;;; 1 + s~ W; S(Xq)/S(xr ) ~ 1 + ck. 

tikl~ n(xl',xq) 1'8*, k2~ n{xq,xr ) iJ9-f5;:. J!IJ:* kl+kl>k, ]ilU ir(x p, Xr )= 

XI" •• Xq' •• Xr =1':tE~~*U~ml ~ , 12SIffi]1iIi3JE~{tI:. 
tI* kl + k2 ~ k. EEsl:ll2 .. 3 ~ 

2 -.l )~.S(Xq)/S(x.) ~ ( -1-

S(Xp)/S(xr ) ~ (S(x,)/S(Xq» • (S(Xq)/S(xr» 

~ ( 2 ~ 1 t+~2 ~ (2 ~ 1 r~ 1 + St. 

mg;, p, r ~ k miW~~~ l..-ii:iiiJ9. iIE~. 

rnJ$~lH~ag 1..-J!:ii±r!lJ_$~_$ A' £*if§IR!, .R~;t;mm k;fO 6~ *_ili 1 ®ltt 
{Rm:~&Pt=iJ;;tt*.Jli.tr~1JJ~ O(ml.l'.. I). 

:tE..i.1it:f:l ,:tm* k~JJ",]jlU:fr~Jlim~~*;:t!ll* k ~*,JilU:fr~JJ::jJHl, ~BUli~. T 
~Ii:i], k ~{llJ~at.g.~? TJt:frHI§111Mj1.00itlB9aJiR:~fHil~t k ®»l~m:. 

ti GI'- (.l'.. , Ep) ~PJ1j:fJLOO, (a, b)€- Ep ~.a{Z~ (a, b) :tE.l'.. cp~~.a~jf 

(a, b)lBtt$~ P. 

51114. m~iti!i1z:jjfit;:t:P1f 2--;(7)1- i ~iti!i:ft:151*. 

51~5. m~m1z:jjfit;:t:f:lltj9m+ i f8B~j9 (n- 2y(7)z--i, JtJ:j:ln~m1z:jj' 

"I ~a9Jtlia~• 
..t.i:tiW5IJmf8iIEaAJ-.A~. 

:iE~2. liJ.R.tfl:j9na9m~m:ft:15f;$:.l'. J:j:lBlt~®~flm:~(l + n,. 2) __ 
1iE~ ffHisl3J: 5, Bm:I!c®~~m~ 
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±(m + i)(n - 2)i (~) 2--; ±i(n - 2)' (m) 2"-' 
E.= ,-Q I -m + ''''0 " 

n- n-

EBT II",I - nm - (n- 2 + 2)'" = ~ 2"'-i(~)(n- 2)' 
r =:110 , 

~m: (x + 2)"' = ~ 2--'(7) xi,T:!! 

dCr + 2)'" == ±j • 2"-i(~) xi-I 
dx ;"'0 t 

xd(x + 2)"'1 = (B. - m)nax 1..= __2 

&P 
E. == (n - 2)m(n - 2 + 2)..-1 + m _ (1 + n - 2) m. UE$. 

nm n ' 

Hi: B~;.g GI' - (.r .. , BI') r:j:I*~:XJ k at~~~t-ltagAA~m,-1'~liiEftl3. 
nm • m k • pk ~ Ek < nm • Bl . pk (5) . 

R1TJJaS~¥u,~* p' Etl > 1&P p> [(1 + n n 2) m fl, ~~i.. E~ ~ k ®=lFllilt PEI~. 
~~~~m~*••*m~. ~m.S~~~®~~.;.g: 

CH(S, I .. ) = 1- L: C(q, r) (6) 
2 11.,$411 

:iEJl3. ~ CH(S,.r ... ) ~ -
1 1.r... 1 1t1,1f
2 

(i) 3m* k:> (m + l)lnn/ -Ln [(1 + n 112) mp], tJ~i..)V¥-m~®.rm..t ~ 00 

ft~~1f*It;g k S9~:&. 
(ii) 3m=': k~(m-I)lnn/-ln(mp), ID5i..)Vfffl1f®2:"...t.S9~f~U~j)1f*OC;g 

k ~Iij.~. 
~~ $~..t~~3~N~~~T~~: 

(i) P(X( > 0) - 0 ':.3 k > (m + I)lnn/-Ln [(,I + n-=:-.1.j molg-q-, 
. n JI 

(ii) P(X~ > 0) -1, ~ k ~ (m - l)lnll/ -In(mp) ~1; X{ Jl::~..ti:C~;g k A9J1.!. 

tHt9t-~. 

4t n"[(1+ n2)mpf =-1,11 &P 

http:tJ~i..)V�-m~�.rm
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(7)d - mlnn/-ln [(1+ ~-=;2) m p! 
E k > d, 7f'tUh~ k ~ d + r, ~3:ij(5)~ 

E. < n" [(1 + 2_) mer+'.n n 

rlo[(' ....'!.=...!.)ap I< e • 

(8) 

M!:1r P(X~ > 0) - 0, PJTl?LCi)$;.1L. $~J:.R~ 

r"'" -In f(n)/ln [(1 + ~ n 2) mp], fen) - co IiJJ"EJ. 

33l!.tEm1TH~iIE~(ii). B9iO 
P(X. - 0) ~ "if E~, ()";;;s x~ Et:J:/5~. 

~?'t, w* P(X, == 0) - 0, liIU P(Xk > 0) -+ 1. ES!7tT P(Xk ~ 0) 0, ffij P(xk > 0)===0 

P(X~ ;;::: 0) - PCX; - 0). i!St E~.;Ig X k Et:J=Iifr"i*,r;'a9;E,Jj!U 

(9) 

peG §~ P' to PH) (10) 

~ 

E~J ~ Ek • E, + E t~ Ck - 1)(EdP)k-t 

I-I 

~ E; + E+. EdP[l - (k - l)(EdP)k-l] 
1 - EdP 

P(Xk =- 0) ~q-J ~ EJP[l - (k - l)(E d P)k- I ] 

E~ E k(l - E.p) 

E!3(5)~ 

t9: nmmd' pd' .... fen), fen) -- co, if 
d' == [mlnn - lnf(n)]/-ln(mp) (11) 

~ k ~ d' tlt, P(Xk == 0) -- 0. :~J3UJm, ~ fen) - nat, m{ilif d' - (m ~ 1)lnn/

In(mp). (ii) ~UE. iIEf:¥:. 

1m*I~.HlEt:Jii~. CH(S,X .. ) > l IX.I ,Lj2l~jlE~Et:J~®jj::f'¥~l&i&,iJ1~~ k 1:3 
2 

IX.. : $;iEtt. 

http:PJTl?LCi)$;.1L
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~~~*%M__m~~~~~~~~~~~w. ~-~~~ft~~~~~*~~ 
~~LEtr:7.Hj~,~;f-F:EEli1£~~#t~~~ftm. m~~1'"rPJ~1f~~:1J$ ,Jt-~*X11£89 

~tI:\;a~i£I~[3J. ~=&t~*mp]3(WIK~%~J:1J$. :WJ*I~Hf<.~~=~IB, [9x.~5j

!JJ;fyj\f'FIK~£rtt£r!JJ[l.l.8J. 1::ftYf.! £r# (divide-and-conquer) mffifr, Q:.l/J\IZ.~tt~~~ 
~~*,'±~Vt,8~~1~TX1~;aEtr~~a:t. 

iii: 21 sgm*~ n, n = 21, X1T~:um5Eag E, !2[l~:IK~ AC22 frli3JE: 

(l2}'V x f A ( Is(x) - _1_ 2: S (y) I~ s)
IAI YEA 

~~1,.~ A ~:l$j~Etr ,-tE, PJICHB (A ,S(A)) ~:XJ-:EEjIUI3£r9.X;-:f;!;:. 

~{nJtM.-1'"fij~Etr~Jr*~~~~*:fr!Jj, t9:00 1 ?JT~EtrOO{l S:21- {O,D} 

(1.'2 , S) 

~ 0 0 •• 

(l'z,S) =" a _ • . ~.I. .f. ~o (13} 
a 0 • • Q 0 .• • •• 0 0 

00 t 00 2 

rz ~~F~1:Ji39,~{n:7.tLJ;t~ 1 :XJ"p]ffi-,mOO 2, 

~)§7i*m-.JL-r~Rm~ 3. 

- - r:--:-f M (k, 2)" 
~M(k,l). 
M(k,,) 

00 3 

00 3 m--r:l$]jf,)£f.% M(l{, 1), m=r:ltt~ Mel{ + I, 1),"'; 1rJtlP]r:!SJ:ltI:f.%. ft. 

)§1:tjf,moo 4. 


;ft~ M(l{ + 1, .),'" f,I~~ffl. Sl.Ht,ft{rJi~¥tlE!l1-~sgpg?G:moo 5. 


H ~ t-~ t-;--;l 

U~~~ 


00 5 

http:JJ;fyj\f'FIK~�rtt�r!JJ[l.l.8J
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0 0 .. . 
0 0 ... 

0 

M(k,2) M(k,l) 

00 6 

a:rm,-1'-~:lf::~(7z1t~®~*. ..tltli:f¥S9atll3];!:~~~: 

TCn) == 4T (~) + c • U (~) (14) 

;tC 14) cp u( ~)~.g.#m~a1Ii§], c )9'm'!J&. 

~#~:lf::~m1'-~cp.~~~m~~~~.®~ 

-]G, ~~~~:7Gt&]ta1ra]-~{titt~ 0((; r), B3(14)~~ 
,"', 

, \ ' 

'. T(n)==4T( !!..j+c.ni ==0(1I4 )=OC!2zlZ) (15)
\ 2 , 

..tltJj-t1;&I3Jj()il!(;/J\rer~.i'EatJa1I~*.1±~/J\.g.#atf~. rJZflit~1'-I'il]1li!i. 

§5tX1~I:j:l j7g ~f'FJ!!;l1Jll5i, f*ifffl Tt!lJj-a9IX~~£IR:!.\ilG, -1'-~X1m:-1'-£IK~. 
~wffl MCk), k == 1,2,···, ;&7J;~1'-~,ffl MCl(, I), 1- 1,2, "', BCk) ;&5f-~ k ~ 
cp®m J;R, M(k,l,i) ~5f-m k ~,*,~ I ~atJm i 1-j[;~,~ 

max - a 

tCk'i'l) = MCk,i,1 + 1) 


gCk,l,,) = MCk,I,J - 1) (16)
I
tCk, L, 11) = * 
gCk, t, 1) - * 

;ifijX1Ttt-~~x, 4- kCx) - k, lex) -= t fI:I i(x) === 1 &P:lf:: MCkex), ICx) , ; (x) ) ,... :r. 

i&ffU2*;G i atJg!j/r--~~#ag~lK~Ctz[]~ 7)%#.~.a!.~ii B. 

~.u I MCk + 1) I 

MCk + 3) I MCk + 2) 
\ 

00 7 

C1 

n == 
min == 

PRCk,l) == 

W,t&, Imin - : I~ 8 & I 

~ Sex) 
~EMq.l. 

!MCl(;I)i 

min 5(x), max = max Sex) 


:o:M{..t-.ll zt:.~JO.J) 

CCT,n, min, max) 

;;! ~ t!1:lf::f5]iiT~7t:~~flf,jH9: 
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begin 

for K: = k to k + 3 do begin 


tor L: =- 1 to B(K) do begin 


Star(M(K,L»: = * *; i: = 1: p: = M(K,L,i) 


i: 	 if (p tE1S#agj;Qa'f..t.) then begin 

while (p':;!! p agj'~~Ji!iiJ do begin 

if 	(Star(M(k(p'),I(p'»=.: * *) then 


begin 


if(\MIN(min, min') - q + q:~e &: IMAX:(max,max') - a + q',1~8th"11 
.. +" 	 "+,, 

begin 

l' ag]j§fr.?, f(p) iZ!::tX Sta.ck, 12l1J!:rei§f~miA;g;'!ii 

:f&:Im g(p'), ... ,g.-'(p') tUU g-Cp') os *. 
f(p): = g.-'(p), &P:re~~m7f~tEiT'iiizJ§ 

p: 	 = g--'(p); Star(M(k(i), /(p'» - ** 
goto 1 


end;< 


else 

if (fCp) =- *) then 


if (Stack ... q,) geto 2 


else 


/(p): = S+ack Top (~TIlilZi /(p» 

end; 

< end; 


end; 


p: = f(p) 

gote 1 

2: 	 end; 

end; 

end 

MiJ§f~~ t ~ g rem1f~#A-~;f:l. 

~{f1~$tl, J3-#,~~~;®.ttJtLJj!.I¥J, iTIiJtLJj!.,~.R.1f OCt) -}, fugt~i5H:Z.1f OCt) -t-~ 

5:1€l#tE -®. tE.ii B cP IZ.~ I*J 4ij,B~*~ttiWiX, ffii JiIJ!!. ,B, ill ;:U£U~~1X (~Aii,1
W:;{r 'M"~)• l!llit 

5IJl6. .~ B S9tt.atr~;{r O(t2). 


:iE}I 4. =§t~~~IZ.~*#**Ul¥Jat!13]j[~,t!E:X1 OC I1:21 \ogzi 2:,! \, 

1i.~ !il§I~ 6 ~(l4)1f 


http:fugt~i5H:Z.1f
http:iTIiJtLJj!.,~.R.1f
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.1. i1tj:I~.~ B, -arQ,l:ttj¥u:=,§lJJ~~ §tE~ ft.. EE =f!t ~~1Jo, ~LK~ftlfr#Jll:3Y
~llJRz~:!JO. 

:/l$. 5. ~~bI<IlI~Ht<.sgLR~5:t#?:T~j~i+.arrral:X7 DC! ~m o!ogz: 2:.. : ). 

~1IE EI3=f-1'"~g~~?:Tjf.QX; 2"1-£g~,:l!:*~#J;QJF.mt*J m • 2"'-11'". ~rt1.mB 1!?~:Hr.:trs]~~~;9 OCm· 2"'-' • r"') === O(m2"t"'), FJrQ;l. 
TC2r.) - 2"'T(t) + ; . mzmt ", 

Ten) - O(mnmlogzn) === DC i .E,~!log,! I.!). 

i1E$. 
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=lFl'ffl5:t#~~. 
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X1~~*~t$~Tg;fOJllr:p;tIJKf'F~Jl1.r-5lt~, lIt~ Tmtl~a9£i!f*, IE1ifIl:!W?:Tt±lJl£~~ 

~ E8~ffll-~~5:t.~~~~~f'Fffi®R~~1:tL~?t,009£ffl~~?t#5:t.®M 

*. 
IlNE: CDP No: 

b.':J'I>(::, k':J~(;;, k<:;"~ .,ptP i~~ ~<\(::, 1t:>4J It:>q,r:; #tl Ii>\~ .,'O'I>tl 1i>'1>~ l./btP 
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;1f. 
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~!l'm:$~t\!i*$ ~j*Jf:tt~I;;f1IE, l-:e$.lE~7 Q,l~l~a, ffijJK~?t#ffl¥~1€Ilfl.mnit~ fr& 
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t. 
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Let D be a digital manifold, J the subset of non-empty of D; and let A!, A2, ••. , Am be 

m real numbers with A1<A2<···<Am. Supposing functionh:J- AI"'" Am' we want to 
find a function ID: D-{Al"'" AJ, such that ID is gradual variation on D, having fD( x) 
=h( x), xeJ. Such In is called the gradually varied extension or interpo1ation of h. 

Theorem 	 L For any two points x and y in J, if the length d(x, y) 01 the shonest 
••j 	

path between x and y in D is not less than the difference 01 gray level 01 the two points 

LF( x, y ) ( or d(h (x ), h (y ) ) ), then there exists a gradually varied extension fD 01h; and vice 

versa. 

Theorem 2. II there is the gradually varied extension ID 01 h. then there exist two 

gradually varied extensions I ~ and Ii 01If' such that lor every gradually varied ext~nsion iD' 
I};( x) QD(X) Q](x). xeX. 

We gave an algorithm to compute ID' but it made iD in the convex closure of'its 
guiding points. In· case the holding convexity is not necessary. we should find a random 

l: gradually varied surface which can be regarded as interpolating surface between I~ and 15. 

Algorithm A (Random algorithm for ID ) . 

Input: D, J and h. 

Output: gradually varied ID or indicating no gradually varied extension for h. 

begin 
1. 	 for (every pair p, pI in D) do", 

to compute d(p, pI) by Floyd's algorithm; 
,j 

2. 	 for (every pair p, pI in D) do 
if (d(p, pI') <LF(p, pI)) then (no ID and helt); 

3. 	 Do: =J; 
4. 	 while (reDo) do ,(fD( r): = h(r) ); 

5. 	 using depth-first-searching algorithm, to connect all 

points in D except Do' denoted by H; 

* Project supported by the Science Fund of the Chinese Academy of Sciences for Young Scientists. 
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6. if (Do == D) then (output iD and helt) else 

begin 

choose x that is the endpoint of H and choose reDo' d( r. x) = 1, 
without loss of generality assume that iD (r ) = Ai' 

v(1): =Ai-l' v(2): =Ai , v(3): =Ai+ 1; 

for t: = 1 to 3 do 

7. 	 begin 

while (peDo) do if (d(x, p) <d(v( t), iD(p ) )) goto g, 
v ( t) : =1; 

8. end 

R: ={tlv(t) = I} 
random choose IER 
j: =i+j-2'!D(X): =Aj 

H: =H-{x} 

Do: ~Do U{x} 

goto 6 


end 


end 


Lemma 1· The computing time of Algorithm A is OCIDI3). 

There is a defect in Algorithm. A. i. e. its valuation procedure has an or{ier which was de

termined beforehand; consequently the rando,mness of the surface is restricted. The following 

algorithm N 	 such that xeD is also' random. 

Algorithm AI 

Input, Output and Step 1 until Step 4 are similar to' those in Algorithm A. 

begin 

5. 	 random choose x in D - Do; 
6. 	 for t: =1 to m do begin 

while (peDo) do if (d(x, p) <d(A" fD(p ) )) goto 8 
v(t):=l; 

8, end 


R := { tIv (t ) = 1 } 

random choose jeR 

iD(x) : =Aj 

Do: =DoU{x} 
goto 5 


end 

.; 

Theorem 3. fD is gradually varied which is obtained by Algorithm AI. 
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Proof We need only to prove that if there is a gradually varied extension for /;' then 

output fD of Algorithm A I is gradual variation. Suppose there is a gradually varied exten
sion. Therefore 'tj x, YEl, d(x, y) ?;LF(x, y). In the following, we shall prove that an inte
ger t exists such that v( t) = I at Step 6 of Algorithm AI. 

On the contrary, let such t do ~ot exist. i. e. 

'tj te{ 1, "', m}, 3YEDo' d(x, y) <d(AI.fDey) ). (1) 

However. according to Theorem L if 

\:j p,qEDo• d(p,q)?;d(j(p), f(q», (2 ) 

then there exists an extensionf:D-{Al' "', Am}, such that 

\:j p,qED,d(p,q)?;d(j(p), f(q». (3) 

which is in contradiction with (I). Thus, such t exists. and it is easy to see that fD is 

gradual variation on D. 

Only IDI elements in A!"", Am are efficient if m> IDI. Therefore, we have 

Lemma 2. The computing time of Algorithm AI is O( IDI3). 

Let :En be an n-dimensional grid space, and D the connected subset of In. If D is the 

convex set, then it is not necessary that the length of the shortest path is computed by 

Floyd's algorithm, and Algorithms A and A! are Simplified relevantly. 

Theorem 4.' Let D be the convex s~t in :En. Algorithm A needs OC IDI2) time, 
but Algorithm AI requires still 0( IDI3) time. 

If ~ is 4-adjatent, i. e. D <.:~ has Jordan property, then much faster algorithm can be 

designed. 

Corollary 1. Let D be the Jordan square in :E 2. Then there exists an 0 ((iDI

IJI)logiIDI-IJI) +IJI.J IDI-IJI log2(IDI-IJi) time improved Algorithm A. 

m 

Given the distribution offD in {A!,'''' Am}, let (jD' A) =(p L~i#1D1 and peA;) 
i=1 

=?;,;/IDI. For convenience, we say {(;}is the distribution. Set N(S) = {p:peD-S andp is 

adjacent to some points of S}, and then N( S) is called the adjacent pqint'Set of S. 

Lemma 3. For any S with IS 1= Ui}, if N (S) > ~i-I + (;+1' then there are no gradually 

varied surfaces with distribution {(;}. 

m 

Not considering gradual variation, there are valuations of IDI! /TI~i! kinds on D with 
;=1 

distribution {;;l. That is to say, it is impossible to construct gradually vl:iried surfaces by 

one-by-one testing method. 

Theorem 5. There is no algorithm with polynomial-time to constrnct a gradually varied 
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surface whose distribution was given beforehand unless P= NP. 

Proof. We need only to transform an NP-complete problem to our problem in 

polynomial time[21. PARTITION problem is selected: Let Rl"'" Rn be n se~, and N={ 1. 
... , n}. Is there a subset N' eN such that I IRil= I IRil? 

ieN' ieN-N' 

For any lEN, connect any two points in Ri , where R; and Rj are not adjacent, i =f.j. 
n n 

Suppose a point r~ UR/, such that r is connected with every point in URi' Thus, we obtain 
~l ~I 

. a special digital manifold. Let {AJ={AI' A2, A3 }and {U=tt IR;II2, 1, itlRil/2}- Obvi' 

ously, the valuation of r is only A2, or else fD is not gradually varied or does not satisfy 

distribution { ~i }. The above procedure can be run in polynomial time. 

n 

Thus, there exists a gradually varied surface with distribution {~i}on D={r}U URi if 
1=1 

and only if there is Nt ~N such that I IRil= L IRJ That is to . say, we tum the 
iEN' ieN-N' . 

PARTITION problem to construction (or decision) problem of a gradually varied surface 

whose distribution was given by polynomial transformations. 

According to Theorem 5, we only obtain the gradually varied surface approximating the 

distribution. However. in some simple case, it is possible to construct a gradually varied sur' 

face with distribution { ~i} such as 

Lemma 4. For a rectangle grid D in plane, if (l<"'<~m or ~1>~2>"'~m' there 
exists a gradually varied sUlface with distribution {~i}' 

Let Do be the simply connected subset of D and f (Do) be single valued, such as Ai' If 
N( Do) and the boundary aD of D do not intersect, Do is called the extreme region. 

Lemma 5. For a Jordan digital manifold D in which the number of adjacent points of 
every point is nearly identical, if S is a connected subset with ISI=n such that IN(S) I is 

minimal, then for any SI' S2~D and ISII+ IS2 1=n, it holds that 

By Lemma 5, we approach an algorithm for the gradually varied surface with one ex

treme region whose distribution was given as follows. 

Algor ithm B (The approached algorithm for the gradually varied surface with one 

extreme region). 

Input: Jordan setD~ {Ai}and {(i}; we may suppose (I ~~m' . 


Output: surface f satisfying distribution { ~i}' 
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begin 

S: =¢ 


for i: = I to m do begin 


for j: =1 to ~(i) do begin 

choose x, S: =SU{x}such that IN(S)I=min 

f(x): =Ai 

end 


end 


end. 


Algorithm B is in DC IDI3) time, but f may be not gradually varied unless D is a closed 

manifold. The following technique can be used for any surface f, to compute the gradually 

varied surface g which approximates to f uniformly. 

Let Fi (p ) = {j (p ) + tI t = 0, ±1, "', ±i}, here might as well let Ai= i, PED; and let 

Fi(p)/F/q)={xlxEF;(p), thereisYEF/q), suchthatd(p,q)~d(x,y)}. (4) 

and 

Fjk)(p)=nF~k-l)(p)/Fjk-l)(q), 
{ qeJ (5) 

F)O\p) =Fi(P). 

We can prove that if 
(6) 

then for every pED, setting g(p) =inf{F~k)(p)}, we know that g is gradual variation and 

'dpeD, d(j(p), g(p» ~i. Consequently. let i=;=l, 2, ... until (6) is satisfied. Then we 

can obtain the optimal uniformly approximation g off. This method has been used for stra

tum surface fitting[31. 

The author is grateful to Prof. Y. T. Zhang for several results which were jointly attained 

by them. 
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ABSTRACT 

A new digita.l surface called the gradually varied .urfaee is introduced and .tudied in digital spaeea, especially 
in digita.l manifolds. Generally, a digital surface is .. mapping from a n dimensional digital manifold D into a 
m dimensional grid space 1::m . In thill paper, we have proved a constructive theorem: Let i,X", be an indirectly 
adjacent grid space. Given a .ubset J of D and a mappin! b : J - LEm, if the distance oC any two points p and q 
in J is not less than the distance of !J (p) and !J (g) in U:m , then there exists an extension mapping 1 of !J, such 
that the di.tance of any two points p and q in D is not leu than the di.tance of 1(P) and J(q) in i..I;"., we call 
such f a. gradually va.ried surface. In other word, any digital manifold (graph) can normally immerse an arbitrary 
i...E... We also show that any digital manifold (graph) can normally immerse an arbitrary tree T_ Furthermore, 
w,. will discuss the gradua.lly varied function, which is a gradually varied surface in the case of m =1 in i.J:m • 

An envelop theorem, A uniqueneu theorem. and an extension theorem which concerns with having the same norm 
arl:: obtained. Finally, we will show an optimal uniform approximation theorem of gradually varied functional. and 
dC'l'elop an efficient algorithm for the approximation. 

1. BASIC DEFINITIONS 

A digital manifold means the discretization of & mathematical nl&nifold. such &I. the eet ErR of all inte&er 
coordinate points of a m dimensional Euclid space or a Ilimplicia.lsubdivision A" of a n dimensional manifold [1-4]. 
Generally. a digital manifold is a graph with geometric meaning [5]. 

Definition 1.1 Let Dl and D, be two digital manifolds. Jf a mapping / : Dl - D, latisfies: % a.nd 11 are 
adja.cent in Dl, implies /(z) =ley) or I(z) and /(11) are adjacent in D" then / is an immersion from Dl to D, 
or a gra.dually varied operator. If D, =1::"" then / i. called a gradually varied surface. 

Lemma 1.1 If 1 is a gradually varied mapping, then 

Vp, q E Ddd(p, q) ~ d(f(p), I(q))], (1.1) 


wbere d(z, 1/) i. the length of the shortest path between z and II. 


Definition 1.2 Let J be a subset of Dl and / be a mapping !J :- D,. which satisfies: 
"'p, q E J[d(p. q) ~ d(!J(p). b(g))]. (1.2) 


If there exists an extension / of b such that f : Dl - D, is a gradua.lly varied mapping. then we say (J, f) is 

immersion-extendable. If every (J. f) satisfying (1.2) is immersion-extenda.ble, then Dl can normally immerse to 
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Mathematically, it might be very difficult to decid.e whether or not a general graph/digital manifold can normally 
immerse to another ODe. This problem may be N P-hard [6]. However, in the use of dllta fitting. patt.em recopition 
and computer vision, we can find several important and u.eeful digitaJ manifolds in which we can diacUM normal 
immeraion and gener. gradually varied lurfacell bued on it.. (\lidin, pointe. 

It is well-known, a discrete/digital space is a graph. There are two kinds of the mOlt important digital.paces 
which We show below. 

(1) The m dimenMonal grid space E",. It is the set of all points in n-dimeDJIional Euclidun .pace with integer 
coordinates. There are many kinds of adjacency, and we just atate two of them, which are moatiy ofLen u.eed in 
discrete geometry [7). First, two point. P = (Pl, ···.P"') and 9 = (ql! · ... 9"') are directly adjacent if and only if 
E~l (Ipi - qil) =1. Such a digital space i. called a directly adjacent space denoted by d-1:".. Seeond, two pointe 
p ~ (Pl, "',Pm) and f =(91, ... ,9",) are indirectly adjacent if and only if M ClZ~l<lPi - 9(1) =1. Such a diptahpace 
is called a indirectly adjacent space denoted by U:".. 

(2) n-simplicialsubciivision space An. A All is shown in Fi(Ilre 1.1 . 

Figure 1.1 A n-simplicial Subdivision Space 

2. GRADUALLY VARIEP EXTENSION AND NORMAL IMMERSION 

In this section, we will show two basic theorems in this paper, which can be used for interpolation problema. 
These two theorelIUl are also important for dilcull8ing ,radually varied functionals which will be described in the 
following aedionl'. In previou8 papers [1-4], we showed a gradually varied exten.ion theorem u follow.: 

Theorem 2.1 Let J be a subset of a digital manifold D, and a mapping !J :-1:1 .atisfies (1.2), where 1:1 can 
be viewed as N ={O, 1,2,3, ... } , a chain, or a totally ordered set. Benee. There exist.a a gradually varied extenaion 
f of h on D. 

Theorem 2.1, in cUler word, .tates that any digital manifold can normally immerae to 1:1 or a chain. We t&O 

show & more general theorem in the following. . 

Theorem 2.2 Any graph D (or digital manifold) can normally immerse an arbitrary tree T. 

ProofSuppoee thai J ¥ • i8 .. lubgraph of D, and a mapping h : J - T satisfies (1.2), where T is a tree. We 
will prove that there exists a gradually varied mapping f :D - T with !J(p) = !(p), p E J. 
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Tbe proof ofthe theorem ia a conatruetive proof. For every l' E J, let 1(1') = b(p), and let J(P) =8 ifl' E D-J. 
Denote 

Do ={pl/(p) 1: 9&1' ED}. (2.1) 

For any l' and 1" in Do, we have d(p, 11') ~ d(J(P) , J(P/». 

H Do :;. D, we can find a point % in D - Do auch that % baa a adjacent rEDo. There are two cue.: 

1) If for every l' E Do with l' 1: r, d(r, p) > d(f(r),I(p»· Let J(z) =J(r). Since d(r,.:) =1 Dot leu than 
d(!(z) , J(r» = 0 and 

d(z,p) ~ d(r, 1') -1 ~ d(f(r),/(p» -1, 

~(z, 1') ~ d(I(r), I(P)) ~ d(l(z), 1(1'»' Let Do - Do U {z} and return to repeat. 

2) If there i.e a point l' E Do IUch that d(r,p) = d(J(r) , /(1'». Let 
Rl = {pld(r,1') = d(1(r}, J(P»,p E Do). (2.2) 

We are continuing the analYli., and there &Ie only two caaee: 

2.1) If for every l' in Rt , d(r,p) < d(r,z) + d(z, 1'). Therefore, dCr,p) < 1 + d(z,p), 110 d(z,p) ~ d(r,p). Let 
1(%) = J(r). If l' E RI, then d(%,p) ~ d(r,p) ~ d(l(r),J(p» 2: d(1(%),/(p»j elae, i.e. pin Do - Rl, ainee 
d(r,,} > d(/(r),J(P» then 

d(z,p) ~ d(r, 1') -12: d(f(r),I(p» ~ d(f(z),/(P». 

Let Do - Do U {%} and return \0 repeat. 

2.2) If there i. some l' in Rl auch that 
d(r,p) =1 + d(.:, 1') =d(r,.:) + d(%,p), 

z is obvioWily in a ahorteet path between rand p. AM the following, we will fix the point p. For every f e Do 
witli q :f; rand q:;' p. we have d(p, q) S d(p,.:) + d(z, q). Let 

m(.:) =hld(.:, ,) < d(" r)" e Do}. (2.3) 

There are only two cases needed to discWl8: 

2.2.1) If q in m(.:), then d(p, q) < d(p,.:) + d(.:, q) < d(r,p) - 1+ d(r, q). Also, .ince p belong. to Rt , 

d(p,,)~d(r,p)+d(r,q)-l (2.4) 

and 
d(~, 9) S d(J(r), J(p» + d(r,,)-1. (2.5) 

TbJee cases can be derived by the above equation: 

2.2.1.1) If d(r,p) ~ d(J(r),/(,» + 2, then d(.:, q) ~ d(r, q) - 1 ~ d(/(r),/(q» '1: t Therefore, 
d(l(%},/(r)) ~ 1 implies.d(z,q) ~ d(l(%),/(q». 

2.2.1.2) If d(r, q) =d(l(r),J(,», by using (2.4) and pERl 
d(p, ,) < d(l(r) , /(q» + d(J(r),I(p» - 1. (2.6) 

Because T is a tree, T haa and only has a path between /(1') and /(P), which mu.t be a ahorteet path. If thi. path 
cont.&ins the point I(r) E T, then • 
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".!(P),I(g» =d(f(r}, !(9» + d(f(r) ,1(1'» (2.7) 


and by u.ing (2.6), we can obtain 

d(p, q) $ d(f(P),f(q» - 1. (2.8) 


A contradict.ion occurs for the assumption of p and q in Do. Hence, ihis path is not through f(r). 

2.2.1.3) If d(r, f) = d(f(r),/(q)) + I, then 

i) If de:, g) ~ Ii(r, q), then d(z, q) ~ d(f(r),J(q» + 1. Thia cue ia simila.r as 2.2.1.1). 

ii) If d(z, g) =Ii(r, q) -1 and according to the fixed l' with cl(r, 1') = 1 +d(:,p) and d(r, 1') = d{f(r), 1(P», we 
have 

d(p, q) S d(p, z) + de:, q) $ cl(r, f)+ d(r, 1') - 2, 

80 d(p, q) S d(f(r), I(q» + 1 + d(f(r), 1(P» - 2. 

It is similar as 2J.1.2). 

2.2.2) If q e Do - me:), i.e., d(z, ,) ~ d(r,q) +1, then 
d(z,q) ~ d(f(r),/(q» + 1. 

It is similar as 2.2.1.1). 

To summa.rix, H there ill a point p in Rl, IUch that 
der,p) =1+ de:,,) =d(r,:) + d(z,p), 

then for any q ill Do - {r,p}, it mu.t be included in Ml or M, : 
Ml ={fld(:, g) ~ d(f(r), I(q» + I, II E Do - {r,P}}, 

we can choose f(:) = I(r) or I(z) is adjacent to I(r) in the tree T. 
M, = hI the Ihorteet path between J(P) and I(g) is not through fer), q E Do - {r,p} } 

Let F, ={JCdl, EM,}. We can view that the point fer) is the root oftbe tree T. It it euier to flee that every 
point in F, U {/(P)} il included in a lubtree of the tree. Thus, there exists a node t in T, IUch that d(J(r), t) =1 
and 

and then let I(z} = t. In fact, if the path between I(r) aDd 1(1') ill/(r),'l,"" ',-1./(1'), then t = '1. Up to DOW 
we have obt.ained the proof of theorem 2.2. 

Corollary 2.1 Any graph/digital manifold can normally immerse an arbitrary forest. 

Theorem 2.3 Anygraph/digital manifold D can normally immerse um. 

Proo/Let D be a digital manifold. Suppose that JiB a 8ubset of D and J '# e,and a mapping!J : J - i-l:m 

saliafiee (1.2). We can denote !J(z) = (J)1)(:).1;2)(:), .... l;m)(:», and we have, for ~ny two pointe, and 9, 
d(p, q) ~ d(/J(p), !J(t». 

Since 
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then 

Let !J[k] : J - U;m, where 


/1 [k](z) =(0, .'" 0, 15k )(z), 0, ... ,0) (2.9) 


By theorem 2.1, we have m gradually varied extensions as follow8: 

I[k] : D - i.J:m , k = 1, ... , m. (2.10) 


Finally, we can combine the m gradually varied extensions to a unique mapping: 
(z) = 2::':1 I[k](%). 


and I(p) =!J(p), p eJ. Alao, if p and q be a.djacent in D, then by (2.10) 

d(f(p) , I(q» =Maz{d(f[k](P) , l[k](q»lk = I, ... , m} $ 1. 


Hence, I is a gradually vaned extension of /J. 

Theorem 2.4 (1) A dX... can not normally immerse itaelf. (2) A A,., n > 2, can not normally immerse itself. 
(3)A dJ;m or LEm can not normally immerse An, n > 2. (4) A An, n > 2, can not normally immeneLt",. 

However, we have, 

Lemma 2.2 A complete graph Kn can normally immerae any graph, and each graph can normally immerae K". 

3. DIGITAL MANIFOLD AND GRADUALLY VARIED FUNCTIONALS. 

SUpp08e that M is a constructivt!'}-compact-metric-space [8], then there exists a routine generatiJlg a lequence 
offinite set Mlt .,,' Mn , "., luch thai Mn ia a 2-n ..llet of M. Then Mn is a digital manifold, and the 8djacent let 
of z E M is bill E Mn &w(x,lI) < 2-n , where w il the metric of M }. Let I be a continuoU8 functional on M ( I 
is also an uniform continuous functional [8]). Therefore, for any I, there exists n such that: if w(x, V) < 2-11 , then 
1/(%) - I(Y)l < 2-'. 

Now, we construct a functional In on Mn &8 follows. Let A(.) = •. 2-', and let In(z} = A(.), where 
8 = Min{tl!(x) ~ A(t)&x E Mn}. Then!n be 2-n-uniform approximation of Ion Mn. 

Lemma 3.1 In : Mn '4 {A(..nis gradually varied on Mn. 

Proof If Z and V a.re adjacent in Mn , then w(z,II) < 2-n, and If(z) - I(JI)I < 2-'. If III(z) '$ fn(Y). then 
I(z) $ !n(X) ~ fn(Y). ThUI, 
o~ in (Y) - in (x) $ 111(11) - I(r) $ In(Y) - /(y) + f(y) - /(z) < 2 .2-', SO I/n(%) - In(y)1 < 2 ·2-'. Similarly, in 
cue of In(z) > fn(Y), we can also obtain I1n(%) - In(y)1 < 2·2-'. This is. &Nume In (%) =A(.) and I.(y) =A(t), 
then we must have It - ..I < 2. Hence, In is ~raduaJly varied. 

(Mn' f .. ) is said (n, I)-uniform approximation or (M, f). Obviously, u::1 , dJ;l and {A(s)l. E;~A:} are equivalent. 
By theorem 2.1 and theorem 2.2, we can immediately obtain the gradually va.ried function interpolatiOD theorem. 

Theorem 3.1 Let J be a subset of D and /J : J - El. Then ~here is an extension I of IJ -on V, I: D -0 1:1 
is p-adually varied on D if and only if'V,,"EJd(p,p) ~ d(f(p),/{p'). 

The following three theorems deal with envelope, uniqueness, and extension of having the lame norm, reepee
tivdy. Because the proofs of three theorems are too long, we will give the proofs in another paper. 
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Theorem 3.2 If J is a non-empty Bubset of D and I. mapping h : J - EI baa a gradual varying exteMan on 
then there a.re twa gradually vvied functionlll Sl and 5,; on D, such that every gradue.Uy varied function S is 

tween SI a.nd S,. In other word, for any z: ED, 51(Z) 2: S(zo) ~ Sl(Z), 

SUpp08e tha.t p and p' in J satisfy d(p,p) =d(J(p) , !(pI)) , then the valuations of each point in the .horteet path 
~tween p &Dd p' a.re unique. This path is ca.lled non-abundant. 

Theorem 3.3 Let J be a non-empty lubaet of D and & mapping II : J - El hu a Vadual vuying exteDBion 
11 D. then there ill only a unique gradually va.ried function an D if and only if D is covered by non~abundant 
tartest paths whaee two end points are in J. 

Let iD be a gradually ve.ried functional on D, the length of the longest non-abundant path is called the norm 
riD, which i. denoted by IIIDII. II/DII has lOme strongly geometric meanings. 

Theorem 3.4 Let" be a functional defined on a non~mpty fJuheet J of D. If for some n > 0 we have: 
1) for &11 p and p' in J, d(p,p') 2: d(b(p), b(P')); 
2) if d(IJ{P), !J{P'» =k . n + i, 05 i < n then 

a) d{p, pi) ~ k . n + (k - 1), i =0, 
b) d(p,p') ~ k . n + k + i, i:f; 0, 

:.ben there exists a gradually varied extension ID of /J with IIID II ~ n. 

Corollary 3.1 Let. D be a digital manifold and J be the (aemi-) convex auhmanifold of D. It /J : J - {A.I. E 
N} sa.tisfies (1.2), then there exists a gradually varied extension on D of /J, ID, having the aame norm ullfJl! on J. 

4. OPTIMAL UNIFORM APPROXIMATION 

In previous sections, we described t.he neceaaa.ry and sufficient c:ondition ofthe gradually varied extension. Given 
& digital manifold D t its a non-empt.y lubset J, and a fundion fJ : J - {A.I. EN}, where A._1 < A •. However, 
h may not satisfy the condition of gradually varied exteDBion: for all p a.nd p' in J, d(p, 1") ~ d(!J(P), !J(p'». In 
this section, we will give an algorithm for its optimal uniform approximation. 

There are two kinds of common approximatiollJ, uniform approximation a.nd least square approximation. In 
the C&Be of gradually varied approximation, the uniform approximation is to find a gradually varied function ID 
such that Maz{d(JD(P),fJ(p»lp E J} ia minimum; the least square approximation is to find a gradually varied 
function ID such that L."o(fD(p) - iJ(p»' is minimum. 

This paper only concerns with the uniform approximation. Without 1068 of generality, we can &88ume A, = • 
for convenience. AI80, we denote 

(l)Fj(p) = {/J(p) ±tlt = 0,1, ... ,i}, 

(2)Fj(p)/Fi(Q) = {z:I:r: E F.(P) &nd there is y E F.(q) BUch that d(p,q) 2: d(X,lI)}, 

(3)F/,Cp) :;;: n,o F/'-l(p)/ Fj"-I(qk 
.~. 

where F,O(p) :;;: Fi(p). 

Lemma 4.1 (1) For every p and k, F/C(p) C F:- 1(p). (2) If there exists a k. for all p E J, F/'(p) =Fjl+1(p). 
Thus, for all N > k, F/,(p) = Ft(p). 

Theorem 4.1 If 3kYp E J(F/+1(p) =Fl'(p) :f 8), ",nen for every p E J, let 91(P) = in/{Ft(P)}. Then, 11 
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satisfies that for any p,q E J , d(p,q) ~ d(9(P),9(~)), and V,EJ(d(g(p),J(P» ~ i). 

An &lgorithm for the uniform approximation can be designed M follows: 

Step 1 Initially, let i = 1 , and compute F.(p), Fj(p}/Fi(q), and F/(p). 

Step 2 Check if the condition of theorem 4.1 is satisfied. If it does not held, i - i + 1 and go to step 1. 

Step 3 Let 9J(P) =inf{Fl(p)} for each P E J. 

Step 4 Get a gradually varied exten8ion fD of 9J. 

A procedure for generating & gradually varied extension is given below: 

Procedure A: Given a digit&l manifold D, it. subset J and /J : J - {All ...,Am }, Al < ... < A,.., .the 
procedure is to obtain a gradually varied function I : D - {Al , ...• Am} or state that there is no any "adually 
varied extension f of /;. . 

BEGIN 
FOR (every pair P,P' in D) DO 

compute d(p, p') by Floyd's Algorithm [6]; 
FOR (every pair p,p' in J) DO 

IF (d(p,y) < d(b(p), h(p') THEN (there is no! and halti) 
Do := J; 
FOR (every rEDo) DO ( fer) := fI(r); ) 

5 IF (Do =D) THEN 
(output I and halt ) 

ELSE 
BEGIN 

Cho08e z in D - Do such that z has an adjacent 
rEDo. (without 10M of genera.lity &88ume fer) =Ai) 

END 
fez) := Ai; 
FOR (every p E Do) DO 

BEGIN 
IF( d(z,p) < d(f(z),J(p)) ) THEN 


IF ( fez) > /(p) ) THEN ( fez) := A._ 1 ) ELSE ( f(z) := Ai+} ); 

END 

Do := Do U {z}; 
GOTOS 

END 
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In an application of LIle algorithm, we have used it to fit the IUrfa.ees in aeiamic pl'08pectinr;. The Fit;Ure 4.1 
shows & series of interf&eel in a stratum by uaing the algorithm in an area located in the southwest of China. 

Figure 4.1 A Real Seriel of Int.enacee by Uaing Gradually Varied Surface Approximation. 

Ad:now/edgments: Thia re8ealch wu .upported by the Science Fund of the Chine8e Academy of Sciencea for 
Young Scientists. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a general-purpose definition for discrete curves, surfaces, and manifolds. We also focus on their 
tracking algorithms and implementations. This definition only refers to a simple graph, G = (V, E), which is a 
generalized discrete space. The idea presented in this paper is to recursively define discrete curves, surfaces, solid 
objects and so forth. Obviously, a vertex is a point-unit-cell, and an edge is a line-unit-cell. A surface-unit-cell is a 
simple closed path C ( also called a cycle) if there is no pure subset of C can be a cycle. Based on this intuitive 
idea, n-D unit-cells can be defined in G for n > 2. For a graph G, i-D unit-cells, i = 0, ... , n+ 1, provide a topological 
structure to the discrete space G. A n-D discrete manifold M is defined as (1) M consists of n-D unit-cells and 
any two n-D unit-cells are (n - l)-D connected, (2)each (n - l)-D unit-cell in M is contained by one or two n-D 
unit-cells, and (3) there is no (n + l)-D unit-cell in M. This definition extends a definition of digital manifolds1. 

We have developed an linear time algorithm to decide if a subset is a discrete n-D manifold, a linear time algorithm 
to obtain the k-D boundary for n-D manifold. Such algorithms have been implemented in :E3, a space containing 
all integer points. This paper also discusses the non-orient able surface, quadtree surface-unit-cell representation, 
and an octree solid-unit-cell representation. 

Keywords: digital geometry and topology, image processing, graph, curves, surfaces, manifold, tracking algorithm, 
implementation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Curve and surface tracking is growing in importance and application for image processing, computer vision, and 
computer graphics. Most of the related research work deal with curves and surfaces in :Em, a space containing all 
integer grid points. However, numerous applications need more generalized curves and surfaces, such as meshes 
in surface fitting. The triangulation of a continuous surface forms a "discrete surface," which is mostly lik'" a 
graph. The digital ~u!lve can be defined as a si.;l~ple path, but the definition of di~tal surfaces is more difficlllt. 
In earlier of the 80's, two kinds of digital surfaces were studied by Artzy, Frieder a.nd Herman2, and Morgenthaler 
and Rosenfeld3 resp'ectively. In Artzy-Frieder-Herman's paper2, a point in 3D spaces was viewed as a voxel or !l
unit-cub. The boundary surface of a 3D object consists of some faces of unit-cubs. An efficient tracking algorithm to 
search boundary surface was also developed2• On the other hand, Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld presented a mathematical 
definition for closed digital surfaces. In their paper, a point isjust an element of the array Ea- An improved definition 
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of digital surfaces was given in Reference 1,4,5. In fact, a voxel can be represented by eight elements in L:3 . Some 
interesting ideas were considered by Latecki6 . 

This paper gives a formal and generalized definition for discrete curves, surfaces, and manifolds in a simple 
graph G =(V, E), which is treated 'as a discrete space first used by Herman i. The definition has no conflicts from 
the previous work. Based on the definition of discrete manifolds, some efficient tracking algorithms will be given in 
this paper. We have implemented the tracking algorithms in 2D spaces and 3D spaces using Borland C++ . 

2. BASIC CONCEPTS 

This section briefly reviews some basic concepts of digital geometry and topology. Although our goal is to give 
a curve and surface definition in a general discrete space, G = Cv, E), in order to present the basic idea we only 
concern the specia.l discrete space .Em in this section. Let .Em be a m dimensional array of integer coordinate points. 
A point p in .E2 has four horizontal and vertical neighbors, namely (x ± 1, y) and (x, y ± 1); and p also has four 
diagonal neighbors, namely (x ± 1, Y ± 1) and (x ± 1, Y ± 1). We say that horizontal and vertical neighbors are 
directly adjacent to p ( or 4-adjacent to p); and we say that both types of neighbors are adj acent to P ( or 8-adj acent 
to p ) 8. 

In general, the points p = (Xl,X2, ... ,Xm ) and q = (Yl,Y2, ... ,Ym) are two directly adjacent points in L:m if 
dD(p, q) = 2:~llxi - yil = 1 . We say p and q are adjacent points if d(p, q) = max1<i<m IXi - yil = 1. We only 
consider direct adjacency in this section. Let P and q be a pair of (directly) adjacent point; of Em. Intuitively, {p, q} 
is a line-unit-cell. A surface-unit-cell is a set of 4 points which form a unit square parallel to coordinate planes. A 3
D unit-cell (or solid-unit-cell) is a unit cub which has 8 points. More generally, a k-D-unit-cell (k-D-cub) has exactly 

2k points, P1, ... , P2'" , where each of Pi, ... ,P2'" has mcomponents, denoted by Pi = (xr i ), ••• , X~i»). There are m-k 
components which do not change value for all p(l), ... , p(2"'). For Pi and Pj, i :F j, 1:5 2:;:1 IXP'i) _x~l'j) I::; k, and 

m~n;l Ix~l';) - x~Pj) I= 1. This definition is not very intuitive. We will give an recursive form in Section 3. Also, 
we sometime call a O-D-unit-cell a point-unit-cell, I-D-unit-cell a line-unit-cell, and 2-D-unit-ceU a surface-unit-cell. 

Two unit-cells u and v are point-adjacent if they share a point, line-adjacent if they share a line-unit-cell, 
and k-D-adjacent if they share a k-D-unit-cell. u and v are called k-D-connected in S if there exists a path 
Uo ='U, U1, ••• , 'Un = V in 5, such that Ui and Ui+1 are k - D-adjacent, i =0, ... , n - 1. Figure 2.1 shows some 
examples of adjacency and connectedness. 

11 

12 sl sl s3 

13 
s2 s214 

(a) (b) (c) 

point adjacency and connectedness line adj acency and connectedness 

Figure 2.1 Adj acency and connectedness 

Definition 2.11,4 Let A be subset of Em. A' is called a paralleLmove of A if (1) IAI = IA'I, ,(2) A II A' =<P, 
and (3) there exists a biconjunction mapping f : A -7- A' such that d(a,j(a)) =1 for all a E A. 
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Definition 2.21,4 A connected subset M of Em is a n dimensional digital manifold if any point P E M is 
included in some n-D unit-cell of M, and (1) any two n-D unit-cell are (n - l)-D connected in M, (2) every 
(n - l)-D unit-cell in M has only one or two parallel-moves, and (3) M does not contain any (n + l)-D unit-cell. 

Since the concept of parallel-move can not be used to general discrete spaces, definition 2.2 can not be easily 
extended to general cases. 

3. DISCRETE SURFACES AND MANIFOLDS 

Let G :::: (V, E) be a simple graph, where V is the vertex set and E is the edge set. For a simple graph, if a E V 
then (a, a) is not in E. If (p, q) is in E, P is called adjacent to q. Let PO,Pl, ''',Pn-l,Pn be n + 1 vertices in V. 
If (Pi-bPi) is in E for all i:::: 1, .'" n, then {PO,Pl, ... ,Pn-l,Pn} is called a path. If PO,Pl, ".,Pn-l,Pn are distinct 
vertices, the path is called a simple path. We say that a simple path {PO,Pl, ... ,Pn-l.Pn} is closed (cycle) if (PO,Pn) 
is an edge of G. Two vertices P and q are connected if there is a path {Po, Pl, ... , Pn-l, Pn} such that Po :::: p and 
pn :::: q. G is called connected if every pair vertices in G is connected. We always assume G is connected. 

In order to define discrete curves and surfaces, we need to define the basic units of them, i.e. the line-unit-cell 
and the surface-unit-cell. The line-unit-cell is quit simple, i.e., a subgraph just contains two adjacent vertices. In 
section 2, we can easily define the basic members of :Em : point-unit, line-unit, and surface-unit. In a general discrete 
space G, we can use the same definitions for point-unit and line-unit, but it is not trivial to give the definitions of 
surface-unit. The reason is that a surface-unit could be a triangle, a square, or a polygon. 

Let 5 be a set and 5' be a subset of 5, denoted by 5' S; 5. If 5 is not a subset of 5', then 5' is called a 
pure-subset of 5, 5' C 5 . Let G' = (V', E/) be a graph and V' C V. If E' consists of all edge in G whose end 
vertices are in V', we say that G' :::: (V', E') is a subgraph of G, denoted by G' ~ G. If V'is a pure-subset of V, 
then we say G' -< G. 

A subgraph D of G is a simple closed path if D is closed and there is no any D's pure-subgraph Do which is 
a closed path. Such D is also called simple cycle. A surface-unit must be a simple cycle, but a simple cycle may 
not be a surface-unit. Suppose that we have a G shown in Figure 3.1. In (a) and (b), every surface-unit is clear. 
However, G in (c) and (d) has the same V and E, but one could have different interpretations. If simple cycle 
(a,b,c,/,i,h,g,ri) is not a surface-unit, then the G looks a plane; if the cycle is a surface-unit, then the G looks 
having a 3-dimensional-unit. 

A geometrical interpretation of G is necessary in this paper. This interpretation is to give a geometrical frame 
(a topological structure) to G. Let C be the set of all simple cycles in G. Defining a subset of C to be the set of 
minimum cycles or surface-unit is a way for generating a geometrical frame to G. 

Definition 3.1 Let C be the set of all simple cycles in G. A subset of C, U2 is called a minimum cycle set if 
for any two different simple cycles in C, u and v, un v is conne~ted (in un v). Each of the element of U2 is called 
surface-unit respecting to the pair of < G, U2 >. 

We want that un v is a connected path because we want that the intersection of two surface-unit is on the 
"edges" of these two surface-unit. If u n v is just a node, we say u and v are point-connected. If un v is just a 

.. line-unit, we say that u and v are 1-line-connected. Furthermore, u and v are called (Iu nvl- I)-line-connected if u 
,. 'and v share (Iu n vl- 1) line-unit. In this paper, we mostlyconsider I-line-connectedness among.suI:face-unif like 

G in Figure 3.1 (a) (b). 
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Figure 3.1 Examples of discrete spaces 


Definition 3.2 (l)A subgraph D of G is called a (simple) semi-curve if D is a simple path. 


(2)D is called a curve if D is simple path and D does not contain any minimum cycle (surface-unit). 

A common definition of curve, " A simple discrete (or digital) curve is just a simple path in G"s is a semi-curve 
in this paper. The reason is there is a simple path such as {e,f, I, h} Figure 3.1 (c), that can not separate the surface 
into two disconnected nonempty sets. This property is called Jordan theorem which is held in continuous space. 

In order to discuss the properties for all discrete spaces without to prepare a: surface-unit set U2 first. We give 
a default definition of U2 here. If a special definition of U2 is not given in later discussion, we suppose to use this 
default definit,ion of U2. 

Definition 3.3 Let G be a simple graph, the default definition of surface-unit of Gis: 

(1) Assume m is the minimum number of the path length for all closed paths. All closed paths with the length 
mare sl.u:1ace-unit. 

'_'W" 

(2) If a point p is not covered by any surface-unit in (1), a minimum number of a closed path containing p will 
be a surface-unit. 

Definition 3.4 Subgraph D of G is a semi-surface if and only if each line-unit of D is included in one or two 
surface-unit in D. D is called a closed semi-surface if and only if each line-unit is included in exact two surface-unit 
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of D. 

A 3-dimensional-unit is a closed semi-surface, but a closed semi-surface may not be a 3-dimensional-unit. As 
the same as we did for surface-unit, we define 

Definition 3.5 Let S be the set of all closed semi-surface in G. A subset of S, U3 is called a minimum closed 
semi-surface set if for any two different elements in U3 , u and v, tL n v is connected (in un v) and all surface-unit 
in un v are line-connected. Each of the element of U3 is called 3D-unit respecting to the pair of < G, r.h >. 

Definition 3.6 S ~ G is a discrete surface if and only if S is a semi-surface and S does not contain any subset 
which is a 3-dimensional-unit. The boundary of surface S, denoted by as, is a subset of E and each element of as 
is exactly contained by one surface-unit in S. 

Corollary 3.1 A discrete surface is closed if and only if as =¢. 

Proof: According to the definition of boundary of discrete surfaces, it is easy to see.O 

Lemma 3.1 Both the complete graph Ks and the bicomplete graph Ks,a are not discrete surfaces. 

Proof" The complete graph Ks and the bicomplete graph Ka,s are shown in Figure 3.2 below: 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.2 The complete graph Ks and the bicomplete graph K s,3 

Using default surface-unit definition, every 3-point-cycle is a surface-unit in Ks and every 4-point-cycle is a 
surface-unit in K S ,3. One can see, every edge in (a) is contained by more than three surface-unit. In (b), every 
edge is al~o contained by at least three surface-unit.O 

Theorem 3.1 A discrete surface is a planar graph, but a planar graph may not be a discrete surface. 

Proof: We knew planar graph decision theorem is that a G is a planar graph if and only if G does·.not contain 
Ks and Ka,3. According to Lemma 3.1, a discrete surface is a planar graph. However, look at the follow example, 
one ca.n'see this planar graph is not a surface.O 

:'.. i 
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where b. is a simplex. By the definition of the simplex dividing, any line segment is contained by at most two 
simplex. On the other hand, the intersection of two simplex is empty, a point or a line segment. That exactly 
matches the definition of discrete surfaces in this section. 0 

Generally, we can give a recursive definition for n-D discrete manifolds as follows: Assume we have a G =(V, E), 
every element in V is a O-D unit-cell, and every element in E is an 1-D unit-cell. 

(1) A n-D unit-cell u is a subset of V, n 2: 2, which consists of several (n -1)-D unit-cell, and each (n - 2)-D 
unit-cell is exactly contained by two (n -1)-D unit-cell in u. In addition, for any two n-D unit-cells, 1.1 and v, unv 
consists of several connected (in un ti) (n -1)-D unit-cell. A n-D unit-cell is also called minimum closed (n -l)-D 
semi-manifold. That is to say, a n-D unit-cell set, Un, is based on the existing Uo =V, U1 =E, ...Un - 1. We also 
call Uo, U1, ... Un a n-D discrete-topological-structure (DTS). We can see if Ui =4> then Uk =¢ for all k > i. The 
dimension of G is defined as the largest index of Ui =/; phi for all possible selection of DTS. Two n-D unit-cells u, 
v are k-D adjacent if 1.1 n v consists of several k-D unit-cells. 1.1 and v is k-D connected if there is a path Ul, .•. , Um 

where Ut, 1.1/+1 are k-D adjacent, t = 1, .,., m - 1. 

(2) Given a (n + 1)-D discrete-topological-structure of G, a connected subset M of G is a n-D discrete manifold 
iffor any a E M then there exists a Uj C Ui such that a E Uj and 1.1; c'M, i = 0, ... , n+ 1, and (a) any two n-D 

'\ unit-cell are (n - 1)-D connected in M, (b) every (n - 1)-D unit-cell in M is contained by only one or two n-D 

I. unit-cell. (c) M does not contain any (n + l)-D unit-cell. 
~. , 

,. (3) Let M be a n-D discrete manifold. The boundary of M, 8M, is the set of all (n -l)-D unit-cell in M, each 
of which is contained by only one n-D unit-cell in M. 

4. TRACKING ALGORITHMS 

Curve and surface tracking are basic techniques to image segmentation and image registration. Typically, 
tracking is to determine objects and extract their boundaries in a discrete spaces. Most tracking problems are 
only deal with one object, such as "chain code" in a 2-D image. In this case, a segmentation must be used first to 
partition the image to each single object. That is not practically efficient because more extensive time and space 

Figure 3.3 A planar graph but not a discrete surface 

Thus, Jordan's theorem of planar graph can be applied to discrete surfaces. 

Theorem 3.2 Discrete surfaces S have Jordan's properties: A closed curve D on S divides S into two discon
nected components. In other words, S - D consists of at least two disconnected components. 

The proof of the theorem is very long, we will give the proof in another paper. 

Theorem 3.2 The simplex: division of a continuous surface forms a discrete surface. 

Proof: We define the U2 as 

i. 
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(in memory) are needed. The tracking algorithms developed in this paper do not need a segmentation. 

There are many different tracking problems. The simplest tracking may be curve decision problem: Given a 
subgraph C of G, decide whether or not C is a curve. We can simply test if any O-D unit-cell is contained by one 
or two I-D unit-cells and other two conditions. This problem may not very useful in practical image processing. 
However, we still can define surface decision problem and manifold decision problem using the same way. Their 
algorithms are simple too. There is a decision problem which is important to mention here. How to decide a discrete 
non-orientable surface (or containing a Mobuis Band)? We will develop an algorithms later. Boundary tracking 
probably is the most important tracking problem in image processing and computer vision. In 2D, we want to track 
the boundary curves of 2D objects. In 3D, we want to track the boundary curves of 2D objects as well as boundary 
surfaces of 3D objects. We will discuss a representation-independent method to the problem. Because some images 
are represented by quad-trees and octrees, we also consider the fast algorithm just for these representations. 

4.1 N onorientable Surface Decision 

In this section, we let G = :E3 for simplicity. Let S be a surface. If S contain a Mobuis band, then S is 
non-orientable. As a example, we show a digital Mobuis band below. 

0001 1 1 1 1 

1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 

100 1 1 001 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

First Section Second section 

Figure 4.1 A Mobuis band 

How to decide a nonorientable surface? In pure mathematics, one tests whether the surface contain a subsurface 
which is topological equivalent a Mobuis band. Let PI ,P2, P3, P4, dD(Pi, P(i+i)mod(4)) = 1, be a surface-cell; then its 
two normal lines can be represented as (Pl,P2,P3,P4) and (P4,P3,P2,Pl) (see Figure 4.2 (a) ). Meanwhile, all of the 
loop-shifts of them are equivalent. As an example, (Pl,P2, P3,P4) =(P3,P4,Pl,P2). 

P4 

N 

Z· I); /1 
r2 'l2P<.2 

N 
(b)(a) 

Figure 4.2 Normal lines 

Let A and AI be two surface-cell, and they are line-adjacent (see Figure 4.2 (b)). There are 4 normal lines as 
(Pl,P2,T2,Tt), (rl,T2,P2,Pl), (rl,r2,q2,Ql) and (ql,Q2,r2,rl); (Pl,P2,T2,rl) and (rl,T2,Q2,ql), and (rl,r2,P2,Pl) 
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and (ql, Q2, r2, rl) are called adjacent normal-line. Generally, if Nand N' are two normal lines of two adjacent 
surface-cell A and A', respectively; Nand N' are called adjacent when the orders of rl, T2 appearing in N and N' 
are different (e.g. we use anti-clockwise), where A n A' = {rl' r2}. We can determine the connectedness of normal 
lines based on their adjacency. 

Definition 4.1 A surface S is called nonorientable if all normal lines of S are connected. 

Lemma 4.1 Let S be a surface, N and if are two normal lines (one is anti-clockwise and another one is 
clockwise) of a surface-cell of 5. Sis nonorientable if N and f.r are connected. 

We can design an optimal algorithm, O(lSI) time, to decide whether a surface S is orientable or nonorientable. 

Algorithm 4.1 A orientable surface tracking algorithm 
Step 1 Get Nand N for all surface-un it-cells in S. 
Step 2 Using breadth-first-search technique9 search normal lines for adjacent surface-unit-cells. 
Step 3 Once the number of connected normal lines of surface-cells is greater than the number of surface-unit-cell 
of 5, then Sis nonorientable. 

4.2 Object and Boundary Tracking 

Let S be a subset of G, a point (vertex) p is a i-D point in S if there is a i-D unit-cell in S containing p and 
there is no (i + 1)-D unit-cell in S containing p . 

There are two kinds of tracking problems: (1) Object tracking, select an integer i to get all i-D points in S, 
denoted by 5(i); segment S(i) into connected components using adjacency if necessary. (2) Boundary tracking, select 
an integer i to get a set ofi-D points in S, denoted by as(;); if p E as(i) and p also belongs to a (i - l)-D unit-cell, 
the (i - l)-D unit-cell is only contained by just one i-D unit-cell in S; segment as(i) into connected components 
using adjacency if necessary. 

According to the definition of discrete manifolds, it is easy to see all above tracking have (linear) optimal al
gorithms. If given adjacency-lists for point-unit-cells, line-unit-cells, ... , then we can use breadth-first-search method 

~.. 	 to design more faster algorithms. However to obtain such adjacency-lists may not be simple. We will consider it 
in future research. Boundary of an image may not be a curve (or curves), and Boundary surface of a solid object 
may Dot be a surface using our definition. However, in some applications, "perfect" curves and surfaces may be not 
important. 

4.3. Boundary Tracking of 2D and 3D Images Represented by Quadtrees and Octrees 

Some real images are stored by quadtree and octree. Quadtree and octree technique is a very powerful method 
to represent a two or three-dimensional image. They are also used to image compression and solid modeling. In 
this section, we briefly give boundary tracking algorithms for 2D and 3D. 

As we known, quadtree technique is a binary image data structure. Suppose we have an image shown in Figure 
4.3 (a). Its quadtree is shown in Figure 4.3 (b). For simplicity, we call the space in which a point represents a small 
region (one unit edge square) as a AFH (Artzy-Frieder-Herman) space, The space in which a point represents a 
point as a MR (Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld) space. All vertices of unit square in a AFH space forms a MR space. The 
MR space is called the dual space of the AFH space. " 
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Figure 4.3 (a) A binary image, (b) The quadtree representation of (a) 

We can see such representation is a AFH representation. In Figure 4.3 (a), a surface cell has four vertices and 
four edges in MR spaces (which is the dual space of the AFH space). But in Figure 4.3 (b), a surface cell could has 
more vertices and four edges. However, they satisfy Definition 3.1. The boundary tracking is to search all edges 
(line cells), each of which is contained by only one surface cell. This is very easy to implement. We programmed a 
C++ code and applied to real images. 

An interest thing is that we use AFH spaces to represent images and use the algorithm in MR spaces to get the 
solutions. Such solutions are exactly the same as Herman's definition [7]. The advantages to use quadtree surface 
cells are: (1) satisfying the definition of surface cell naturally, (2) very small amounts ofsurface cells in general, (3) 
easy to implement. 

Using the similar technique, we can track the boundary of a solid. First get octree representation of the solid. 
Then translate to MR spaces. Finally find all surface cells, each of which is contained by only one solid cell. 

5. IMPLEMENTATION AND DISPLAY 

Efficient tracking algorithms are very useful in real image processing. For example, "chain code" in 2D has a 
lot of usages such as shape recognition and compression. A fast algorithm for tracking a three dimensional object 
was given in Reference 2 . The algorithms given in section 4 can also use Tarjan's breadth first searching method. 
Because real images have noise, tracking boundary for all objects is not very easy. In addition, we will not only 
track "perfect" discrete manifolds. 

For 20 images, in order to get information properly, we can develop a process to get all following information: 
(1) extract all curves, that is to get all points in curves. (2) extract all surfaces, that is to get all points of surfaces, 
and (3) extract all boundaries for all surfaces surfaces. For 3D images, we need to add (4) extract all solid objects, 
and (5) extract all boundaries for all solid objects. 

Note, a point is in a curve of an image, then this point is not in any surface of the image, and so OB. 

It is so simple to get the job done because all algorithms in section 4 can be easily implemented in. C++. We 
have built a demo system in Borland C++ 5.0 to perform these algorithms. We have only implemented these 
algorithms in E2 and E3. Figure 5.1 shows the results of boundary search of 2D objects in 3D spaces, and Figure 
5.2 shows the results of boundary search of a 3D object which has two holes inside of the object in 3D space. 
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6. CONCLUSION 


The definition of discrete manifolds we gave in this paper only refers to a simple connected graph G = (V, E). We 
also focus on practical tracking problems and surface orientable problem. We have implemented these algorithms in 
2D and 3D grid spaces. We will implement some algorithms in general G and apply to some practical problems such 
as image registration in the future. Because this paper only dealt with binary images and most of real images are 
gray images or color images, we will need a converting process when we try to apply these algorithms to complicated 
applications. We will consider some direct use of these algorithms by combining with gradual variation techniques10 

and some fuzzy segmentation techniquesll . 
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Figure 5.1 Boundary search of2D objects in 3D spaces 
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Figure 5.2 Boundary search of a 3D object in 3D spaces 
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Abstract 

Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld gave the flrst fonnal defInition of digital surfaces [1]. Kong and Roscoe 
embedded digital spaces to contiIlUous spaces to show the intuitive meaning of Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld's surfaces 
[2}. Reed and Rosenfeld discussed the recognition algorithms for digital surfaces [3]. Chen and Zhang considered an 
intuitive and simple defmition of digital manifolds in case of direct adjacency in digital spaces [4-5). This note 
continues the task in [2) and [4-5). This note will simplifier some concepts used in [2) and extended some concepts 
used in [4-5]. First, we continue to study all cases of (o:,~)-surfaces and eliminate some trivial and overlapping 
cases. Among nine types of digital surfaces, there are only two useful: (6,26)-surfaces and (18,6)-surfaces. We will 
develop or modify three algorithms for the three definitions in [1), [2], and [5], respectively. Because some visually 
true digital surface (or surface points) is not included in any of (o:,~)-surfaces (or surface points), we will give a 
more general definition for digital surface in both direct and indirect adjacency. In order to develop a fast algorithm 
for real surface tracking, a quasi-digital-surface is defined even through sometimes the defmition is weak in tenns of 
mathematics. 

1. Introduction 
~. 
F In three-dimensional image processing, surfaces are represented by a set ofpo.ints in three-dimensional (3D) 

arrays. Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld gave a formal definition of digital surfaces [1). According to the nature of 
connectivity among points in digital spaces, Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld's defmition has totally nine types of variations, 
which are usually denoted by (o:,~)-surlaces, where 0:, ~ =6, 18,26. However, this fonnal defInition of digital 
surfaces is difficult to understand in the sense of geometric meaning. Kong and Roscoe embedded the digital space 
to a continuous space to show the intuitive meaning of Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld's surfaces [2]. 

;~ . 
Kong and Roscoe's continuous analogs of digital surfaces provided an intuitive view for each type of 

Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld's surfaces, and some concepts and results in [2) are intuitive. However, the method used in , ' 
~ ..' [2] is very difficult to understand, and the use of continuous analogs may not be necessary. Because a Morgenthaler I· 

Rosenfeld's surface is a set of simple surface points, when one tries to recognize or decide if a set is a digital surface ~ 

in real image processing, the one must go through all conditions that detennine a simple surface point (see Reed and 
Rosenfeld [3]). This procedure is not fast. Although some properties pointed out by Kong and Roscoe [2] are very 
imponant and useful, a fast algorithm still can not be developed based on [2]. In addition, Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld's 
defmition can only deal with closed surfaces, so it hao:. some restrictions in practical use .. We will give more 
discussions in section 4. 
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For the purpose of simplifying Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld's defmition. Chen and Zhang introduced an 
i1:ruitive and tractable defmition 'of digital surfaces [4-5]. In fact, some ideas in [5] first appeared in [2] in thl! 
continuous sense. However, the digital surface definition in [5] is totally defined in a digital space that is the same as 
Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld's defUlition. In addition, a surface-un it-cell is defmed by the parallel-moving of a line-unit
cell in [4-5], and this principle can be used to develop a very fast recognition algorithm by employing Tarjan's 
breadth-flIst-searching teclmique [5]. The other advantages of the parallel-move-based digital surface definition are 
(1) the definition is for both closed and unclosed digital surfaces, and (2) the surface concepts in [4) can be 
generalized to define high dimensional manifolds (4). However, the digital surface definition only dealt with direct 
adjacency, which are the case of (6,26)-surfaces in Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld's definition. 

This note continues the work in [2] and [4-5]. This note will simplifY some concepts used in [2) and 
extended the concepts in [4-5). First, we continue to srudy all cases of (a,!3)-surfaces and elinllnate some trivial and 
overlapping cases. In section 3, we will find out the real useful types of (a,~)-surfaces based on [2). In section 4, we 
will develop or modify three algorithms for the three definitions in [I], (2], and [5], respectively. Because each type 
of these (a,!3)-surfaces has advantages and disadvantages in the real image processing and some visually true digital 
surface (or surface points) is not included in any of (a,[3)-surfaces (or surface points), we will give a more general 
defmition for digital surface in both direct and indirect adjacency. In order to develop a fast algorithm for real 
surface tracking, a quasi-digital-surface is defined even though sometimes the definition is too weak in terms of 
mathematics. 

2. (a,~)-Surfaces and COlltinuous Analogs 

In this section, we introduce some basic concepts of digital geometry and topology. These concepts come 
from [1-2] . Let 2:3 be a 3D grid array with consecutive integer coordinates. Sometimes people use Z3 to represent 
this array in the infinite case. An element of 2:3 is also called a point. Two distinct points p=(x,y,z) and q=(u, v, w) in 
2:3 are 6-adjacent if Ix-ul+[Y-vl+ Iz-wl =1. We also say q is a 6-neighbor of p. Two distinct points p=(x,y,z) and 
q=(u, v, w) in 2:3 are IS-adjacent if I."t"-ul + [Y-vl +Iz-wl 52 and ma:x:{]x-ul, [Y-vl, Iz-wlJ=1. 'Two distinct points p=(x,y,z) 
and q=(u, v, w) in 2:3 are 26-adjacent if ma:x:{lx-ul, [Y-vl, Iz-wlJ=1. A point that is not at the border of 2:3 has six 6
adjacent points, eighteen IS-adjacent points, and twenty-six 26-adjacent points. We also call 6-adjacency direct 
adjacency. 

Let S be a subset of 2:3. Two distinct points p and q in S are a-connected (a=6,18, or 26) if there is a 
sequence of points (called a path) P~Po,pJ, ...,Pn=q such that Pi and P,., are a-adjacent where i=O.... ,n-l. It is easy to 
know a-connectedness is an equivalence-relation. So, using a-connectedness, any subset of 2:3 can be partitioned 
into several a-connected subsets (called a-components). We say S is a-adjacent to a point p if a point in S is a
adjacent to p. 

Let p be a point ( we always assume p is not at the border of 2:3), Np denotes the set of points containing p 
iilld all 26-adjacent points ofp. Np is the neighborhood ofp in terms of digital space. If p is in S, defme S(p) == S () 
Sp. 

Definition ~.1 (Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld [I]). A point pinS is a (a,~)-simple surface point (or (a,~)
surface point) if and only if (1) S(p) is a a-component, (:2) Xp-S(pJ has exactly two !3-components and each of which 

.is ~-adjacent to p, (3) each of a-neighbors is ~-adjacent to both ~-components of l"~-S(P). If every ppint of S is a 
(a,[3)-surface point, then S is called a (a,p)-surface. 

It is easy to know a (a,[3)-surface is a closed surface. This defmition was the flrst fonnal defmition of 
digital surfaces. The definition provides a direction of theoretical studies on digital surfaces. "However, 
Morgenthaler, Reed and Rosenfeld defmed their 'simple surface points' axiomatically, and it is difficult to 

. ~-" ., ... 
-
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understand this concept juSt by reading the axioms" [2), Kong and Roscoe embedded the :;[3 into RJ to "present a 
visual interpretation of (digital) surface points." Because some concepts defmed in [2] are very complicated, we Just 
extract the most useful and meaningful concepts for simplicity. However, the simplification may not be strict in 
mathematics. One could fwd a complete deflnition in [2]. The rest of this section will roughly review main concepts 
and results of their paper [1]. 

In [2J, a polyhedral surface is defined as a set of triangles {Tf } in R3 satisfying (1) ~ nT; is an empty set, 
or a side or comer point of both Tf and 1j for i;.!j . (2) Each side of a triangle is a side of at most one other in the 
triangle set. A plate ;rr is a polyhedral surface such that the polybedral surface is in a unit-cub, the boundary of :rr , 
iJ7r, is on the boundary faces of the unit-cub, and each vertex of mris on the comer of the unit-cub. 

Letp be a point in L3. A plate cycle atp is a sequence of distinct plate {n;1 i=O, ... ,n} such that: 
1) There is a sequence {efl i=O, ... ,n} in which e, e,~J are distinct edges of 1Ii, i=O, ... ,n-/, ell and eo are distinct 

edges of 11;" and p is an endpoint of each e,. 
2) If i.,y, then 7rj fl1tj is the union of a number of straight line segments each of which is an edge of both 

plates and a set of points each of which is a vertex of both plates. 
3) Any edge of a 7r, is an edge of at most one other '9' 

The concept of plate cycles plays a very important rule in [2]. It is also very intuitive to describe what does 
a point on a digital surface look like. A plate cycle of p is a two-dimensional neighborhood at p. However, this 
concept has no algorithmic advantages because to decide if a plate set is a plate cycle is time consuming. We will 
discuss this issue in Section 4. 

In [2J, Kong and Roscoe obtained a series of results on (et,I3)-surfaces: 

Proposition 2.1 (Case (a.,26) If p eS ~L3, then p is an (a.,26)-surface point ofS iff the follOwing all hold: 
(i) No unit-cub in Np contains eight points in S. 
(ii) F]6(S(P)) <p> is the plate set of a single plate cycle at p. 
(iii) If q is an a.-neighbor ofp that is contained in S, then q is a vertex of some plate in F]6(S(p))<P>. 
Here, F]6(T) is deflned as the set of Ixl squares whose comers all lie in T. IfG is a set of plates, G<p> is 

all plates containing p. 

Proposition 2.2 (Case (a.,18)) If p is an (a, 18)-surface point of a set S, and all et-neighbors ofp that lie in 

I 
t, 

S are also (<l, 18)-surface points of S, then the following all hold: 
(i) Each Wlit-cub in Np contains at most six points in S. 
(ii) FI8(S(P))<P> is the plate set of a single plate cycle at p. 
(iii) If q is an Ct.-neighbor ofp that is contained in S, then q is a vertex of some plate in FJ8 (S(P)) <p>. 

Conversely, if peS £;; L3 and (i),(ii),(iii) all hold, then p is an (a, l8)-surface point of S.,I• Here. FI8m is defwed as the set of 1 x 1 squares or compound plates whose comers all lie in T . A 

:.1 	 cump",tUld plate CP is deflned as (1) has six vertices in a unit-cuqr-, I~) two vertices not contained in (1) have 
distance --13, (3) let g be the centroid of the tUlit-cube, CP= u{triangle (uvg) I u, v are 6-adjacent points in that 6 
vertices}. See Figure 2.1. 

.. , 
.' 

............... 


Figure 2.1 A compotUld plate in a tUlit-cube (3D-unit-celI) 
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One can see, a compound plate is just one possible interpretation for the six vertices set in a unit-cube. 
However, one can give other reasonable interpretations. Some of the interpretations do not satisfy Proposition 2.2. 

Proposition 2.3 (Case (18,6)) Suppose that p is an (18,6)-surface point of a set S, and all I8-neighbors of 
p that lie in S are also (l8,6)-surface points of S. Then the following all hold: 

(i) Each unit-cub in Np contains at most four points in S and every unit-cube containing four points in S is 
identical to unit-cube (a), (b), (c), or Cd) in Figure 2.2. 
(ii) No two unit-cubes sharing a face is as (f) in Figure 2.2. 
(iii) F6(S(P))<P> is the plate set ofa single plate cycle atp. 
(iv) Ifq is an I8-neighbor ofp that is contained in S. then q is a vertex of some plate in FJ8(S(P))<p>. 

Conversely, ifpeS ,f;' 2:3 and (i),(ii),(iii), and (iv) all hold, then p is an (l8,6)-surface point of S. 

ca: @ @ @ @ 
(a) (b) (c) Cd) (e) 

~ 

(f) 

Figure 2.2 Points in S are marked. 

Proposition 2.4 (Case (26,6) Suppose pis an (26,6)-surface point of a set S, and all 26-neighbors ofp 
that lie in S are also (26,6)-surface points of S. Then the following all hold: 

Ci) Each unit-cub in Np contains at most four points in S and every unit-cube containing four points in S is 
identical to unit-cube (b) or (d) in Figure 2.2. 
(ii) F6(S(P))<P> is the plate set of a single plate cycle at p. 
(iii) If q is a 26-neigbbor ofp that is contained in S, then q is a vertex ofsome plate in F]8(S(P))<P>. 
Conversely, ifpeS ,f;' LJ and (i),(ii),(iii), and (iv) all hold, then p is a (26,6)-surface point of S. 

Here, F6m is defined as the collections of the following plates: 
(I) Plate 7t is the union of triangles AABC and .1BCD, where A, B, C, and D are the four points in a unit-

cube of Figure 2.2 (a) which are in S, and BC=--13. .", 
(2) Plate it is a I x-./2 rectangle whose comers are the four points in a unit-cube of Figure 2.2 (b) which are 

in S. 
(3) Plate 7t is a (-./2, --12 "h)-triangle whose comers are the three points in a unit-cube of Figure 2.2 (e) 

which are in S. 
(~) Plate 7t is 201 x I rectangle whose comers are the four points in a unit-cube of Fig1.ll·e 2.2 (c) which are in 

s. 

A (6,6)-surface does not have the same results above because there is no (6,6)-surface with finite points [2J. 
In addition, each (18.26) or (26,26)-surface must be a coordinate plane [2J. Each (26, 18)-surface is a coordinate 

l.~.··.•r:. 

.. 
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plane or contains only compound plates. In the next section. we will discuss other trivial cases to reduce (a.,~)
surfaces to real meaningful cases. 

3. Nontrivial Cases of (a.,~)-Surfaces 

For the nine different categories of (o:,p)-surfaces, a., P=6,1S,26, Kong and Roscoe [2] already discovered 
some ofthe cases are not real exist or in some trivial forms. These cases are not really useful to image processing 
and computer graphics. These cases include (6,6)-surfaces, (18,26)-surfaces, and (26,26)-surfaces [2]. In addition, 
(26, lS)-surfaces are either coordination plane or only consist ofcompound plates [2]. Therefore, (o:,26)-surfaces can 
be reduced to only (6,26)-surfaces. 

3.1 (6,18)-surfaces 
This section will find more trivial (a.,~)-surfaces. First, we consider (6, 1S)-sutfaces and (1S, lS)-surfaces. 

Obviously, a (6, lS)-surface is a (6,26)-surface, and it cannot contain any corner point as follows: 

Figure 3.1 A corner surface point 


Thus, a (6,18)-surface is a coordination plane or some simple "stage surfaces" shown in Figure 3.2. 


Figure 3.2 The general structure of (6,lS)-sutfaces 

3.2 (18,18)-surfaces 
For (18, IS)-surfaces; we can have: 
Proposition 3.1 If a compound plate PC shares an edge with a Ixl plate PW, then there must be a point 

in PC v PW that cannot be a surface point. 
Proof: Assume a compound plate in S is as in Figure 3.3. Each edge has only two choices to be shared with 

a 1 x 1 plate. Therefore, suppos~ (p,a) is the edge. If (p, q.b, aj is in S, then {e, d,p,q} must be in S according to 
proposition 2.2. As we know, b is also a surface point, so (e, f b, q) is.in~. Thus, p cannot be an(18, 18)-surface 
point..We can get the same result for other cases. . 
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Figure 3.3 A compound plate in Np 

According to the above proposition, we have 

Proposition 3.2 (18, 18)-surfaces either only consist of 1 x 1 plates or only consist of compound plates. 


One could easily prove that: 

Proposition 3.3 If an (18, 18)-surface only consists of 1 x 1 plates, then it is a coordinate plane. 


',:,iill"' Proposition 3.4 There is only one closed (l8,18)-surf::tce by compound plates (shown in Figure 3.4). 

Figure 3.4 A closed (18, IS)-surface 

Proof: There are two methods to prove this proposition. For the first method, one can start with a 
compound plate and then try to link another compound plate, and so on. We can see there is only one solution like 
Figure 3.4. The second method is to use the Euler planar graph theorem "ledge set EI+2=lface set FI+lvertex set VI." 

Let's consider the second method because it is more elegant. 
Suppose that S is a closed (18, 18)-surface by compound plates. S must be a planar graph. Thus, 

iEi-'-2=IF1+IVJ. 
On the other hand, fIrst, a face has six edges al1d an edge is included in exactly two faces, so 

6jF!=':IE;. 
Second. there are only two types of vertices. A vertex of the fIrst type is contained by two faces, and a vertex ofthe ~"t, , . 
second type is contained by four faces. Assume the 'set of the first type vertices is VI and t.~e,s.::t of the second type 
vertices is V2. Then, 

IVI I + 1V,2 I = IV] . 
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We can see, if two compound plates share an edge, then they share two edges. in addition, these nvo edges 
share a point which only be contained by two faces. So, a compound plate must share with three other compound 
plates, Therefore, in a face, there are three points in V, and three points in V2• So, 

31FI =2 WII and 31FI = 4 IV)I· 
We have IVII =21V21 . We can get IF! =8 and lEI = 24 and 1V]=18. That is the case of Figure 3.4. 
Similarly, we can also prove that "there is only a type of closed (26, 18)-surface by compound plates." 

Therefore, (a,lS)-surfaces are not really useful to image processing. 

3.3 (18,6)- and (26,6)-surfaces 
A (26,6)-surface is an (lS,6)-surface I2], Since (a,18)-surfaces are useless surfaces, (a,26)-surfaces can be 

reduced to (6,26)-surfaces, and (a,6)-surfaces can be reduced to (18,6). 

Therefore, there are only two really useful (a,~)-surfaces: (6,26)- and (18,6)-surfaces. 

4. Algorithmic Considerations and Surface-Unit-Cell Traversal Algorithms 

As we discussed above, Kong-Rascoe's analog results are very helpful for understanding, Morgenthaler
Rosenfeld's surfaces. An algorithm to find a plate cycle was discussed in [2]. However, if one performs this 
algorithm on each point of set S, that will be very slow because for each point one needs to find a plate cycle. We 
will show in this section that this algorithm is not faster than testing all conditions of Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld's 
surfaces as discussed by Reed and Rosenfeld. On the other hand, using continuous spaces to analog can help people 
to W1derstand and reduce some ambiguities. However, discrete spaces and objects have their own properties. The 
continuous analog is just an single interpretation of a digital object, and it may have many interpretations. 

Chen and Zhang's results [4-5) show that without using continuous analog, one still can get a true visually 
intuitive digital surface. Also, based on their definition, one can develop a fast global algorithm for surface decision 
and recognition. This algorithm does not work on each point but on a surface-unit. Chen and Zhang's results are 
totally built on digital spaces. That is much simpler than the analog process in [2]. In addition, Chen and Zhang's 
results can be used to determine an unclosed surface [4-5). However, they only dealt with (6,26)-surfaces in [4-5]. In 
this section, we will show all three kinds of algorithms and analyze them. 

4.1 Improved Morgenthaler-Reed-Rosenfeld's Algorithm 
Morgenthaler-Reed-Rosenfeld's algoritlun is to test all three conditions for each point in Sin defmition 2.1. 

The main task of the algorithm is to determine all "1" points is a a-component and all "0" points in Np form two 
disconnected f3-components. The fastest algorithm to search connected components can be developed by Tarjan's 
depth-Erst-search or breadth-ftrst-search technique [6]. 

Even though one could use Tarjan's technique, this algorithm is still not very fast. The reason is that for 
each point one needs to fmd three components in Np . Many steps are repeated because of adjacency in S. For 
example, assume p has four a-adjacent points ql. q: '-hq./ in S. then the algorithm must reconsider p at least four 
times when the algoritlun goes through ql. q2. qJ. q.t. 

All improved .l.forgemhaler-Reed-RosenJeld's algorithm: In this algorithm, we use CI . C:. to store two "0" 
value components (complement components in Np ) and A to store "1" value component. In order to reduce the 
repeat actions, after we fmish a test (for three conditions in defmition 2.1) for point p. we.. move to an a-adjacent 
point in S ofp. Meanwhile, we do not empty CI. C, andA, but update them. '.. 

Step 1. Assign a point of S to p , and let CI . C]. and A be empty sets. STACK is a stack. Get C/. C:. and ,.j 

forp. 
Step 2. Examine all three conditions in defmition 2.1. Ifp is not a surface point, halt. 
Step 3. Mark p, and push all unmarked a-adjacent points into the stack STACK. 
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Step 4. Pop up a point p' from STACK (this point is an a-adjacent point most of the time). Ifp' is adjacent 
to p. A~ n }'i~ has 18, 12, or 8 points depending on their adjacency. Get C1. C::. and A. for p '. 
pf-p'. 

Step 5. Gota Step 2 until STACK is empty. 

4.2 Modified Kong-Roscoe's Algorithm 
Kong and Roscoe showed an algorithm to find a plate-cycle for a point p in [2). p is a surface-point if 

P<p>, all plates containingp. is a plate-cycle. Note, P<p> is defined as Ix! square for (6,26)-surface, and P<p> is 
defined as one of the cases in Figure 2.2 (a)-( e) for (l8,6)-surfaces . The original Kong-Rascoe's algorithm is to find 
a largest plate cycle for a pointp. We modified the algorithm and give the algorithm as follows [2]: 

Modified Kong-Roscoe's algorithm (modified/or simplification in this note): 
Step 1. Let ,,' and ,," be in P<p> and ,,' and ,," shares an edge containingp . 

Let 1ro be ,,' and "I be ,,". Let eo be the common edge containing p. 
Step 2. For i = 1,2,3, ... if there exists an e, and it is an edge of i'rithat contains p but is different from ei_1 , 

and there exists a plate "'.1 different from 7r; such that e, is an edge of "'+1. Until there is m<i such 
that e;=e",. 

Step 3. If all plates used in Step 2 are equal to the set ofP<P>, then p is a 
surface point (One just needs to test if IP<p>1 is equal to m.) 

This algoritlun needs to get P<p> for each p and store the set first In Step 2, one needs to select an 
appropriate "I. For (6,26)-surfaces, we can determine a111:<1 squares containingp to be P<p> in Np- For (18,6)
surfaces, it is not easy to determine P<p> because there are many different kinds of plates. We can also see that this 
algorithm (in both cases) is not a fast algorithm. 

Both Morgenthaler-Reed-Rosenfeld's algorithm and Kong-Roscoe's algorithm are not very fast because 
their definitions are based on local properties, i.e., they use surface-point to define a surface. In such a case, a local 
neighborhood Np and Sn Np must be considered extensively. In addition, such a definition cannot deal with 
boundary, so each surface under this definition must be a closed surface. 

Chen and Zhang showed a defmition of digital surfaces that sunnounts these two problems [4-5]. We 
introduce their definition in the next subsection. 

~.3 Surface-Vnit-Cell Traversal Algorithm 
Before we give the traversal algorithm, we introduce the definition of digital surfaces given by Chen and 

Zhang first [4-5]. 

Definition 4.1 Two 6-adjacent points is called a 6-line-unit-cell (or line-cell in this section). A line-cell 
(q,q'j is called a parallel-move of"line-cell {P,P'} ifp and p' are 6-adjacent to q and q' respectively; but neither p and 
q' nor pi and q are 6-adjacent. 

We can see in Il , each line-cell has four parallel-moves. A line-cell and each of its four parallel-moves 
fonn a surface-cell. Two surface-cells are line-cell-adjacent if they share a line-celL Two surface-cells A and B are 

,T '4, 
line-ceIl-connected if there is a surface-cellpath. A=Po• Pf, .... Pn=B. where P, and P'-I are line-cell-adjacent . 

. ~ 

Definition 4.1 A connected set S in 2:3 is a digital surface if 
(1) Each line-cell of S has at least one and at most two parallel-moves. 
(:2) Any two surface-cells of S are lhle-cell-connected in S. 
(3) S does not contain any 3 D-unit-cell (or unit-cube). 

An algorithm based on Tarjan's breadth-fIrst-searching technique can be developed to decide or track S in a 
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global way, which does not examine each l\~ for S [5]. This algorithm traverses every surface-cell using a parallel
move of line-cell. We describe the algorithm below: 

Surface-Unit-Cell Traversal Algorirhm: 
Step 1. Start with two 6-adjacent points LC=={p,q} (a line-ceU) in S. 

Step 2. Put all (at most two if S is a surface, otherwise halt) parallel-moves of {p,q} in a stack STACK 

Step 3. Mark line-cell LC={p,qj. Pop up a line-cell to LC from STACK, repeat Step 2. 

Step 4. S is a surface if all line-cells in S have been marked. 


This algorithm is very simple and is optimized. However, there are two problems: (1) This algoritlun cannot 
be used for (18,6)-surfaces; and (2) the surfaces defined by the definition 4.2 varies a little Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld's 
surfaces. We will consider the first problem in the next section. We could face the second problem below. 

Definition 4.3 [4,7] Let p be a point of a surface S, p is regular if all surface-cells including pinS are 
line-connected. If p is both inner and regular, then p is called a regular inner surface point. 

Theorem 4.1 [7] IfS is a Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld's surface, then each point of S is a regular inner surface 
point. Conversely, if S is a closed surface (by Definition 4.2) and each point ofS is a regular inner surface point, then 
S is a Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld's surface. 

According to the proof ofTheorem 4.1 (Theorem 4.1 in [7]), we can easily get: 
Proposition 4.1 Let S be a surface by defInition 4.2. If S does not contain any point p such that Np is 

equivalent to Figure 4.1, then every point in S is regular. 

Therefore, if we could quickly detect the case of Figure 4.1, we could complete the entire algorithm. A 
simple and fast way is described as follows and should be add to the end of the Surface-Unit-Cell Traversal 
Algorithm: 

Step 5. Check all unit-cubes, each of which contains a point in S. If a cube contains seven points in S, 
assign p as the point whose diagonal point in the cube is not in S. Ifp has any 6-adjacent points not 
in the cube, then S is not a Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld's surface. 

·........ ,.- .... ,.,... . 
· .· 
~ 

.· .· .· .· . 

Figure ..t.1 A non-regular inner surface point 

We can see the Surface-UniT-Cell Traversal Algorithm is much simpler llnd faster than the other t\.Vo. 
However, the disadvantage is that the Su,rface-Unit-Cell Traversal Algorithm is only for (6,26)-surfaces, but (6,26)-, ' 
surfaces are the most important digital sUrfaces. In Section 5, we will discuss a more general defmiuon of digital 
surfaces. 
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5. A New Definition of Digital Surfaces 

Since (a, 18)-surfaces are useless surfaces, (a,26)-surfaces can be reduced to (6,26)-surfaces, and (a,6)
surfaces can be reduced to (lS,6)-surfaces. Therefore, there are only t\vo really useful (a,~)-surfaces: (6,26)- and 
(18,6)-surfaces. On the other hand, there are many visually true surfaces (or surface points) that cannot be contained 
by any type of (a,I3)-surfaces. For example, Figure 5.1 shows such a caseS(p) inNp. We can seeS(p) is 18
connected (it is also 6-connected and 26-connected). 13 can not be 18 or 26; otherwise, there are no two 13
components in Np-S(P). The only choice is of 13=6. If 13=6, q can not N=6)-adjacent to both l3-components C1 and 
C] in Np-S(p). So it is not any (a,I3)-surface point. 

Therefore, we can see that the (a,I3)-surface is not a complete description of digital surfaces. A (a,l3)
surface has blind sports and weakness to represent some digital surfaces, especially in computer graphics . 

... .......... ................. . ~.... 

Figure 5.1 A visually true surfaces point, but not an 
(a,l3)-surface point for any a and I). 

On the other hand, indirect adjacency causes ambiguous interpretations for a set S. Therefore, 18- or 26
adjacency introduces ambiguities for the interpretation of surfaces. For example, suppose that we allow 
IS-adjacency for a set S containing points as shown in the following Figure 5.2 (a). We can see that for 6-adjacency 
we have a unique interpretation. However, for I8-adjacency. We could have an interpretation like (b), which is a 
surface. Ifwe interpret (a) like (c), it is not a surface. Ifwe interpret (a) to be (d), it is a different surface . 

.......... ........ 

: I : 
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(c) Cd) 

Figure 5.2 A digital points set in S and some of interpretations 

All of these interpretations are reasonable under I8-adjacency_ That is why a general solution allowing 
indirect adjacency is very difficult. As we know, there are only six types of simple surface points for direct adjacency 
[*], but it is really hard to get all simple surface points allowing indirect adjacency. The ambiguity is real existence, 
and one cannot reduce that to be unique. On the contrary, we can see "that is why indirect adjacency is much 
powerful." 

This section will give a new defmition of general digital surfaces for all 6-, 18-, and 26-<:onnectivity. Based 
on the previous work of [1], [2], and [4], this definition contains (a,~)-surfaces to be special cases. 

Definition 5.1 An a-surface-W1it cell is a polygon on a plane in a unit-cube. Each pair of adjacent points on 
the polygon is a-adjacent. Such a pair is called an edge or line-unit cell of the a-surface-unit. 

In addition, we could defme an a-surface-unit is a minimized closed a-adjacent path., i.e., there is not pure 
subset of the path such that this subset can be a closed a-adjacent path. 

Definition 5.2 A set S is a digital surface (a-surface) if there is a collection of a-surface-unit-cells in S, 
denoted by U(S), satisfying: 

(I) S = u{p Ip is a point of an a-surface-unit-cells in U(S)}, 
(2) U(S) is line-unit-connected in S. 
(3) Each line-unit cell or edge of a surface-unit is contained by one or two a-surface-unit-cells in U(S). 
(-!) S does not contain any unit-cube. (It is the only three-dimensional unit-cell we defIned in this paper.) 

Definition 5.3 A pointp in an et.-digital surface (S, U(S)) is a regular-surface point if the set oia-surface· 
unit-cells containing p is line-connected. 

We can see a U(S) is an intl'rpp"'"1tion of S. Using this defmition, we still cannot get a fast algo ..;th1.... -:asiJy. 
It is even worse in the design of algoiithms. However, it provides a broad new area to study with. The foi/owing 
problems are meaningful. 

(1 ) How many L'(S)' s for a certain S ? What is the upper limit? 

(:2) How to fmd an optimal soi..:!ion in some sense (e.g. minimum of area)? 

(3) Is that fmding all U(S)'s an·NP-hard problem [6]? , 

We need to do more srudy to obtain a fast tracking algoritl:.;n. This defmition is still good for representations of 

surfaces such as for computer graphics. However, in image processing, we sometimes do not desire a strict digital 
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surface, but rather a fast way to eXtract a surface. We can have a simple defmition satisfying hwnan intuition for 
surfaces. We use a different tenn: quasi-surfaces. 

Definition 5.4 A point pinS is an a-quasi-surface point if 
(1) N(p)rS is an a-connected component. 
(2) N(p)-S has two 6-connected components. (That is to say these two componeIlts are not 6

connected.) 
(3) N(p)rS does not contain any unit-cube (3D-unit-cell containing 8 points). 

Definition 5.5 S is an a-quasi-surface if every point ofS is an a-quasi-surface point 

It is not difficult to see, 
Proposition 5.1 An (a,~)-surface is an a-surface by definition 5.2. Any point of an a-surface is an a

quasi-surface point by defInition 5.4. 
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ABSTRACT 

In digital geometry and topology, there are two popular kinds of digital spaces: point spaces and raster spaces. In 
point-spaces, a digital object (e.g. a curve or surface) is represented by a. set of elements (points). In raster spaces 
as defined in this note, a digital object is a subset of a "relation" on the space. In an Euclidean space, given a set S 
of points which are called sites, we can get the Voronoi diagram of 5 and its Delaunay triangulation (or simplicial 
decomposition in general). The Voronoi diagram is just a raster space as well as Delaunay simplicial decomposition 
is a point space. Thus, a point space is a dual space of a raster space. This note reviews some research results in 
point spaces and raster spaces a.nd presents the author's opinions on the following problems: How to define digital 
curves, surfaces, and manifolds in point spaces or raster spaces? What are the difference and relationship between 
them? What are the advantages and/or disadvantages to use point spaces or raster spaces in practical computation? 
The purpose of the· note is to show a global consideration and to unify some basic concepts in digital geometry and 
topology. 

Keywords: Digital geometry and topology, point space, raster space, Voronoi diagram, Delaunay triangulation, 
curve, surface, manifold, algorithm, image processing. 

1. Introduction 

Discrete geometry deals with the geometric and topological properties of discrete objects or finite objects. 
Discrete geometry also includes packing, covering, tiling, convex poly tops analysis, and computational geometry 
etc. 1 Digital geometry and topology is a sub-category of discrete geometry. Digital geometry and topology attempts 
to sol ve the theoretical problems of image processing, computer·visiog. a!1d computer graphics in digital spaces. 

Several methods of digital geometry and topology were proposed for image processing and computer vision 
because a two-dimensional (2D) image can be represented by a l"unction on a two-dimensional array.as well as 
a three-dimensional (3D) image can be repr~sented by a function on a three-dimensional array in computers. 
In additi,m, such a function can be translated to a binary value {D .. l:' function. Thus. to study geometric and 
topological properties for a connected "0" or "1" point set in a 2D array or 3D array has become an int,eresting 
research topic.2 •3 

Gnfortunately, the concept of "digital geometry and topology" has not been well-recognized broadly. Three 
major reasons are: 

(1) Lack of great significant discovery, 
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(2)l'iot dispensable for most researchers in image processing and computer vision. and 

(3)Lack of mathematical beauty. 

For the first problem, if one can solve a very famous mathematical problem such as "four color problem" in digi tal 
geometry and topology, then digital geometry and topology will make a great impact. For the second problem, if we 
can find an efficient digital geometry method to track and register moving objects in computer vision, it will help 
to build the reputation of digital geometry and topology. 

For the third problem, if we could simplify the terminology of digital geometry and topology, make its methods 
easier to understand, to use, and to implement, and make it more closer to traditional research fields such as discrete 
and computational geometry; then digital geometry and topology can attract more scientists and engineers to study 
and use it. 

This note presents author's opinions on simplifying and unifying the basic concepts of two popular digital spaces: 
point spaces and raster spaces. (Note, if some of author's opinions was already appeared in some publications by 
others which is not cited in this note, please let the author know. ) 

2. Two Basic Digital Spaces in Euclidean Spaces 

A real image is a continuous function, but it must be stored in a digital array in computers. So, we call the stored 
image a digital image. A digital space usually means a digital array. Mathematically, let Em be the m-dimensional 
Euclidean space. zm is the set of all points (al' ... , am) in Em, where all al, ... , am are integers. zm is called a 
digital space. Because the computer can only store finite amount of data., we usually consider a finite subset of zm, 
tm = {(aI, ... ,am)IO:::; ai:::; JV;i = 1, ... ,m} for a certain N, as a digital space. 

Digital geometry and topology deals with adjacency, connectivity, curves, surfaces, manifolds and etc. in zm. 
Unlike continuous geometry and topology, digital objects in digital spaces have concrete meanings. For example, a 
digital point may have length, digital curve may have area. Such properties are dependent on how to define a point, 
curve and so on. Thus, different interpretations in digital geometry and topology can yield different results. 

Assume f is a two-dimensional image which is stored in a two-dimensional array in a computer. If (x, y) is an 
element in the ar:ayand f( x: y) is the value on (x, y). Typically, f(x, y) represents the average value of a unit 
square surrounding the point (x, V), and this unit square is called a. pixel Pixel(x, V). (A three-dimensional image 
caD. be represented by a function on a three-dimensional array, the value on a point is the average value of a unit 
cube called a voxel.) 

Suppose that a connected region 5 in Fig. 2.1 (a) and we want to determine the boundary of 5, then a problem 
will appear. What is the boundary of 5? The most natural way is to consider that the boundary is B in Fig. 2.l 
(b), but how'to represent B using pixels? In this case, a piece of line is the. intersection of two adjacent pixels, then 
we can use a set of pixel-pairs to represent the boundary. That is to say a line-cell (I-cell) is an element of a binary 
relation on :2. By the way, a point (O-cell) is represented by the intersectiDn of four pixels. However, in continuous 
5?aCes: the boundary is a curve. In order to keep cOl.lsistency, we repr~sent a curve by using a set of pixel-pairs. 
Such a digital space is ca.lled a raster-space in this note. 

On the other hand, we can defined the boundary of 5 as C shown in Fig. 2.1 (c). That is to say, a curve can.be 
represented by a set of pixels (or points) in the 2D array. Without loss generality, we can directly use a point ex, y) 
to represen t a pixel and omit the Pixel( x, y). This digital space is called a point space. A line-cell consists of two 
adjacem points in this case. In this note, the difference between a point space and a raster space is how 
to define i-dimensional cells (or i-cells) for i = 0, ... , m in an m-dimensional space. 'vVe will define i-cells 
for both "point spaces" and "raster spaces" in this section. In addition, we will introduce the "connectedness" in 
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Fig. 2.1 (a) A connected set S;(b) B to be the boundary of S; (c) C to be the boundary of S. 

2.1 Point Spaces in Direct Adjacency4,5 

A point p in L: z has four horizontal and vertical neighbors, namely (x ± I, y) and (x, y ± I); p also has four 
diagonal neighbors, namely (x ± 1, y::!: 1) and (x ± 1, y ± 1). We say that horizontal and vertical neighbors are 
directly adjacent to p ( or 4-adjacent to p), and we say that both types of neighbors are adj acent to p ( or 8-adj acent 
to p ) 2 

In general, the points p = (Xl,X2, ... ,Xm) and q = (Yl,Y2, ... ,Ym) are two directly adjacent points in:Em if 
dD(p, q) = 2:7'=1 IXi - y;\ = 1 . We say p and q are general(directly or indirectly)-adjacent points if d(p, q) = 
maxl$i:5rn IXi - Yil =1. \Ve only consider direct adjacency in this sub-section. Let p and q be a pair of (directly) 
adjacent points of L:m . Intuitively, {p, q} is a line-cell. A surface-cell is a set of 4 points that form a unit square 
parallel to coordinate planes. A 3-cell (or solid-cell) is a unit cub that has 8 points. 

More generally, a k-cell (k-cub) has exactly 2k points, Pl, ... , Pz" in direct adj acency, where each of PI, ... , P2" 

has m components, denoted by Pi = (xiP,) I ••• , x~')). There are m - k components that do not change value for all 

p(l), ... , p("2"). For Pi and Pj, i ::j:. j, 1 S L~l Ix~p,) -x;pj) I$ k, and ma~";llx~l'i) -x~Pj) I=1. Also, we sometime call 
a O-cell a point-cell, I-cell a line-cell, and 2-cell a surface-cell. Two unit-cells tL and v are point-adjacent if they share 
a point, line-adjacent if they share a line-cell, and k-adjacent if they share a k-cell. u and v are called k-connected 
in 5 if there exists a path Uo =U, Ul, ... , Un = v in 5, such that tLi and tLi+l are k-adjacent, j =0, ... , n - 1. Figure 
2.1 shows some examples of adjacency and connectedness. 

11 
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poin t adjacency and connectedness line adj acency and connectedness 

Fig. 2.2 Adjacency and connectedness in point spaces 
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2_2 Raster Spaces in Direct Adjacency,,·7 

A raster space, Rrr" is partition (or decomposition) of Em. Such partition splits Em into m-dimensional u:1it-,:=!!; 
(m-cells) such that a. such unit-cell contains a point of zm in the center of the cell. 

For two distinct m-cells r and r', if r n r' is an (m - 1 )-cell then the (m - 1 )-cell is called a surface-element5 .-;-. 

So, a surface-cell can be represented by an element of a binary relation on Rrr,. Note, a surface-element is in 
(m - I)-dimension. In order to keep the consistency in this note, we will call it as (m - I)-eel!. If m =3, then a 
"surface-element" is a surface-celL 

In general, for 2ic m-cells rl, .... , r2", if nl~l ri is an (m - k)-cell, then, an (m - k )-cell can be represented by an 
element of a 2lc-relation on Rm. A 2lc-relation in direct adjacency can be defined as follows: 

n.(m-Jc) = {r = (rl' .... , r",)h n .... n r2& is an (m - k)-cell }. 

l'iote, (rl' .... , r2") = (Pl,·· .. ,P2.), where {PI, ·.. ·,P2.} is any permutation of {rl, ... ·, r2'}' Such a relation is called a 
"symmetric relation." 

We can see, although Rm can also be represented by zm. However, Rm has different implication as I:m . If we 
. say the definition of k-cell in point spaces is "bottom to top," then the definition of k-cell in raster spaces is "top to 

bottom." They are reversed. In fact, let P = {pip is O-cell in Rm}, then we can generate a similar k-cell structure 
in point-spaces. 

For two t-cells, t > k, 'U and 1) are directly k-adjacent if un v contains a k-cell. 'U and v are called directly 
k-connected in 5 if there exists a path Uo = 'U, Ul, ... , Un =v in 5, such that 'Ui and 'Ui+l are k-adjacent, i =0, ... , n-l. 

It is not difficult to know Rm is the Voronoi decomposition (diagram) of "sites" zm. If we link every pair 
of points which are (m - l)D-adjacent in zm, then we get a Delaunay "triangulation" of the Voronoi diagram. 
Therefore, the point space zm is a dual space of R.n. We will discuss more in Section 5. 

Fig. 2.3 shows 2D raster and point spaces and their O-cells, l-cells and 2-cells with direct adjacency in Fig. 2.3. 
\Ve will consider indirect adjacency in Section 3. 

3. Digital Manifolds in Point Spaces and Raster Spaces 

In point spaces, a k-dimensional digital object (i.g. digital curve, surfaces, and manifolds ect.) is represented 
by a set of elements in zm. In raster spaces, a k-dimensional digital object is represented by a set of elements in 
2(m-kl-relation on Rm. 

3.1 Digital Manifolds in Point Spaces·,5 


Definition 3.1 Let A be a subset of 2: m . A.' is called a parallel-move of A if 


(1) IAi =104'1· 


(:2) AnA' =9,and 


(3) there exists a. bijection mapping I : A -t A' s'~,~h that d(a, f(o)) = 1 (d is the distance between 0 and f(a)) 
for all a E A. In addition, a and b are adjacent in A if and only if l(a) and I(b) are adjacent in A'. 

Definition 3.24 A connected subset 1'vl of Em is a k-dimensional digital manifold if any point P E AI is included 
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in some k-cell of M, and 

(1) any two k-cell in Mare (k - 1)-connected in M, 

(2) every (k - I)-cell in M has only one or two parallel-moves in lvI, and 

(3) ]v[ does not contain any (k + I)-cell. 

~?~;:f an element of a raster space = a 2-cell • • • .~ 
• an element of a point space = a O-cell 

·:, . :.......-........-.. : 
. . 
., ' ~ ~.. , .DID

(a) 

. . 
~ ~.' . ...... -.. -...-..-... 

· , '.' '. " . , 

I-cell = union of 2 O-cells 
i-cell = intersection of2 2-cells 

,..................... ,. .
e'• 

e e: 
:... -- ........ -.......: 


2-cell =union of 4 O-cellsO-cell =intersection of 4 2-cells 

(c)(b) 


Fig. 2.3 O-cells, I-cells, and 2-cells in 2D. 


3,2 Digital rvlanifolds Raster Spaces6 ,7 


A.ccording to the defintions in Section 2.2, 


Definition 3.3 is,7 Given P'-m and n(m-1l, a nOi1etl1:)ty subset of n(m-l) is called a, (super)-surface. 
 'r"-' 

Herman pr~sented a definition for any set \.-' ~nd a binary relation 7r o~. V 6,7, \Ve will discuss it later. Definition 
3.3 is very general, but it is very weak. For a surface in 3D, it is too easy to break the rule of "a neighborhood of 
any point on the surface is homeomorphic to a 2D disk" in mathematics. 

Definitivn 3.3 can be modified and extended as follows. 

.;.:., 
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Definition 3.4 A k-D simple digital manifold is a. nonempty subset ofR(k). denoted by S. And 5 satisfies: 

(1) Sis (k - I)-connected, i.e. any two k-cells in 5 are (k - I)-connected in 5, and 

(2) any (k - I)-cell in 5 (which means it contained by a k-cell in 5 ) is contained by at least one a.nd at mOSt 
two k-cells. 

This definition is similar to Definition 3.2.8 Some similar ideas of Definition 3.4 was also appeared in Herman 
and Webster9 and Kong and Roscoe10 in 3D. 

3.3 Allowing indirect adjacency 

In fact, definition 3.2 and definition 3.4 only allow direct adjacency. For example, in 3D, a surface-cell in point 
spaces is defined as four points in a plane which is parallel to a coordinate plane. On the other hand, a surface-cell in 
raster spaces is also parallel to a coordinate ·plane. These definitions have an important property: A closed (m - 1)
dimensional sub-manifold of an m-dimensional manifold divide it into two (or more in digital spaces) connected 
parts. Such property is called Jordan property. 

However, in real image processing, we must consider indirect adjacency, such as 8-adjacency in 2D, and 18- or 
26-adjacency in 3D. Allowing indirect adjacency will give you much power to represent complex shapes in image 
processing and graphics. However, it will also introduce ambiguity and non-Jordan cases. 

For 3D point spaces, direct adjacency is also called 6-adjacency because of only six points directly adjacent to 
a point. Using the same way one can define 18, 26-adjacency and 18, 26-connectedness.1°,1l A definition of general 
digital surfaces in 3D point spaces was given by Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld 11. The digital surfaces are called 
(a:,tJ)-surfaces, cr.,tJ =6,18,26. Let S be a subset of 2:3. If p is a point (element) of 5, then Np is the 3 x 3 x 3 
array containing p at the center. We also denote S(p) =S n Np • 

Definition 3.510 ,11 A point p in S is an (a:,tJ)-(simple) surface point if 

(1) S(p) is an cr.-component, 

(2) Np - S(p) has exactly two p-components and p is tJ-adjacent both ,B-components , 

(3) each of a:-neighbors is .S-adjacent both ,B-components of Np - 5(p). 


If every point of S is an (cr., ,B)-surface point then 5 is called an (cr., p)-surface . 

. .. . . .... ,. . ... ............. "..
~ 

: : 

Fig. 3.1 A visually true surface-point but not an (cr., ,B)-surface point. 
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This definition consider total nine cases, which contain not only direct adja.cency ((6:26)-surfaces). but also other 
eight indirect adjacency. Many people thought that this definition is well-established and complete. In addition, a 
type of continuous analogs for each cases has been found by Kong a.nd Roscoe. IO 

However, Chen found an anti-example to show that a simple and "visually true" surface point is not included 
in (a, ,B)-surfaces. I :! See Fig. 3.1. On the other hand, in the total nine variations, only (6,26)- and (18,6)- surfaces 
have non-trivial examples. 10,12 

Therefore, to give a. complete definition of general digital surfaces (a.llowing indirect adjacency) is still an open 
problem. 12 

For raster ~paces, it may be even worse. How to define a "face" (or 2-cell) between two voxels which share only 
a line-cell or a point-cell? It is hard to find an intuitive meaning for such a face. 

4. The Relationship Between Point Spaces and Raster Spaces 

This section presents three interesting facts in between a point space and a raster space. First, a raster space Rm 
with defined k-cells is a dual space of a point space. A raster-sp?-ce is a Voronoi diagram, and its dual point-space 
is the Delaunay simplicial decomposition of the Voronoi diagram. 13 Herman used Voronoi diagrams to describe the 
raster space Rm.6 ,1 

Second, for 3D point spaces, Chen and Zhang obtained: Simple surface points in (6, 26)-surfaces ha.ve exact six 
types. H. A regular inner surface point based on Definition 3.2 was introduced to get the results. 4 ,5 A (6, 26)-surfa.ce 
point defined by Definition 3.5 is equivalent to a regular inner surface point. Here, "regular" means all surface~cells 
containing pin 5 are line-connected in 5 n Np . 

For 3D raster spaces, if V is a subset of R3 , i.e. V is a set of voxels. Latecki found if V is well-composed in R3 , 

for every points p on the boundary surface S of V, 5 n Np is just one of the six types of simple surface points.IS 

"'v'v'ell-composed" can be defined as follows: Let v be a vertex, and there are eight voxels in R3 containing v. If V 
contains two of the eight voxels, then these two do not share only the vertex v. 

This fact provides us a very positive feeling to use point~cells (O:-cell) in a raster space to represent the raster 
space by using point spaces' methods. 

Last. let us consider to use a point space to represent a raster space. using O~cell in raster spaces, we can define 
a topological structure (such as adjacency and connectivity) in the same way we did in point spaces in Section 2.1. 
However, the following example will show that the two representations are not equivalent (Fig. 4.1), 

.... 1 ,,.
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Fig. 4.1 Can a set in a raster space be represented by its O-cells? (a) The pixel Set v', s $. V ; 
{b) s must be in II" if using O-cells to define a 2-cell in point spaces; (c) a refined 11". 
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In the raster space in Fig. 4.1 (a), pixel s is not in set V, but if using poine-cells to represent 1/, then l::.~ 
surface-cell s must in the transla.ted object of'\l because all four corner points are in the object (see Fig. 4.1 (';:,)). 
However, if we refine the original raster space by 2, i.e. divide a pixel into 4 pixels in 2D and a voxel into 8 voxels 
in 3D, etc., we can get the exact same representation of original V by using O-cells in refined raster spaces. (See 
Fig. 4.1 (c)) On the contrary, such mathematical equivalence may not be efficient in term of the costs of computing. 

5. Discrete Surfaces and Manifolds in Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay Decompositions 

Given n points in the m dimensional Euclidea.n space. We can get a Voronori Diagram and Delarney triangulation 
(Simplicial Decomposition). To define a digital surface based on the structures of Voronoi Diagram and Delaunay 
triangulation are easier than the cases in indirect adjacency. The reason is that the structures of Voronoi Diagram 
and Delaunay triangulation have Jordan property. (See Section 3.3.) 

Let P be a set of points in Euclidean space Em . P is called sites. "The Voronoi diagram of P splits Em into 
regions with one region for each site, so that the points in the region for site pEP are closer to p than to any other 
site in P." 13 

The Delaunay triangulation of P is the unique triangulation of P so that there are no elements of P inside the 
circumsphere of any triangle. Here "triangulation" has an extended meaning: it decomposes the convex hull of P 
into simplices using 5 as vertices. 13 In addition, the Delaunay triangulation need not be a proper triangulation.13 

In this note, we sometime use the term of "Delaunay decomposition" instead of Delaunay triangulation. (See Fig. 
5.1 and Fig. 5.2 13) 

Voronoi diagrams is a central subject in computational geometry. Some efficient algorithms have been developed 
to compute the Voronoi diagram and Delaunay decomposition. 1•13 

(b) 

Fig 5.1 (a) A Voronoi diagram in dimension 2; (b) the Delaunay triangulation of the same sites 

(a) 

Fig 5.2 A Voronoi diagram in dimension 3; (b) the Delaunay triangulation of the same sites 

In this section, we will discuss how to define a discrete surface (or manifold) in Voronoi diagrams or Delaunay 
decompositions. In order to eliminate some unusual cases, we do not consider any cells and points on the border of 
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Voronoi diagrams or Delaunay decompositions. 

5.1 Point Spaces Method: Bottom-Up Method 

Point spaces method is much like the method we used in Section 3.1. A general approach was considered bv 
Chen 8, and it can be used in Voronoi diagrams and Delaunay decompositions. In 3D, a Voronoi diagram is ~ 
special "Graph" G = (V, E), where V contains all vertices of the Voronoi diagram as well as E contains all Voronoi 
edges ( Voronoi I-cells). A Delauna.y decomposition is also a special "Graph" G = (V, E), where V is the set of 
sits, and E is the set of Delaunay edges ( Delaunay I-cells). We also ha.ve Voronoi 2-cells, Voronoi 3-cells, Delaunay 
2-cells, and Delaunay 3-cells. 

For a graph G, let 1'(G) be a group of defined sets of O-cells (V), I-cells (E), 2-cells, ... , k-cells, .... 1'(G) is called 
a topological structure of G. 

Definition 5.1 Given a G and 1'(G). Subgraph D of G is a k-dimensional digital manifold (or k-manifold) if 
and only if 

(1) any two k-cells in Dare (k - I )-cell-connected in D, 

(2) each (k - I)-cell in D is included in one or two k-cells in D, 

(3) D does not contains any (k+ I)-cell. 

The boundary of a k-manifold D, denoted by aD, is a subset of (k -I)-cells contained in D so that each element 
of aD is exactly contained by one k-cell in D. 

Note, for a general graph, to give a topological structure I(G) is not an easy task.s 

5.2 Raster Spaces Method: Top-Down'Method 

Raster spaces method is much like the method we used in Section 3.2. A general approach was considered in a 
communication between Herman and Chen. 

Let V be a set, R be a symmetric binary relation, a.nd I be a partition of R. H = CV,1') is a raster digital 
space. 'When l' =R, i.e., partition to single element, then this definition is equivalent to the original definition by 
Herman.' 

Definition 5.2; A n-D simple digital manifold is a subset S of V, and for any two elements p, q E S, there is a 
path (P,Pl), ... , (Pn-l,q) E 7S· 

S is called Simply (n - 1)-D connected if for any two elements p, q E 5, there is a. path (p, pd, .. -, (Pn-l, q) E 15"( 

In fact, Simply (n - l)-D connectedness is equivalent to direct connectedness in Section 2. 

Let V. R. .... R,:ni, -:-, .... : ..("l, where V is a set and R is a symmetric binary relation on V, R(i) lS a binary relation 
on R'>-l), -:-Uj is a partition of R(i', then we say G = (Il,R, ... ,R(rll,r, ... ,I(n)) is a n-dimensional topologic:\l_ 
structure on V. Given a topological structure G =(V, R, ... , R(n), I, ... , I(n)). Let S be a.,subset of V and . 
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If 5 is a subset of T(i), then for j > i, and let 5 = Tfl, R~) = {r =(a,b)!(r E RU))&(a,b E Ri'-l))}. ar:d 
-:-/ = {r = (a, b)l(r E 7(j))&(a, bE TY-l))} . 

The boundary of 5 is defined as 85 ={r = (a, b)l(r E r(i+l»)& just one of a, bE 5} . 

Definition 5.3 A i-dimensional manifold is a subset 5 of T(n-i), and 

is (i - I)-cell connected, l' .e., ror any two element p, q E Rs(n-i) there l'S a path (p p ) (p ) E(1) S l' 1, ... , n -1, qI 

R(n-(i-l»
5 . 

(2) r~n-(i-lll =R~n-(i-l)l, i.e., T~n-(i-lll is the single element partition. (Intuitively, any (i - I)-cell (p,p') is 
contained by at most two i-cells P, pI in 5.) 

For Voronoi diagrams and Delaunay decompositions, we can naturally get their topological structures G = 
(V, R, ... , Rln), I, ... , r("l). 

5.3 Advantages and Disadvantages 

Raster spaces as defined in this note are more meaningful in the nature, but they are difficult to represent in 
computers. On the other hand, point spaces are easy to represent, but sometime it is hard to match the pure 
mathematical meaning. They are dual spaces each other, so they have the "dual properties." 

6. Algorithms 

Boundary tracking of a solid object is probably the most important application of digital geometry and topology. 
A solid object is "connected" but it may have holes inside. For raster spaces, an optimal algorithm described 
by Herman to find a connected-component in the boundary (surface) of a solid object. 7 This algorithm is called 
"Fat-Flies," and it is easy to see that the algorithm is optimal because "Fat-Flies" used the same strategy as the 
"breadth-first-search" technique discovered by Targan. 16 

Some fast algorithms were discussed in point spaces 5,12, such as surface recognition and boundary tracking 
using breadth-first-search. 

In fact, for raster spaces or point spaces, a 2-cell (surface-cell) is on the boundary of a solid object iff the 2-cell 
is contained by just one 3-cell in the object. This property is used by Chen to extract all boundary elements in a 
sol.id object.s 

If an image is represented by a quadtree in 2D or an octree in 3D. A leaf can be defined as a 2-cell in 2D (a 
3-cell in 3D) by Chen.s To extract all boundary elements is to find alII-cells in 2D (2-cell in 3D) which is included 
in just one leaf in the object. This algorithm uses the properties in both raster spaces and point spaces. 

A fast algorithm is also designed by Chen to decide if a surface is orientable in point spaces.s This algorithm 
with little modification can use to decide if a. surface is orientable in raster spaces. 

There are many real image proc.essing problem in which we may use digital geometry and; topology to develop 
efficien t solving algorithms. Such as object shape analysis, target tracking, and image compression. 

Remarks: Dr. G. Hermari have discussed with the author on the problems of digital spaces (raster spaces in 
this note), and he provided the author an earlier version of his new book.7 To give a general digital surface definition 
\\las also suggested by him. Dr. 1. Latecki sent the author his research paper which pointed a path for the author's 
study.15 This paper might be the first paper to deal with the relationship between a raster space a.nd a point space. 
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Dr. H. Zhu talked with the author about computational geometry so that the author can study the concepts of 
Voronoi diagrams and Delaunay decompositions recently, and use them in this note. 
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ABSTRACT 


This paper describes the application of a fuzzy search technique to geophysical data processing. Here, we discu88 

three kinds of image object search problems: velocity layer search in Computerized Tomography in cross wells, 

surface search and reconstruction in three dimensional seismic images, and critical frequency curve search in digital 

ionograms. These three kinds of ima.ges have a common property: there are no crisp boundaries in these objects. 

For the first two applications, we want to search the small two dimensional regions called layers in a given image 

and apply a fuzzy segmentation technique called ~-connected segmentation. For the third application, we want t.o 

examine all of the reasonable curves in an ionogram; therefore, we have developed a dynamic .A-connected search 

technique which is combined with the use of genetic algorithms. 


In this pa.per, we show: If the fuzzy connectedness function (E) between two pixels in an Image has the prop

erties (i) E(u,u) =1, (ii) E(u,v) =E(v,u), and (iii) E(u,v) ~ min{E(u,w),E(w,v)}, then the region growing 

technique using the fuzzy connectedness function E makes an equivalence classification for the ima.ge. If two pixels, 

u and v are .A-connected, which are related to a certain real number r, then E(u, v) ~ r. We ca.n conclude that a 

fuzzy system approach has important a.dvantages for geophysical data processing. 


1. INTRODUCTION 

The application of image processing a.nd pattern recognition techniques to automate the process of object 

searches in geophysical data processing is currently very popular. In seismic image processing, several techniques 

have been used to find the events/layers in seismic profiles [1,2]. Using computerized tomography, techniques ha.ve 

been developed to search for the boundary curves and surfaces [3,4], and in ionosheric research, an automatic 


. processing system has been developed to identify the virtual-height frequency cur,ves in an ionogram [5]. 

In most cases, geophysical data and ima.ges have considerable uncertainty, and fuzzy boundaries between the 

different objec.ts. In this paper we describe our application of a fuzzy segmentation and search technique to three 

image object sea.rch problems: velocity layer search in the computerized tomography of cross wells, surface search 

and reconstruction in three dimensional seismic images, and the identification of the critical frequency trace in 

digital ionograms. 
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In the first application, we search small, two-dimensional (2D) regionll called layers in a velocity profile and 
apply a fuzzy segmentation technique called ~-connected segmentation. For the second application, we also apply 
.A_connected segmentation, then combine and reconstruct the boundary curves of these layers to form the surfaces 
of a three dimensional image. For the third application, we will examine all of the physically meaningful traces 
in an ionogram using a dynamic }.-connected search technique. which is combined with the use of genetic algorithms. 

2. A FUZZY SEGMENTATION AND SEARCH TECHNIQUE 

Image segmentation is applied to separate an image into several parts. each of which is a connected set and 
uniform in brightness or intensity. Mathematically, the formal definition of segmenta.tion is as follows: let E2 be 
a two dimensional array. A gray scale is a mapping f : E, - R. Given a standard of "uniformity," if non-empty 

subsets Fl. F2, '''' Fm of (E, •f) satisfy: 

(1) Fj n Ii =~ , i :f: j, 

(2) UFj =(E1' f), and 

(3) Each Fi is connected and uniform. 

then we can say the (E2' f) is segmented by Fl. F2, ... , Fm corresponding to the uniformity. 

There are many methods for segmentation. such as: measurement space clustering, region growing segmen
tation, split-and-merge segmentation, and edge detection. For a gray scale. we have developed a region growing 
technique called '\-connected segmentation that is used to search for an object in the image [3]. Assuming that P 
and q in:E, at.e adjacent and fis a 2D fuzzy subset. the degree of adjacency C4~(P,q) between p and q is computed 
by the following formula: 

I/(p)1 + 1/(q)1 1: 0 
otherwise 

If P(Po,Pn) = Po.P}' .",Pn is a path between Po and Pn. we define the degree of connectedness Cp4IA(PO,Pn) be
tween Po and Pn with respect to the path P(Po.Pn) as the minimum degree of adjacency between Pi and PHI for 

j = 0, ... , n -I, 

Cp4Ih(P(PO.Pn)) = min{CCl~(pi, qi + 1)li = 0, ...• n -I}. 

C(p, q), t.he degree of connectedness between the two points P and q, is defined as the maximum degree of connect
edness with respect to all paths between P and q. 

C(p,q) = ma.r{Cpc,h(P(p,q»IP(p,q) is a path between p and q}. 

If A E (0,1]. then p, q is called A-connected if C(p, q) ~ .\ and C(p, q) is called a fuzzy connectedness function. 

Generally, we can state the following theorem: 

~heorem 2.1 If the fuzzy conne~~e,liness function (E) between two pixels in an image has the.~J?roperties (i) 
E(u, u) = I. (ii) E(u. v) = E(v, u), and (iii) E(u, v) ~ min{E(u, w), E(w, 'fI)},. then the region growing technique 
using the fuzzy connectedness function E and a selecting ), E [Q.l] satisfies an equivalence classification for the 
Image. 

The segmentation algorithm is given below: 

Algorithm 2.1 A A-connected Segmentation Algorithm. 
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Step 1: 	 Let Po be a point in 1:2 • Set 

L(po) -. and STACK +- STACK u Po 

i.e., labeling Po and Po is sent a stack STACK. 


St.ep 2: 	 If STACK is empty, go to step 4; otherwise, 

po +- STACl{ (top of STACK). Then, 


L(po) - O. 


Step 3: For each p linking Po , if 

L(p) ":f. 0, L(p) ":f. ., and C(p, Po) ~ A, then 

STACK - STACK Up and L(p) +- •. Then, goto Step2. 


Step 4: 	 Stop. S = {p : L(p) =O} is singly A-connected part. 

Algorithm 2.1 is designed by using Tarjan's Breadth-first-search technique [6]. 80 it is time optimal. It.a time 
complexity is 0(1" .1.::2 1). In theorem 2.1, we state that A-connectedness is a mathematical equivalence relation. 
Therefore, it can be used to segment gray scale images directly. 

The method! of ,\-connededness can also be used to develop a split-and-merge segmentation algorithm. Split 
and-merge segmentation is an advanced segmentation technique, which is often termed quadtree segmentation in 
two dimensional image processing. Given the definition of "uniform" as follows: we say a region is uniform if 
the distance between the gray value of any point and the average value of the region is not greater than a given 
real number " or any two adjacent points in the region are lambda-connected (the region is called a normal A
connected set) [7,8]. Split-and-mergesegmentation is based on a quadrant subdivision of the image. We may split a 
subdivision if it is not uniform and merge adj acent regions if the resulting region is uniform. The following process 
is the procedure of split-and-merge segmentation. 

If the whole image is uniform, then it is not necessary to subdivide it. Otherwise, we split it into four subdivi
sions and repeat this process until all subdivisions are uniform. The merge process is used to merge the uniform 
regions among four adjacent subdivisions, each of which have already been the union of several uniform regions. 
This determines whether or not the union of any two adjacent uniform regions, which belong to different subdivi
sions, are uniform and merges them if this condition is satisfied. 

3. LAYER SEARCH FOR CROSS·WELL VELOCITY PROFILES 

In this section, we apply the fuzzy segmentation technique discussed in section 2 to search the different layers in 
a cross-well velocity profile. The profile is represented by a 60 x 100 element gray scale image, which was obtained 
by applying an inversion method to a dataset provided by Exxon Corp. by Borup and Johnson [9J and shown in 
Fig. 3.1 (a). 

In order to find the structure in a given stratum, cross-well tomography is to reconstruct the inlages in terms 
of geophysical parameters. Inverse scattering inversion, one of the most common techniques, is used to reconstruct 
the velocity of each location between two parallel wells. The velocity of the waveform in the stratum is one of the 
most important parameters used to identify the structure of layers. 

In this al?plication, we need to search the layers in the velocity image. -The reason for choosing ..\-connected 
segmentation is that the variation of the stratum is gradual and not crisp. Theoretically, A-connected segmentat.ion 
can be used to find each segment in the image when we select a A E [0,1]. However, for this particular use, the 
horizontal variation is smaller than the vertical variation in a layer. A modified A-connected segmentation is used, 
which split.s the unique A into two parts: ..\11 for horizontal direction and All for vertical direction, with All > At/. 
Figs. 3.2 (a) and (b) show two layers in the image. After determining the layers in the image, we can enhance the 
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ima.ge to form another image, as seen in Fig. 3.1 (b). 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3.1 The Original Velocity Profile (a) and It. Fuzzy Processed Profile (b). 


eo • 0p.:-s. . 
'r ~ .,!. : ......--' '. . . :,I~: .." , 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3.2 Two A-connected Layers Derived from Fig. 3.1 (a). 


4. LAYER SEARCH BASED SURFACE RECONSTRUCTION 
,) "\ 

"I FOR SEISMIC'v'ELOCITY DATA 

In Section 3, we described the application of the fuzzy segmentation technique to search the layers in a cross 
well image. In this section, we will develop a method which combines the fuzzy Segmentation and fuzzy fitting 
methods to search and re-Corm the surfaces of layers in the strata. 

Da.ta. fitting, interpolation and/or approximation, is used to obtain a relatively complete dataset from a incorn-
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plete dataset. In geophysical exploration, three dimensional seismic pC06pecting is very expensive. Geophysists 
often use the two dimensional profile (section) to reconstruct the three dimensional data (volume). In this case, 
given the data. of four boundary sections of a 3D volume, see Fig. 4.1(a), there are two tasks: layer interface 
reconstruction ( Fig. 4.1(b)) and entire volume data reconstruction for the 3D volume. In this paper we are only 
concerned with the layer interface reconstruction, where the interface is a surface. 

(a) (b) 
Fig 4.1 Four Boundary sections (a) and An Interface fitting (b) in A Three Dimensional Volume. 

Assume tha.t we have data for four boundary sections of a 3D volume. First, ~-connected segmentation is used 
to segment layers for each of the four boundary sections. Next, we can derive the boundary curves for every layer, 
collecting four curves which correspond to a surface. Finally, we fit the four curves to form the surface. 

There are many methods for surface fitting, such as B-spline, Coons surflloCe fitting, Bezier polynomial and 
Chebyshev polynomial, etc. One can choose anyone of them to fit a surface. However, the fitting procedure must 
cause the resulting surface be included in the convex closure of its guiding points, in order to avoid having the 
upper or lower interfaces pass through each other. 

It is very interesting that A-connectedness can also be related to a fitting method having convexity. Because 
we can view ~-connectedness as a gradual-variation, we can show "~he necessary and sufficient condition and the 
algorithm as follows (10): 

Theorem 4.1 Suppose D is a connected subset in I:~, J is a non-empty subset of D, and !J : J -+ 

{AI, A" ... , Am}, where Al < A2 < ... < Am. The necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a 
gradually varied interpolation surface of /J is: for any two poiIits p,q E J, d(p,q) ~ d'(fJ(p),!J(q)); where d(p,q) 
means the length of the shortest path in D and d'(!J(p), !J(q») =Ii - jl, !J(p) = Ai, a.nd !J(q) = Aj. 

Theorem 4.2 Suppose D is a connected subset in E 2 , J is a non-empty subset of D, a.nd /J.: J' R.-t 

The necessary and sufficient condition for existence of a >.-connected interpolation slJrface of fJ is: for any two 
points p, q E J and any shortest path Po, ... ,Pn between p and q, there is a group of real numbers !(po) • . · . .!(Pn)' 
!J(p):: !(Po) and !J(q) =!(Pn), such that p and q are A-connected. 

The following algorithm applies to gradually varying surface interpolation, including the interpolating surface 
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in the convex closure of the guiding points. 

Algorithm 4.1: Guiding point.s are at any position. 

Step 1: Save the guiding points in a queue T ={T(l), ...,T(n)}, let the pointer k-1. 

Step 2: P - T(k); 

Step 3: For every adjacent point q of p, if q E T, then q - fhe nert adjacenf point of p in T; else l(q) +- !(pl. If 
there is a point rET, it satisfies dlUJ (q), h (r») > d( q, r), then assign the value to I( q) such that dl(/J (q), /J( r)) = 
d(q, r) and d'(JJ(p), h(q)) =1. Add q to the end of queue T. 

St.ep 4: k - k + 1; stop if k overflows (i.e. k> ID/-IJ!), else go to step 2. 

Algorithm 4.1 is used to fit a series of interfaces in real interval velocity sections in an area located in the 
southwest of China. The result is shown in Fig. 4.2. 

Fig. 4.2 A Real Series of Interfaces. 

5. FUZZY CURVE SEARCH AND GENETIC ALGORITHMS 
APPLIED TO AUTOMATIC TONOGRAM PROCESSING 

In this section, we discuss the application of the fuzzy segmentation technique to search and examine the 
frequency-height trace in ionograms acquired by a vertical incidence HF sounder (ionosonde). Since each trace is 

. represented by a set of irregular points in the ionogram image, we have developed a dynamic genetic algorithm to. 
find the optimal trace. This problem is also referred to as automatic ionogram sca.ling. The scaling of ionospheric 
parameters is a laborious task because of the complex structures which often appear in ionograms. 

The original ionogram is composed of disdete points a.nd often looks fuzzy, IfO the first stage ,in our process 
is fuzzification and filtration. Secondly, we use the fuzzy search method introduced in section 2 .to segment the. 
ionogram into several disconnected components corresponding approximately to the different ionospheric regions 
from which echoes are returned. Because each component consists of many curves, the third stage of the process 
is to search all possible curves in each segment. As the last stage, we will connect the curves, if possible, among 
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these components. In this application, we have not used the physical properties of the ionograms (echo amplitude 
polarization, angle-oC-arrival etc.) to segment and/or merge the various curves. ' 

(1) Fuuification and Amplitude-based Filter. 

In order to use the fuzzy segmentation technique, we first make a fuzzification for the ionogram. It is a 
straightforward method, which converts the number of points in a small region into a number. The original 
ionogram it shown in Fig 5.1, and the result of fuzzification is shown in Fig. 5.2. 
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Fig. 5.1 An Original Frequency-Height Ionogram. 
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Fig. 5.2 The Fuzzification of the Frequency-Height lonogram. 
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The amplitude-ba.sed filter is used to discriminate among the multiple reflections, based upon the amplitude
frequency image. This algorithm is also simple. It finds the maximum amplitude for each frequency value in the 
amplitude-frequency image, then in the height-frequency image we eliminate all points which are not the maximum 
amplitude points, as shown in Fig. 5.3. 

\' 

L..-J---"" 

Fig. 5.3 The Filtered Frequency~Height Ionogram.. 

(2) Fuzzy Segmentation. 
The purpose of applying fuzzy segmentation is to partition the height~frequency image into several inter-connected 
components. Any two parts are disconnected in the sense of A~connectedness. We can directly apply algorithm 2.1 
for this image, resulting in 22 components, which are shown in Fig 5.4., where different curve patterns show the 
different components. 

: 

•._._........_ ....•n_..:···· 


Fig. 5.4 The Filtered Frequency~Height Ionogram. 
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(3) Curve Search in a Component. 

In order to find all physically realizable curves, we must search all of the possible curves in a component. We 
know that all components consist of curves although we do not know which is the most physically relevant curve. 
Before applying the curve-search algorithm, we build a point-successor list which represents the point (pixel) and 
itl! successors in a component. The curve-search a.lgorithm uses the depth-firat-search technique given by Tarja.n 
[6], modified it for this particular problem. Also, the algorithm can eliminate some curves which are not relevant 
to our solution. For convenience, we call the curves in the components subcurves. It is not possible to discuss the 
curve-search algorithm in this paper; however, we will present the entire algorithm and its time analysis in another 
paper. 

(4) Genetic Algorithms Application to Search Optimal 'Iraces. 

The most difficult task in searching for a curve in an ionogram is that of merging ~wo or more sub curves in 
different components into a single curve. Once we have found each of the sub curves in the entire image, we can 
enumerate all possible curves and evaluate each theoretically. However, it is not feasible to do so if we take into 
consideration the computational overhead. 

Genetic algorithms have many advantages for the optimal search in real-time computing [11]. When applying 
a genetic algorithm, the curve is represented as a string. Each element in the string is a number representing a 
subcurve in a component. The curve generated by some subcurvel! must have no overlap. The string is called a 
chromosome, and each number in the string is called a gene. The fittness function is used to evaluate whether a 
string is a viable curve. According to the propertiel! of ionograms, the smoothness of a curve is a desirable property, 
required for further processing. 

We now briefly describe the subcurve merging process using a genetic algorithm. First, we build a 8ubcurve
successor list, which represents which suhcurve can be followed by which subcurve. Secondly, we randomly choose 
an initial chromosome set (called the initial generation), each curve of which is a reasonable curve. Also, we compute 
their fittness. After that, we randomly choose the location to make 11 crossover computation if it is possible to 
form a new generation. We repeat these steps until the generation does not undergo any change. The longest trace 
found by the genetic algorithm is shown in Fig 5.5. 

( 

,f 
--.~
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Fig. 5.5 An Identified Trace in the Frequency-Height Ionogram. 
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6. CONCLUSION 


This paper has described a fuzzy segmentation technique and applied it to three real geophysical data/image 
processing problems. The fuzzy system approach has important advantages for geophysical data processing. How
ever, in different applications, the fuzzy segmentation technique may need to be modified in order to obtain realistic 
results. The methodology of fuzzy logic and systems should be objective. In addition, the advanced artificial in
telligence and image processing methods are related and associable. For example, neural networks and genetic 
algorithms could be combined with a fuzzy system approach to obtain optimal results. We have used genetic 
algorithms to search for the optimal trace in an ionogram in section 5. In future work, we intend to develop a fuzzy 
aided software system for geophysical data/image processing. 
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ABSTRACT 

Real time curve tracking is an important topic in radar image processing and can be applied to automated ionogram 
scaling and remote target tracking. A 2D grey-scale image only contains line segments and curves: and we want to 
extract them. For straight line tracking: Hough transform can be applied easily. However: to extract an arbitrary 
curve: Hough transform requires more processing and data storage costs. According to the nature of the problem: 
this paper try to find each piece of curves and then link some pieces together to form a curve. A systematic method 
has been studied in this paper. This method includes the fuzzification of images: fuzzy segmentation: sub-curve 
search: and genetic algorithm linking. The fuzzification and fuzzy segmentation may not be applied if the original 
image is clear. The genetic algorithms are designed to link sub-curves in this system. In addition: a fuzzy neural 
network is proposed and implemented for tracking curves in sequential images. 

Keywords: image processing: curve tracking: fuzzy segmentation: neural networks: genetic algorithms 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Vertical incidence ionospheric radar systems receive data and interpret it into two dimensional images. Such an 
image may contain several traces (curves). Similarly: over-the-horizon radar (OTHR) have been successfully used 
for tracking remote targets on the sky: such as aircrafts. To track the trace of an object is mathematically equivalent 
to extract a curve in an image. The problem becomes more complex when more objects are on the target area. 
Since these curves may intersect each other: the number of possible choices of curves can be an exponential function 
respedi,ng-to the size of the image. Therefore: to track all possibleql'lwes may take several years. On the other 
hand: sometime the images are clear: and sometime they are fuzzy, Meanwhile, the background of the image may 
have a lot of noises. In such a situation: intelligent system techniques: such as fuzzy logic, genetic algorithms: and 
neural networks: have more advantages to solve the problem. 

2. SEGMENTATION, 

Curve tracking problem usually deal with binary images. However: sometimes the image could be a ,gray-scale 
image. It is also possible to transfer a binary image to be a gray-scale image to reduce noise or for other purposes. 
Although one can set a clip level or threshold to get a binary image, such process may loss important information. 
For example: there are two curves in the image. One has intensity" 1" and another has intensity" 0.5". Using clip 
value "0.5": the two curve will be mixed. Using clip value" 1", one curve will be dismissed. 

Part of the SPIE Conference on Automatic Target Recognition VIII - Orlando. Florida_ April 1998 
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A fuzzy segmentation technique1 ,2,3: A-connected segmentation: can be used in such cases to obtain each A
connected component. The purpose of applying fuzzy segmentation is to partition an image into several inter
connected components. Any two parts are disconnected in the sense of A-connectedness. 

Assuming that P and q in 2:2 are adjacent and f is a 2D fuzzy subset: the degree of adjacency Cadj (p: q) between 
P and q is computed by the following formula: 

1- I!(P)-!(q)l If()1 If()I...,I. 0 
Cadj(P: q) = { 1 J!(p)I+IJ(q J p + q r 

otherwise 

If P (po: Pn) = Po: Pl: ... : Pn is a path between Po and Pn: we define the degree of connectedness Cpath (Po: Pn) 
between PO and Pn with respect to the path P(po: Pn) as the minimum degree of adjacency between Pi and Pi+l for 
i =0: ... ,11 - L 

Cpath (P(po, Pn)) =min{Cadj (pi, qi + l)1i = 0: ... , 11 - I}. 

ClP: q): the degree of connectedness between the two points P and q: is defined as the maximum degree of connec
tedness with respect to all paths between P and q: 

C(p: q) = max{Cpath (P(p: q)) IP(p, q) is a path between P and q }. 

If A E [0: 1], then p, q is called A-connected if C(p, q) ~ A and C(p, q) is called a fuzzy connectedness function. 

The segmentation algorithm is given below: 

Algorithm 2.1 A A-connected Segmentation Algorithm. 

Step 1: 	 Let Po be a point in L2' Set 

L(po) f- * and STACK +- STACK UPo 

i.e., labeling Po and Po is sent a stack STACK. 


Step 2: 	 If STACK is empty, go to step 4: otherwise: 

Po f- STACK (top of STACK). Then: 

L(po) +- O. 


Step 3: For each P linking Po , if 

L(p) =/: 0: L(p) =/: *: and C(p,Po) ~ A, then 

STACK +- STACK Up and L(p) +- *. Then: goto Step2. 


Step 4: 	 Stop. S ={p: L(p) =O} is singly .A-connected part. 

Algorithm 2.1 is designed by using Tarjan:s Breadth-first-search technique [4]; so it is time optimal. Its time 
complexity is O( In .2: 21). 

We can apply algorithm 2.1 to an ionogram: resulting in 22 components: which are shown in Fig 2.1. 

3. CURVE SEARCH IN A CONNECTED COMPONENT 

After we get each A-connected component: we want to get all pieces of curves iIi the component. In order to 
find all physically realizable curves: we must search all of the possible curves in a component. We know that all 
components consist of curves although we do not know which is the most physically relevant curve. Before applying 
the curve-search algorithm: we build a point-successor list which represents the point (pixel) and its successors in 

! . 	 " ., ~ 
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Fig 2.1 An Frequency-Height Ionogram. 

a component. The curve-search algorithm uses the depth-first-search technique given by Tarjan 4: modified it for 
this particular problem. Also: the algorithm can eliminate some curves which are not relevant to our solution. For 
convenience: we call the curves in the components sub-curves. 

In fact: there are two ways can be used in searching all pieces of curves. First, each curve piece does not contain 
any points of others excepting end-points. Second, a curve piece may contain some parts of other pieces: but it is 
restricted in a certain direction of the image. 

4. GENETIC ALGORITHMS AND OPTIMAL CURVE TRACKING 

An difficult task in searching for a curve in an image is that of merging two or more sub-curves in different 
components into a single curve. Once we have found each of the sub-curves in the entire image, we can enumerate 
all possible curves and evaluate each theoretically. However, it is not feasible to do so if we take into consideration 
the computational overhead. 

Genetic algorithms are search algorithms based on the mechanics of natural selections. Genetic algorithms have 
many advantages for the optimal search in real-time computing. When applying a genetic algorithm: the curve is 
represented as a string. Each element in the string is a number representing a sub-curve in a component. The curve 
generated by some sub-curves must have no overlap. The string is called a chromosome, and <,o;1ch number in the 
string is called a gene. The fitness function is used to evaluate whether a string is a viable curve. According to the 
properties of ionograms, the smoothness of a curve is a desirable property, required for further processing. 

We now briefly describe the sub-curve merging process using a genetic algorithm. First: we build a subcurve
successor list: which represents which sub curve can be followed by which subcurve. Secondly we randomly choose 
an initial chromosome set (called the initial generation), each curve of which is a reasonable curve. Also: we compute 
their fitness. After that, we randomly choose the location to make a crossover computation if.it is possible to fozm 
a new generation. We repeat these steps until the generation does not undergo any change. The longest trace found 
by the genetic algorithm is shown in Fig 4.1. 
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Fig 4.1 An Identified Trace in the Frequency-Height Ionogram. 

5. SEQUENTIAL IMAGE PROCESSING USING NEURAL NETWORKS 

This section consider curve tracking in sequential images. In this case: we assume that for a certain curve in 
the first image: there is a corresponding curve in the second image: .... In addition, the later corresponding curve 
has only small changes comparing with its immediately previous curves. Therefore: one only need to get all curves 
in the first image and do not have to go through all process we described before for rest of the images. We will use 
a possibility function-based neural network to search curves in the sequence. We will consider ionogram scaling as 
an example even though our method can deal with other applications. 

Ionograms are acquired at intervals ranging from a few minutes up to an hour. We can use a search method: such 
as the fuzzy search method, to track all traces in each ionogram. However: the optimal solution for one ionogram in 
a sequence might not be an optimal solution for the entire sequence, because the quality of a single ionogram might 
not be high enough for searching . Second: this is a time-consuming process for all three traces in each isolated 
ionogram. 

We propose to use a possibility function-based neural network to process the sequential ionogriuns excepting 
the first one. The first ionogram will be used as training data for the neural network. 

~.> 
'f· For each point p =(Pl: P2) in an ionogram, we want to determine whether P is a point of E-layer, Fl-lay<:>t, or 

F2-1ayer. That is determine the possibility that P belongs to T1 , T2, or Ta· PT(p) represents the possibility that p 
is in trace Tl: which indicates a E-Iayer: PF1 (p) represents the possibility that P is in trace T2: which indicates a 
F1-layer: PF2 (p) represents the possibility that p is in trace Ta, which indicates an F2-layer. 

The possibility function-based neural networ~ is shown in Figure *. This network has an input layer plu{ a 
converting layer. In order to process the specific problem, the computation formu,la~> need to be changed. 

We present general formulas for this type network. Let X = (Xl: ... ,xm ) be the input vector for one layer, and 
fij, which generates "'fij(U) and T;j: be the weights for this layer, where i =1, .,.,m and j::: 1: .." n. The output of 
this layer is a group of possibility functions: C = (Cl' ... , en) is defined by 

~ .. 
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Fig 5.1 A Possibility-Based Neural Network to Search the Three Traces. 

m 

Cj =F(L: Tij . qij 1 
i=l 

where 

and 

F(s) == 1- s. 

In this case: there are two types of training. First we want to find all r's by training on the first ionogram in 
the ionogram sequence. We can find the r's using the method described in the previous section. We will discuss it 
in the initialization stage later. 

Here: we give a theoretical discussion of the first type of training. 

Let lio be the point such that (Xi( lio) - Iii (uo))2 =min{(xi(u) - lij (u) )2}. The performance of the converting 
layer is defined as 

1 1571-1 

E= ISTI L Ep
p=o 

ST is the training set: and 'Ep is the output error for pth training sample. Ep is definec! by 
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where T:;:: (Tl: .. ': Tn) is the targ.et output of input X. 

The weights J and T are modified to minimize the error in the backpropagation algorithm according to the rule 

BE 
(l)r(u) ~ i(U) + 111 o,(u) 

8E 
(2)T t- 7" + Jl."'a;: 

where Jl.1 and Jl..,. are two constant learning rates. 


Algorithm 5.1 


The fuzzification of the input is simple. Let p =(Pl:P2) be a point in an ionogram. minI is the minimum value 
for Pl in the entire ionogram sequence: maxl is the maximum value for Pl in the entire ionogram sequence: min2 
is the minimum value for P2 in the entire ionogram sequence: and rnaX2 is the maximum value for P2 in the entire 
ionogram sequence. The fuzzification of P is x = (Xl: X2), where 

if u =PI, 
otherwise 

and 

if u = P2: 

otherwise 

In this section: we discuss the second type training, which is important for sequential ionogram processing. We 
kno"", for sequential ionograms, two adjacent ionograms only have small differences. In other words, each of three 
traces shows little change in consecutive ionograms. We can use three recognized traces as the result to train the 
network in order to fit the consecutive ionogram. 

Let PN k be the possibility function-based neural network after the process of the hth ionogram in the ionogram 
sequence. Suppose that T1 , T'l :Ts are these three traces found by Pk(X} < I, and C1, C2: C3 are three fitted curves 
for TI : T2 : T3: respectively. 

In this application: we did not use Markov:s law. In other words: we want to train a new network P N k+1 for 
k + lth ionogram by using C1 : C2 : Cs as a set of training data. Let (aI, a'l) E Cj; 
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if u = a1 and there is no other a2 
such that (a1: a2) is also in trace j 
there are two points (a 1 : a2) and 
(a1: a~) in trace j 
otherwise 

and 

if u =a2 and there is no other ai 
such that (ai, a 2) is also in trace j 
there are two points (a1,a2) and 
(a~, a2) in trace j 
otherwise 

The following formulas are used to train the new I-weight: 

where Jl. is a learning rate (mu = 1 for example). 

We have applied the possibility function-based neural network to process a sequence of ionograms that has ten 
ionograms recorded at the Bear Lake Observation of Utah State University. The first and fifth ionograms are shown 
in Fig 5.2. Three F1-layer search in the first, fifth and tenth ionograms in a sequential ionogram are shown in 
Figure 5.3. 
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ABSTRACT 

Rosenfeld proposed the concept of the 2D fuzzy subset and successfully applied it 
to the problem of image segmentation. However. the 2D fuzzy subset approach could 
be used only for gray scale image segmentation because it fails to handle higher
dimensional range images such as color images. To deal with higher-dimensional 
range images, we introduce a new concept-fuzzy subfiber-which can be viewed as 
an extension of the 2D fuzzy subset. In this paper, we give the definition of fuzzy sub
fiber and discuss one· of its most important properties: connectivity on fuzzy subfibers. 
This property enables us to develop fast image segmentation algorithms for higher
dimensional range images. Finally, we discuss lithology determination (classification) as 
a real application of fuzzy subfiber. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Image understanding and recognition usually begin by segmenting the 
image into regions and computing various properties of and relationships 
among these regions [1]. In many cases, these regions could not be defined 
as crisp regions; that is, there is no crisp boundary between regions. To 
segment such kinds of images, Rosenfeld [1-4] proposed the concept of 
the two-dimensional fuzzy subset (2D fuzzy subset) and associated meth
ods. In the 2D fuzzy subset methods, a gray scale picture in a two-dimen
sional discrete space is regarded as a fuzzy subset, and the connectedness 
is defined on the fuzzy subset [1-4]. As a result, the problem of segmc,nta
tion of images is converted to the problem of searching the connec~ed 
classes in the fuzzy subset of the image [1-5]. To extend Rosenfeld's 
method, another connectedness was defined on the 2D fuzzy subset [6]. 
This connectedness makes a mathematically equivalent classification. 

© Elsevier Science Inc. 1994 
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Although the 2D fuzzy subset methods worked very well, they handle 
only gray scale images and fail to process high-dimensional range images . 

. In a gray scale image, each point of the image is associated with a value 
which is the intensity of the point. By high-dimensional range images, we 
mean images in which each point is associated with a vector of values. For 
example, a color image is a three-dimensional range image, because each 
point of a color image is associated with thr~e values. In order to deal with 
high-dimensional range images, we introduce a new concept: fuzzy sub
fiber. Fuzzy subfiber is a natural generalization of the 2D fuzzy subset and 
is able to represent high-dimensional range images. A 2D fuzzy subset is a 
mapping that maps each pixel of an image to a value between °and 1, 
wherea~ a fuzzy subfiber is a mapping that maps each pixel of an image to 
a vector of values between 0 and 1. One of the most important geometric 
properties of fuzzy subfiber is connectedness that enables us to develop 
fast algorithms for segmenting high-dimensional range images. 

We applied the fuzzy subfiber approach to attack the problem of 
determining (classifying) the lithology Crock type) of a given area from 
seismic data, which is an important problem in oil-gas exploration [7-10]. 
Accurate classification of lithology can help petroleum geologists correctly 
locate lithological oil-gas reservoirs and save millions of dollars. Each 
given area may include a mixture of different lithologies, so,the result of a 
classification is a vector of values instead of a single value. Each of the 
values is the possibility of one lithology in this area. Thus, a lithological 
image is a high-dimensional range image and cannot be represented as a 
2D fuzzy subset. As a result, lithological determination is a typical problem 
where the fuzzy subfiber approach must be applied. ' 

In Section 2, we briefly review the concept of 2D fuzzy subset defined 
by Rosenfeld and the fuzzy connectedness on a 2D fuzzy subset. Section 3 
defines the concept of fuzzy subfiber a~d the corresponding fuzzy connect
edness. In Section 4, we discuss some properties of A-connectedness and 
give efficient algorithms for determining A-connectedness [11]. Section 5 
describes the application of the fuzzy subfiber approach to determining 
lithology. We conclude this paper in Section 6. 

2. 2D FUZZY SUBSET AND ASSOCIATED 

FUZZY CONNEcrEDNESS 


In this section we review the 2D fuzzy subset and fuzzy connectedness 
proposed in [1-4] and their application to image segmentation. We also 
review A-connectedness proposed in [6, 12J. 

A fuzzy subset of a set S is a mapping 1-': S ~ [0, 1]. For any element 
pES, J.L( p) is called the degree of membership of p in J.L. If S is an array 
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of integer coordinate point set 1 2 , (1::,,u.) is called a two-dimensional 
fuzzy subset, or simply 2D fuzzy subset (1, 2], in this paper. A gray scale 

• image 	is equivalent to a 2D fuzzy subset because a gray scale image is a 
mapping f: l2 -> R, where R is the real number set which can be 
normalized easily to [0, 1]. 

Image segmentation is done by separating an image into several parts, 
each of which is a connected 'set and is unifonn in brightness or intensity. 
Mathematically, the formal definition of segmentation is the following: 
Given a standard of "uniformity," nonempty subsets of (11, f)' 
Fp F2 , ••• ,Fm, satisfy (1) 1"; n ~. = cjJ, i =1= j, (2) U Fj =(1 2 ,f), and (3) each F; 
is connected and uniform. 

"Segmentation of.a picture into subsets represents a strong commit
ment; in many cases, it would be preferable to weaken this commitment bv 
'extracting' fuzzy subsets" [1]. For this reason, the concept of fuzzy con"
nectedness on the 2D fuzzy subset was introduced. Two points in a subset 
S of k2 are connected if there exists a path between these two points in S; 
otherwise they are not connected. In normal connectedness, two points are 
either connected or not connected. In fuzzy connectedness, two points may 
be connected with a degree which is called the degree of connectedness. 
The degree of connectedness between two points is calculated using the 
mapping function J1.: 

C/L( p, q) = max{ min{ J1.( r) : r in path P} : P is any path from p to q} 

where CJ.L( p, q) is the degree of connectedness between the points p and 
q. Two points p and q are called Rosenfeld fuzzy-connected in J1. if 

Cp.(p,q) ~min{,u.(p),J1.(q)}. 

Each Rosenfeld fuzzy-connected part is a uniform region in a segmenta
tion. Therefore, segmenting an image is to find all Rosenfeld fuzzy-con
nected parts. One problem with Rosenfeld's fuzzy connectedness is that it 
does not satisfy transitivity [1, 2], .so it is 'not an equivalence relation. 
Therefore, it does not define a mathematical classification that partitions 
(l, ,u.) into "connected components." To overcome this problem, another 
fuzzy connectedness, which satisfies reflexivity, symmetry, and transitivity, 
was defined [6]. In Rosenfeld's fuzzy connectedness, the degree of connect
edness of two points is calculated directly from the values associated with 
all points in the path between the two points, while in the fuzzy connected
ness defined in [6], the degree of connectedness is computed indirectly 
from the values associated with the points of the path between the tWo 
points. The second fuzzy connectedness is stated below. 

: I 
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Assume that p and q in :12 are adjacent and J is a 2D fuzzy subset. 
Then the degree of adjacency between p and q Cadj(p, q) is computed by 

- the formula 

; 

1- /J(p) -J(q)/ lJ(p)/+/J(q)l*o,{Cadj(p,q) = /JCp)I+/J(q)I' 
1, otherwise. 

If P(PO,Pn)=PO'Pl, ... ,Pn is a path between Po and Pn' we define the 
degree of connectedness between Po and Pn with respect to the path 
P(Po,Pn)' Cpath (PO,Pn), as the minimum degree of adjacency between Pi 
and Pi+l for i=O, ... ,n-l: 

The degree of connectedness between the two points p and q, C(p, q), is 
defined as the maximum value of degree of connectedness with respect to 
all paths between p and q: 

C( p, q) = max:{ Cpath ( PC P, q» IP(p, q) is a path between P and q}. 

We now review A-connectedness [6]. Let A E [0, 1]. Then p, q is A-con
nected if C(p, q) ~ A. 

In [6], the theorem that states A-connectedness is a mathematical 
equivalence relation. Because A-connectedness on a 2D fuzzy subset is an 
equivalent relation, it can be used to segment gray scale images directly. 

A 2D fuzzy subset can be used only to represent gray scale images. 
However, in many real world applications, images are not gray scale 
images, namely, they are high-dimensional range images. The most notable 
non-gray-scale images are color images. Another example of non-gray-scale 
images is lithological images which are discussed in detail in Section 5. A 
gray scale image is a mapping from a set of points to a range of numeric 
values, whereas a high-dimensional range image is a mapping from a set of 
points to a vector of ranges of values. Formally, we can define an 
N-dimensional range image as below. 

Let kM be an M-dimensional lattice space. An N-dimensional range 
image is a mapping J: k M ...... RH. 

,I 
Fuzzy subfiber, introduced in the next section, is designed to represent 

high-dimensional range images and A-connectedness on a fuzzy subfiber is 
defined to segment high-dimensional range images. 
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3. FUZZY SUB FIBERS AND ITS FUZZY CONNECTEDNESS 

In this section, we define fuzzy subfiber and show some of its algebraic 
properties. Also, we define fuzzy connectedness on fuzzy subfibers. 

Before formally defining fuzzy subfiber, we first informally explain the 
reason for choosing the word "subfiber." In mathematics, fiber is a 
topological and geometric object which also has the meaning of multidi
mension. A 2D fuzzy subset is a mapping that maps each point of an array 
to a value in the range [0, 1] which is a one-dimensional space. A fuzzy 
subfiber is a mapping that maps each point of an array to a vector, each 
element of which is a value between 0 and 1. That is, a fuzzy subfiber maps 
an array to a value in a multidimensional space, which is why we call it a 
fuzzy subfiber instead of a fuzzy subset. 

Let kN be an N-dimensional discrete space. We now give the formal 
definition of a fuzzy subfiber. 

DEFINITION 3.1. An N-dimensional and n-range fuzzy subfiber is a 
mapping from kN to [O,lr: 

\, 
[o,lf=[O,I]X ... X[O,l]. 

We call it an CN, nHuzzy subfiber. When N = 2 and n = 1, we have 

\:. 

which is Rosenfeld's 2D fuzzy subset. 
It can be seen easily that a high-dimensional range image is equivalent 

to a fuzzy subfiber. For example, a color image is equivalent to 

An (N, n}-fuzzy subfiber i can be decomposed to a vector of n 2D fuzzy 
subsets iI' i2"'" in' where Ii (i = 1, ... , n) maps a point to a value in [0,1]. 
Namely, i=(jl' i2'" ·,jn)· 

Similar to classical fuzzy set theory, three basic algebraic oper
ators-negation, addition, and composition-can be defined on a fuzzy 
subfiber. 

: (~ .. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let I=(fl'.'.,j) and g=(gl, ... ,gn) be two (N,n)

fuzzy subfibers and let x be a point in the corresponding N-dimensional 
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space. Algebraic operators negation, addition, and composition can be 
defined a5 follows: 

1. ,j(x)=l-jex). 
2. (f+g Xx) = (f1(X) +g/x), .. ·,Ox) +gn(x)), 
3. (jg )(x) = (fl(X)g I(X), ... ,fn(x)gn(x», 

The following properties can be proved: 

PROPERTIES 2.1. 

1. Let j and g be two (N, nHuzzy subfibers. (t, +) and (t,.) are two 
semigroups. . 

2. ,(j+g)=(,jX,g). 
3. ..., (jg ) = ,j+ , g. 
4. jCg+h)=jg+jh. 

These properties could be very useful in image processing. The major 
topic of this paper is the concept that fuzzy subfiber and its geometric and 
topological properties can be used to perform image segmentation, so the 
above mentioned properties and their applications to image processing are 
not addressed in this paper. 

As fuzzy connectedness on a 2D fuzzy subset, fuzzy connectedness on a 
fuzzy subfiber is the most important concept for image segmentation. We 
now start to formally define this concept. Before giving the definition of 
fuzzy connectedness, we first define the degree of point adjacency, which is 
the basis of the degree of connectedness. 

DEFINITION 3.3. Let f: IN -+ [0, I]M be a fuzzy subfiber. The degree of 
adjacency between two points. x and y with respect to f in l.N is 

x and y are adjacent, c .(x y) = {E(fCX),f(y)), 
ad)' 0, otherwise, 

where E is a function on two vectors, 

E: [0, It x [0,1]" ..... [0,1], 

and E satisfies 

E(u,u)=l, 

E(u,c) =E(l.:,u). 

1'
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have a path from x to z denoted by R(x,z): xo=x,xp ... ,xs=Y= 
YU'YI'''''Y'=z, Because C(x,z);:::Cpath(Rex,z» and CpathCR(x,z»= 
min {Cpath(P(x, y», CpathCQ(y, Z »} ;::: A, we can conclude that C(x, z);::: A.

• 
COROllARY 3.1. C(x,z);:::min{C(x,y),C(y,z)}. 
According to Theorem 3.1, A-connectedness can be used to segment 

the fuzzy subfiber into several regions (actually, the ~N is segmented 
to several parts based on the fuzzy subfiber). Therefore, it can be used 
for multidimensional range image segmentation directly. We could say 
that A-connected segmentation about the gray scale or fuzzy subset ..1.
connected segmentation is a kind of region-growing segmentation [13J. 

4. PROPERTIES AND EFFICIENT ALGORITHMS FOR 
A-CONNEcrED SEGMENTATION 

We gave the definitions of fuzzy subfiber and A-connectedness on the 
fuzzy subfiber. In this section, we discuss some basic properties of· A
connectedness and develop several efficient algorithms· for finding all 
A-connected parts of a fuzzy subfiber. When we say A-connectedness, we 
mean A-connectedness on a fuzzy. subfiber. Because a high-dimensional 
range image is equivalent to a fuzzy subfiber and a region of a segmenta
tion of an image is equivalent to a A-connected part of a fuzzy subfiber, 
the problem of segmentation of a high-dimensional range image is the 
same as the problem of finding all A-connected parts of a fuzzy subfiber. 

LEMMA 4.1. If ..1.1> ..1.2 and x and yare two points in the same Al-con
nected class, then x and Y must be in the same A2-connected class. ,I

I: 
LEMMA 4.2. If AI > ..1.2' then Al-connected segmentation is a refinement of 

A2-connected segmentation, where by a A-connected segmentation, we mean 
the segmentation generated using A-connectedness. 

The A-connectedness defined in Section 3 is a very weak condition when 
it is applied to image segmentation. Under this A-connectedness defini
tion, two adjacent points p and p I in one A-connected class may have very 
low degree'of adjacency as long as there exists one path 11 between p and 
p' so that C(Il) is larger than or equal to A. In the following definition we 
define a A-normal-connected subset which is a very strong condition for 
image segmentation. Inside a A-normal-connected class, the 'degree of 
ac.i]acency of any two adjacent points must be larger than or equal to A. 

.. 

g, 
i!i;.r"' 'Ijl-1., 

I,. 

L 
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DEFINITION 4.1. Let 5 be a subset of LN and let f be a subfiber on 
. LN' If for any path IT in 5, Cpath(II) ~ A, then we say 5 is '\'.normal

connected with respect to f. 

LEMMA 4.3. 5 C LN is a A-nonnal-connected subset with respect ro the 
fuzzy subfiber f if and only if for any two adjacent points p and p I in S. 
Cadj(p, pi) ~ A. 

THEOREM 4.1. A-nonnal-connectedness is not an equivalence relation. 
Theorem 4.1 holds, because A-normal-connectedness does not satisfy 

the transitive property. 
Although the A-normal-connectedness is not an equivalence relation, 

the split-and-merge technique in pattern recognition [131can be used to 
obtain the normal A-connected subsets. 

We already introduced the concepts of fuzzy subfiber, A-connectedness, 
and A-normal-connectedness, and showed that they can be used for 
high-dimensional range images segmentation in multidimensional spaces. 
Now we start to discuss the algorithms for A-connected segmentation and 
A-normal-connected segmentation. 

Let f: IN - [0, l]n be a fuzzy subfiber, and let the function of adjacency, 
E(u, u) and Cadj(x, y) be as given. For arbitrary A E [0, 1], the algorithm 
that can fmd all A-connected parts in IN' is shown as follows. 

ALGORITIIM A. Breadth-first-search technique for A-connectedness. 

Step 1: Let Po be a point in I. Set L(po) -- * and STACK +- STACKuPo 
i.e., labeling Po and Po is sent a stack STACK. 

Step 2: If STACK is empty, go to Step 4; otherwise, Po +- STACK (top 
of STACK). Then, LCPo)+- O. 

Step 3: For each p linking Po, if L(p)::I= 0, L(p)::I= *, and C(p, Po) ~ A, 
then STACK+-STACKUp and L(p)+- *. Then, go to Step 2. 

Step 4: Stop. S = (p: L( p) = O} is one A-connected part. 

LEMMA 4.3. Algqrithm A is time optimal and the time complexiry of 
Algorithm A is O(ln·INi). 

Proof. We view the ~N as a graph whose nodes are the points of ~N 
and whose edges are the pairs (x, y), where x and yare adjacent points in 
IN' Therefore, the theorem is true based on Tarjan's result [11]. • 

We now give an algorithm for finding A-normal-connected classes. 
Usually, for multidimensional binary images, the quadtree and/or octree 
data representation approaches should be used to store the images first; 
then do the expansion [14]. In this paper, we directly process our problem 
dependent upon the split-and-merge technique because we cannot easily 
find a 2 N-tree approach to represent the fuzzy subfiber. 

...... .__ ._.. __ . 
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ALGORIThM B. Split-and-merge teChnique for A-nomzaf-connecredness. 
Here we are concerned with (2, n)-tuzzy subfibers. 

Step 1: ~t ~2 be a (2' X 2') array. L +- k2' where L is a set. 
Step 2: If region L is already homogeneous, i.e., L is a A-normal

connected set, NOMERGE--NOMERGEuL and go to Step 3; otherwise, 
divide L into four subsquares, L ll , L 12' L 21 , and L 22 ; then NOSPLIT+
NOSPLITu {Lll' L 12 , L zI , Ln}. 

I 

Step 3: If there exist four regions wbich are four sons of some region L 
in NOMERGE, namely, LJJ> L 12 , L21' and L 22 , they will be conquered by 
the merging approach. The merging approach is described as follows. Test 
any two A-normal-connected subsets which are neighbors and belong to 
different regions in L Il , L 12 , L21! and L Zl ' Merge these subsets if their 
union is a A-normal-connected subset of L. Then NOMERGE +

NOMERGE-{L II , L 12 , L2J> L 22 }. Otherwise, if there are no such four 
regions, then stop when NOSPLIT is empty; else choose a region from 
NOSPLIT, send it to L, and go to Step 2. 

THEOREM 4.2. There is an OCnlkzl+ll2 I1ogl"i.2 1) time split-and-merge 

I algorithm for nomzal A-connected segmerztation on the (2, n)-juzzy sub fiber. 

Proof. First, compute A-adjacency of all adjacent pairs. There areI' i O(ll~f) adjacent pairs, and each function C(p,q) takes Oen) for comput
ing. Thus, O(nl"i.,f) time is needed to compute A-adjacency of all adjacent 
pairs. 

In [12], a data structure for split-and-merge segmentation with respect 
to average brightness and an O(ll,llog Il2 1) time algorithm were dis
cussed. Steps 1 and 2 of Algorith~ 13 are just like those in [12], but 
the condition of merging changed froIIl average brightness to A-normal
connectedness. 
. Suppose that we know the adjacency list of all A-normal-sets Adjlist(L;j) 
In each L ij , i, j = 1,2, as well as that we have four such regions.in Step 3. 
Let Lij be a tXt square. Then we have two boundary lines R(Lij ) and 
BCL ij ) in L ij , each of which has t points and will be considered for 
merging. 

LeI A be a A-normal set in L II • Find all points of A that are in R(L II ), 
namely, P J • For each point in PI' test if it is A-adjacent to its adjacent 
points which are in opposite line denoted LCL I2 ) in L 12 • We denote 

AOpps( A) = {x: xEL( L 12 ) and there is a point p EPJ 

'~~~h that x and p are adjacent}, 

http:regions.in
http:OCnlkzl+ll2I1ogl"i.21
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AOpps,\.( A) 

={x: x EL( L 12 ) and there is a point p EP1 such that Cadj ( x,p) ~ A}. 

Pick up a point x in AOpps,\.(A). If xEB, a A-normal set in L 12 , then find 
out all points of B that are in L(L 12 ), namely, Ql' A uB is a A-normal 
set if and only if AOpps(A)nQI=AOppSA(A)nQI' We'consider the 
following two cases: 

1. If A u B is a A-normal set, then union A and B, let 

AOpps(A uB) 

= AOpps( A) UAOpps( B) -AOpps( A) nQI - AOpps(B) nPI , 

AOpps,\.(A UB) 

= AOPPSA(A) UAOppsA(B) -AOpps( A) n Qj - AOpps( B) nPj. 

Choose x in AOPPSA(A uB) and repeat until AOpps/A) becomes empty. 
However, in this case, suppose B' in L12 satisfied above (just like B) for 
A UB, but Band B' are adjacent in Adjlist(L12 ). Then A uB uB' is not a 
A-normal set. . 

2. If A UB is not a A-normal set, delete x from AOpps( A) and 
AOppsA(A). Choose x in AOPPSA(A) and repeat until AOpPSA(A) be
comes empty . 

.After we complete merging on a pair opposite lines, we do another pair, 
i.e., L21 and L 22 , and then we merge L1I UL 12 and L21 UL::. 

In addition, we need to construct the new·adjacent list of A-normal sets 
for L. 

Now, we start to analyze the time requirement for the algorithm. We 
consider that if the point p in L 11 is not on the boundary of L 11' then p is 
met only twice when we compute the PI and/or Q1 and it was added to a 
new A-normal set. If the point p in L 1l is on the boundary of L II' then p 
is met OCt) times. The reason is that deciding whether AOpps(A)nQI = 
AOpps/A) n Q 1 needs to check each element in these two set linear 
times, and there are. at most O(t) such points. Thus the time needed for 
the preceding consideration is 0(r2). 

On the other hand, the number of total adjacent pairs at most is O(t2) 
in L, so the time complexity of constructing the adjacent list of A-normal 
sets for L is 0(t2 ). Actually, we have an easier procedure to construct the 
adjacent list: (1) Collect four adjacent lists of A-normal sets for Lij and (2) 
if sets J~ and B were merged, then add joined pairs into the new' adjacent 
list. 

l.·.· '........
~~'" ,',-

l 
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Let T(m) be the time cost of the algorithm, where m = 21 is length of 
each edge in the region, and m~=IINI.·T(m) is the sum of time costs of 

. three kinds of subroutings: 

1. Compute A-adjacency for all adjacent pairs, which costs O(nm1 ). 

2. Time costs for segmenting four son regions is 4T(m/2). 
3. Merging four son regions' time costs is O({m/2)2). 

So, we have 

• 
COROLLARY 2. There is an O(nNIINI+12NllogllND time complexity 

split-and-merge algorithm for normal A-connected segmentation on the 
(N, n)-Juzz)' sub fiber. For the indirect adjacency, the time complexity of the 
algorithm is O(n2 N lkN I+ IINllog lInD. 

5. APPLICATION OF FUZZY SUBFIBERS TO 

LITHOLOGY DETERMINATION 


In this section, we discuss an application of fuzzy subfibers to lithology 
determination that is a very important problem in oil-gas exploration. The 
ultimate goal of oil-gas exploration is to bear oil-gas reservoirs or locate 
stratigraphic traps (7). No doubt, the most precise method is to drill many 
wells in an exploration area. In this way, petroleum geologists know the 
exact locations of oil-gas reservoirs and their capacities. Unfortunately, 
this method costs too much (tens of millions of dollars for drilling one 
well), so this method is not affordable. A feasible approach adopted by 
petroleum geologists can be described as follows. Based on the geological 
background and data obtained from some geological surveys, petroleum 
geologists choose an area that is highly probable to be an oil-gas reservoir. 
Then a few wells are drilled and logged in the area and seismic data are 
collected for the area using seismic methods. Well-log data are used by 
experienced human interpreters (maybe aided by computers) to determine 
ihe geological properties of the area. Finally, these human interpreters are 
able to decide if the area has an oil-gas reservoir and estimate the 
capacity of the reservoir. Because massive amounts of well-log data need 
to be analyzed, this task is tedious, time consuming, and error prone. 
Therefore, to effectively and efficiently determine lithology, petroleum 
geologists need automated methods to help perform the task [8-10). 

n'" 
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There are two types of oil-gas reservoirs: structural reservoirs and 
lithological reservoirs. Structural reservoirs are determined based on the 

• shapes of the layers, while lithological reservoirs are determined based On 

the lithology of the area. In lithological oil-gas reservoirs, sandstones and 
. carbonates are the most common reservoir rocks. that is, rocks capable of 
containing gas, oil, or water. Therefore, if petroleum geologists can deter
mine the lithology of strat!lm of an area, they would be able to judge if the 
area is a lithological oil-gas reservoir or not. . 

Lithology determination means to decide the rock types in stratum. The 
lithology of stratum is extremely complex and a small area may contain 
many different types of rocks. For example, in some area ~, the stratum 
has five different types of lithologies: limestone, dolomite, sandstone, 
gypsum, and coal. A small region X in this area may contain 35% 
limestone, 40% dolomite, and 25% gypsum, so the lithology of this small 
area can be represented as the vector 

Litho(X) 

=(O.35/limestone, OA/dolomite, 0.25/sandstone, a/gypsum. a/coal). 

l 	 In our approach, each small region forms a pixel. We call the vector 
!' 	 Litho(X) as a lithological vector of X. A lithological section is a two

dimensional array .of such small regions (pixels), each of which is asso
ciated with a lithological vector. Thus, each lithological section is a five
dimensional range image or a fuzzy sub fiber: 

or 

Lithological determination consists of two steps. The first step is to 
determine the lithology for each small area, namely, to generate a litholog
ical vector for each pixel so as to create a fuzzy subfiber. The second step 
is called trap search and it finds regions with the same lithology in the 
given lithological section. It can be seen that the second step segments the 
lithological section. The first step is a classification problem and the 
second step is a problem of segmentation of high-dimensional range 
image. Therefore, our fuzzy subfiber approach is applied in the second 
step. To give a whole picture of the approach, we first briefly discuss an 
approach applied in the first step. 
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We applied two approaches-a fuzzy approach and a machine learning 
. approach-to attack the problem of determining lithology of small re
gions. In this paper, we briefly discuss the fuzzy approach. The machine 
learning approach is reported in [16]. 

In this application, two kinds of data are available. One is so called 
well-log data and the other is seismic data. Each data item is about a small 
region and is described by a few seismic parameters including amplitude, 
interval velocity, frequency, porosity, decline and absorption, and Poisson 
ratio. The lithologies of well-log data are known. In contrast, the litholo
gies of seismic data are unknown and need to be determined. 

In our approach, we use a fuzzy classification model to determine the 
lithology of small regions. A training algorithm is used to train the model 
using well-log data. Once the model is trained, it is then applied to 
determine the lithology of small regions described by seismic data. 

We now briefly describe the fuzzy classification model. The training 
algorithm is not given in this paper. This is a general classification model 
and can be applied to other classification problems. 

Let us assume that each data item (the feature of a small region) is 
described by a set of seismic parameters, VI' v2 , ... , Urn' Although each 
small region is very small, it still contains many points, each of which may 
take a different value for a given parameter. Thus, in a region X. we have 
a possibility distribution function for each parameter. A possibility distri
bution function of a parameter shows the properties of the parameter in 
the region X. A possibility distribution function is a mapping Possi 
2. x Domain(u) .... [0, 1]. Notice that X is a point in L, but it is a region in a 
seismic section. Each region X is described by m possibility distribution 
functions. If XE~. then g,.(Possi/X),a) is the possibility that the value 
of the parameter u is a. In general, 

shoVvs m possibility functions regarded as the parameters VI"'" i·m . 

The fuzzy classification model used in this application is 

Litho( X) = Possi( X) *diag( AI' Az,"" Am) 

RUlL'I RU~"I Ru • L'1 

Rul ", Ru,,', RU ,,1.'2

* 
RutL'.. Ru,t,,,, Ru"c". 

I 
f.'. 
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and we define 

m k 
Lu(X) = 1: Ai 1: Possi"1(X,to+(t-l)ot)·Ru;l.,(tO+(1-1)8,), 

, j-I /-1 

Litho u ,( X) =Lu;( X) / (,t Lu;(X»). 
IRI 

Here, A1, A2 , ••• , Am are the weights, 

diag(A" ... , A.) ~ ( :: ~: ) 
and is the relationship between parameter /.,} and lithology u j • R",l'RUil-' 

is also a Jpossibility function as J 

RUiL'j: Domain(Lj) ..... [0,1]' 

which means the compatbility of v/s value a and the possibility that the 
lithology belongs to U j , where a E Domain(vj ). The matrix [Ru(.lmx n is 
denoted by R. ' J 

The input data Possi(X) can be obtained from the known data, such as 
amplitude profile, velocity profile, porosity profile, etc. The feature 
Possi(X) can be ,extracted from m seismic parameter profiles, and the 
lithology of each small region X can be computed through the trained 
fuzzy classification model. 

We now discuss how to apply the fuzzy subfiber approach to search 
lithology traps. The change of lithology in strata does not follow any rules. 
The change may be crisp or may be fuzzy. The A-connected segmentation 
on fuzzy subfibers suits this kind of problems. 

Using Algorithm Aor Algorithm B in Section 4, we could start with any 
point in a lithological fuzzy subfiber. We' can get a A-connected (or 
A-normal-connected) subset in the lithological fuzzy subfiber, and we 
believe the subset is a lithological trap. After that, we delete this subset in 
the lithological fuzzy subfiber and repeat the procedure to track the 
A-connected subsets until nothing is in the lithological fuzzy subfiber. 

We directly apply this method to a group of real seismic data. The 
exploration area was a l_km1 area located in the southwest of China. Data 

i 

j 
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used included well-log data as well as three-dimensional seismic prospect
ing data obtained from some . seismic methods. The well-log data were 

. taken from two wells. Each well-log datum is a five element vector which 
describes a small region in one well. The first element of the vector is the 
lithology of the region. The remaining four elements are the possibility 
distribution functions of the seismic paraJ;11eters: porosity, amplitude, ve
locity, and frequency. Porosity is the percentage of the total pore volume 
of the rock. Velocity used here is the interval velocity of a seismic wave 
traveling through the rock. Amplitude and frequency are two features of 
the seismic wave. Similar to the well-log data, each seismic datum de
scribes a small region. The difference is that a seismic datum is a four 
element vector which does not inlcude the lithology of the region. 

The lithologies of the area include carbonate (limestone and dolomite), 
gypsum, shale, silt, sandstone, and coal. According to the well-log data and 
expert experiments, the reservoir rock type of the area is pordolomite, 
which is one kind of dolomite. Pordolomite is a necessary condition for an 
oil-gas reservoir, but it is not a sufficient condition. We used five different 
categories of lithologies: carbonate, pordolomite, gypsum, shale/silt/sand
stone, and coal. Because shale, silt, and sandstone are not crucial for 
discovering an oil-gas reservoir in this area, we combine them into one 
category. On the other hand, pordolomite is the only reservoir rock type in 
this area, so we separate it from carbonate. In this stratum, gypsum and 
carbonate prevent the oil-gas from shifting. We aimed at discovering the 
region where lithology is pordolomite surrounded by gypsum and carbon
ate. The well-log data were used to train the fuzzy classification model. 

In this 3D object, we choose one section of data as test data. After 
performing recognition, we ob~ained the lithology distribution in this 
section; refer to Figure l. 

When the lithology of each small region is known, geologists wish to 
search and pick up similar lithological traps [15]. That is why we developed 
A-connected segmentation on the fuzzy subfiber. Because the lithology of 
the small regions varies little, we chose the A-connected segmentation on 
the fuzzy subfiber of lithology. 

First, we need to select the function of fuzzy connectivity. There is no 
method telling us what the best choice is, so we should select it according 
to the situation of the investigated area. However, we often choose the 
function 

Ilu-vll 
E\(u,v) = 1- Ilull +llvll' 

Second, we use Algorithm A defined in Section 4 to search lithology 
traps. Figure 2 shows an example of lithology traps. 

.;
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Fig. 2. Lithology trap obtained by applying A-connected segmentation approach Figure 
l(b). 

6. CONCLUSION 

The definition and properties of subfibers have been studied. The 
suitability of describing fuzzy multifeature images in multidimensional 
space using subfibers is discussed. We have applied the subfiber method to 
determine / classify the seismic lithology. The experimental results indicate 
that the proposed approach and algorithms are useful for image processing 
and pattern classification, in particular, for oil-gas exploration. 
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Abstract 

Digital surfaces deal with properties of surfaces in digital spaces. In the early 80's, 
researchers began to establish definitions for digital surfaces. Unlike surfaces in con
tinuous spaces, digital surfaces have different characteristics. A general and intuitive 
definition for digital surfaces is still an open problem. This paper presents a proof of the 
equivalence of two digital surface definitions. One of the definitions was developed 
based on simple surface points given by Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld [ll, and the second 
uses a parallel-move concept as given by direct adjacency [2,3]. A by-product of this 
proof of equivalence is that any simple surface point in a simple surface belongs to one 
of six types of simple surface points. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 

1_ Introduction 

,, A digital surface usually means the digitized points of a continuous surface. 
Different sampling ratios can generate different digital surfaces for a continu
ous surface. On the other hand, for a set of sampled surface points (e.g. from 

,I CT), one usually generates a fitted continuous surface to represent the original 
points. Different fitting algorithms can produce different continuous surfaces. 
However, such translations are not always necessary. How to deal with a 
surface in a digital domain has become an important topic. Researchers think 
that studies of digital curves, surfaces, and solid objects may provide a 
mathematical foundation for image processing, recognition, and representation 
[4J . 
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A digital space is a domain which can be stored in computers. Typically, a 
one-dimensional digital space means the integer set Z = { .... -3, -2, 
-1, 0, 1,2,3, ... }, and a m-dimensional digital space is zm = Z X 2... x Z. Be
cause computers can only store limited data, we sometimes use 
[I ::: {1. 2, ..... N} to represent a one-dimensional space. Thus, an m-dimen
siona} digital space is an m-dimensional array Em· We also call Em an m-di
mensional grid space. Intuitively, a digital surface is a point set of Em which 
looks like a surface but does not look like a curve or solid object. 

Digital surfaces were first studied by Artzy, Frieder, and Hennan in 1981 
[5]. They defined a digital surface as the face of a solid object which consisted 
of unit cubes (called voxels). This is a very intuitive concept, but it is very 
weak. One can easily gen'erate examples so that they do not satisfy the 
mathematical definition of surfaces: a neighborhood of each point on a 
surface is homeomorphic to a 2D disk. In addition, such a surface is always 
closed. Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld [1] on the other hand, only considered 
discrete points to form a "digital" surface in E3• Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld 
gave the first mathematical definition for digital surfaces which is not de
pendent on continuous surfaces. Unfortunately, Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld's 
surfaces are not very intuitive and hence are not easy to understand. In order 
to verify Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld's surfaces are visually reasonable, 
Kong and Roscoe [6] discussed the continuous analog of Morgenthaler and 
Rosenfeld's surfaces. In fact, Kong and Roscoe gave an interpolation in three 
dimensional Euclidean spaces for each type of "simple surface points" in 
Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld's surfaces. However, all of these can only deal 
with the '''local property" of a point so that they only considered closed 
surfaces. 

In order to assimilate both intuitiveness and strictness in defining a digital 
surface. we introduced the concept of parallel-moves and gave an intuitive 
definition for digital surfaces in 3D grid spaces [2,3]. Although some int4itive 
ideas appeared in Kong-Roscoe [6], the surface definition of [2,3] used a re
cursive methodology which can be extended to more general cases such as 
general digital manifolds. . 

This parallel-move based definition is able to deal with boundary points as 
well as "inner" points. Using this definition, we have developed several fast 
algorithms for surface decision, boundary searching, and surface tracking [3]. 
Furthermore, these algorithms can be modified to the recognizing digital 
manifolds [2]. Thus, with parallel-move based definition, one can consider both 
closed and unclosed digital surfaces and design fast algorithms for surface 
decision, boundary searching, and surface tracking. 

However. the parallel-move based surface definition in [2,3] only consider 
direct adjacency. Allowing indirect adjacency, Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld's 
surfaces ha ve nine types of digital surfaces. Kong and Roscoe also considered 
all nine cases [6]. 

--~----------------""".$"~f~ 
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There are two reasons we discuss only direct adjacency in this paper. First, 
among the total nine types of surfaces, there are only two of them contain non
trivial examples [6,7J. Second, only direct adjacency has the property of unique 
interpretation. An example with mUltiple interpretations of indirect adjacency 
will be shown in Section 2. We also give an example to show that a visually true 
surface point is not in any of nine types. That is to say, Morgenthaler-Rose
nfeld's definition is not complete. Therefore, the case of direct adjacency is the 
most basic and important one. For indirect adjacency, it is still an open 
problem to give a simple and intuitive definition of digital surfaces [7]. 

In this paper, we will prove that Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld's simple surface 
point in direct adjacency is the regular (inner) surface point defined in [2,3]. 
Therefore, we show the equivalence between Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld's surfaces 
and the regular closed surfaces defined in [2,3]. This proof brings interesting 
result: Morgen thaler-Rosenfeld's simple surface points have exactly six types [8]. 
The by-product of this paper may be more important to digital topology. 

We will introduce the basic concepts and Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld's simple 
surfaces in Section 2 and the parallel-move based digital surfaces in Section 3. 
Then, we will prove the equivalence between these two definitions of digital 
surfaces in Section 4. 

2. Simple digital surfaces in 2:3 

Digital surfaces were first studied by Artzy et al. [5]. However, the first 
mathematical definition of closed digital surfaces in discrete spaces was given 
by Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld [IJ. Based on this definition, many important 
theoretical results were obtained, e.g., the discrete Jordan theorem [1,4]. An 
alternative approach was introduced by Kovalevsky (9]. In his work, digital 
images were represented by topological spaces. Recently, Rosenfeld, Kong and 
Wu have examined and proven some basic properties of digital surfaces [10]. 

To begin with, we define the concept of point adjacency. Let us first consider 
a two-dimensional digital space 2:2. A point p = (x,y) in 2:2 has two horizontal 
(x, y ± I) and two vertical neighbors (x ± I ,y). These four neighbors are called 
directly adjacent points ofp. p also has four diagonal neighbors: (x ± l,y ± 1). 
These eight (horizontal, vertical and diagonal) neighbors are called indirectly 
adjacent points of p. Here, direct adjacency is a part of indirect adjacency. In 
2D, directly adjacent points are called 4-adjacent points, and indirectly adja
cent points are called 8-adjacent points. 

Let 2:3 be a 3-diinensional digital space. Two points p = (XI,X2,X3) and 
q = (Y1,Y2,.Y3) in 2:3 are directly adjacent points if 

I: 
~ 

lx/ - Yil = I. 
;=1 

http:Y1,Y2,.Y3
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Directly adjacent points are also called 6-adjacent points because the 
number of directly adjacent points to pare 6 in 1:3. Note, we always assume pis 
not at the border of 1:3. p and q are 18-adjacent points if 

max IXi - Yil = I, 
1';;i~3 

and 

3 

Llxi - yd ~2. 
,=] 

p and q are 26-adjacent points if 

max IXi - Yil = I, 
I ~i~3 

and 

In a three-dimensional space 1:3, a point has six 6-adjacent points, eighteen 
18-adjacent points, twenty six 26-adjacent points. 6-, 18-, 26-adjacent is de
noted as a-adjacent, where a = 6, 18,26. The tenn "indirect adjacency" means 
all three types of adjacency are allowed. 

A simple a-path is a point set Vo, VI, •.. ,Vn , where Vi and V;+I are a-adjacent 
for all i = 0, ... ,n - I and Vi ¥- Vj for all i, j. Two points p, q are a-connected if 
there is a simple a-path Va, VI, ... , Vn such that Vo = p and v" = q. Suppose that S 
is a subset of 1:3, we say S is a-connected or an ex-component if any two points 
in S are a-connected, i.e. there is an IX-path in S linked with these two points. 

Let S= I3 -S = {a Ia E L3 and a t¢ S}, and N27(P) be the 3 x 3 x 3 
neighborhood of a point p, i.e. N27(P) = {a Ia is 26-adjacent to p}. 

Definition 2.1 (Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld's surfaces)[l]. Let S C L3 and pES, pis 
called an (IX, ,B)-simple (digital) surface point, a, f3 = 6, 18,26, if 
I. 	SnN27[P) has exactly" one IX-component a-adjacent to p, denote this compo

nent Ap- . 
2. 	 Sn N~7[P) has exactly two ,B-components, CI and e2, .B-adjacent to p. 
3. If q E Sand q is ex-adjacent to p, then q is ,6-adjacent to both CI and C2. 

S is called a (a, ,B)-simple (digital) surface if every point in S is a (ex, ,B)-simple 
surface point. 

Hence, there are totally nine types of simple (digital) surfaces. According to 
this definition, a Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld's surface is a simple closed surface 
because no boundary is defined in this definition. The definition of Morgent
haler-Rosenfeld surfaces focuses on elich individual point and its neighbor



hood. This definition provides a mathematical descrIption for dIgital surfaces. 
However. it is difficult to understand the real meamng of the three-conditions'm 
the definition. In order to present a visual interpretation of Morcenthaler
Rosenfeld's simple surface points. Kong and Roscoe "transform (ha~d l dl!!ltaJ 
topology problems into (fairly easy) problems of continuous topology. wtllch 
are able 10 solve"[6J. - 

Kong and Roscoe considered continuous surface-unit-cells in Contmuous 
space R3 which are bounded by points in !3 (6). Note. [or raster Images Herman 
and Weber presented the concept of surface-unit-cells in 1982 [11]. A concept of 
"pliites" such as a surface-unit-cell and "plate cycle" such as all plates around a 
point in N27iy) provide an intuitive interpretation of a simple surface-point. 
However. the "plates" and "plate cycle" were defined in a very difficult wav. 
Kong and Roscoe considered all nine ~ypes of (::r., tn-surface POInts and gave-a 
continuous interpolation for each type [6]. Kong and Roscoe's work is also 
Important theoretically. With a SImple supplement to Kong and Roscoe's 
work.. the nIne types of surface POInts can be reduced to only two types: (6.26 .i
and (18.6 I-simple surface points [7]. The remaining digital surfaces only con
tain trivial examples [6.7]. Ho\~ ever. Kong and Roscoe's work is also difficult to 
understand smce they introduced many new topological concepts. 

(6.26)- and (18. 6)-simple surfaces are the only useful cases. The example in 
Fig. I will show tha t the (18.6 )~simple surface has no unique interpretations. 

Kong and Roscoe [6] forced such cases into a unique interpretation. That is 
to say Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld's surfaces are reasonable. but do not gIve a 
complete description. Since the ambiguity here is real existence. so for different 
cases. one should have different interpretations. In Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld's 
surfaces, only (626)-surface has the property of consistency. 

In addition. the definition of Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld's surfaces (Definition 
2.1) is also nor visually complete. Let us look at the following example (Fig. 2). 
point p is surely a surface-point in human interpretation, but it cannot be a 
l:t. {jl-simple surface pomt. 

Although. to allow indirect adjacency in real image processing is necessary. 
to give a solid mathematical analysis is not simple. One reason for this difficulty 
is the indirect adJacency break Jordan property "a closed curve separates the 
rest of the plane mto two components." DiSCUSSIon of indirect adjacency is 
glven In [7]. . 

In this paper. we only consider direct adjacency. In what follows. we omit 
the word direct. that is. adJacency means direct adjacency. We also simplify 
Definillon 2.1 to the followmg fonn: 

Definition 2.1' (Morgenlhaler-Rosenfeld's sur(aces)[IJ. Let S c r, and p ~ S. P 
i~ called a slmple surface point. if 
1. 	 S - ly'~~\pJ h:I' exactly one h-component adjacent to p. denote this compo

nent A". 
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(b)(a) 

•......... .......• 

•......... 

(c) (d) 

Fig.!. (al A digital point set. (b) first interpretation. (e) second interpretation which is a solid 
object and (d) third interpretation. 

~. SnN27(P) has exactly two 26-components. =1 and C2, 26-adjacent to p. 
3. If q E Sand q is 6-adjacent to p. then q is 26-adjacent to both C1 and C2. 

3. Pa,rallel-move based surfaces in l"J 

Without- making use of continuous space. Chen and Zhang [2.3] gave a 
recursive definition for k·dimensional unit cells using parallel-moves in direct 
adjacency. Based on line-unit-cells. surface-unit-cells and 3D-unit-cells, an 

. "
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.................... - ............. 


Fig. 2. A visually true surface point but not a (ct, .B)-surface point fqr any <X and p. 

intuitive definition of surfaces was proposed. An optimal surface tracking al
gorithm was designed by parallelly moving a line-unit-cell. This technique 
philosophically matches the idea of "curves made by dots and surfaces made by 
curves. " 

A pointp = (x,y,z) in 1'3 is called a point-unit-cell (or point-cell). A pair of 
points p = (XI, X2, xJ) and q = (YI,}2,Yl) in L3 is called a line-unit-cell (or line
cell), if p and q are adjacent points, i.e., 

J 

d(p,q) = 2:Ixi - Yil = 1. 

;=, 


A line-cell is denoted as a set of p and q, {P} U {q} or {p,q}. 
A surface-unit-cell (or surface-cell) is a set of 4 points which form a unit 

square parallel to coordinate planes. So, a surface-cell is a union of two line
cells {P,p'} and {q,q'}. The set of {p,p',q,q'} are four distinct points, satis
fying: 

d(P,p') = I and d(q, q') = 1, 

d(p, q) = 1 and d(p.', q') = 1. 

A 3D-unit-cell (or 3D-cell) is a unit cube which includes 8 points. A 3D-cell 
is the union of two surface-cells {P',P2,P3,P4} and {Ql;Q2,Q3,Q4} such that 
{PI ,P2,P3,P4} n {q" q2, Q3, q4} = 0 and for all i = 1,2,3,4, d(Pi,qi) = 1. 

In this note, each line-cell, surface-cell, or 3D-cell is a set of points in L3. We 
sometimes call a pointp a point-cell denoted {Pl. All the operations of sets can 
be used for line-cells, surface-cells, and 3D-cells. Fig. 3(a)-(c) shows a line-cell, 
a surface-cell and a 3D-cell, respectively. Some general considerations of unit
cells are given III [2.12J. 
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D 

(a) LD cell (b) 2-D cell ( c) 3.1) cell 

. Fig. 3. Three kinds of unit-cells. 

Definition 3.1. A line-cell {q,q/} is called a parallel-move of line-cell {P,p'} if 
{P,/} n {q, q/} = 0, and d(p,q) = 1 and d(p',q') = l. 

In the same way, we can define parallel-moves for point-cells, surface-cells, 
etc. 

Lemma 3.1. In 1 3, each line-cell has four parallel-moves, and a line-cell and each 
of its four parallel-moves form a surface-cell. 

In fact. a point-cell and one of its parallel-moves forms a line-cell, and a 
surface-cell and one of its parallel-moves forms a 3D-cell. We only use the 
parallel-moves of a line-cell in this paper. 

Two line-cells (or surface-cells) are point-adjacent if they share a point. For 
example, line-cells II and 12 are point-adjacent in Fig. 4(a), and surface-cells sl 
and s2 in Fig. 4(b) are point-adjacent. Two surface-cells are line-adjacent if 
they share a line-cell. For example, surface-cells s 1 and s3 in Fig. 4( c) are line
adjacent. In order to keep the concept in a simple form, we do not introduce a 
general definition of unit-cell adjacency here, see [2] for a general definition. 

Two line-cells are point-connected if they are two end elements of a line-cell 
path with point-adjacency. For example, line-cells 11 and 14 in Fig. 4(a) are 
point-connected. Two surface-unit-cells are line-connected if they are two end 
elements of a surface-cell path with line-adjacency. For example, 51 and s2 in 
Fig. 4(c) are line-connected. 

We now introduce our digital surface definition. We call such a surface a 
parallel-move based (digital) surface to distinguish it from a Morgenthaler
Rosenfeld's simple surface of Definition 2.1. 

Definition 3.2[2,3]. A (point- )connected set S C 1:3 is a parallel-move based 
digital surface if 
1. Each line-cell of S has at least I and at most 2 parallel-moves in S. 
2. Any two surface-cells of S are line-connected in S. 
3. S does not contain any 3D-cell. 
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9 	 51 rn 
13 

52~14 	 ~ 

... 

(a) (b) 	 (c) 

point adjacency and connectedness line adjacency and connectedness 

Fig. 4. Adjacency and connectedness. 

All of the three conditions in Definition 3.2 are necessary conditions. If the 
first condition is not satisfied, there is one line-cell in S which has 3 parallel
moves, then S cannot be a surface, (see Fig. Sea)). If the second condition is 
violated, that is, there exist two surface-cells in S that are not line-connected, 
then there must exist two surface-cells in S which are point-connected only (see 
Fig. 5(b )). If the last condition is not satisfied, S contains some 3D-cell; hence, 
S cannot be a. surface. 

Definition 3.3. p is an inner point in surface S if every line-cell containing p has 
exactly 2 parallel-moves in S. p is a boundary point in S if there exists a line-cell 
containing p that has only one parallel-move in S. The set of all boundary 
points is denoted by oS, (see Fig. 6). 

The differences between Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld's simple surfaces defini
tion and this definition of parallel-move based surfaces are: the former defi
nition is dependent on the point and its neighborhood, but the latter definition 
is based on a line-cell and its parallel-moves so it can easily deal with boundary 
points. The Kong and Roscoe's analog is still restricted in the neighborhood of 

p 

(a) 	(p,p') has three parallel- moves (b) Not line-connected's surface-cells. 

Fig. 5. Two installces which are not considered in surfaces. 
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Inner point p Boundary point p 

(a) 	 (b) 

Fig. 6. Inner and boundary point. 

~. 

~ ~ 	 a point [6]. They gave an intuitive interpretation but did not simplify the 
definition. This analog may make surface recognition procedures even more 
complicated [7J. In addition, because of the restriction of the neighborhood 
N27(P), both Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld surfaces and Kong and Roscoe's analog 
cannot deal with the boundary points of a surface. 

4. Simple surface points and regular inner surface points 

The definition of parallel-move based surfaces is simple and intuitive. The 
question is ;'what is the relationship between such a digital surface and a 
Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld surface?" This section will show that a closed regular 
surface is precisely a Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld simple surface. In order to es
tablish the relationship between Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld's simple surfaces and 
our parallel-move based surfaces, we need to introduce the concept of regular 
surface points. 

If p is a point of a parallel-move based surface S, p is regular if all of S's 
surface-cells including pare line-connected in S. Ifp is both inner and regular, 
then p is called a regular inner surface point. Although most surface points are 
regular, we show two examples for non-regular surface points in Fig. 7. 

To deal with general cases, we can expand the meaning of a regular surface 
point to any (point-)connected set as follows. 

Definition 4.1. Let S be a connected subset of I3. Assume pES and 
S(P) =S n (N27(P) u {P}). p is called a regular surface point of S if: 
1. Each line-cell in S containing p has at least 1 and at most 2 parallel-moves in 

Sip). 
2. Any two surface-cells containing pin S are line-connected in S(P). 
3. Sip) does nOI contain any 3D-cell. 
We say p is a regular inner surface point ifp is a regular surface, point and each 
line-cell containing p has exactly two parallel-moves in S(P) . . , ... ' 

~; 
'.1
II 

II
II 

Ij]tL~~_.. 
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p 

-

(a) 	 (b) 

Fig. 7. (a) Non-regular point p; (b) Inner but non-regular surface point p. 

Theorem 4.1. A simple surface point of a set S C 1:"3 is a regular inner surface 
point, and vice versa. 

Proof. To simplify the proof, we separate it into two parts. In the first part we 
prove that if p is a simple surface point, then p is also a regular inner surface 
point. In the second part we prove that if p is a regular inner surface point, then 
p is a simple surface point. 

Proof of part 1. Suppose that p is a simple surface point as reviewed in 
Section 2. We want to show the following: 
I. 	S(P) = S n (N27(P) u {P}) does not have any 3D-cell, 
2. 	 each line-cell containing pin S has exactly two parallel moves Sip), i.e. pis 

inner, and 
3. 	 any two surface-cells containing pin S are line-connected in Sip). 

First, suppose p is a simple surface point in S. Obviously, p cannot be a 
comer point of any 3D-cell in S, hence we establish statement 1. 

For 2, to begin with, p has three or more (directly) adjacent points in 
SnN27(P). Otherwise, SnN27(P) is connected, sop is not a simple surface 
point in accordance with condition (2) of its definition in Section 2. 

We define here a grid plane is a set of all points with a fixed z 
Pz = {(x,y,z)l(x,y,z) E l"3}, all points with a fixed y Py = {(x,y,z)1 
(x,y,z) E l"3}, or all points with a fixed x Px = {(x,y,z)l(x,y,z) E 1:"3}. 

N ext. let pi E S be an arbitrary adjacent point of p. Therefore, there. is a grid 
plane (such as plane!, plane2 or plane3 in Fig. 8) which contains pin N27(P) 
and does not contain p'. Thus, all directly and indirectly adjacent points of pi 
are in one side of the grid plane (including the plane). Dependent upon the 
third condition of the definition of simple surface points, each CI ip) and C2 ip), 
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a 

A 

sJ---.-yb 

a' 
Fig. 8. S in N27 (y). 

which are defined in Section 2, have one point in the side of the plane because 
they must be indirectly adjacent to p'. Also, all of the parallel-moves of line-cell 
{P,P'} are in the side of the plane. 

If {P,p'} has no two parallel-moves in S, then all of the points which are in 
Sn N27 (P) and are in the side of the plane are connected; thus, CI (P) and C2 (P) 
are connected. So, {P,p'} has two or more parallel-moves. 

Now, we prove line-cell {P,p'} has no more than two parallel-moves. In 
contrast, suppose {p,p'} has three parallel-moves; without loss of generality, 
we let the three parallel-moves {q, ql}, {r, r}, and {s, s'} of {P,p'} be described 
in Fig. 8. 

Suppose we are sure that {p, pi, q, q', r, r, s, S'} are in S. We let A be the set 
whose elements are in {a, a'} but not in S, and B be the set whose elements are 
in {b. b/} but not in S. Because S n N27(P) does not have any 3D-cells, A and B 

i
1.·..·.·.'... are not empty. 

Since p is a simple surface point; A and B, A and C, or Band C must be 
indirectly connected according to the second condition of the definition of 
simple surface points in Section 2. Using the same reasoning for A and C, and 

. Band C, we only need to prove: p is no longer a simple surface point when A 
and B. or A and C are indirectly connected. 

(i) If A and B are indirectly connected, then a E A and b E B; otherwise, A 
does not connect with B in N27(P) Up. We know that a and b are indirectly 
connected. Meanwhile, every s's indirectly adjacent point in N27(P) Up is below 
plane3, and two of them are contained in CI(P) and C2(P), respectively. Thus, all 
of s's indirectly adjacent points must be indirectly adjacent to a or b. Then Cl (P). 
and C2(P), denned in Section 2 are indirectly connected, so p is not a ~imple 
surface point. 
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(ii) If A and C are indirectly connected, a must belong to A. We may SUppose 
that A U C C C I (P) and B C C2 (P). We now must discuss the following two cases. 

(ii.a) If bE S then C2(P) = b'. Thus, q cannot be indirectly adjacent to b, i.e. 
C2(P), According to the third condition of the simple surface points' definition, 
p is not a simple surface point. 

(ii.b) If b is not in S, i.e. bE C2(P); then we can see if q connects to band r 
connects to a, they must pass the plane 2. On the other hand, if {u, u, w} C S, 
then there is a point of Cl (P) in {u', Vi, wi} based on no ~D-cell in S. However. 
the point and A cannot be indirectly connected in N27(P), that is, A and Care 
not indirectly connected. Thus, there must be a point 6 in u, v, and w such that 
it is in Cl (P) U C2(P). If 6 is in c, (P) then each point in plane2 indirectly connects 
with a or 6. q cannot indirectly connect with the point b. If b is in C2(P) then r 
cannot indirectly connect with the point a. According to the third condition of 
the simple surface point definition, p is not a simple surface point. 

Therefore, we have proven statement 2. We now prove statement 3 to 
complete part one of the proof. Statement 3 says that any two surface-cells of 
S(P) are line-connected if p is a simple surface point. 

Actually, there are only two cases for two surface-cells A and B including p 
in N27(P) Up which are not line-adjacent (See Fig. 9). In the following we show 
that these two surface-cells'A and B are line-connected in N27(P) Up whenp is a 
simple surface point and both A and B are in S. 

For case (a), if one of u, v, or w is in S, then surface-cells A and Bare line
connected. Otherwise, because each (p, a) and (p, b) have two parallel-moves, C 
and D must be in S. By the same reasoning, points e and f are in S, so we can 
see that the p is not a simple surface point because Sn N27 (P) has three indi
rectly conn~cted parts. 

For case (b), if u and v are in S, then A and B are line-connected. Other
wise, C and D, or {a, e,x,p} and {a,p,y, w} must be in S; so we have a case 
like case (a). T1:J.us, p is not a simple surface point if A and B are not line
connected. 

We have thus proven statement 3. To summarize, p is a regular inner surface 
point if p is a simple surface point. 

Proof ofpart 2. Suppose p is a regular inner surface point. We want to show 
that p is a simple surface point, i.e. the following three statements are true: 
1. 	 S n N27 (P) has exactly one component adjacent to p, denote this component 

Ap . 

2. 	 Sn N27(P) has exactly two 26-connected components, c, and C2, 26-adjacent 
to p. 

3. 	 If q E Sand q is adjacent to p, then q is 26-adjacent to both C, and. C2. 

Our strategy for proving part two is different from part one's proof. We just 
enumerate all possibilities in which a regular inner surface point p can appear, 
and we then prove that all possible regular inner surface points are simple 
surface points. 

'pJ 
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w 

f 

u 
Case(b)Case (a) 

Fig. 9. Two cases in which surface-cells are not line-adjacent. 

We know if p is a regular surface point of S, then p is not a corner point of 
any 3D-cell which is in S. Because of the (point-) connectivity of S, p has a 
adjacent point denoted by p'. Also, {P,p'} has two parallel-moves, denoted by 
{a, a' } and {b, b'}; therefore, both a and b are also adjacent to p. 

Suppose the surface-cell that is formed by {p, a} and {p, b} is in S, then there 
are three surface-cells that are line-connected to each other in S(P). Therefore, 
they can be illustrated as shown in Fig. 10. 
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b p 

b' 

a 
d 

a' 
Fig. II. Two cases. 

Here x must not be in S as p is not a corner of any 3D-cell. If there is a point 
u, v, or w that is adjacent to p; then A, B or C must be fu S because any line-cell 
has exactly two parallel-moves. In this case, there exist two surface-cells which 
are not connected in N27(P) U {P}, so p is not a regular surface point. Thus, 
there is no such point u, v, or w which is adjacent to p, so we can see p satisfies 
the definition of a simple surface point. 

On the other hand, if the surface-cell formed by {p, a} and {p, b} is not in S. 
We can derive only two different cases as shown in Fig. 11. 

We now illustrate all possible developments based on the above cases, 
meaning that p is kept as a regular inner surface point. We only consider the 
points that are adjacent to p and the surface-cells that contain p. It is 
straightforward to see that there is only one possible case for a regular inner 
surface point with exactly three surface-cells. 

(i) If there are exactly four surface-cells in S(P). we have only the following 
two possible cases keeping p as a regular inner surface point (Fig. 12). We can 
see that p in either (a) or (b) is a simple surface point. 

(ii) If there are five or more surface-cells in Sip) = S n (N27(P) Up), then 
only two cases which contain three surface-cells can be developed to generate 
different results. The two cases are given in Fig. 13. 

b' 

a' 
Fig. [2. Sip) has exactly four surface-cells. 
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b.' '. 

b 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 13. Two cases that can be developed. 

Each (a) and (b) in Fig. 13 has three possible means to add one more sur
face-cell, some of which overlap. We can reduce such cases to four distinct 
cases as follows (Fig. 14). 

Next, we continuously add new surface-cells to the above cases and main
tain p as a regular inner surface point; so that we arrive at the following seven 
cases (Fig. 15). We can see that (e) already arrives at the final state, where it has 
only five surface-cells in S(P). On the other hand, (c) also arrives at the final 
state because it cannot be a regular inner surface point. 

Next, We can see that there is only one choice to add a possible surface-cell 
for each case in Fig. 15 except (c) and (e). After adding a surface-cell, (a), (b), 
(d), Ct), and (g) can be reduced to two cases. Each of which have six surface
cells including p, where p is.a regular inner surface point. We show the two 
cases as follows (Fig. 16). 

Finally, we now show why there are no seven or more surface-cells including 
p in S n (N27 (P) U {P}) when p is a regular surface point in S. We know p has six . 
adjacent points in N27(P) U{P}; in other words, there are six line-cells including 
p. If a surface-cell A including p is in S, then A contains two of the six line-cells . 

. When S has seven surface-cells, there must exist a line-cell which is included by 
three surface-cells. Therefore, S is not a surface. 

From the preceding 5-step process, we obtain three types· of regular inner 
surface points contained by five or six surface-cells. Considering Figs. 11 and. 
12, we have one regular inner surface point with three surface-cells and two 
regular inner surface points with exactly four surface-cells. There are only six 
possibilities for p to be a regular inner surface point [6J. We can see that all of 
the three kinds of the regular inner surface points satisfy the definition of the 
simple surface points. 

.. "k------------..........................--~--------~,~ 
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bl4:..-----1' b' 

a 

(a) (b) 

b~---1 b~---{ 

a 

(c) (d) 
Fig. 14. Four cases. 

We now have completed the proof of part 2. Therefore, every regular inner 
surface point is a simple surface point. Since none of the discussions used the 
first condition of Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld's definition, 

Corollary 4.1. The second and third conditions of the definition ofMorgenthaler
Rosenfeld's surface imply the first condition. 

5. More about regular surface points 

In Section 4, we define a regular surface point based on parallel-move based 
surfaces. We have obtained exact six types of regular inner surface points [8]. In 
practice, it is may useful to extract all simple surface points in a set S by 
matching the six types of simple surface points. Theoretically, to decide ifS is a 

1 
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b~---( b' 

(a) 	 (b) 
Fig. 16. Two cases. 

simple surface need not to test all three conditiQns of definition 2.1 or to match 
six types of regular inner surface points. 

A Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld's simple surface S is closed, and each point is a 
simple surface point. A fast algorithm can be developed by testing if S is a 
parallel-move based closed surface first, and then testing ifS contains the case 
of Fig. 7(b). 

In addition, the definition of simple surface points cannot deal with boun
dary points. The drawback of the definition of regular surface points is how to 
expand it to deal with indirect adjacency. We discuss this issue in [7]. Com
paring with Kong and Roscoe's results [6), Definition 4.1 has some similarities 
to Proposition 6 in [6]. However, Definition 4.1 is much simpler, intuitive and 
general. 

In summary, this paper proved that Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld's simple sur
faces are just cases of regular closed surfaces defined by the authors in [2,3] in 
direct adjacency. We also can see there are only six types of simple surface 
points in three dimensional grid spaces [8]. 
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2. SEGMENTATION AND FIITING 


• 

There are many kinds of segmentation, such as measurement space clustering, region growing segmentation, split-and-merge 
segmentation, edge detection, etc. [1]. In order to segment velocity sections in seismic data effectively, one needs to develop 
a region growing fuzzy segmentation technique. We term this technique t..-connected segmentation [2-4]. In this section, we 
present a mathematical definition of segmentation and then introduce the principals of region growing segmentation and 
split-and-merge segmentation. 

A digital image F is a mapping from a grid-space .E to real set R (or R!' in general). Two points p. q in .E are 
adjacent if the distance between these two points is l. Two points p. q in S s= .E are connected if there is a path which 
consists of adjacent points that links p and q. S is connected if each pair ofpoints in S are connected. We say S is uniform 
if F on S (a sub-image) has properties of uniformity. A popular unifonnity measure is defmed in terms of the maximum 
difference between any pixel value and the mean value of S. 

Since we will be working to develop uniform segments, we define segmentation as a partition of an image into 
connected subsets, each of which is uniform, but such that no union of adjacent subsets is uniform. The formal defmition of 
segmentation is then: 

In a digital image F, if there exists a non-empty segmentation FJ>F2r•• ,Fm satisfYing 

(1) Fi n Fj = $, if i=l,..,m, j=I,..m, i;t:j 
(2) Ui~l .....m Fi =F, 
(3) Each Fi is connected, 
(4) Each Fi is "uniform", 
(5) If Fi and Fj are adjacent, then Pi uFj is not uniform. 

Then, { FbF2r•• ,Fm } is called a segmentation of F. 

Region growing segmentation: A region in an image may be viewed as a connected group of pixels, all with 
similar brightness. The method begins with a single pixel, and then by examining neighbors tries to find a maximum sized 
cormected region of similar pixels. In this manner regions grow from single pixels [1]. One also can use a region or group of 
pIXels as a seed instead of a single pixel. In this case, after selecting the partition (group of pixels), a uniformity test is 
applied to the region to see if it qualifies as a partition. If the test fails the region is subdivided into smaller regions. This 
process is repeated until all regions are uniform. The major advantage of using small regions rather than single pixels is 
reduced sensitivity to noise. 

Split-and-Merge Segmentation: A split-and-merge algorithm is an extension of region growing algorithms. It is 
an. advanced segmentation technique, sometimes called quadtree segmentation, used in two dimensional image processing. 
Split-and-merge segmentation is based on a quadtree partition of an image. One starts with tree nodes (representing square 
regions of the image) at some intermediate level of the quad tree. If a.square is found to be nonuniform, it is replaced by its 
four subsquares (split). Conversely, iffour squares form a unifoml square, they are replaced by a single square(merge). This 
process continues recursively until no further splits or merges are possible [I]. 

3. A-CONNECTED SEGMENTATION IN METRIC SPACES 

Let (X, D) and (Y, D ') be two metri~ -spaces and f X-+Y be a function. If we define f(X)={y I y =f (x), x E X}, then 
If(X),D'r) is the subspace of (Y,D '). Here, point (x,j(x» is denoted by p(x), and .P=o{p(x) IXE X}. If 

dJ (P(x),p(y))=D(x,y) + D'(j(x)J(y)) (3.1) 
and 

d] (P(x),p(y))= (IY(x,y) + D.2(j(x)J(y))/i2 (3.2) 

then (P. d, ) and (P. d]) form two new metric spaces, defined as (X,d) ®(f(X),Dr). 
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ABSTRACT 

Intelligent data fitting is often used in seismic data processing to reconstruct large three-dimensional data volumes based on 
relatively small amounts of 20 seismic and/or well-log data. This technique is useful for such applications because of the 
many different layers and lithologies in stratum. However, if such data fitting is performed over two different layers in the 
stratum, it often results in incorrect profiles. A more accurate way to perfOITIl such fitting is to first perform segmentation of 
the data into mown classes, and then fit the data inside ofeach segmented class. 

:.; 
In seismic data processing, interval velocity is one of the most important factors in rock type identification, Le. 

lithology classification. To find a region with low velocity generally indicates a lithology of high porosity. Such a region is 
much more likely to contain oil ancl/orgas. Velocity data is more difficult to obtain than seismic waveform, which is 
obtained by 3D seismic prospecting. To obtain a vertical trace of interval velocity data requires extensive processing. 
Generally, such a velocity volume is obtained by means of a data fitting technique. This paper presents a general intelligent 
data fitting approach to reconstruct interval velocity volumes. This technique uses a process we term SEGFIT-segmentation 
followed by jitting. In SEGFIT, we use a fuzzy connected segmentation technique for the segmentation, which we term 1.
connected followed by a specialized fitting method which maintains the A-connectedness of the fitted data in each segmented 
class. In this paper we show that a real velocity volume can be obtained using this technique. 

Key Words: intelligent data fitting, segmentation, volume reconstruction, seismic interval velocity, A-connectedness. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In image processing and computer vision, data fitting is an important and basic tool. For example, simple enlargement of an 
image requires data fitting as the image grows in size and volume. For many problems the data fitting and interpolation 
required is much more complex than that for, say, a simple enlargement. For example, in seismic data processing, 
interpolation between known and unknown data points in a regular grid is a difficult task because of changing geological 
conditions such as varying lithologies, faults, etc. In such cases, one must use irregular two-dimensional data to reconstruct ..: 
a three-dimensional data volume. Geophysicists oftenfrrst choose those points that belong to the same lithology layer to 
perform the interpolation., fitting only among those points that are in the same lithology or class. 

The goal of intelligent data fitting is to keep all fitted data in the same class as that of their guiding points. While 
ultimately classification is the goal of any segmentatIOn algorithm, in this paper we win be concerned only with 
segmentation. In this paper, we first extend the concepts ofA-connectedness and A-connected segmentation to metric spaces. 
We then discuss interpolation and approximation in metric spaces. Finally, we apply this technique to real velocity volume 
reconstruction ofa seismic image. 
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Definition 3.1. In (X d) @(f(X),Dr), ifp(x)=(x,f(x)) and p(y) =ryjrYJ) satisfy d(x,y) S e, then p(x) and pry) are called 
e-adjacent. . 

Definition 3.2. In P=(Xd) @((f(X),Dr), if function CAe:PxP-->[O, Ii satisfies 

(1) CA c(P(x),p(x))=l, 
(2) CAe (P(x),p(Y)) =0, if d(x,y) > Go 


then, CAe (P(x),p6'}) is called the adjacent connectivity ofp(x) andp6'}. 


A finite sequence f2(p(xJ,p(x,J)={p(xJ,p(x;j, ... ,p(x,J} is called an e-path, if d(Xi'y) S Go j=i+ 1 and XI~' i¢J 

excepting Xj=Xn• The connected value of an e-path Q(p(xIJ,p(x,J) is denoted by 


CP (n(p(x),p(x,J) = min rCA (P(xJ,p(x)) I i=l, ... ,n-i; j=i+l} (3.3) 
or 

CP' (n(p(x),p(x,J) = ilCA (P(xJ,p(x)), i=l, ... ,n-l;j=i+i, i=I, ... ,n-1 (3.4) 

Finally, 

C (P(x),plY)) = max {CP (n (P(x),p(y)) I fl(p(X),pry)) is a e-path} (3.5) 


is called the connectivity ofp(x) and p(y) under e-path. 

Definition 3.3 p(x) and pM in (X, d) @(f(X),Dr) are called direct A.-connected if CA(P(x),p(y)) ~A, AerO, 1]; and 
"--connected ifC(P(x),plY)) ~ A . 

Theorem 3.1 A-connectedness is an equivalence relation, i.e., it can be used for classification. 

A A-connected segmentation partitions a metric space into several A.-connected components. Generally, for any 

function E:SxS~R in the set S possessing the following properties: 


(i) E(u, u) S c, c is a constant, 
(ii) E(u, v) =E(v,u), 
(iii) E(u, v) >= min (E(u, w),E(w, v)}, 

the A-connectedness of (S,£) is an equivalence relation. A-connectedness is a general dynamic connectedness relation. 

There are many functions satisfYing conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) ,such as 

FA. ,(p,~x),p(y» = 11- D(f(;;fo~Y)), d(x,y):S; & and D(f(x),f(y») ~ M 


. otherwise 


(3.6) 
and 

c.' ' (1- D(j(x),f(y» d(x y) S&iznd f(xO) =0 
GAc (P(.X), p(y» = D(f(xO)J(x» + D(f(xO),f(y» " , 

. , 0, ; otherwise, 

(3.7) 

In this paper, the connectivity functions defmed as F and G are arrived at by applying (3.4) to FA and FG, 
respectively. To arrive at a A.-connected segmentation we use a breadth-first-search technique based on TaIjan's algorithm 
[5]. 



Algorithm A : Searching a A-connected part. 

Step 1. Let pO=(xOj(xO)). Set L(PO)-(-* (* is a label), and STACK -(-STACK u{pO) 
Step 2. If STACK is empty, goto step4; otherwise, pO~op o/STACK and 

L(PO) .(-(); 
Step 3. For every element p=(xj(x)) satisfying d(xO,x) ~& and L(P) :;t!() and L(P) ;::*; 

ifC(P,pO) a, then STACK -f-STACK u{p} and L(p) .(- *, goto Step 2. 
Step 4. Stop, and S={p IL(P)=O) is one A.-connected part. 

This algorithm requires linear time, and hence cannot be improved upon. Although this A.-connected segmentation 
algorithm is a relatively fast equivalence relation classification, the connectivity ofa A-connected set can be very weak [3]. 
For such a case, we develop the concept of a normal A-connected set. 

Definition 3.4 Ifx and x' in S are e-adjacent (e-neighborhood) implying that p(x) and p(x; are (adjacently) A
connected, then (S,I(S)) is called a normal A-connected set. 

Because an adjacent A.-connected set does not form an equivalence relation, ifwe use it to segment a set, there may 
be many solutions. The split-and-merge (quadtree in 2D) segmentation technique can be used in such a case. Let Em be a m
dimensional grid space, for an image! Em ~ [0,1]. Also, let e=l or e=(m/7. We can describe split-and-merge 
segmentation as follows: 

Algorithm B : Split-and-merge technique for normal A.-connected segmentation 

(2D case). 


Step 1. 	 Build a quadtree structure where each node represents a fixed square region ofthe image. Start with the 
root node: NODE+-root. (Technically one can start with the nodes at some intermediate level of the quad 
tree.) . 

Step 2. IfNODE is a normal A-connected set, goto Step 3 for merging; otherwise, break NODE into four children 
and repeat Step 2 for every child of NODE. 

Step 3. Check all four children for a node, and merge all possible normal A-connected sets based the boundary of 
each node. 

4. INTELLIGENT DATA FITTING AND A-CONNECTIVITY 

In mathematics, the term fitting can describe both interpolation and approximation. Based on a set of guiding points (sample 
points), a fitting procedure attempts to connect all data points in a region. For example, in a 2D image, for a line one wishes 
to connect all points that are a part of the line. Sometimes, a linear regression method is used to fit the line. Linear regression 
has limitations. For example, if there are two lines, linear regression wiJI only find one. In such cases a more intelligent data 
fitting algorithm must be emplgyed. 

Intelligent data fitting in this paper means that (1) fitting is based on segmentation, and (2) fitted data segments the 
image into uniform regions based on the guiding points. 

Let (Xd) be a metric space and (Y,D) be a normed linear space. Also, x.. ~ X and f x.. ~Y. Suppose X, is 
segmented by the A.-connected segmentation of (X.,d) @(f(X";, D), denoted by S;.(X., J)={S" ... ,S"J. Assume there is a F: 
X~Y, S;.ex. F) = {R" ... ,R,J. If 

(i) t'R j 3 Sd ~ J;;Rj }, and 	 (4.1) 
(ii) R; n B.J = ~ or R; n ~ =¢, 	 (4.2) 

then we can say F and I are A-compatible, and n~m. If n=m, F is called a A-fitting of f 
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Let F be a A.-fitting of J, that satisfies 

f(x):F(x), if x EX" (4.3) 

then F is called a complete A.-interpolation off. 

We now develop a A.-compatible theorem for linear interpolation. The connectivity function was defined in (3.6) 
and (3.7). 

Theorem 4.1 Let S.l.(Xs,f):{Sj, ...,S"rJ, and S.l.(.¥, F) = {RJ, ... ,R"J. If 

(i) Si bRi' i=/, ...,m and 
(ii) /(x)==F(x), x ex,. and 
(iii) For every u e Ri, there exists (x, f(x)) and (x~ /(x')) which are adjacent 

l-connected, where x, x' e S" d(u,x) S'& , d(u, x') S'&, such that 

F(u) == r /(x) +(J-r) f(x,), OS'r S'l 

Then, Fand/are A.-fit. 

Proof: We just need to prove that, if u, veRi, then (u,F(u)) and (v,F(v)) are A-connected. 

(a) Let the connectivity function be GA and given by (3.7). (Y,D) is a nonned linear space, D(a,b)=lla-bll. 
Suppose that ufE Ri, we have xJ,X] fE Si, IlxrX211 S'& and such that 

and 

F(u)=r /(xJ+(J-r) /(x~, OSr S'1. 
Let 

A = 1_ IIF(u) - f(xJ11 
II F(u)II+/i [(x,)11 

= 1- (1- r)1I [(Xl) - [(x, )/l/(IIF(u)II+lIf(x,)/I) 

B= l_I/F(u)- [(x 2 )11 
/I F (u ) 1/+ /I [ ( Xl) 1/ 

= 1 - r II [ ( X 2 ) - [( X , ) III (II F ( u ) 11+ II [ ( x , ) II) 

IfA < A. and B <A., then 

so, 
.',}:(l-r)(llf(xJII + 1lf(~~I!) > IIf(xJII + IIF(u)lI, and 

r (llf(x,)11 + IIf(xz}/tJ > IIf(xJII + IIF(u)lI, 

implies 

IIf(xJ I I + IIf(x~1I > IIf(xJII + IIf(xz.lll + 2 IIF(u)II. 

But this is impossible. Thus A a or B.2% Then (u,F(u)) and (xJJ(xJ) are adjacent A-connected, or (u,F(u)) and 
(X2,f(X~) are adjacent A-connected. Similarly, for any veRi there must exist ye Sb such that (v,F(v)) and (yJ(y)) are A.
connected. Because (xJJ(xJ), (xd(X~) and (yJ(y)) are A.-connected to each other, (u,F(u)) and (v,F(v)) are A-connected 
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based on Theorem 3.1 . 

(b) One can similarly prove for a connectivity function FA, as given in (3.5). 

Corollary 4.1 Let S"iXs.f)={S" ....S"J, and (Y,D) be the real space. Assume X ={R"...,Rm} with SI I;; RI. i=l.... ,m. 
If Fj is a function fitted by a Bezier polynomial or parametric B-spline on Pj={(xJ(x)) Ix€Si}. then F = { Fl. Fl ,.... Fm } is 
A-compatible with! 

5. NORMAL A-CONNECTED INTERPOLATION AND APPROXIMATION 

A-connectedness between two points only deals with a path linking these two points, so a A-connected set usually cannot 
simulate a continuous function in two-dimensions. In this section we will consider a special A-connected set in which every 
path is A-connected. We call such a set a nonnal A-connected set. A nonnaI A-connected set has some interesting 
mathematical properties. If the A-connected fitting is a relaxed fitting, then a normal A-connected fitting is a strict fitting. 
For example, any continuous fitting in a discrete space is a nonnal A-connected fitting in the sense of a single domain 
component. 

Definition 5.1 Let So {;; S and/o: So -+R , where S is a metric space and R is the real space. For two points p, q E 

So, if there exists a £-path in S, Po=P.P1..... p,,=q, and real numbers. g(PaJ=f(P). g(PIJ... g(P,J=f(q). such thatp and q are 1..
connected with respect to g, then this path is called A-connectable and p and q are called A-connectable in S. 

Theorem 5.1 Let D be a c-net of S, Do {;; D and /0: Do -+R . For any two points P. qe Do , every shortest path , 
between p and q is A-connectable in D, and there exists a function f that is a normal A-connected interpolation of /0, i.e. 
(D.f) is a normal A-connected set. 

The special cases of this theorem and their proofs were shown in [6,7]. In fact, fin Theorem 5.1 has properties like 
those of the B-spline method: 

Corollary 5.1 An algorithm exists to generate a normal A-connected interpolation, such that the resulting function 
is in the convex closure of its guiding points /0. 

Corollary 5.2 Let X be a connected subset of a n-dimensional grid space and X. r;; X and f Xs-+R. Assume 
{Sh ....Sm} is a partition of Xs and {RJ.....R"J is a partition ofX , if 

(l)SiI;;RI. i=l..... m & Boundary(R1){;;S;, and 
(2) For any two points p,q in St. each shortest path in R j between p and q is A-connectable: 

then, there is a A-interpolation F on X of f, such that S;..(X. F) = {Rj, ....R"J. 

6. INTELLIGENT DATA FITTING AND VELOCITY RECONSTRUCTION 

In this section we describe how to apply intelligent data fitting to 3D seismic data reconstruction. Seismic data has two 
different forms: wavefonn seismic data, such as arnpjitude data, and gray-scale seismic d.ata such as velocity, porosity eit .. In 
this paper, we deal with gray-scale seismic data. The goal of seismic data processing for oil-g"as 'exploration is to find oil-gas 
traps. Geology interpreters seek to find a region with high oil-gas probability in which to drill. A decision is carefully made 
based on geologic and geophysical data. The most important geophysical data is seismic data. Oil-gas traps are of two major 
types. One is the structural type, fonned by geometric structure such as a convex region or a fault structure. To recognize 
these structures one generally uses amplitude waveform data (Figure 6.1· (a). Another geologic feature is lithologic type, 
which is affected by differing rock types, e.g. sandstone versus granite. In this case, velocity is the most important factor 
(Figure 6.1 (b». For example, one usually tries to find a region with low velocity since that typically indicates high porosity 
lithology and is much more likely to store oil andlor gas. 

.. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6.1 (a) a waveform seismic section, and (b) a velocity section 

The best way to precisely detennine rock velocities is to drill a well. However it is not a realistic way to drill wells 
everywhere in an area being examined. An effective and more economic method is to drill a few wells in the area, and then 
use well-log infonnation and seismic data to interpolate determine the velocities for the entire m:ea. Figure 6.2 pictorially 
represents such a process. 

I 

Interval vela 
ces 

Figure 6.2· An exa:mple for petroleum prospecting: two wells, and seismic data on each- line. 

Note that data may be 2D or 3D. 

Although there are many velocity measures for seismic data, in this paper, we use interval velocity data, which 
indicates the velocity of each small layer in the stratum. . 
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6.1 Fitting a 3-D Interval Velocity Volume 

In this subsection, we present a practical method to reconstruct an interval velocity volume from seismic data. In the 
example, we explain how 3D interval velocity volume data was filled for a region in Sichuan province, China. This interval 
velocity volume was used to guide drilling in this area. 

To get an interval velocity trace on a vertical line is not a simple task. An interpreter need to process seismic data 
and interact with well-log data many times to complete a trace. In an about lkm x lkm target square area (Figure 6.2), We 
have a 4 I x 20 x 20 I 3D seismic data, two well-log data for testing use, and 8 interval velocity traces on theedge of41 x 20 
array (see Figure 6.2). 

The goal here is to reconstruct a 4 I x 20 x 201 interval velocity array (or 41 x 20 interval velocity traces). To do so 
the data fitting methodolgy just discussed was used to develop the following "Edge First Fitting" algorithm. The following 
data fitting algorithm is used when most of the guiding points are on the "edge," and the object region is relatively small. 
The strategy here is to use the data on four edge sections of a volume to fill the entire array or volume. For instance, in 
Figure 6.2, we use this edge fitting technique on sections [A, A', B',B], [B,B',C',C], [C,C',D',D] and [D,D',A',A]. 
Commonly edge points are chosen as guiding points in such seismic data applications. 

In seismic data processing, each vertical data trace is called a CDP trace. Ifwe assume that there are m CDP traces 
with known interval velocity in the edge of a region of ground surface, then the distance between each CDP point can vary. 
In the region in the Sichuan province, we acquired eight such CDP traces, and 201 sample points along a vertical (time) 
direction. 

Step 1: Velocity layer classification. In this step, one first applies A.-connected segmentation or split-and-mergf 
segmentation (or some other segmentation method) on the m CDP traces. Because of the different distances among CDF 
traces, the connected algorithm needs to be modified to account for this fact. For example, the adjacency distance betweer 
two traces should be greater than 1. 

Step 2: Boundary curve fitting and interjacefltting. After separating each layer in the m CDP traces in Step 1, onc 
must extract m points which belong to a single interface in a stratum. The goal of this step is to fit or find every sue! 
interface, There are two techniques to reach this goal. First, one can fit the surface directly using the m points. However, fa 
our example, since we had only eight points, the result of such a fitting was not satisfactory. The second method, which w 
used, was to first fit the boundary of the surface to a rational function using the m points. A rational function gave us a be! 
"looking" answer. 

Once the boundary fitting curve was arrived at, one can use a Coons surface fitting or gradually varying surfac 
fitting algorithm [6-7] to obtain the layer interfaces. Figure 6.3 shows the five major layers in our example region. 
surface smoothing process can be used to correct minor fitting errors. .. 

Str;!J 3: Surface Lofting. To give all points the same value in a laye'l' ("determined by two interfaces) is the simple 
method to reconstruct the volume. However, since a layer is a A.-connected set, i.e. it satisfies some unifonnity measure, tI 
difference between the values of two points in the volume may not be small. Also, geologic layers generally have tl 
property of "gradual variation." The use surface lofting technique between two interfaces allows one to arrive' at a rno 
accurate reconstruction of the volume. A lofted surface is obtained by interpolation of two interface surfaces. In tl 
applicat'')'-.,.we arrived at 171 lofted surfaces. Each lofted surface was treated'as a small layer. 

Step 4: Gradually varied.flll on lofted sUrfaces. A lofted surface only gives the geometric locations in which ~~ch po 
should have the "same value." Although we knew the values at the intersection of the m CDP traces, the lofted sUrface we 
not unique. What was needed was to fit a surface on each lofted surface (See Figure 6.3 (b)). A gradually varied J 

technique [6,7) was a good technique because we did not care about the smoothness of the edges only their "continui~ 
This "continuity" meant discrete "gradual variation." Figure 6.4 shows four gradually varied fitting surfaces. 
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Step 5: Since some points'were not in the lofted surfaces, we simply assigned a value to these points using I-D linear 
interpolation. The interval velocity volume in our application is shown in Figure 6.5. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 6.3 (a) Five major interfaces, (b) velocity on five interfaces 

Figure 6.4 Gradually varied fitting surfaces 

l' 
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Figure 6.5 The reconstructed velocity volume 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, an intelligent 3 D data fitting method was presented, and some of its mathematical properties have been studied. : 
We have used this method to fit interval velocity volumes which are very useful for oil-gas prediction. The method described: 
in this paper has been used successfully in an area in Sichuan province in China. 
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1. Introduction 

Digital topology deals with the topological properties 
of digital objects in two or more dimensional discrete 
arrays. It might provide a theoretical and computational 

foundation for discrete surface andlor solid design. 
recognition and representation fl]. 

Digital curve was first studied by Rosenfeld in early 
1970s. A defmition of digital curves and the digital Jordan 
curve theorem were then given by him (IJ. The concept of 
digital swfaces was proposed by Artzy. Frieder, and Herman 
[2J. They defined a swface as the face of some solid object. 
Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld later proposed an alternative 
deflnition for a digital surface [3J. Khalimsky el cil tackled 
the problems of digital topology using pure topological 
methods [4.5J. In [6]. Chen defined the term "digital 
manifold" as a discretization of a manifold and presented an 
interpolating algorithm for obtaining gradually v~ied 
surfaces on a digital manifold. 

In this abstract, we propose a uniform framework for 


defining and processing digital objects including digital 


curves, surfaces, solids, and etc. Namely. our framework 

· can handle digital manifolds in a m dimensional space, 

· Where m virtually can be any positive integer. Under our 

framework, the definition of a digital manifold is intuitive 


.. as well as. simple. The recognition algorithm developed 

.. i based the definition is tractable. Section 2 reviews some 
'.: basic digital topology concepts. Section 3 presents the 

." 	 definition and some properties of digital manifolds. The 


theorems are presented without proof~ which can be found 

in [II]. 

· Permission to copy without fec all or pan: of this matcri;ll is J~tcd 

prOvided that the co,,'es are not made or distributed ~or direct 

commercial advantage: [he ACM copyriJht notice: .,d dio: ~ ~ the 

PUblication and its date appear. and police: ~ given ~ copyllll J.5 by 

permission of the Association for Compuling M~hlllCry: ~o copy 
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2. Basic Concepts 

This section reviews some basic concepts of digital 
topology. A m dimensional digital space Lm is a m di

mensional array of integer coordinate points. The points 
P=(X1. X2 ..... xm) and q=(YI ,Y2...·,Ym) are two directly 
adjacent points in Lm if 

m 
d.o(p,q)= L IXj-Yil = 1 . 

. i=l 

P and q are indirectly adjacent points if 
dr(P.q) = MAXl<iSni IXi-Yil =1 

In this abstract. only direct adjacency is considered. Let 
p and q be a pair of (directly) adjacent points of Lm. the 

pair {P.q} is called a line-cell. A surface-cell is a set of 4 
points which form a unit square parallel to coordinate 
planes. A Three dimensional-cell (or 3_D cell) is a unit 

cube, which has 8 points, and so on we can define a k_D. 
ceIL 

Two different k_D-cells are k'J) adjacent where k> k' . 

~ O. if they share a V_p-cell. A k~.p-connected k_D-cells 
path is a sequence ofk_D-celis vO, v1 .., .1In. inwhich Vi 

and lIj+l are k:'p-adjacent for i = 0 to n. Let .r(k)(S) be the 
set of all k_D-cell of S, where S is a subset of:Em where m 

~ k. Two k_D-cells p and q in S are called k'_D-connectef,l 
if there exists a k'_D-~djacency k_D-ceU path 110 v1 ... vn 
such that vo = p and Vn = q; where vo. 111 ... vn are.in 
rfk)(S). rfk)(S) is called as k'p-connected if every pair p, 
q in rfk)(S) is k:fl-connected. 

3. Digital manifolds 

In this section, we propose a mathematicat framework 
of digital manifolds which contain digital curves. digital 
surfaces. digital .>olids, and etc. Before the framework is 



I 
presented, we fIrst introduce the concept of a parallel-move 
of a k_D-cell. This concept serves as the basis of our 
framework.. 

Definition 3.1 Let A be a subset of :Em. A' is 
called a paralletmove of A if 1A1=!A'I, dD(a,a') ~ 1 where 

I aEA and a'EA', and there exists a biconjunctive mappingj: 
A~A' such that dD(a!(a))=1 for all oEA. 

Given a n_D-cell, the lemma 3.1 and 3.2 can help us 
obtain any parallel-move of the n_D-cell. 

Lemma 3.1 Let {pC 1).... ,p(2n)} be a n_D;cell in .I'm; 
where n S; m and p(i) = (PI(i) .... 'Pm(i» is one point in 
{p(1), ... ,p(2n)}. i=1,...2n. We have: 

1) Among 'the m components there exist· (m-n) 

components so that the 2n vectors p(l) ...., and 
p(211) have the same values on these (m-n) 

components. 
2) 	 Assume j is one of the (m-n) invariant components. 

Then. the two n_D-cells 
((PI(1)..... Pj(1)+l ..... Pm(1»...... 
(Pl(2n).....pj{2n)+I, ...• Pm(2n))} .and 
((Pl(!), ...• pjOH ..... Pm(1» ...... 

(PI (2n)..... Pj(2n)-1 ..... Pm(2n»} 
are the two parallel moves of the n_D-celi 

((PI(l)..... Pj(1)..... Pm(1» ...... 

(PI(2n) •...• pjC2n) ..... Pm(2n))} 

Lemma 3.2 Let V be a parallel-move of V', then V' 
is the parallel-move of V. 

Lemma 3.3 Letv be a II_D-cell. then V has exactly 
2(m-n) parallel-moves. 

Lemma 3.4 Let V be a parallel move ofV', then V u 
V' is a (n + ILD-cell. 

Definition 3.2 A subset M of .I'm is a digital 
manifold if 

0) M=u{o / a E r(n)(M)}. 

1) nn)(M) is (n-I)_D-connected. . 
2) Each element in [111-1 )(M) has only one or two par

allel-moves. 
3) nn+l)(M) is empty. 
Definition.3.3 Let M be a n dimensional digit2.1 

manifold, the boundary of M, denoted by aM. is a set of 
(n-l}_D-cells w~ich has only one parallel-move in M. M is 
called n dimensional closed digital manifold if aM is 
empty. 

Definition 3.4 Let M be a n dimensional digital 
manifold. we say M is regular if all of the' n_D-cells 
containing p are (n-l )_D- connected for all pc M. 
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Theorem 3.1 If S is a regular surface in X3, then 

is regular and the union of several closed digital curves. 
Theorem 3.2 The boundary of a regular n dime 

sional digital manifold is regular and the union of seve 
(n-l)_D closed digital manifolds. 

Theorem 3.3 Given a subset M of Lm. there ex 
O(m2n IM/) time algorithms for all of the decision pre ' 
lems in following: Whether M is a n dimensional digil 
manifold, a closed n dimensional manifold, a regular 
dimensional digital manifold, and a regular closed n ( 
mensional manifold? Also,there exist O(m2n1M!) time, 
gorithms to track Ms boundary. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a mathematical digital surface definition. This defmition is able to deal with boundary 
points as well as "inner" points. Namely, it is able to distinguish inner points from boundary points. The defmition 
is intuitive and provides a basis for designing fast algorithms for surface decision, boundary search, and surface 
tracking problems. This defmition is equivalent to Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld's defmition on simple closed digital 
surfaces and can be extended to the problem of defming a digital manifold. 

J 
I, INlRODUCTION 

It has been and continues to be an interesting problem to mathematically define a digital surface in digital 
geometry and image processing. A clear mathematical digital swface defmition could provide a theoretical foundation 
for some image processing operations such as boundary search and surface tracking. In the past, there were many 
attempts at defining a digital surface. Among these attempts, the surface definitions given by Artzy et. all and 
Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld4 were two of the most notable ones. Artzy and his colleaguesl defined a digital surface 
as the face of solid objects, while Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld4 gave a purely discrete definition of a digital surface. 
On the basis of the two definitions, many important results were obtained in digital topology. These results in 
digital topology provided a foundation for many image processing operationsS. 

I· 
However, the problem of defining a digital surface has not been completely solved. There exists some 

inconsistency among different digital surface definitions. For example. according to the defmition given Artzy et al., 
the face of the solid object shown in Figure 1 is a surface. but it is not surface under the definition given by 
Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld. Another example is the Mobuis band shown in Figure 2. The mobuis band is not a 
surface under both Artzy et al's and Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld's defmitions. However. mathematically Mobuis band 
is an important surface. The reason for this inconsistency is that 1) Mobuis band is not a face of any solid object so 
Artzy et al's defmition fails to recognize it as a surface; 2) Mobuis band is not closed and the definition given by 
Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld handles only the "inner" points of a surface and fails to recognize the boundary of a 
surface. 

Figure 1. A 3-dimensional solid object whose face is not a digital surface 
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The work reported in this paper can be viewed as a continuation or an improvement of Rosenfeld's defmition. 
We developed a novel mathematical definition of a digital surface in a 3-dimensional space. This definition is able to 
deal with boundary points as well as "inner" points. Namely. it is able to distinguish inner points from boundary 
points. The defmition is intuitive and provides a basis for designing efficient surface decision, boundary search. and 
surface tracking algorithms. This defmition is equivalent to Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld's definition on simple closed 
digital surfacesl6 and can be extended to the problem of defining a digital manifold l4. 

Figure 2. Mobuis band 

I 
I 

In section 2, we review some basic concepts in digital surface and digital topology5. The digital surface 
defmition developed by us is presented in section 3. Section 4 describes algorithms for surface decision. boundary 

1 search and surface tracking problems. These algorithms were developed on the basis of our surface definition. Section 
\ 5 includes conclusions. 
i 

2. BASIC CQNCEPTS 

This section briefly reviews some basic concepts in digital surface. Digital surface was first studied by 
Hennan and his colleagues1,2. However, the first discrete definition ofa closed digital surface was given by 
Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld4. Based on this definition, Rosenfeld and his colleagues derived many importaOl 
theoretical results. e.g., discrete Jordan theorem. An alternative approach was introduced by Khalimsky and 
Kovalevsky6,7. In their approach, digital images are represented by topological spaces. Recently, Rosenfeld, Kong 
and WulD discussed and proved some basic properties of digital surfaces. The results reported in this paper were based 
on these previous work. In this paper, we adopt the tenninology used in Kong and Rosenfeld5. 

We use Lm for the set of all points in a m-dimensionallattice space. Thus. L3 is a set of all points in a 3
dimensional space. Each point in L3 is represented as 3 integer coordinates. 1"wt> points p = (Xl x2 X3) and q =(Yl 
Y2 Y3) in L3are said to be directly adjacent if . 

3 
Dd(P,q) = I. IXj-Yi' = 1 

i=l 

Two points P = (Xl x2 X3) and q =(Yl Y2 y~) in 1:3 are said to be indirectly' adjacent if 

In a three-dimensional space L3. a point has six directly adjacent points and 26 indirectly adjacent points. 
Therefore. two directly adjacent points in L3 are called 6-adjacent and two indirectly adjacent points are called 26
adjacent We only consider directly adjacency in this paper. In the rest of the paper. the term adjacenc;, is used for 
direct adjacency. unless otherwise stated. 
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A point in 2:3 is called a poincunit-cell. Two adjacent points p, q in 2:3 is called a line_unit-cell. A 
line_unit-cell composed of two points p and q is written as (p, q). A surface_un it-cell is a set of 4 points that fonns 
a unit square parallel to one coordinate plane. A 3-dimensionaI_unit-celI is a set of 8 points that forms a unit cube 
parallel to all three coordinate planes. Figure 3 (a)(b)(c) show a line_unit-cell, a surface_unit-cell and a 3
dimensionaC unit-cell, respectively. 

D 

(b) 


stniace_unit -cell 


Figure 3. Unit-cells 

Two points p and q are connected if there exists a simple path (a list of points) PO, PI, ..•• Pn, where PO = p, 
Pn =q, and Pi and Pi+1 are adjacent for i = 0, 1, ..., n-l. A subset S of L3 is said to be point connected if all points 
in S are connected. 

Two unit-cells are poincadjacent if they share a point. For example, line_unit-cells 11 and 12 are 
poincadjacent in Figure 4(a), and surface_unit-cells sl and s2 in Figure 4(b) are poinCadjacent Two surface_unit
cells are line_adjacent if they share a line_unit-cell. For example, surface_unit-cells sl and s2 in Figure 4(c) are 
line_adjacenL 

Two line_unit-cells lj and lk are point_connected if there exists a sequence of line_unit-cells 10.11, ... , In 
such that 10 =Ij. In = lk. and Ii and li+l are poincadjacent for i = 0, 1, ... , n-1. For example. line_unit-cells 11 and 
14 in Figure 4(a) are poincconnected. Two surface_unit-cells Sj and Sk are line_connected if there exists a sequence of 
surface_unit-cells sO, s1 • .••, sn such that SO =sj> sn = sk, and Sj and Sj+l are line_adjacent for i::; 0, 1, ...• n-1. For 
example, surface_unit-ceUs sl and s3 in Figure 4(c) are line30nnected. 

11 

12 sl sl s2 

13 

14 s2 83 

(a) (b) (c) 


Line Poim-Connected Surface Point-Connected Surface Line-Connected 


Figure 4. adjacency and connectedness 

3. A DIGITAL SURFACE DEFINITION 

This section introduces a novel digital surface definition in a three dimensional digital space. Based on this 
definition, boundary points can be easily·recognized.Fast algorithms for surface decision, boundary search and 
surface tracking can be developed on the basis of this definition. This defmition is equivalent to Morgentharer and 
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Rosenfeld's definition on simple closed digital surfaces16. AIl lemmas, theorems, and algorithms are presented with 
no proof in this paper. Proofs will be given in Chen and Zhang 15. 

Definition 3.1 Let (p, p') be a line_unit-cell. A line_unit-cell (q, q') in 2.3 is called a parallel_move of the 
line_UDit-cell (p, p') if p and p' are adjacent to q and q' respectively; but neither p and q' nor p' and q are adjacent. A 
swface_unit-cell (PI, P2, P3. P4) is a paralleCmove of another surface_unit-cell (ql, <i2, ~, q4) if Pi is adjacent to <Ii 
(i = 1,2,3 ,4) and Pi is not adjacent to qj when i i: j (i, j = 1,2. 3,4). 

Lemma 3.1 Each line_un it-cell in 2:.3 has 4 parallel-moves in 2:.3. 

Lemma 3.1 In 2:.3, a line_unit-cell and one of its four parallel-moves fonn a surface_unit-cell. 

Definition 3.1 A point connected set S in 2:3 is called a digital surface if 

1) allline_unit-cells of S have either one or two parallel_moves. 
2) Any two surface_uoit-cells of S are line_connected. 
3) S does not contain any 3-dimensionatunit-cell. 

All three conditions in Definition 3.2 are necessary conditions. If the first condition is not satisfied, then there 
must exist one lincunit-celI in S which has 0, or 3 or 4 parallel_moves. In these cases S cannot be a surface (See 
Figure 5). If the second condition is violated, there exist two surface_unit-cells in S are not line_connected. Because 
S is connected, these two surface_unit-cells must be poincconnected, thus S is not surface (see Figure 6). If the last 
condition is not satisfied. S contains some 3-dimensionaI_unit-cell so that S cannot be a surface. 

(a) (b) 


A line_cell A line_cell 

with 0 parallel_move with 3 parallel_move 


Figure 5 A line_unit-cell with O. or 3, or 4 parallel_moves 

sl 

s2 

Figure {i Two point_connected surface_unit-cells 

Lemma 3.3 P is an inner point in surfac,,; S if every line_unit-cell containing P has exactly 2 
parallel_moves in S (See Figure 7(a». p is a boundary point of S if there exists a line_unit-cell containing p has 
only one parallel_move (See Figure 7(b». The set of all bouu1ary points is denoted by as. 
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(c) 

Aline_cell 

with 4 paralleCmove 




Lemma 3.4 The subset S of L3 is a closed surface if allline_unit-cells of S have exactly 2 parallel_moves 
in S. 

p 

P 

(a) (b) 
Inner point p Boundary point p 


Figure 7 Inner and boundary points 


4, ALGORITHMS FOR SURFACE DECISION, BOUNDARY SEARCH. AND SURFACE TRACKING 

This section presents algorithms for swface decision, boundary search and surface tracking. These algorithms 
are developed on the basis of the surface introduced in section 3. The surfaces decision problem was raised by Reed 
and Rosenfeld [13J. It can be stated as follows: 

Given: a subset S of L3 

Detennine: ifS is a surface 


The boundary search problem can be defmed as below: 

Given: a digital surface S in L3 

Determine: the boundary of S 


The surface tracking problem has been ~clded by many researchers including Herman and Webster2, Gordon 
and Udupa8, and Kong and Udupa9. The swface tracking problem can be stated as follows: 

Given: a solid object, 

Determine: its boundary swface 


4. 1 Data S tnlctures 

We use an adjacency-list to represent a subset of L3 11.12, letS ={PI, ,.,' Po} be a subset of L3. The 
adjacency-list of S is 

PI ~ Pll ...·,PImi 


P2 ~ P21.···'P2m2 


Pil,... ,Pirnj (i =1, .... , n) are all directly adjacent points of Pi in S and are denoted by ALP(Pi). mi is not larger than 

6, because each point has at mosr6 directly adjacent points. 

4.2 Surface Decision Algorithm 

The surface decision algorithm consists of three algorithms, each of which checks one of the three conditions 
in Definition 3.2. Specifically, the three algorithms will respectively perform the following three tasks: 
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Algorithm 1: Find out all parallel-moves of every line_un it-cell (Pi, Pij) in S and decide how many 
parallel_moves (Pi, Pij) has. As a side effect, this algorithm constructs the adjacency-list of line_unit-cells that is 
used in algorithm 3 to decide if~ surface_Ullit-cell has any parallel_move. An adjacency-list ofIine_unit-cells stores 
for each line_unit-cell all its parallel_moves. 

Algorithm 2: Decide if all surface_unit-cells are line-connected. 

Algorithm 3: Find out all paralleCmoves of each surface_unit-cell in S. Each parallel_move of a 
surface_unit-cell and the surface_unit-cell itself form a 3-dimensional_unit-ceI1. Therefore, if there exists any 
surface_unit-cell in S with a parallel_move, then S contains a 3-dirnensional_unit-cell. 

Before describing these three algorithms, we fIrst introduce two lemmas that are useful in understanding and 
analysis of these algorithms. 

Assume that S ={SI, S2, .••• slsil is a subset of L3. Let r(O)(S) be the set of all points in S, nl)(S) be the 
set of all line_un it-cells in S, and r(2)(S) be the set of surface_unit-<:ells in S. 

Lemma 4.1 Let (p, q) be a line_unit-<:ell in L3 where P =(Xl x2 X3) and q =(Yl Y2 Y3). We have: 
1) Two of the three coordinates of q are the same as those of p. Without lose of generality, we assume the first 

two coordinates of p and q are the same. Namely, Xl = YI and X2 =Y2· 
2) The following are the four paralleCmoves of (p, q): 


«:Xl+1 X2 x3). (Yl+l Y2 Y3» 

«>=1-1 x2 X3), (Yl-l Y2 Y3» 

«Xl X2+1 X3), (Yl Y2+1 Y3)) 

«Xl X2-1 X3), (Yl Y2-1 Y3» 


Lemma 4.2 Let P be a paralleCmove of P', then P' is a paralIeLmove of P. 

1 lSI 
Lemma 4.3 lr(l)(S)1 = '2 Lmi ~ 31SI, where S ={PI, ... , PIS,} and mi is the number of adjacent points 

i=l 
of the point Pi, 

Lemma 4.4 If p, q are two directly adjacent points in L3, then there does not exist a point r E L3 so that r 
is directly adjacent to both p and q. 

Algorithm 1: Find out all paralleCmoves for allline_unit-cells in S and check if any line_unit-cells has 
zero or more than two paralleCmoves. Algorithm 1 is divided into two phases: the flrst phase is to fIiId out all 
parallel_moves for each line_unit-cell in $; the second phase is to check if any line-unit-cell has zero or more than 
two paralieCmoves. The fIrst phase constructs a list that stores all parallel_moves for each line_Ullit-ceil, we call 
this list as Line Parallel_Move list: LPM. The set of all parallel_moves of a line_unit-celll is denoted as LPM(I). 

Step 1: For each point Pi in S, repeat step 2 to step 6 . 

Step 2: For each adjacent point Pij of OJ in ALp(Pi), repeat step 3 to step 6. 

Step 3: Construct a line_unit-cell (l.ll, Pij) ',,- 
Step 4: For each adjacent point Pijk (except Pi) of Pij in ALp(Pij), repe~t step 5 to step 6. 

Step 5: For each adjacent point Pijk.l (except Pij) of Pijk in ALp(Pij0, repeat step 6. 

Step 6: if Pijkl is in ALp(Pi). then (Pijk, PijkU is a paralleCmove of(Pi, Pij). Add the parallel_move (Pijb 


PijkV to LPM«(Pi, Pij». LPM«(Pi, Pij» stores all paralletmoves of the line_unit-cell (Pi, Pij). 
Step 7: For each line_un it-cell (Pi, Pij), detennine the siz~ of LPM«Pi, Pij» (the number of paralletmoves of 

(Pi, Pij») 
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From Lemma 4.3 and ALp (Pi) has at most 6 elements, we could derive Lemma 4.5. Steps 2,4, and 5 repeats 
at most six times. 

Lemma 4_5 Given the adjacency list of S: ALp(pi) for all i, the time complexity of Algorithm 1 is 
O(lr(1)(S)I), simply O(ISI). 

In Algorithm 1, the first 6 steps construct the Line Parallel Move list (LPM) for each line_unit-cell in S. 
Step 7 and step 8 detennine the number of parallel_moves of each line_unit-cell in S using LPM constructed in the 
first 6 steps. 

Algorithm 2 decides if all surface_unit-cells in S are line_connected. This algorithm uses the Line 
Parallel_Move (LPM) list constructed by Algorithm 1. A surface_unit-cell contains 4 points PI, Pl, P3, and P4. 
Four line_unit-cells, (PI, P2), (P2, P3), (P3, P4), and (P4, PI) are involved in a surface_unit-cell. Actually, a 
line_unh-cell (PI, P2) and its parallel_move (P3. P4) determine a surface_unit-cell. Two surface_unit-cells are 
line_adjacent if and only if they share a line_unit-cell. The two adjacent surface_unit-cells are determined by the 
shared line_unit-cell and two of its parallel_moves respectively. Thus, we can traverse from one surface_unit-cell to 
an adjacent surface_unit-cell through the shared line_unit-cell. Let us denote a surface_unit-cell as a pair of line_unit
cells (11, 12) where II is a paralleCmove of 12. That is. 12 is a member of LPM(lt} and 11 is a member of LPM(l2). 
The Algorithm 2 tries to traverse all surface_unit-cells in S using the Line ParalleCMove List If it fails to pass 
through all surface_unit-cells, then there exists some surface_unit-cell that is not line_connected to some other 
surface_unit-cell. 

Algorithm 2: Determine if all surface_unit-cells in S are line_connected. 

Step 1: Let the queue Qbe empty. Choose a line_unit-ceIl1i in S and mark il 
Step 2: For each unmarked line_unit-cell1ij of LPM(li), form a surface_unit-cell Sk using lij and Ii. Sk 

involves 4 line_unit-cells, Ii, lij, lk. II. 
Step 3: Add lij, Ik, and II into Q. 
Step 4: Remove a line_unit-cell from Q and mark it, then repeat the step 2 and step 3 until Q is empty. 
Step 5: If aliline_unit-cells in S are marked, then all surface_unit-cells are line_connected. 

Because ailline_unit-cells are traversed at most twice, so Lemma 4.6 holds. 

Lemma 4.6 The time complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(lr(l)(S)I), simply O(lSI). 

Algorithm 3 is to determine if there exists some 3-dimensionaCunit-cell in S. S contains a 3
dimensional_unit-cell if and only if S contains some surface_unit-cell that has some parall~l_move in S. Algorithm 
3 flrst finds parallel_moves for all surface_unit-cells and then checks if any surfa:e_unit-cell has some 
parallel_move. Algorithm 3 is the exactly same as Algorithm 1 except that the adjacency list used in Algorithm 3 is 
the Line ParalleCMove list. 

.' ...., . 

Algorithm 3: Find out all parallel_moves for all surface_un it-cells in S and check if any surface_unit-cell 
has one or more parallel_moves. 

Step.!: For each line_unit-ce111~ in S. repeat step 2 to step 6 . 
. " 

St~p 2: For each parallel_move lij of Ii in LPM(li), repeat step 3 to step 6. 
St~p 3: Construct a surface_unit-cell (Ii. lij)··· 
Step 4: For each paralleCmove lijk (except Ii) of lij in LPM(lij)~'repeat step 5 to step 6. 
Step 5: For each parallel_move lijkl (except lij) of lijk in LPM(lijIU, repeat step 6. . . 
Step 6: if lijkI is in LMP(li). then (lijk,lijkI) is a parallel_move of (Ii. lij). Add the parallel_move (lijk. lijkl) 

to SPM«(lj, lij». SPM«(Ii, lij» stores all parallel_moves of the surface_unit-cell (Ii, lij). SPM denotes 
Surface Parallel_Move list. 
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Step 7: For each surface_unit-cell (Ii, lij), detennine the size of SPM((li, lij» (the number of paralleCmoves 

of (Ii, lij) 
Step 8: If there exists some SPM((li, lij)) with one or more elements, then S contains some 3

dimensional_unit-cell: 

Lemma 4.7 Ir(2)(S)1 ~ 21SI. 

Lemma 4.8 Given Line ParalleCMove lists, the time complexity of Algorithm 3 is Ir(2)(S)1 =0(151). 

Given point adjacency lists ALp(pt), the algorithm for deciding whether a subset S of 2,3 is a digital surface is 
given as below. 

Surface Decision Algorithm: 
Step 1: Apply Algorithm 1 to determine the number of parallel_moves for aliline_unit-cells in S. 
Step 2: If there exists some line_unit-cell with zero or more than two paraJ..leCmoves, then S is not a surface. 

Goto step 8.I 
Step 3: Apply Algorithm 2 to determine if S is line_connected. 

I Step 4: If S is not line_connected, then S is not a surface. Goto step 8. 
1 Step 5: Apply Algorithm 3 to determine if S contains any 3-dimensionaCunit-celI. , 

Step 6: If S contains some 3-dimensionaCunit-cell, then S is not a surface. GolO step 8. 

Step 7: Report that S is a digital surface. 

Step 8: Report that S is not a digital surface. 


Theorem 4.1 Given point adjacency lists ALp(Pj), the time complexity of the Surface Decision Algorithm 
that determines if a subset S of 2:.3 is a digital surface is O(lSI). 

4.3 Boundary Search Algorithm 

The Boundary Search Algorithm deteIDIines the boundary of a surface S. According to lemma 3.4, if all 
line_un it-cells of a digital surface have exactly two paralleCmoves, then the surface has no boundary. According to 
lemma 3.3, all points of a digital surface involved in the line_unit-cells that have only one paralleCmove are the 
boundary points of the surface. The Boundary Search Algorithm uses Algorithm 1 of the Surface Decision 
Algorithm to determine the number of parallel_moves for aliline_unit-celis in S. 

Given point adjacency lists ALp(pt), the algorithm for deciding all boundary points is given as below. 

Boundary Search Algoritbm 
Step 1: Let the set B be empty. Apply Algorithm 1 of Surface Decision Algorithm to determine the number 

of parallel_moves for ailline_unit-<:ells in S. 
Step 2: For every line_unit-cell in S, if it has only one paralleCmove, add the two points involved in the 

line_unit-cell into the set B if they <lIe not in B. ,.' 
Step 3: If B is not empty, output B that contains all boundary points of the surface S. Otherwise, report that S 

has no boundary and is a closed surface. 

Theorem 4.2 Given point adjacency lists ALp{Pi), the time complexity of the Boundary Search AlgoritPIT' 
is O(lSI). . 

4.4 Sufface Tracking Algorithm 

Given a solid digital object, the Surface Tracking Algorithm determines the boundary surface of the solid 
object Here, the boundary surface of a solid object is not the surface defined by the definition 3.2 in this paper. 
Before presenting the Surface Tracking Algorithm, we first introduce a solid object in I3. A solid object in I3 is a 
point-connected subset of 2,3 and consists of a number of 3-dimenssionaCunit-cells. A surface_unit-cell (II, 12) and 
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its parallel_move (13, Lt) determine a 3-dirnensional_unit-cell. For a formal definition of a solid object (3-complex), 
see 2. 

Lemma 4.9 Let M be a rolid object of 2:3. The boundary surface of M: aM is all surface_unit-cells of M 
which have only one paralleCmove. 

Given point adjacency lists ALp(pi), the algorithm for determining the boundary surface of a solid object M is 
given as below. 

Surface Tracking Algorithm 
Step 1: Apply Algorithm 1 of the Surface Decision Algorithm to construct Line ParalleCMove lists LPM(li) 

for aliline_unit-cells in M 
Step 2: Apply Algorithm 3 of the Surface Decision Algorithm to detennine the number of paralleCmoves of 

each swface_unit-cell in M. 
Step 3: Let the set B empty. 
Step 4: For every surface_unit-cell in M, if it has only one paralleCmove, add the four points involved in the 

surface_unit-cell into the set B if they are not in B. 

Step 5: Output B that contains all points of the boundary surface of M. 


Theorem 4.3 The time complexity of the Surface Tracking Algorithm is OIMI. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

A mathematical digital surface definition is given in this paper. This definition is easy to understand and very 
intuitive. Simple algorithms for surface decision, boundary search, and sUIface tracking were developed on the basis 
of this defmition. The time complexities of these three algorithms are O(ISI), where lSI is the size of the subset S of 
L3, when S is given as an adjacency list 
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ABSTRACT 


In this paper, we present two theorems: Classification theorem and corner point theorem for closed digital 
surfaces. The classification theorem deals with the categorization of simple surface points and sta.tes that there a.re 
exactly six different types of simple surface points. On the basis of the classification theorem a.nd Euler formula 
on planar graph, we have proved the corner point theorem: Any simple closed surface has at least eight corner 
points, where a corner point of a closed surface is a point in the surface which has exactly three adjacent points in 
the closed surface. Another result reported in this paper is that any simple closed surface has at least fourteen points. 

L INTRODUCTION 

Digital geometry and topology study the geometric and topological properties of digita.l images and objects. 
It provides a mathematical foundation for important image processing and computer vision operators such as 
connected component labeling, border following and contour fillingl. The study of digital curves and surfaces is 
one of the most important aspects in digital geometry and topology. In addition, the topological and geometric 
properties of curves and surfaces in digital spaces can be applied to design fast algorithms for image processing and 
computer vision 2 ,3,4. 

In the past, some important global results have been obtained in digital topology. Rosenfeld proved an important 
theorem: Any simple closed curve must have five points in a two dimensional digital plane, where a curve is a directly 
connected (or 4-connected) path5 • Kong, Khalimsky and Kopperman gave a topological proof for this theorem 6 • 

Some improvements of the Rosenfeld's theorem have been achieved. For example, any simple closed curve must 
have eight points in the sense of 4-connectedness given by Abelson and diSessa. On the other hand, Rosenfeld, 
Morgenthaler and Reed showed that the Jordan curve theorem and Jordan surface theoremS,'i,b. Recently, Herman 
showed several results on multidimensional Jordan surfaces9 • 

This paper presents some new results on simple closed surface defined by Morgt!nthaler and Rosenfeld8 • In 
order to discuss the properties of a simple closed surface, we prove a theorem for cl<).SSification of simple surface 
points in Section 3 '. This theorem states that there are exactly six types of simple surfa~e points in simple close<l, 
surfaces. We call this theorem as classification theorem. 

Based on classification theorem and Euler's Formula on planar graph 10, we proved a global theorem: Any simple 
closed surface at least has eight corner simple surface points. Its proof is given in Section 4. In addition, we show 
that any simple closed surface at least has 14 points in section 4. 
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2. BASIC CONCEPTS AND PROPERTIES 

In this section, we review some basic concepts of digital spaces and digital surfaces, and two discrete defin·r 

of digital surfaces given by Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld 7 , and Chen and Zhang respectively4.11. I IOns 


A three dimensional digital space 2:3 is a three dimensional lattice points' array, where each point has inle 

coordinates. Two points P = (i, j, 1:) and pi =(ii, jl, k') are 6-adjacent if . get 


Ii - i'l + Ii - J'I + /1: - k'i = 1. 

They are 26-adjacent if 

max{/i - i'/, Ii - j'j, Ik - k'J} = 1. 


Let 5 be a subset of 2:3. The 6- and 26-connectedness can be defined by these two kinds of adjacencies respectively. 

Two points P and q are 6- ( or 26-) connected if there exists a path Po, Pl, ... , Pn, where Po = p, Pn = q, Pi a.nd pi+l 

are 6- ( or 26-) adj acent. 


:Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld gave a definition of simple surface points; we now introduce their definition as 

followso: 


Let S be a subset of 2:3 and P be a point in S. Let N27(p) be the set of p's 26 26-adjacent points. Use the 

6-connectivity and 26-connectivity to Sand 5 respectively. p is called as a simple surface point of S if 


1) S n N,.Z7(p) has exactly one component adjacent to p (in the S sense), denote this component Ap. 


2) 5 n N'27(p) has exactly two components,C1 and C2 , adjacent to p (in the S sense). 


3) If q E Sand q is adjacent to p (in the S sense), then q is adjacent (in the 5 sense) to both C1 and C2• 

S is called a simple closed surface when each point of S is a simple surface point. A surface satisfying the definition 
is called Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld surface in this paper. 

Because Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld surface cannot handle the surfaces with boundaries, the authors gave another 
definition of digital surfaces in reference 4,11. \Ve now describe this definition below_ 

Definition 2.1 A line_cell (q, q')' is called a parallel-move of (p,p') if p and p' are adjacent to q and q' 
respectively; but neither p and q' nor p' and q are adjacent. 

Definition 2.2 Two surface_cells are line_adjacent if they share a line..cell. Two surface..cells are line..connected 
if there is a path of surface_cells connected with these two surface-cells, and each adjacent pair in the path are 
line_adjacent. ..;.. 

~..:~ .. .' 

Definition 2,3 A connected set S C 2:::\ is a digital surface if 

(1) Each line_cell of S has one and two paralleLmove5 in s. 

(2) Any two surface_cells of 5 	are line_connected. 

,. 
(3) S does not contain any 3_dimensional unit cell. 
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From now, a "surface" or "digital surface" means that it satisfies Definition 2.3 in this paper. p is an inner 
point in surface 5 if every line_cell containing p has exactly 2 parallel-moves in S. p is a boundary point of S if 
there exists a line_cell containing p which has only one paralleLmove. The set of all boundary points is denoted by 
35. 

Definition 2.4 Let p be a point of a surface 5, p is a regular point if all surface_cells including p in 5 are 
line_connected in N(27, p) = NZ7(p) Up. If P is both a.n.inner and a regular point, then p is called a regular inner 
surface point. 

Theorem 2.112 A Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld simple surface point is a regular inner surface point. That is, a 
regular closed surface is a Morgenthaler-Rosenfeld surface. 

This theorem will be used in proving classification theorem in this paper. 

3. GEOMETRIC EQUIVALENCE AND CLASSIFICATION OF SIMPLE SURFACE POINTS 

In order to explore the structure of simple closed surfaces, we should know the number of different types of 
simple surface points. Classification theorem presented in this section states that there a.re exactly six different 
types of simple surface points. 

Definition 3.1 Let 5 and R be two subsets in N(27,p) and p be a point in both Sand R. 5 and Rare 
geometric equivalent if and only if there is an one to one mapping J : S - R which satisfies: 

(1) J(p) = p, 

(2) d(x, y) = d(J(x), fey)), d is the distance for 6-connectedness. 

(3) D(x, y) = D(f(x), fey)), D is the distance for 26-connectedness. 
'Nhere x and y in 5 and the distance means the length of the shortest path. 

It is easy to see that the conditions (1) and (2) are necessary in Definition 3.1 for this equivalence. It is 
not obvious that the condition (3) is necessary. However, without the condition (3), 5 and R in Figure 3.1 are 
equivalent. 

/ /s/
~/_,,---z---,7 

(a) 

Figure 3.1 Two simple surface points 

Lemma 3.1 The geometric equivalence relation is a mathematical equivalence relation. 

A simple surface point p concerns with the point p ~nd its surrounding points~ The geometric equivalence 

l' 
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relation classifies all N(27,p)'s subsets with point p into a number of geometric equivalence classes. Among these 
classes, only a few of them make p as a simple surface point. Only 6-adjacent simple surface points are considered 
in this paper. We will classify all simple surface points based on the geometric equivalence. 

(1) 

"L-/_--,.'--z----;f7

/ 7 7 

(2) (3) 


(4) 


. '(5) 
 (6) 
 If 

Figure 3.2 A1J types of simple surface points 

LemIIla 3.212 If p is a simple surface point, then each line_cell containing p in N(27,p) has exactly two 
parallel-moves; any two surface_cells are line-connected in N(27,p), and there is no 3D_cell inN(27,p). 
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Therefore, p is a regular inner surface point when p is a simple surface point. According to the two lemmas 
above, we can obtain: 

Theorem 4.1 There are only 6 types of simple surface points that are not geometrically equivalent to each 
ollier ( see Figure 3.2). 

Proof We can start with a point p and one of its directly adjacent points pi because a isolated point can not 
be a simple surface point. According to Lemma 3.2 and geometric equivalence, the line_cell (p, pi) must have two 
parallel-moves. So, they derive two cases in Figure 3.3, and nothing else. 

b 

b p 

? 
a 

b' 
b/ / 

a' 

p 

a 

a' 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.3 Two cases derived by line-cell (p,p') 

b 

b' 

a 
d 

(a) a' 
(b) 

b' 

a' 
(c) 

Figure 3.4 Three cases derived by Figure 3.3 
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Thus, the case ':0) in Figure 3.3 can derive a simple surface point with three surface_cells in N(Z7, p). It is the 
case (1) in Figure 3.2. Because each line_cell must have exactly two parallel-moves, from Figure 3.3 we can develop 
the three cases with 3 surface_cells in Figure 3.4, which are possible to be simple surface points without duplicate 
based on the geometric equivalence. 

Continue the derivation, we can develop the 6 cases with 4 surface_cells in Figure 3.5 from Figure 3.4. 

n 

,4--/_~i7----,.'7 / /
p'/ ? 7 

(a) (b) V 

(c) 

(e) 

Figure 3.5 Three cases derived by Figure 3.4 

Therefore, we get case (2) and (3) in Figure 3.2 from case (a) and (c) in Figure 3.5. Again, we can develop the' 
G cases with 5 surface_cells in Figure 3.6 from Figure 3.5. 

\'\"e get case (4) in Figure 3.2 from case (e) of Figure 3.6. We can see that point p in case (d) can not be a 
simple surface point, and case (a),(b) (c) and (f) in Figure 3.6 have only one choice to be a simple surface point. 
\Vhen we add a surface_cell to case (a), (c) or (f), we get the simple surface point that is the same as case (5) in 
Figure 3.2. \Vhen we add a surface_cell to case (b), it becomes case (6) in Figure 3.2. 
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(b) 
(a) 

(c) 

(e) (f) 

l\
i 

, Figure 3.6 Three cases derived by Figure 3.5 

I 4. THE CORNER POINT THEOREM FOR SIMPLE CLOSED SURFACES 

I This section shows a global theorem for simple closed surfaces in three dimensional digital spaces. The Euler's 
formula on the planar graph will be used to prove our theorem. 

Euler's formula 10 of the planar graph is: Suppose G = (V, E) is a planar graph; if F is th", set of faces in G, 
then IFI +- /VI =lEI + 2. Let 5 be a simple closed surfa.ce. Because there is no complete bipartite graph K 3 ,3 and 
compl~te graph Ks in 5, so 5 is a planar graph. Thus, . 

Lemma 4.1 S is a planar graph if we view S as a graph G =(V, E), where V =5 and (p, p') E E iff p and p' 
are adjacent inS. 

Let p be a point of S. pis called i-point ifp is 6-adjacent to i points in SnN(27,p). Let M(3), M(4), M(5),and 
M (6) be the sets of the 3-point ( also called. ,:orner point), 4-point; 5-point, and 6-point, respectively. There is no 
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7 -point in a simple surface S 12. 

Lemma 4.2 (1) lVl =/M3(S)/ + IM4 (S)1 + /Ms(S)1 + IMs(S)/; 

(2) lEI = (3IM3(S») + 4IM4 (S)1 +5)Ms(S)1 + 6/M6(S)I)/2; 

(3) IFI =(3/M3(S)j + 4/M-4(S)/ + 5IMs(S)/ + 6/M6(S)/)/4. 

Proof For (1), according to Theorem 4.1, Mo(S), M1 (S)M2 (S) and Mi(S) etc. can not be the simple surface 
points. Therefore (1) is ture. 

For (2), we just consider each vertex's contribution to the edges E in planar graph G. In G = (V,E), every 
point in M3(S) is connected with 3 edges, every point in M4.(S) is connected with 4 edges, every point in Ms(S) 
connected with 5 edges, and every point in Ms(S) is connected with 6 edges. On the other hand, every edge has 
two end points. So, 

lEI =(3IM3(S)1 + 4/M4.(S)/ + 5/Ms(S)/ + 6jM6 (S)/)/2. 

For (3), we also consider each vertex's contribution to the faces Fin G. In G =(V, E), every point in Ms(S) is 
connected with 3 faces, every point in M4.(S) is connected with 4 faces, every point in Ms(S) is cOD.Dected with 5 
faces, and every point in MseS) is connected with 6 faces. On the other hand, every face has four end points. So, 

IF) =(31M3(S)/ + 4/M4.(S)/ + 51Ms(S)/ + 61Ms(S)I)/4. 

Lenuna 4.3 IM3 (S)1 = 8 + IMs(S)1 + 21M6(S)/, 

Proof According to the Euler's formula, we have: 

IM3(S)1 + ]M4.(S) I+ IMs(S)1 + IM6(S)/+ 


(3IMs(S)1 +4IM4.(S) I +5IMs(S)1 + 6IM6(S)J)/4 = 

(3/M3(S)1 +4IM4 (S)/ + 5IMs(S)1 + 6IMs(S)/)/2 + 2. 


Thus, 

IM3(S)) :+:.IM4.(S) I + lMs(S)1 + lM6 (S)1 = 
(31M3(S)1 +41M-4(S) I+ 5IMs(S)1 + 6IM6(S)I)/4 + 2. 

Then,IM3 (S)I =8 + IMs(S)1 + 21M6 (S)I· 
,1"\ 

According Lerri'ma 4.3, we have: 


Theorem 4.1 Any simple closed surface a.t least has eight corner surface points. 


Theorem 4.2 Any simple closed surface a.t least bas 14 points. 


Proof First, any two corner surface points cannot be adjacent; otherwise, there would be a three-dimensional 

unit cell in the surface. According to Theorem 4.1, each simple dosed surface has at least eight corner points, 
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each of which is connected to three edges, which can not connect with corner surface points. Therefore, there are 
24 =(3 x 8) points, each of which.is not a corner surface points. So, the number of the points in a closed surface is: 

IM3 (S)1 + 1M.. (S)I + /Ms(S) I+ IM6(S)/ = 

8 + IMs(S)1 + 2IM6(S)/ + IM4 (S)1 + IMs(S)1 + IM6(S)1 = 


8 + IM.. (S)I + 2IMs(S)1 + 3/M6 (S)1 


and 

4IM.. (S)/ + 5IMs(S)1 + 6IM6(S)/ ~ 24. 


According to Lemma 4.3, we consider the following integer programming problem: 


8 + /M.. (S)/ + 2IMs(S)1 + 3IM6(S)1 =min 

4IM.. (S)1 + 5IMs(S)1 + 6IM6 (S)1 ~ 24; . 

we have got IM..(S)I =6 and IMs(S)1 = IM6 (S)1 =O. That is, any simple closed surface at least has 14 points. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this note, we discuss various kinds of two dimensional unit cells, or surface-unit cells, made by regular poly
gons (simplexes) in the plane R x R. Mathematically, the plane can be divided by simplexes or regular polygons 
(decomposition). If we only allow one kind of surface-unit in the plane, there are only three possible choices: regu
lar triangle (3-regular-polygon), square (4-regular-polygon), or 6-regular-polygon. Using Euler's formula for planar 
graphs, we give a type of topological proofs to that a closed digital curve has at least 6 points in a 3-regular-polygon 
decomposition plane, has at least 8 points in a 4-regular-polygon decomposition plane, and has at least 12 points 
in a 6-regular-polygon decomposition plane, respectively. On the other hand, a plane can also be divided by com
binations of two kinds of regular polygons. We have obtained two types of {3, 6}-regula.r-polygon combinations, 
two types of {4, 8}-regular-polygon combinations, and one type of {3, 12}-regular-polygon combination. We also 
discuss the applications of polygons or closed paths to digital surfaces in three dimensional digital spaces . 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The topological and geometric properties of objects of digital spaces are quite useful for image processing and 
computer vision. Rosenfeld proved the discrete Jordan curve theorem and another important theorem: Any simple 
closed curve must have five points in a two dimensional digital plane, where the curve is a directly connected (or 
4-connected) path 1, On the other hand, in differential geometry there is a famous four vertex theorem: Every 
simple closed convex curve in a plane has at least four vertices, where t?e vertex is a point whose curvature has a 
local maximum or minimum. 

In thIS note, we discuss various kinds of two dimensional unit cp.lls, or surface-unit cells, made by regular 
polygons (simplexes) in the plane R x R. Mathematically, the plane can be divided by simplexes or regular polygons 
(decomposition). If we only allow one kind of surface-unit in the plane, there are only three possible choices: 
regular triangle (3-regular-polygon), square (4-regular-polygon), or 6-regular-polygon. However, a plane can also 
be divi,le<i. by combinations of two kinds of regular polygons. We ~-c.~''l obtained two types of {3, 6}-regular
polygon combinations, two types of {4, 8}-re&ular-polygon combinatiol1:>, and one type of {3, 12}-regular~po1ygon 
combination. 

We also study the properties of the topology under these surface-unit cell partitions. Surface-unit cells are used 
to partition a plane or to form a surface. 
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2. REGULAR POLYGONS 


There are many ways to divide a plane into simplex pieces. The most popular one is to use regular 4-polygons. 
Its lattice space is :E2 where' each point has integer coordinates. Regular triangles (3-polygon) are also used to 
represent wired frame surfaces. Although many applications need more flexible polygons not only regular polygons, 
in this note we concentrate on the simplest case of regular polygons. 

How many kinds of regular-polygons can be used for the purpose of filling a plane? If one only allows one 
kind of regular n-polygon, then there are only 3 types of discrete planes: 3-polygon plane, 4-polygon plane, and 
6-polygon plane (see Figure 2.1). The reason is simple because for an inner angle (A) in Figure 2.2 of a regular 
n-polygon: A = en - 2)180/n =180 - 360/n, so B =360 - A. =180 + 360/n. In addition, assume there are m 
regular n-polygons to share a point, then n . m =360. We have A1360. Thus (n - 2) 12n, so n only can be 3, 4, and 
6. 

(a) 3-polygon-unit cells (b) 4-polygon-unit cells 

(c) 6-polygon-unit cells 

Figure 2.1 Planes made by regular polygon cells 

B 

Figure 2.2 An angle in a regular polygon 

If one allows more than one kind of regular polygon; we have two types of {3, 6}-polygon plane, two types of 
{4, 8}-polygon plane, and a {3, 12}-polygon plane. See Figure 2.3 
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(a) 3-6-polygon-unit cells (b) 3-6-polygon-unit cells 

(c) 4-8-poiygon-unit cells (d) 4-8-polygon-unit cells 

(e) 3-12-polygon-unit cells 

Figure 2.3 Planes made by two kinds of regular polygon cells 

3. SIMPLE CLOSED DIGITAL CURVES ON PLANES 

We know that a 3-regular-polygon has three edges, a 4-regular-polygon has four edges and SQ1':~.rth. Only these 
edges can be used for vertices connection. For example, for a 4-regular-polygon we use 4-adjacency. A digital curve 
(or curve) is made by a simple path of vertices. Intuitively, a closed"curve is a curve and each vertex has exactly 
two adjacent vertices in the curve. We know such closed curves have a. Jordan property: assume the plane P and 
the closed curve C, P - C has two nonempty components (a component means a connected part), INc and OUTc, 
which are disconnected. 

There is a only confusion here. The Jordan property holds because we consider the space P is a plane, which is 
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a continuous space. If we onlX consider P, a set of vertices (all conner points of polygons), we must perform some 
changes in order to maintain Jordan property. For example, a curve does not contain any subset which is just all 
points of a polygon. Otherwise, all vertices of a polygon form a curve C but P - C is just a component. In this 
paper, we consider that P is a' discrete plane. 

Some topological properties can be obtained by 3-regular-polygon, 4-regular-polygon aJld 6-regular-polygon 
decompositions: 

(1) 3-regular-polygon Let the surface-unit cell consist of a 3-regular-polygon. If C is a closed curve then 
there are five kinds of simple curve points in INc uC. We call a point p on C a CP; point ifp has i adjacent points 
in INc UC. 

Proposition 2.1 ICPsl =ICPsl +6. Furthermore, a closed curve has at least 6 points. 

Proof. According to Figure 3.1, we know /CPd = 0 and ICP;! =0 if i > 6. In fact CP2 = 0 (Point A in 
Figure 3.1) and CP6 = 0 (Point E in Figure 3.1) because C cannot contain any 3-regular-polygon. We call that the 
points of CP4 are straight line points, point C in Figure 3.1, as well as outward-conner points for CP3 , point B in 
Figure 3.1, and inward-conner points for CPs, point D in Figure 3.1 . 

Since the vertices and edges generated by these 3-regular polygons form a planer graph, we can use Euler planer 
graph theorem to :find the relationship between the CPs and CPs. This theorem says: In a planer graph, if V, E, 
and F represent the set of vertices, edges and faces respectively, then lEI = IFI + IVI- 2. In our case 

!VI =JCPsl + ICPs/ + ICP4 / + IINcl, 

lEI = (6 . INc + 5 . ICPs I+ 4 'ICP4 / + 3 ·ICP3/)/2, 

and 

IFI = (6 . INc + 4 ,/CPs/+ 3 ·/CP4 / + 2 . ICP3/)/3 + 1. 

Therefore, 

ICPs/+ ICP3 1 + ICP4 1 + /INc/ + (6· INc +4 . ICPs I+ 3 ·ICP4 l + 2 'ICP3/)/3+ 1- 2 

=(6· INc + 5 ·lCPsl + 4 ·/CP4 / + 3 'ICP3/)/2, 

we have ICP3 1 = ICPsl + 6. 0 

.:J 
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Figure 3.1 Vertices classification ofregular polygon cells 

(2) 4-regular-polygon Let the· surface-unit cell be only made of 4-regular-polygons i.e. Z x Z. This is the 
most popular case, considerable research work has dealt with this case. If C is a closed curve then we will see that 
there are three kinds of simple curve points respecting to INc U C. We also call a point p on C is a CPi point if p 
has i adjacent points in INc UC. In fact, !CPr! =0 and !CPi ! =0 if i > 4. CP2 contains outward corner points, 
CP3 contains straight-line points, and CP4 contains inward corner points. Rosenfeld, Kong and etc. obtained that 
"a closed curve has at least 8 points." We give a different of proof in this note. 

Proposition 2.2 CPs = CP4 + 4. Furthermore, a closed curve has at least 8 points. 

Proof. For this proof, we use the same technique as previously. Since the vertices and edges generated by these 
4-regular polygons form a planer graph, we can use Euler planer graph theorem to find the relationship between the 
CP2 and CP4 . In this case, 

IVI = ICP4 1+ ICP31+ !CP2 1+ IINcl, 

lEI = (4· INc + 4 ·ICP41 +3 ·ICPsl + 2 ·ICP2 J)/2, 

and 

Therefore, 

ICP4 1+ ICPs I+ ICP2 1+ lINe I+ (4· INc + 3 ·ICP4\ +:1; ·ICPsl + ICP2/)/4 +1- 2 

= (4· INc +4 ·ICP4 1+ 3 ·ICP3 1 + 2 ·ICP2 /)/2, 

On the other hand, C does not contain any 4-regular polygon, so any two outward corner points cannot be 
adjacent. There are at least 4 outward corner points. The positions between two outward corner points must be 
filled by the points in CPs or CP4 . Thus, ICI must be greater than or equal to 8. 0 

(3) 6-regular-polygon Let the surface-unit be only made of 6-regular-polygons (see Figure 2.1 (c)). If C is a 
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clos.ed ~urv: then t~ere .are t.wo ~inds of simple curve points res ectincr to IN '.. l' .
CP. pomt 1f p has t adjacent pomts in IN U C ..IfF' Poe uC. W. alsc Call a pcIn.t Pon La . c . n act 19ure 2 1 (c) ICP 1-0 d 'C'"' . ~ 
cont ams outward corner points and CP t" d' :' 1, - an I ,r" =IJ If I> G?, 

. ' 3 can ams mwar corner pomts. . 

2 -- 3, ICP31 2:.3 Thus, a closed curve has at least 12 points.Proposition 2.3 CP CP +6 

1Proof. We use the same technique as we did above. Since the vertices and edges enerated bv the::; 

~;,g~::::~':;,lan" ",.ph, "" ,an ",e the Eul" pIano, """h theorem to find the "l";o<».ip b.t~,,~ CF, "', 

IVI = ICI + IINc I= ICP31 + ICP21+ IINc\, 

lEI = (3· INc + 3 ·ICP31 +2 ·ICP21)/2, 

and 

IFI = (3· INc + 2 ·ICP31 + ICP21)/6 + 1. 

Therefore, 

ICP31 + ICP2 1 + IINcl + (3· INc + 2 ·ICP31 + ICP21)/6 +1- 2 

= (3· INc + 3 ·ICP31 + 2 ·ICP2Il/2, 

we have ICP21 =ICP3 1+6. 

If ICP31 = 0, then C is not a Jordan curve. Therefore ICP31 >= 1. Let c E CP3, then there is a p i~ ill 
INc and adjacent to e. e has two other adjacent points r1,r2' If both r1 and r2 are in C, then they must be in 

CP3 by the definition of CP3. So, ICP31 >= 3. If r1 is in CP3 but r2 is not in CP3, then 1'"2 E INc, and I'"z has two 
adjacent points r21 and 1'22' Neither 1'21 E {e,p, r1} nor 1'"22 E {e,p, r1}' Because Inc is finite, so if 1'"21 or 1':11 is not 
in CP3 we can find their adjacent points, until we reach the boundary C. Thus, ICPsi >= 3. If neither 1'1 nor r~ 
is in C, there must be two out off the four adjacent points of them are never tending to be adjacent. So, Vi'll! 
reach different boundary points. Thus, we still have ICP3i >= 3. Since ICI =ICP21 +ICPs! =2· IePsi +62: 12 Cl 

4. AN INTUITIVE CONSIDERATION 

Using Euler theorem to prove these propositions is probably too complicated; however, this method a.t least 
provides global topological proofs for these properties. A very simple strategy is to consider the 360·degr~ trace of 
a s;,~ple closed curve. One can get the three propositions very el'.si.lv, Let us consider the 4-regular-poIygon Let 
a point 'p be on closed C, find p's anti-clock adjacent point q. Suppose that C is the path q = qc, ql, ,,,,9,,-1 :.:: p. 

Stc>rt at q and we have (intuitively) 

where P-1 =PlI-1 and pn =PO' A straight-line point has no contribution to the above summation 
point has 90 degrees cOl!tribution, and an inward point has -90 degrees contribution. Therefore, 
Also, if a surface S on ~ 'plane has a hole and G1 is the boundary of the hole, then IChi = ICPzl + 4 in 

+ 6 for 
Similarly, ICP31 = ICPsl + 6 for 3_regular-polygon plane closed curve, and ICP2! :.:: 

polygon. 
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Also using this method, if 5 is a surface with a hole on a plane, and C is the boundary of 5, then the number 
of inward points equals the number of outward points. 

This method has a disadvantage, that is it can not be extended to solve the surface problem in three dimensional 
digital spaces 2. 

5. DISCUSSION RELATED TO 3D SPACES 

Some applications need more generalized curves and surfaces, such as a mesh for surface fitting. A mesh of 
a continuous surface is a "discrete surface" which is mostly like a graph. Giving a graph-based discrete surface 
definition was first suggested and studied by Herman3 . 

Polygons can be defined as surface cells; however, in 3D spaces, a surface cell may not be on a plane. To extend 
the concept of polygons in use of general surface-cells is necessary. We can define a surface cell as a minimum 
closed path in a graph. Let G = (V, E) be a simple graph. A subgraph C of G is called a (discrete) curve iff each 
vertex v in C is included in one or two edges in C and C does not contain any surface-cell. A subgraph S of G is 
called a (discrete) surface iff each edge e in 5 is included in one or two surface-cells in Sand 5 does not contain 
any solid-cell; and so forth. 

Based upon this definition, we will see that a simplex decomposition of a. continuous surface is a discrete surface 
if each triangle is treated as a surface-cell. In addition, For a two binary image, we can use a quadtree to represent 
the image. Each leaf of the quadtree can be used as a surface-cell, then we will be able to develop a very easy to 
search the boundary of the image. 
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